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Research Institute, Sydney). ........................................................................................................ 43 

Figure 2.17 | Schematic showing the relationship between cell types within the adult heart. 

Non-muscle cells of adult hearts outnumber cardiomyocytes and are heterogeneous. Non-

muscle cells include SCA1+ and SP cells (red and yellow circles). The SP phenotype predicted 

clonogenicity and enrichment for the cardiac transcription factors Gata, Hand, and Tbx. 10-

15% of non-SP cells show the molecular signature of SP cells and vice versa (red and yellow 

cones), which co-segregate exactly with PDGFRα. PDGFRα+ cells outside the SP phenotype that 

express the cardiac transcription factors Gata, Hand, and Tbx outnumber the relatively small 

number of SP cells. Schematic adapted from Nosedat et al. (139). ............................................ 45 

Figure 2.18 | Continuous observation of single cells versus population averages. (A) Population 

averages obscure population heterogeneity as determined by flow cytometry or single cell 

analysis (B) Continuous observation of single cells is required to understand cell fate in detail. 
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There are many different possibilities for how heterogenous populations arise. . For example, 

the only way to know how one white cell can give rise to four red cells is to continuously 

observe each cell’s fate. (C) Extrapolating from average population based measurements of 

molecular expression to single cells can lead to erroneous conclusions. Image taken from 

Schroeder et al. (30) .................................................................................................................... 47 

Figure 2.19 | Fluorescent images showing nuclear expression of PDGFRα::GFP in cardiac MSC 

before and after image processing. Four fields of view are stitched together to form one larger 

field of view for cell tracking. (A) Fluorescent image shows raw images after stitching and (B) 

the final result after correction of uneven illumination and contrast. (350ms exposure time) . 53 

Figure 2.20 | Image segmentation of MSC at the beginning and end of a single passage (p5). 

Phase contrast image of entire field of view at the beginning (A) and end (B) (5.75 days) of 

experiment with cells false colored to represent their generation as indicated in legend. All 

cells at time zero were classified as starting cells that produce two second-generation daughter 

cells upon division. This image was taken from Van Vliet et al. (72) .......................................... 54 

Figure 2.21 | An example of single cell pedigree annotation. Times of cell fate outcomes 

(death, division, lost, not complete) are recorded for all tracked cells. Cells within a pedigree 

are referred to as progeny and are numbered according to their position within the pedigree. 

Any single cell measurement, such as size or reporter expression, can be annotated. ............. 55 

Figure 2.22 | Potential sources of size heterogeneity among MSCs. (A) A cell pedigree with 

heterogeneous divisions. Pedigree contains siblings that both divide (green), one divides 

(yellow) and one does not (orange), or both do not divide (red). (B) Extrinsic factors that could 

potentially influence time to cell division. Contact was defined as another cell within 12.9 μm 

proximity. No significant differences observed for extrinsic factors. (C) The average lineage 

history of the cells (intrinsic factors) for each of the three groups overlaid and individually 

(inset). Line width represents spread cell area. 95% confidence intervals for lifetime are 

represented by error bars. * denotes significance at a p < 0.05 level and ** marks the time that 

the cell area for dividing and non-dividing cells becomes significantly different (p < 0.05). (D) 

Histogram showing distribution of cell sizes including those stained positive for the cell 

senescence marker β-galactosidase after 7 days culture. Figure taken from Van Vliet et al. (72)  

Figure 2.23 | Example of heterogeneous fate outcomes and right censoring that is inherent 

within single cell pedigrees. The green and red boxes demarcate observed and right censored 

fates. Lost cells are also considered to be right censored because their final fate is not 

observed. The two pedigrees on the left of the grey dotted line exemplify symmetric fate 

outcomes in siblings, i.e. the pairs of daughter cells produced by the first division in each 

pedigree both divide at the same time. The two pedigrees on the right of the grey dotted line 

exemplify asymmetric fate outcomes in siblings, i.e. the pairs of daughter cells produced by the 

first division in each pedigree have discordant fates as a result of right censoring. Importantly, 

if censored lifetimes and discordant fates are discarded from cell lifetime analysis then 

conclusions are biased towards symmetric fates and shorter cell lifetimes, i.e. only pedigrees 

on the left of the grey dotted line would be included). Figure adapted from Cornwell et al. 

(200)............................................................................................................................................. 69 
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Figure 2.24 | Schematic comparing SCM and SFM for testing cellular responses to extrinsic 

cues. SCM is undefined and contains a number of unknown inhibitors and cytokines (in red) 

that make it difficult to relate the effect of an input (e.g. cytokines, inhibitors) on cell 

responses (e.g. self-renewal, death, differentiation, and protein expression). SCM is fully-

defined, such that the presence and concentration of each component is known, overcoming 

the limitations of SCM. ................................................................................................................ 77 

Figure 3.1| Single-cell tracking generates cell lifetime data that are visualised as single-cell 

pedigrees. (A) Stylised cartoon of a single cell pedigree showing the fate and time of fate for 

each cell (right censored, lost, division, death, differentiation, etc.), kinship relationships, and 

generation numbers. Measurements of a cell’s internal molecular state, morphological 

appearance, as well as other lifetime events such as cell-cell contact may be recorded within a 

single cell pedigree. Establishment of kinship relationships within a single cell pedigree 

provides unique access to study the influence of inheritance on cell fate outcomes. (B) Cell 

lifetime data from the pedigree shown in (A), depicted in table format. Note: only sibling cell 

clusters are shown in the table. (C) Example of heterogeneous fate outcomes and right 

censoring that is inherent within single cell pedigrees. The green and red boxes demarcate 

observed and right censored fates. Lost cells are also considered to be right censored because 

their final fate is not observed. The two pedigrees on the left of the grey dotted line exemplify 

symmetric fate outcomes in siblings, i.e. the pairs of daughter cells produced by the first 

division in each pedigree both divide at the same time. The two pedigrees on the right of the 

grey dotted line exemplify asymmetric fate outcomes in siblings, i.e. the pairs of daughter cells 

produced by the first division in each pedigree have discordant fates as a result of right 

censoring. Importantly, if censored lifetimes and discordant fates are discarded from cell 

lifetime analysis then conclusions are biased towards symmetric fates and shorter cell 

lifetimes, i.e. only pedigrees on the left of the grey dotted line would be included). Image 

taken from Cornwell et al. (200) .................................................................................................. 85 

Figure 3.2 | Graphical abstract showing that intrinsic and extrinsic factors act at the single-cell 

level to control probabilistic cell fate outcomes (i.e. Pr(self-renewal), Pr(division), Pr(death)) for 

individual cells. Extrinsic factors may be biochemical or biomechanical stimuli such as soluble 

cytokines or substrate stiffness. Intrinsic factors refer to a cell’s internal molecular state which 

depends on its gene expression signature................................................................................... 86 

Figure 3.3 | Bivariate plots and histograms demonstrating that pre-competition probability 

distributions (bivariate plots) cannot be identified from post-competition (histograms) 

distributions. In all cases the pre-competition distributions show varying degrees of correlation 

(rho = 0, rho = 0.5, rho = 0.95) while post-competition (observed) distributions remain 

unaffected.  Image taken from Cornwell et al. (200) ................................................................... 89 

Figure 3.4|Single cell pedigrees showing kinship clustering. Kinship clusters are pairs of related 

cells within a pedigree including mother-daughter clusters, sibling clusters, 1st cousin clusters, 

and 2nd cousin clusters. Kinship clusters at different depths within a single cell pedigree have 

different degrees of familial and temporal separation. Image taken from Cornwell et al. (200)..90 
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Figure 3.5| Effect of chemotherapy on division and death of WT (pooled BT474 and MCF7 cell 

lines) and MUT (pooled MDA-MB231 and T47D cell lines) BC cells treated with Dox or Nut. (A) 

Pie-charts showing the distribution of fate outcomes (division, death, right censored) in control 

and dox treated WT and MUT BC cells. (B) Mean cycle time in control and dox treated WT and 

MUT BC cells. Right censored lifetimes are not included in calculation of mean cycle time. ** 

indicates p <0.001 and n.s. is not significant. (C) Non-parametric (dashed lines) and semi-

parametric (solid lines) CIF for division probability in WT (green), MUT (black), MUT+nut (light 

pink), WT+dox (blue), WT+nut (red), and MUT+dox (pink). (D) Non-parametric (dashed lines) 

and semi-parametric (solid lines) CIF for death probability in WT (green), MUT (black), 

MUT+nut (light pink), WT+dox (blue), WT+nut (red), and MUT+dox (pink). The estimated 

coefficients for semi-parametric models are shown in Table 3.3. All data analysed are from 

pooled observations from replicate wells for each condition (N = 853 cells). Image taken from 

Cornwell et al. (200) .................................................................................................................... 97 

Figure 3.6 | CR regression and concordance analysis of division, death, and differentiation in 

GMPs treated with haematopoetic cytokines. (A) Simulated CIFs for division for GFP- cells 

(black) treated with MCSF or GCSF, GFP+ cells treated with MCSF (green), and GFP+ cells 

treated with GCSF (red). Dashed lines show standard error (SE). (B) Simulated CIF for death for 

GFP- cells (black), treated with MCSF or GCSF, GFP+ cells treated with MCSF (green), and GFP+ 

cells treated with GCSF (red). Dashed lines show SE. (C) Division concordance probability for 

GFP- siblings (black), parent-child (green), 1st cousins (red), and 2nd cousins (blue). Dashed lines 

are 95% confidence intervals (CI). (D) Division concordance probability for GFP+ siblings (black), 

parent-child (green), 1st cousins (red), and 2nd cousins (blue). (E) Histogram showing the 

number of cells that transition from GFP- to GFP+ in each generation (MCSF and GCSF pooled 

data). (F) Concordance probability for onset of GFP expression after MCSF treatment for 

siblings (black), 1st cousins (red), and 2nd cousins (blue). Dashed lines are 95% CI. (G) 

Histograms showing the proportion of concordant, discordant, and censored fate outcomes in 

parent-child (P-C), sibling (S), 1st cousin (C1), and 2nd cousin (C2) kinship clusters. (H) The 

percentage of cell lifetime data used in various statistical tests that are used for quantifying 

association in the fate of cellular kin. CRR models and COR statistics are shown in Table 3.4. 

Image taken from Cornwell et al. (200) ..................................................................................... 103 

Figure 3.7| Bivariate plots showing the division age correlations between kinship relations for 

GFP- (GMP) cells. r represents Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Image taken from Cornwell et 

al. (200) ...................................................................................................................................... 106 

Figure 3.8 | Bivariate plots showing the division age correlations between kinship relations for 

GFP+ (differentiated) cells. r represents Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Image taken from 

Cornwell et al. (200) .................................................................................................................. 107 

Figure 3.9 | Bivariate plots showing correlation between kinship relations for the time taken 

from the start of exposure to growth factor to GFP expression. r is the Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient. Image taken from Cornwell et al. (200) .................................................................. 108 

Figure  4.1 | PDGFRα demarcates cardiogenic, clonogenic cells within the S+Pα+ population 

cardiac interstitial cells.  A) Bar graph showing the percentage of single cells that generate 
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colonies within SP cells when gated for PDGFRα and CD31. Mean ± standard error (S.E). Figure 

has been modified from (129). B) Schematic showing modes of cCFU-F cell division using 

PDGFRα as a marker of self-renewing cells. Mothers can divide to produce one PDGFRα+ 

daughter and one PDGFRα- daughter (asymmetric), two PDGFRα+ daughters (amplifying), or 

two PDGFRα- daughters (exhaustive). ....................................................................................... 115 

Figure 4.2 | Single-cell tracking generates cell lifetime data that are visualised as single-cell 

pedigrees. (A) Stylised cartoon of a single cell pedigree showing the fate and time of fate for 

each cell (right censored, lost, division, death, differentiation, etc.), kinship relationships, and 

generation numbers. Measurements of a cell’s internal molecular state, morphological 

appearance, as well as other lifetime events such as cell-cell contact may be recorded within a 

single cell pedigree. Establishment of kinship relationships within a single cell pedigree 

provides unique access to study the influence of inheritance on cell fate outcomes. (B) Stylised 

cartoon of a single cell pedigree showing kinship clustering. Kinship clusters are pairs of related 

cells within a pedigree including mother-daughter clusters, sibling clusters, 1st cousin clusters, 

and 2nd cousin clusters. Kinship clusters at different depths within a single cell pedigree have 

different degrees of familial and temporal separation. ............................................................ 120 

Figure 4.3 | Time-lapse, phase contrast images (15 minute per frame) showing classification of 

cell fate outcomes and time of fate outcome. A) Cell division (mitosis) was recorded when a 

cell became non-adherent and phase-bright (frame 2 – 3) before reattaching to TC plastic 

(frame 4) as two adherent daughter cells. The completion of cytokinesis (frame 5) was used to 

identify the birth time of daughter cells. B) Cell death was recorded when a cell stopped 

moving and its cytoplasm degraded. Apoptotic and necrotic mechanisms of cell death were not 

distinguished. C) Endoreplucation was recorded when incomplete cleavage occurred during 

cytokinesis, resulting in the formation of a single cell with two nuclei. Time of binucleation was 

recorded when the cleavage furrow was resolved, resulting in a single binucleated cell. ....... 123 

Figure 4.4 | Phase contrast images showing the classification of adherent S+Pα+ cells (left) and 

non-adherent cells (right) 18 hrs after plating. ......................................................................... 124 

Figure 4.5 | Phase contrast images showing the formation of what appeared to be a large 

colony from multiple cells. (A) Shows 9 single cells at the beginning of the observation which 

then collectively form what appeared to be two small colonies (B, white circles) and then a 

large colony (C). ......................................................................................................................... 126 

Figure 4.6 | Schematic showing the effect of seeding density on the probability of obtaining 

single-cell derived colonies. Cells are represented as blue ovals. (A) A seeding density of ~525 

cells/cm2 gives rise to 125 cells/cm2. At this density the probability of obtaining a single-cell 

derived colony is significantly compromised. (B) A seeding density of ~80 cells/cm2 increases 

the probability of obtaining one 25 cells/cm2 and ensures the formation of single-cell derived 

colonies. ..................................................................................................................................... 127 

Figure 4.7 | Representative phase contrast images showing an increase in cell size and the 

formation of cellular projections during adaption to in vitro culture. The last frame shows cell 

division. ...................................................................................................................................... 129 
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Figure 4.8 | Pie-charts showing the relative frequency of cell fate outcomes in P0 (left) and P4 

cultures (right) ........................................................................................................................... 130 

Figure 4.9 | Heterogeneity in cell cycle entry and progression for P0 (orange) and P4 (blue) 

cultures. (A) Histograms showing the distribution of cell cycle times for generation 0 (left) and 

generation>0 (right) cells in P0 cultures. (B) Histograms showing the distribution of cell cycle 

times for generation 0 (left) and generation>0 (right) cells in P4 cultures. (C) Bar-chart showing 

the mean cycle time for generation 0 (left) and generation>0 (right) cells from P0 (orange) and 

P4 (blue) cultures. Error bars indicate S.D. ................................................................................ 131 

Figure 4.10 | Non-parametric (solid lines) CIFs showing the probability of division and death 

outcomes. (A) Non-parametric CIFs showing probability of division in generation 0 (left) and 

generation > 0 cells (right) in P0 (orange) and P4 (blue) cultures. The probability of division was 

significantly higher in P4 compared to P0 cultures in generation 0 (p<<0.001) and generation > 

0 cells (2.41x10-5). (B) Non-parametric and semi-parametric CIF showing probability of death in 

generation 0 (left) and generation > 0 (right) cells in P0 (orange) and P4 (blue) cultures. The 

probability of death was significantly higher in P0 compared to P4 cultures in generation 0 

(p=4.7x10-4) and generation > 0 cells (p=2.82x10-5). Dotted lines represent 95% confidence 

intervals (CI). .............................................................................................................................. 132 

Figure 4.11 | The fraction of cells in each generation (as a proportion of the total number of 

cells present at that time) over the course of the observation period for P0 (left) and P4 

cultures (right). Each graph shows the peak and decline of successive generations and also 

shows the proportion of cells from each generation that are present within the cultures. .... 135 

Figure 4.12 | Percentage of progeny generated by clones (ordered by the number of progeny 

and expressed as a percentage of all clones) in P0 cultures (left) and P4 cultures (right). ...... 137 

Figure 4.13 | Cell cycle entry, cell cycle progression, and cell survival of micro (orange), small 

(blue), and large (grey) colonies. (A) The proportion of actively dividing cells in each generation 

and averaged over all generations for micro, small, and large clones. Error bars represent 

standard deviation (SD). (B) Histogram showing the distribution of cell cycle times in micro, 

small, and large colony cells. (C) Mean cell cycle time for micro, small, and large colony cells 

over five generations. Error bars represent SD. (D) The proportion of cell death events in micro, 

small, and large colony cells. Error bars represent SD.  Data analysed is from two independent 

experiments (N=810 cells). ........................................................................................................ 138 

Figure 4.14 |Empirical CIFs showing the probability of division for P0 micro (orange), small 

(blue), and large (grey) colony cells. (A) CIFs for generation 0 micro, small, and large colony 

cells. Large colony cells had the highest probability of division compared to small (p=0.09), and 

micro (p<<0.01) colony cells. Small colony cells had a higher probability of division compared 

to micro colony cells (p=0.08). (B) CIFs for generation>0 micro, small, and large colony cells. 

Large colony cells had the highest probability of division, compared to small (p=0.0079), and 

micro (p<<0.01) colony cells. Small colony cells had a higher probability of division compared 

to micro colony cells (p<<0.001). Data analysed is from two independent experiments (N=810 

cells). .......................................................................................................................................... 140 
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Figure 4.15 | (A) Histograms showing the distribution of GFP expression in micro (left), small 

(centre), and large (right) colonies. (B) Pie-charts showing the frequency of GFP+ and GFP- cells 

in micro, small, and large colonies. (C) Bar graph showing the total CFU frequency (total micro, 

small, and large colonies) generated by clonal cultures of small and large clones in 2° CFU 

assays. ........................................................................................................................................ 142 

Figure 4.16 | Cell cycle dynamics of Pdgfra-GFP cells in micro, small, and large colonies. (A) The 

relative frequency of asymmetric, amplifying, and exhaustive stem cell divisions in micro 

(orange), small (blue), and large colonies (grey). Large colonies had a significantly higher of 

amplifying divisions compared to small (p<0.05), and micro (p<0.05) colonies. Large colonies 

had a significantly lower number of asymmetric divisions (relative to small, p<0.05) and 

exhaustive divisions (relative to small, p<0.05).  (B) Semi-parametric CIF showing the 

probability of division for Pdgfra-GFP+ (green lines) and Pdgfra-GFP- (grey line) cells within 

colonies. GFP+ had a significantly higher probability of division compared to GFP- cells (p=7.25E-

09). Dotted lines represent 95% CI. ........................................................................................... 144 

Figure 4.17 | Frequency of cell attachment in untreated controls (orange), AG1296 treated 

(blue), and PDGF-AB treated (grey) P0 cultures. Attachment was significantly lower in AG1296 

treated cultures compared to untreated controls (p<0.01) and PDGF-AB treated cultures 

(p=0.01). Cell attachment was comparable in untreated controls and PDGF-AB treated cultures.146 

Figure 4.18 | Cell death in untreated controls, AG1296 treated, and PDGF-AB treated cultures. 

(A) Frequency of cell death in P0 (left) and P4 (right) cultures. No difference in the frequency of 

cell death was found at P0. Cell death was significantly lower in P4 AG1296 treated cultures 

compared to untreated controls (p<0.01) and PDGF-AB treated cultures (p<0.01). (B) TUNEL 

assay showing the effect of PDGF-AB and AG1296 treatment on apoptosis in P0 cCFU-F 

cultures. Neither PDGF-AB or AG1296 significantly affected the percentage of apoptotic cells. 

(C) Semi-parametric CIFs showing the probability of cell death in control (orange), PDGF-AB 

treated (grey), and AG1296 treated (blue) cultures at P0. (D) Semi-parametric CIFs showing the 

probability of cell death in untreated controls (orange), PDGF-AB treated (grey), and AG1296 

treated (blue) cultures at P4. AG1296 treated cultures had a significantly lower probability of 

cell death. Dotted lines represent 95% CI.................................................................................. 147 

Figure 4.19 | Frequency of binucleated cells in untreated controls (orange), AG1296 treated 

(blue), and PDGF-AB treated (grey) cultures at P0 (left) and P4 (right). No difference in the 

frequency of binucleated cells was found at P0. At P4 there was a lower proportion of 

binucleated cells in AG1296 treated cultures compared to untreated control cultures (p<0.05).150 

Figure 4.20 | Cell cycle entry and cell cycle progression of P0 and P4 cultures under control 

conditions (orange) or treated with PDGF-AB (grey) or AG1296 (blue).  (A) The proportion of 

actively dividing cells in each generation and averaged over all generations for control, PDGF-

AB, and AG1296 treated P0 cultures. (B) The proportion of actively dividing cells in each 

generation and averaged over all generations for control, PDGF-AB, and AG1296 treated P4 

cultures. Error bars represent standard error (SE). N=810 cells for P0 cultures and N=2447 for 

P4 cultures. ................................................................................................................................ 152 
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Figure 4.21 | Analysis of cell cycle distributions and mean cell cycle times in untreated controls 

(blue), PDGF-AB treated (orange) and AG1296 treated (grey) cultures. (A) Histograms showing 

the distribution of cell cycle times for generation 0 (left) and generation>0 (right) cells in P0 

cultures. (B) Histograms showing the distribution of cell cycle times for generation 0 (left) and 

generation>0 (right) cells in P4 cultures. (C) Mean cell cycle time for generation>0 cells in P0 

(left) and P4 (right) cultures. Error bars represent SD. All data analysed are from pooled 

observations from independent experiments (P0 data, N=810 cells and P4 data, N=2672 cells).153 

Figure 4.22 | Probability of division in untreated controls (orange), AG1296 treated (blue), and 

PDGF-AB treated (grey) cultures at P0 and P4. (A) Semi-parametric CIF showing the probability 

of division for untreated, AG1296 treated, and PDGF-AB treated generation 0 cells in P0 

cultures. (B) Semi-parametric CIF showing the probability of division for untreated, AG1296 

treated, and PDGF-AB treated generation>0 cells in P0 cultures. (C) Semi-parametric CIF 

showing the probability of division for untreated, AG1296 treated, and PDGF-AB treated 

generation 0 cells in P4 cultures. (D) Semi-parametric CIF showing the probability of division 

for untreated, AG1296 treated, and PDGF-AB treated generation>0 cells in P4 cultures. All data 

analysed are from pooled observations from independent experiments (P0 data, N=810 cells 

and P4 data, N=2672 cells). ....................................................................................................... 155 

Figure 5.1 | Results from full factorial design experiments testing the effect of PDGF-AA (AA), 

PDGF-AB (AB), PDGF-BB (BB) ligands on proliferation and CFU formation. (A) Cell number in 

factorial combinations of PDGF ligands in SFM-a and in SCM. Cell numbers are normalised to 

SFM-a (control). (B) Theoretical quantiles showing the effect size of PDGF ligands on cCFU-F 

proliferation. Significantly positive effects are highlighted in green. (C) Interaction plot showing 

the significant interaction effect of PDGF-AB:PDGF-BB on cCFU-F proliferation. (D) CFU 

frequency in factorial combinations of PDGF ligands in SFM-a and in SCM. CFU frequency is 

normalised to SFM-a (control). (E) Theoretical quantiles showing the effect size of PDGF ligands 

on CFU formation. Significantly positive effects are highlighted in green. (F) Interaction plot 

showing the significant interaction effect of PDGF-AB:PDGF-BB on CFU frequency. Image 

adapted from Cornwell et al. (200) ........................................................................................... 176 

Figure 5.2 | Results from full factorial design experiments testing the effect of PDGF, VEGF, 

EGF, and IFG ligands on cCFU-F proliferation and CFU formation. (A) Cell number in factorial 

combinations of PDGF (representing PDGF-AB:PDGF-BB) VEGF, EGF, and IGF ligands in SFM-a 

and in SCM. Cell numbers are normalised to SFM-a (control). (B) Theoretical quantiles(ranks) 

showing the effect size of PDGF (P), VEGF (V), EGF (E), and IGF (I) ligands on cCFU-F 

proliferation. Significantly positive and negative effects are highlighted in green and red, 

respectively.(C) CFU frequency in factorial combinations of PDGF (representing PDGF-

AB:PDGF-BB) VEGF, EGF, and IGF ligands in SFM-a and in SCM. CFU frequency is normalised to 

SFM-a (control). (D) Theoretical quantiles (ranks) showing the effect size of PDGF, VEGF, EGF, 

and IGF ligands on CFU frequency. Significantly positive and negative effects are highlighted in 

green and red, respectively. * (p<0.05), **(p<0.01), ***(p<0.001). Image adapted from 

Cornwell et al. (200) .................................................................................................................. 178 

Figure 5.3 | Results from full factorial design experiments testing the effect of bFGF (FGF), TGF-

β1 (TGF), and PDGF ligands on cCFU-F proliferation and CFU formation. A) Cell numbers 
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obtained from culturing cCFU-F in all combinations PDGF, TGF, and bFGF. Cell numbers are 

normalised to control (SFM-no factors). B) Single factor and interaction effects of bFGF, TGF, 

PDGF in SFM with no cytokines. Effect size was calculated as described in Section 5.2.5.1. 

Significant single factor effects included bFGF (p = 1.4E-08) and PDGF (p = 1.7x10-6). Significant 

interactions included PDGF/FGF (p = 6.6x10-5), PDGF/FGF/TGF (p = 6.1x10-4). C) CFU frequency 

in various combinations of cytokines and with no cytokines (SF). D) Calculated effect sizes for 

cytokines on CFU-F colony formation. Main and interaction effects of bFGF, TGF, PDGF in 

serum free medium with no cytokines. Significant effects included bFGF (p = 1.64x10-8), PDGF 

(p = 3.87x10-7), TGF/FGF (p = 0.007), and PDGF/TGF/FGF (p = 0.011). Y-axes show effect size in 

arbitrary units. Image adapted from Cornwell et al. (200) ........................................................ 180 

Figure 5.4 | Comparison of proliferation, CFU formation, long-term growth, and MSC surface 

marker expression in cCFU-F cultured in SFM-b and SCM. (A) Cell number at the end of passage 

0 for cCFU-F cultured in SFM-b and SCM (from 10,000 starting cells).  (B) CFU frequency at the 

end of passage 0 for cCFU-F cultured in SFM-b and SCM (per 5000 cells). (C) CFU frequency at 

the end of passage 10 for cCFU-F cultured in SFM-b and SCM (per 500 cells). (D) Cumulative 

population doublings (PD) of cCFU-F cultured in SFM-b and SCM for 10 passages (>100 days). A 

significantly higher number of PD was achieved with SFM-b compared to SCM (two-tailed 

Student’s t-test p<0.05). (E) Flow cytometry analysis of MSC surface markers expressed by 

cCFU-F cultured in SFM-b (bottom panel) and SCM (top panel) for 10 passages. .................... 182 

Figure 5.5 | The effect of cytokines on the probability of division and death of cCFU-F in 

generation 0 and generation > 0 cells. (A) Overlaid phase contrast and fluorescence (GFP) 

image of Pdgfra-GFP cCFU-F showing heterogeneity in morphology and GFP expression. * and 

** indicate GFP+ and GFP- spindle-shaped cells, respectively. *** indicates a GFP- cell with a 

myofibroblast morphology. (B) CIF (solid lines) for division (generation 0) given TGF-β1 (green), 

bFGF (blue), PDGF (red), all three factors (black), or no factors (grey). Dashed lines show 

standard errors (SE). (C) Quantile plot showing relative risks of division (generation 0) for 

cytokines and their interactions. (D) Empirical subdistributions illustrating the effect of 

TGF:PDGF:FGF (black) , FGF (blue), PDGF (red), TGF (green), and control (grey) on division 

probability for cCFU-F from generation 0 (cell birth not observed). (E) CRR model illustrating 

the effect of PDGF:FGF:TGF (black) , FGF (blue), PDGF (red), and control (grey) on division 

probability for cells from generations > 0 (cell birth is observed). Note that cells will not divide 

for at least half a day after their birth. (F) CRR model showing the effect of TGF alone on the 

death probability of cells in generation > 0. TGF-β1 alone (green) significantly increased the 

probability of death relative to control (grey). Image adapted from Cornwell et al. (200) ...... 184 

Figure 5.6 | Heterogeneity in GFP expression observed in cCFU-F cultures. (A) Histogram 

showing the Pdgfra-GFP intensity from pooled observations of cells in all conditions. Inset: pie-

chart showing the percentage of GFP- and GFP+ after thresholding (100 fluorescent units). (B) 
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ABSTRACT 

 Heart failure due to damaged heart muscle is amongst the most common cause of 

death worldwide. Adult stem cells hold promise for their potential to repair damaged heart 

muscle after injury. Cardiac colony forming unit – fibroblasts (cCFU-F) are a population of 

cardiac-resident mesenchymal stem cells hypothesised to be involved in remodelling the heart 

after injury. Basic characterisation of cCFU-F in vitro has been a key to understanding their 

function and behaviour. However, heterogeneity of cCFU-F cultures has limited the utility of 

traditional assays that rely on population-based snapshots as they obscure details of single-cell 

behaviour. Therefore, the aim of this thesis was to apply time-lapse imaging and single-cell 

tracking to characterise cCFU-F growth dynamics at the single-cell level. In achieving this aim 

this thesis identified a lack of unbiased methods for analysing cell tracking data, since most 

studies have excluded right-censored and competing cell fates. Therefore, competing risks and 

concordance analysis are introduced. The utlity of these methods was demonstrated by 

quantifying breast cancer cellresponses to chemotherapy and concordance in fate for 

granulocyte macrophage progenitors and their differentiated progeny. Time-lapse imaging, 

single-cell tracking and competing risks analysis were then applied to characterise the onset of 

heterogeneity within cCFU-F cultures during adaption to in vitro culture, as well as the role of 

platelet-derived growth factor receptor alpha (PDGFR-alpha) signalling in regulating cCFU-F 

fate (division, death, and self-renewal).  Cell cycle entry and progression were heterogeneous 

though correlated with cCFU-F colony size. Manipulation of PDGFR-alpha signalling modulated 

cCFU-F self-renewal probability, particularly for freshly isolated cCFU-F. The In vitro 

characterisation of cCFU-F has also been limited by the use of serum-containing medium which 

is undefined. Therefore, a serum-free medium was developed using factorial design 

experiments to identify cytokines that stimulated cCFU-F self-renewal. cCFU-F isolated and 

expanded in serum-free medium supplemented with cytokines achieved a greater number of 

population doublings and rate of self-renewal, yet had a similar molecular phenotype and 

potency to cCFU-F expanded using serum. In conclusion this study describes methodological 

advances for characterising adult stem cells in vitro and a detailed analysis of cCFU-F growth 

dynamics at the single-cell level. 
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 CHAPTER I - Introduction 

1.1 Research motivation 

Cardiovascular (CV) disease is a dominant cause of death in developing and developed 

countries worldwide (1). CV diseases place a high burden on the heart and may lead to heart 

failure, which is the inability of the heart to meet the body’s demand for oxygenated blood. 

The cause of heart failure is damaged heart muscle, or myocardium, which is the functional, 

contractile tissue of the heart. If a significant proportion of an individual’s myocardium is 

damaged, typically because of a myocardial infarction (MI), heart failure may ensue, quality of 

life is reduced, and sudden death may follow. A heart attack, or MI, occurs when there is 

insufficient supply of blood to the myocardium resulting in death of cardiomyocytes. Damaged 

myocardium is replaced with a non-contractile, fibrotic scar tissue that severely limits the 

heart’s function. Loss of heart function is reflected in a reduction of the left ventricular 

ejection fraction (LVEF), total cardiac output (CO), and an increase in fibrotic scar tissue. Both 

of these parameters of heart function are severely affected after heart failure, and are often 

used to detect any improvement in heart function after therapy (2). It is not surprising that 

researchers have been searching for a solution to this problem for decades. Significant 

improvements in the treatment of many types of heart disease have been made in the last 

decades, though under current circumstances heart failure will remain as  a worldwide burden 

for a significant amount of time into the future (3). 

Current treatments for patients with heart failure include donor heart transplant and 

artificial heart transplantation. Donor hearts are limited in supply due to issues associated with 

donor-recipient compatibility, distance, and the low rate of donated tissue. There remains a 

deficit in the number of available donor hearts, and this issue is compounded by the ageing 

population in developing and developed countries (4). Due to the ageing population in many 

developing and developed countries heart failure is a serious issue that requires short to-

medium-term solutions before it becomes an epidemic (5).  

Artificial hearts replace the function of the entire heart (i.e. a total artificial heart) or the 

left ventricle (i.e. left ventricular assist devices (LVAD)). Artificial hearts are able to sustain life 

though do not restore a patient’s quality of life as a donor heart would. While there have been 

great advances in artificial heart technology over the last decades, they still fall short of 

providing a satisfactory solution. Artificial hearts are prohibitively expensive, particularly since 
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CV disease and heart failure are at a higher incidence within communities with a lower 

socioeconomic status.  

The dogma that the adult mammalian heart is a post-mitotic organ has been 

overturned, sparking new interest in cardiac regeneration (2). Researchers within the fields of 

cardiovascular regenerative medicine and tissue engineering have investigated adult stem and 

progenitor cell populations for their potential to improve heart function after injury. This is a 

logical approach which involves introducing cells into the damaged myocardium where they 

can act to 1) reduce scar tissue; 2) promote vascularisation; and 3) directly or indirectly replace 

damaged myocardium. Bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells (BM-MSC), adipose-derived 

MSC, and skeletal myoblasts have all been tested in clinical trials. Results from Phase 1 and 

Phase 2 clinical trials have shown that such an approach is safe and has the potential to reduce 

scarring, promote vascularisation, and improve LVEF. While such approaches hold great 

promise, it should also be acknowledged that meta-analysis of a large number of clinical trial 

data have highlighted that the degree of reported benefit correlates strongly with the number 

of discrepancies observed in the trial’s experimental design as well as statistical analysis (6). 

Despite such controversies the field of cardiac regeneration is moving forward and more 

emphasis has been placed on more robust characterisation of adult stem cell populations 

before therapy, and more robust evaluation of safety and efficacy in clinical trials. It is 

important to note that functional cardiac regeneration that has been found to occur in 

neonatal mice (7), newts (8), and zebrafish (9, 10) is driven by the proliferation of 

cardiomyocytes, rather than from a direct contribution of tissue-resident stem and progenitor 

cells (11). Thus, it is possible that deterioration of adult human heart function may be 

addressed by stimulating cardiomyocyte proliferation (11). Therefore, while the scope of this 

thesis is limited to discussing the potential of employing stem cells for heart regeneration the 

important contribution of cardiomyocytes as well as their interactions with stem and 

progenitor cells should be cogitated.   

In recent decades, there have been a number of cardiac-resident stem cells identified in 

the adult mammalian heart. These endogenous cardiac stem cells (CSC) include: 1) c-kit+ cells 

(12); 2) stem cell antigen (SCA)-1+ cells (13); 3) cardiosphere-derived cells (CDC)s (14);  4) side 

population (SP) cells (15); and 5) cardiac colony forming unit-fibroblast (cCFU-F) (16). These 

populations are defined using different molecular markers and functional assays (in both 

human and mouse) and the relationship between them is still not fully understood. 

Importantly, CSCs are hypothesised to be involved in remodelling of the heart in homeostasis 
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and in response to injury. However, results from lineage tracing experiments, in vitro 

differentiation assays, as well as animal injury models, have led to varying reports on the direct 

contribution of CSC populations to cardiac tissue (including myocardium, smooth muscle, and 

endothelium). Despite a lack of clarity regarding the overlap between these populations and 

their potential for direct contribution to cardiac tissue both c-kit+ and CDCs have been tested 

in clinical trials. Similar to that found with BM-MSCs, these CSC populations have proven to be 

safe and have potential to improve heart function in recent clinical trials. Importantly, as 

clinical trials are moving forward we still have an incomplete understanding of cardiac stem 

cell biology and behaviour (3). Thus, the continued characterisation of CSC populations both in 

vivo and in vitro will provide greater insight into their potential roles for CV regeneration.  

The cardiac colony forming unit-fibroblast (cCFU-F) is a cardiac-resident stem cell 

identified in the adult murine heart based on the expression of SCA1 and plateled-derived 

growth factor receptor [alpha] (PDGFRα), as well as the lack of platelet endothelial cell 

adhesion molecular (PECAM) expression. cCFU-F are quiescent in vivo, however when they are 

cultured in vitro cCFU-F rapidly proliferate and their descendants share similar functional 

characteristics and transcriptional signatures to MSCs derived from other adult tissues (17). 

Analogous to the BM-MSC paradigm of tissue remodelling, cCFU-F are hypothesised to be 

involved cardiac tissue remodelling in homeostasis and in response to injury by directly 

contributing to tissue-specific cells types through an irreversible and hierarchical 

differentiation pathway, or through paracrine stimulation (18). Considerable efforts have been 

made to characterise these cells in vitro and in vivo in order to elucidate their potential role in 

cardiac repair. However, a detailed uderstanding of the molecular control of cCFU-F fate has 

been limited by an incomplete characterisation of cCFU-F biology at the single-cell level. 

Therefore, this thesis aims to contribute methodological advances in quantifying single-cell 

tracking data, and fully-defined culture conditions, to further our understanding of cCFU-F 

biology by a detailed characterisation of their in vitro growth dynamics.  

The in vitro characterisation of cCFU-F currently presents a number of challenges. Firstly, 

the proliferative potential of freshly isolated SCA1+/PDGFRα+/PECAM- (referred to as S+Pα+) 

cells as read out by the colony-forming unit (CFU) assay is highly heterogeneous. While the 

clonogenic assay has been the ‘gold standard’ for quantifying the proliferative potential of 

single cells, information relating a cell’s life history to its fate is not recorded. Provided there 

are cell markers that correlate with cell function, flow-cytometry is a well-established method 

to quantify phenotypic heterogeneity. However, flow cytometric ‘snapshots’ of evolving 
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culture systems do not provide longitudinal single cell data required to establish the causative 

link between a cell’s origin, environment, and fate. Time-lapse imaging and single-cell tracking 

are powerful technologies that allow for the dynamics of a cellular system to be studied at 

single cell level over time. Dynamics of cellular observations are recorded as cell lifetime data 

containing temporal quantification of a cell’s internal molecular state and behaviour. This 

thesis identifies that at present there exist challenges to accurate and unbiased quantification 

of cell lifetime data. To overcome these challenges this thesis investigates the application of 

competing risks (CR) statistics to quantify and model cell fate and behaviour at the single-cell 

level.   

Secondly, serum-containing culture media can confound observations and inferences 

drawn from experiments where exogenous growth factors or inhibitors are added to culture. 

Fully-defined, serum-free culture systems are able to overcome the limitation of ill-defined 

culture constituents as individual components may be added or removed. Such systems also 

offer additional advantages over serum-based culture systems, including long-term 

experimental consistency which is otherwise difficult to achieve given the batch-to-batch 

variability of serum sources.  

To understand how intrinsic and extrinsic factors direct cell fate, as well as to accurately 

quantify and model cellular proliferation and differentiation, one requires continuous 

observations of single cells. The unambiguous nature of inferences drawn from direct 

observation of cell fate by live-cell imaging and single-cell tracking is very applicable to the 

study of stem cell development. Furthermore to unambiguously assess the effects of different 

microenvironmental conditions on cell growth dynamics requires a fully-defined cell culture 

system. Therefore, serum-free medium with defined components is applicable to accurately 

relate system inputs to biological responses. In addition, cell tracking generates cell multifate 

lifetime data requiring contemporary statistical methodology for unbiased analysis. Therefore, 

survival analysis including Kaplan-Meier (KM) and competing risks (CR) statistics (19) are 

applicable to the analysis of cell lifetime data as generated by single cell tracking.  

1.1 Thesis aims 

This thesis aims to contribute to our understanding of cCFU-F biology at the single-cell 

level, with the motivation that such a contribution may be utilised to develop novel therapies 

that target cCFU-F and cardiac repair. Characterisation of cCFU-F biology at the single-cell level 

has been limited by the lack of tools to study the effect of intrinsic and extrinsic factors on 

cCFU-F growth dynamics at the single-cell level. It is hypothesised that to establish a causative 
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relationship between a cell’s intrinsic state (molecular state or phenotype) and cell fate one 

must: 

1. Identify the intrinsic molecular or phenotypic marker at the single-cell level 

2. Record expression of the marker over the lifetime of the cell 

3. Establish that the final fate of the cell (division, death, differentiation, self-

renewal) correlates with expression of the marker in the same cell 

Secondly, it is hypothesised that to establish a causative relationship between cell 

extrinsic factors and single-cell fate one must: 

4. Expose cells to high and low levels of the extrinsic molecule  

5. Establish that the fate of the cell (division, death,  differentiation, self-renewal) 

correlates with the cell’s exposure to the extrinsic factor 

Finally, it is hypothesised that to establish a causative relationship between latent, 

heritable fate determinants and single-cell fate one must: 

6. Demonstrate concordance or discordance in the fate of cellular kin.  

To address these hypotheses this thesis aims to apply a fully-defined culture system, 

live-cell imaging, single-cell tracking, and statistical methods to investigate cCFU-F growth 

dynamics. A fully-defined culture system would allow for the effects of intrinsic and extrinsic 

factors on cell proliferation, death, differentiation, and self-renewal to be precisely studied in a 

controlled microenvironment. Live-cell imaging and single-cell tracking records cell 

trajectories, fate outcomes, kinship relationships, and quantification of a cell’s molecular state, 

which enable construction of genealogical trees, or single cell pedigrees. Single cell pedigrees 

include quantification of behavioural, molecular, and morphological features over time. 

Competing risks analysis of single cell pedigree data can be used to study cCFU-F 

heterogeneity, examine how cell-intrinsic and extrinsic factors influence cell growth dynamics 

and behaviour, as well as to investigate concordance in the fate of cellular kin.  

Therefore, this thesis addresses the following specific aims: 

1. To establish competing risks analysis as an unbiased approach for quantifying the 

effect of intrinsic and extrinsic factors on cell growth dynamics at the single-cell level; 

 

2. To develop methods for time-lapse imaging and single-cell tracking of cCFU-F in vitro;  
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3. To investigate the onset of heterogeneity within cCFU-F during adaption to in vitro 

culture through time-lapse imaging and single-cell tracking; 

 

4. To investigate intrinsic differences in the growth dynamics of individual cCFU-F clones; 

 

5. To investigate the effect of stimulating and inhibiting the PDGFRα signalling pathway 

on cCFU-F growth dynamics by time-lapse imaging and single-cell tracking ; 

 

6. To develop a serum-free medium (SFM) that enables isolation and long-term 

expansion of cCFU-F and to compare its performance to serum-containing medium 

(SCM); 

 

7. To quantify the effects of single cytokines and cytokine interactions on proliferation, 

death, and self-renewal of cCFU-F in SFM using factorial design experiments, live-cell 

imaging, and single-cell tracking; 

 

8. To model cCFU-F proliferation, death, and self-renewal in response to factorial 

combinations of cytokines in SFM using competing risks regression 

 

1.2 Thesis layout 

- Chapter II presents a literature review of: 

 Stem cell definitions and current concepts 

 The potential of stem cells for use in cardiovascular regenerative medicine 

 Mesenchymal  stem cell biology, focusing on cCFU-F biology  

 Live-cell imaging and single-cell tracking technologies for generating cell 

lifetime data 

 Statistical methods for quantifying the effect of intrinsic and extrinsic factors 

on cell growth dynamics 

 Fully-defined, serum-free culture systems for isolating, expanding, and 

characterising MSCs in vitro 
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- Chapter III demonstrates the application of competing risks and concordance statistics 

to single-cell lifetime data. This chapter also directly compares competing risks 

statistics with contemporary statistical methods for analysing cell lifetime data.  

 

- Chapter IV investigates the onset of heterogeneity of cCFU-F cultures during 

adaptation to in vitro culture, colony growth dynamics, and the effect of stimulating 

and inhibiting the PDGFRα signalling pathway on division, death, and self-renewal in 

cCFU-F cultures. 

 

- Chapter V describes the development of a fully-defined, serum-free medium (SFM) for 

isolating and expanding cCFU-F using factorial design experiments;  

 

- Chapter VI is a summary of this thesis that provides a discussion of the main 

conclusions and potential future work 
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 CHAPTER II – Literature review 

2.1 Introduction 

Fifty-five thousand Australians suffer a heart attack every year, claiming more than one 

life every hour.  A heart attack, or myocardial infarction (MI), inevitably results in the loss of 

myocardium and the formation of a fibrotic scar. Formation of scar tissue subsequently leads 

to adverse remodelling of the heart due to changes in hydrodynamics (20). Adverse ventricular 

remodelling after MI has a detrimental effect on heart function and leads to heart failure, 

where the heart is unable to meet the body’s demand for oxygenated blood, eventually 

leading to sudden death. Current therapies to alleviate the impact of heart failure fall short. A 

lack of donor hearts and the limitations of artificial-heart technologies, in combination with an 

ageing population have resulted in a trend toward epidemic proportions of heart failure. A 

solution to this problem is needed. While there are continual improvements in heart 

transplantation techniques, preservation methods, and artificial hearts, an alternative 

approach using adult stem cells has been touted to overcome the disease burden of heart 

failure.  

Stem cells are unspecialised cells that are capable of giving rise to more cells of the same 

type, and from which multiple specialised cell types may be derived by differentiation. These 

include embryonic stem cells (ESC) isolated from the developing blastocyst, as well as adult 

stem cells isolated from adult tissues and organs. Section 2.2 – Stem cells: definitions and 

current concepts, provides an overview of ESC and adult stem cell biology. Importantly, adult 

stem cells have shown the capacity to effectively regenerate a number of adult tissues 

including bone (21), blood (22), and skin (23). In recent decades, cardiac regeneration research 

has focused on developing stem cell therapies to repair damaged myocardium (24). There are 

a large number of stem cell therapies that have been , or are currently being, evaluated in 

clinical trials (25). As shown in Figure 2.1, these include bone-marrow (BM) mesenchymal stem 

cells (MSC), peripheral blood stem cells, skeletal muscle stem cells, adipose-derived MSC (AD-

MSC), and cardiac stem cells (CSC). Interest in BM-MSC and CSC therapies has increased in 

recent years since their safety and efficacy have been demonstrated in phase I and II clinical 

trials, though some claims of efficacious therapies have been contentious (6).   

Over the last two decades the dogma that the heart is a post-mitotic organ has been 

overturned (5). At the same time several endogenous CSC populations have been identified 

using different molecular phenotypes or functional assays; though it is still not clear how such 
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populations may be related (26). These include SCA1+ cells, c-kit+ cells, cardiosphere-derived 

cells (CDC)s, side-population (SP), and the cardiac colony forming unit-fibroblast (cCFU-F) (26). 

Section 2.3 – The potential of stem cells for cardiovascular regenerative medicine provides an 

overview of mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) and endogenous cardiac stem cell (CSC) 

populations, with a particular focus on their potential use in cardiac regeneration.   

 

Figure 2.1| Schematic showing the historical use of stem and progenitor cells in cardiovascular 

regenerative medicine. Figure taken from Ptaszek et al. (25). 

Cardiac colony forming unit-fibroblasts (cCFU-F) are a novel population of endogenous 

CSCs that are hypothesised to be involved in cardiac remodelling during homeostasis and in 

response to injury (16). While it is not currently known how cCFU-F relate to other endogenous 

CSC populations, it is clear that cCFU- share many functional and molecular characteristics of 

MSCs from other tissues including BM and kidney (17). Further characterisation of these 

cardiac-derived MSCs is necessary to shed light on their potential for cardiac regeneration – 

whether by expansion ex vivo followed by injection of expanded cells directly into damaged 
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myocardium, or by targeting cells in vivo with defined therapeutic factors. Section 2.4 – cCFU-F 

– cardiac-resident stem cells with MSC-like characteristics, provides an overview of cCFU-F 

biology, their developmental origins, and in vitro growth characteristics, and highlights the 

need for a detailed characterisation of cCFU-F as a novel and unique stem cell system.  

cCFU-F cultures, as with MSCs cultures derived from adult organs, are heterogeneous and 

contain a minority of stem cells (27). This has limited the basic characterisation of these cells 

using traditional cellular assay that rely on population averages at single time points, because 

such assays obscure the underlying detail, complexity, and dynamics of single cell behaviour in 

heterogeneous cellular populations (Figure 2.2) (28). When confronted with heterogeneity 

biologists are required to study stem cell populations at the single-cell level to dissect the 

molecular control of cell fate (29, 30). Section 2.5 – Live cell imaging and single cell tracking of 

MSCs provides a detailed review of live-cell imaging and single-cell tracking technologies. A 

detailed discussion of the technical considerations of live cell imaging, cell tracking platforms, 

analysis and visualisation is provided with a particular focus on their application to cCFU-F 

biology.  

 

Figure 2.2 | Schematic showing that only continuous observations of single-cells allows for 

quantification of molecular and cellular dynamics. A) Population-based analysis, such as 

western blotting, will provide the mean expression of a protein within a cell population. 

Analysing the same protein in single cells (e.g. by flow cytometry analysis) may reveal that the 

population mean reflects homogeneous expression in single cells, or that there are 

subpopulations of cells with different expression levels. B) Population-snapshots of dynamic 
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processES (e.g. RNA or protein expression) obscure the complexity and detail of the expression 

dynamics in individual cells. Figure taken from Hoppe et al. (28). 

Single-cell tracking generates cell lifetime data that are essential for modelling cell fate 

acquisition, behaviour, and inferring mechanisms of intrinsic and extrinsic control of cell fate. 

However, cell lifetime data contain statistically complex features such as censoring, competing 

cell fates, and dependence. Such complex features have been ignored in studies to date, 

introducing a source of bias to the analysis of cell lifetime data. Section 2.6 – Statistical 

methods for quantifying intrinsic and extrinsic control of cell fate provides a review of the 

statistical methods that have been used to analyse single-cell tracking data, their 

shortcomings, and introduces potential methods that overcome such shortcomings. 

Serum-based culture systems are routinely used for expanding MSCs in vitro and for 

characterising MSC biology. While suitable for many applications in stem cell biology, serum-

based systems also have inherent limitations. The ill-defined nature of serum and its variability 

between sources presents a significant obstacle to studying the effect of extrinsic cues on cell 

fate and behaviour. This has led many stem cell researchers to develop fully-defined, serum-

free culture systems that enable precise control of cell microenvironment to test cell 

responses. A fully-defined, serum-free culture system for expanding cCFU-F and testing cell 

responses to microenvironmental cues has been desirable, but has not been available. Section 

2.7 – Fully-defined, serum-free culture systems for MSCs provides a review of fully-defined, 

serum-free culture systems developed for MSCs. The basic concepts pertinent to the 

development of SFM are discussed and the advantages of SFM for studying cCFU-F growth 

dynamics in controlled microenvironments are highlighted.   

 Therefore, the contents of this chapter are: 

 Section 2.2: Stem cells: definitions and current concepts  

 Section 2.3: The potential of stem cells for cardiovascular regenerative medicine 

 Section 2.4: cCFU-F – cardiac resident stem cells with MSC characteristics 

 Section 2.5: Live-cell imaging and single-cell tracking of MSC 

 Section 2.6: Statistical methods for quantifying intrinsic and extrinsic control of cell fate 

 Section 2.7: Serum-free versus serum-based culture systems for MSCs 
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2.2 Stem cells: definitions and current concepts  

The adult human body is comprised of trillions of cells which carry out specialised 

functions. For example, specialised cells include endothelial cells that line the lumen of blood 

vessels, osteoblasts that form bone tissue, odontoblasts that form dentin in the teeth, and 

myocytes responsible for muscle contraction. Such specialised cells arise during embryological 

development from a small number of pluripotent stem cells within the inner cell mass of the 

blastocyst (31). Embryonic stem cells (ESC) are derived from the inner cell mass of the 

blastocyst (31),  and are capable of generating all cell types required for the developing 

organism, a functional characteristic  referred to as or pluripotency (32). Specifically, 

pluripotency refers to the capacity of a cell to produce all the specialised cell types found 

within the human body. ESCs are also capable of unlimited proliferation in vitro while 

remaining unspecialised, a process referred to as self-renewal (31). These two functional 

characteristics of long-term self-renewal without senescence and pluripotency are generally 

considered to define an ESC.   

As the organism develops, cells which were originally derived from the inner cell mass 

become increasingly specialised as they form distinct adult tissues. Importantly, while the 

majority of cells become specialised as a tissue develops, there remains a population of 

undifferentiated cells in many adult tissues. These cells are referred to as adult stem cells. 

Adult stem cells are able to renew themselves, yet have more restricted differentiation 

potential than ESCs (33). Some adult stem cells are able to generate all of the major specialised 

cell types in a tissue or organ during homeostasis or in response to injury. The capacity of adult 

stem cellsto give rise to the cell types that are specific to the organ/tissue in which they reside 

is referred to as multipotent differentiation potential. There are adult stem cells in many adult 

tissues including the teeth, skin, heart, blood, bone, intestine, and lung.  

There are two important functional characteristics of adult stem cells: 1) the capacity for 

long-term self-renewal; and 2) multipotent differentiation potential. Self-renewal is the ability 

of a stem cell to divide and give rise to undifferentiated stem cell progeny (34). As mentioned 

above, self-renewal of adult stem cells is required to maintain the stem cell pool, since without 

self-renewal the stem cell pool will become exhausted. Adult stem cells are able to self-

renewal symmetrically or asymmetrically (35). Symmetric divisions produce two daughter cells 

with stem cell characteristics, and asymmetric divisions produce one daughter with stem cell 

characteristics and one daughter committed to differentiation. It is also possible that an adult 

stem cell divides to produce two daughter cells that have lost stem cell characteristics, i.e. an 
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exhaustive division. Importantly, intrinsic and extrinsic factors regulate stem cell self-renewal, 

including asymmetric segregation of proteins (e.g. Numb), tissue polarity, and spindle 

orientation (35).  

Differentiation refers to the capacity of an undifferentiated cell to give rise to a 

specialised cell type, either within its cell cycle or over multiple rounds of division. In this way, 

adult stem cells are able to replace cells as they die during everyday cell turnover 

(homeostasis) or in response to injury. Differentiation is typically thought of as involving 

irreversible commitment of an unspecialised progenitor cell to a specific lineage (36). For 

example, a bi-potent progenitor cell such as a granulocyte macrophage progenitor (GMP) has 

the capacity to differentiate into a granulocyte or macrophage when exposed to granulocyte 

colony stimulating factor or macrophage colony stimulating factor, respectively (37). However, 

there have also been reports that differentiation may be reversible, by a process referred to as 

dedifferentiation. Dedifferentiation is a process by which a committed, specialised cell 

acquires characteristics reminiscent of stem cells (38). It has also been proposed that a 

committed, specialised cell is able to acquire characteristics of a different cell lineage without 

re-acquiring a stem cell state, through a process known as transdifferentiation(39, 40) (41). For 

example, it has been demonstrated that a differentiated adipocyte may be induced to become 

an osteoblast and vice versa (42).  

Over several decades the haemotopoietic stem cell (HSC) system has been well 

characterised, more so than any other adult stem cell system. Therefore, HSC biology has 

enabled us to understand some of the key concepts underpinning stem cell biology. Sufficient 

understanding of HSC biology has been obtained such that transplants are routinely used to 

treat patients with cancers as well as other disorders of the blood and immune system (43). 

Long-term multilineage reconstitution of lethally irradiated mouse bone marrow with HSCs has 

becomethe  gold standard to define the functionality of other SC populations (44). Such in vivo 

transplantation assays have demonstrated that the HSC system is hierarchical in nature(44). 

Put simply, all blood lineages, such as erythrocytes, platelets, granulocytes, macrophages, can 

be derived from a single HSC through a process of irreversible lineage commitment. Stem and 

progenitor cells residing at different levels of the HSC hierarchy can be prospectively isolated, 

and their multipotency demonstrated trough their capacity to regenerate blood cell lineages in 

transplantation studies. Through such experiments, the HSC hierarchy has been well 

characterised, as shown in Figure 2.3.  
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Figure 2.3 | Haematopoietic stem cells differentiate into all blood cell lineages through a 

process of irreversible lineage commitment (depicted by black arrows). During the 

differentiation process, progenitor cells follow a specific branch of the haematopoietic system 

and lose the potential to differentiate into other lineages until they reach the state of a 

committed progenitor, which can only give rise to one lineage. Dashed arrows indicate that 

differentiation of a committed progenitor follows a multistage process. CLP, common 

lymphoid progenitor; EP, erythrocyte progenitor; GMP, granulocyte-macrophage progenitor; 

GP, granulocyte progenitor; LMPP, lymphoid primed multipotent progenitor; MacP, 

macrophage progenitor; MEP; megakaryocyte-erythrocyte progenitor; MkP, megakaryocyte 

progenitor; MPP, multipotent progenitor; NK, natural killer. Figure taken from Cedar et al.(45).  

In conclusion, adult stem cells are cells found within adult tissues and organs, and have 

capacity for self-renewal, and multipotent differentiation potential. These functional 

characteristics of adult stem cells have generated interest for the potential use in regenerative 

medicine. Indeed, there is great interest in ability for stem cell research to elucidate the 

mechanisms controlling stem cell self-renewal and differentiation potential, in order to 

harness their potential for regenerative medicine.  
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2.3 The potential of stem cells for cardiovascular regenerative medicine 

Cardiovascular regenerative medicine utilising stem cells aims to avoid adverse 

remodelling of the heart after injury by developing interventions that limit the formation of a 

fibrotic scar, promote neo-vascularisation, and replace lost cardiomyocytes. Interventions 

include direct delivery of expanded stem cells to the damaged myocardium, or by targeting 

endogenous cells with factors such as cytokines to mobilise and repair damaged myocardium 

(46). Numerous preclinical and clinical studies have evaluated the potential of stem and 

progenitor cell populations to repair the heart after injury (1). These include skeletal 

myoblasts, adipose derived stem cells, BM-MSCs, and CSC (Figure 2.1). Ideally, candidate cell 

populations must provide, either directly or indirectly, a reduction in scarring/fibrosis, an 

increase in vascularisation, as well as growth of new myocardium. The characteristics of 

candidate cell populations include proliferative capacity, migration capacity, and the ability to 

differentiate into mature cell types required in the heart including smooth muscle (SM), 

endothelial cells (EC), and cardiomyocytes (CM). Results from recent clinical trials show that 

the use of BM-MSC and CSC populations for cell therapy is safe; however, robust efficacious 

results are yet to be demonstrated (6). Stem cells delivered to the heart do not engraft and do 

not survive, such that the reported beneficial effects on heart function have been mostly 

attributed to paracrine effects, a new paradigm for cardiovascular regenerative medicine (47, 

48). This section reviews the relevant characteristics of BM-MSC and CSC biology that pertain 

to their potential utility in cardiac repair.  

2.3.1 Mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) 

Bone-marrow mesenchymal stem cells (BM-MSC) (also known as mesenchymal stromal 

cells and multipotent stem cells (49)), were first identified by Friedenstein in the 1970s as 

fibroblast-like cells that adhere to tissue-culture plastic and form densely-packed colonies of 

spindle-shaped cells, which were termed colony forming units-fibroblast (CFU-F) (50). It should 

be noted that defining MSCs by their colony-forming ability provides a means to 

retrospectively identify stem cells but does not allow one to prospectively identify MSCs. 

Friedenstein demonstrated that these BM-MSCs could be serially passaged long-term in vitro 

and had the potential to form osteogenic, chondrogenic, and adipogenic tissues in vitro and in 

vivo. In the following decades, MSC populations have been identified in different adult tissues 

using similar functional criteria. Furthermore, molecular markers that define the MSC 

molecular phenotype have been used to isolate cells from synovium and synovial fluid (18), 

placental (51), periosteum (52), adipose (53, 54), amniotic fluid (55), lung (56), kidney (17), 

dermis (57), umbilical cord blood (58), and cardiac tissues (16). Interestingly, MSCs are often 
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located within a perivascular niche, such that the frequency of MSCs is correlated with the 

degree of vascularisation of the tissue (59). MSCs isolated from distinct tissues share similar 

surface marker expression, and have potency for mesodermal lineages (60).  

However despite the similarity between different sources of MSCs there have also been 

reported differences in gene expression, proliferation and differentiation potential, and 

functional properties (61). Examples of observed differences in MSC populations derived from 

different tissues includes the greater proliferative capacity of umbilical cord MSCs (62)  and the 

increased immunomodulatory capacity of adipose MSCs (63). Furthermore, sources may vary 

in their intrinsic differentiation potential, e.g. human islet-derived MSCs showed increased 

capacity to adopt an endocrine fate and had superior ability to generate insulin-producing cells 

when compared to MSCs derived from BM (64).   

There has been considerable interest in the potential of MSCs for cardiovascular 

regenerative medicine (1, 3, 14, 18, 65, 66). MSCs have many pro-regenerative attributes that 

make them suitable candidates for cell based therapy (65). In addition, the perivascular 

location of MSC places them in a prime position to sense and respond to injury by secretion of 

trophic factors, immunomodulation, direct contribution to tissue parenchyma, as well as 

promotion of vascularisation (67). The following section provides an overview of MSC biology. 

2.3.1.1 Phenotypic characterisation of MSC populations 

The first molecular markers identified that allowed for the prospective isolation of MSCs 

were CD73, CD105, CD90 and CD44. These four markers also identify fibroblast and stromal 

cell populations and therefore only distinguish cells of a non-haematopoietic origin. There are 

continuing efforts to identify markers and functional characteristics of MSCs that can be used 

to isolate more pure MSC populations. A large number of different surface marker 

combinations have been used to isolate MSCs (68). As a result various cell populations have 

been identified, which are termed MSC populations, and then compared. Of course this has led 

to contradictory reports of MSC proliferative potential, migratory characteristics, and potency. 

This led the International Society for Cell Therapy (ISCT), along with other groups, to develop a 

minimal set of criteria for the isolation and identification of cells as MSCs (69). These minimal 

criteria, as stated by International Society of Cell Therapy (ISCT), are: 

1. Adherence to tissue culture plastic in standard culture conditions 

2. Express CD105, CD73, CD90 (>95% positive) and do not express CD45, CD34, CD11b, 

CD14, CD79a, and HLA-DR (<2% positive)  
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3. Tri-lineage differentiation potential:  osteogenic, chondrogenic, and adipogenic 

(demonstrated by staining of in vitro cell culture) 

It is important to note that the ISCT developed this criterion for human MSCs in attempt to 

standardise MSC cultures that are being investigated for their potential for cell therapy (69). 

Therefore, these criteria apply to cells which have been cultured in vitro and do not apply to 

cells that are freshly isolated from their native tissue. Additionally, one would expect the CD 

antigen expression of MSC populations to vary depending on the tissue of origin, due to 

differing microenvironments within their respective niches. Despite the efforts from many 

researchers over many decades the search for a definitive MSC phenotype continues. In fact, 

the search for such a definitive phenotype may be impossible if one considers that cell 

populations are not distinct and fixed in time but instead are a part of a spectrum of cell states 

and are in constant flux. MSCs also have distinct developmental origins as they are derived 

from different germ layers (16, 70). Adding an additional layer of complexity in studying MSCs 

is the fact that when cells are placed in vitro they respond to this drastic change in their 

microenvironment (changes in cell-cell contact, density, micromechanical stimuli, 2D vs 3D, 

change in cytokine concentrations, gas concentration and pressure) by changing their 

morphology, gene expression, and behaviour. Therefore in fact even under the best designed 

in vitro conditions the MSCs that the researcher observes are at best a distorted reflection of 

their true nature in vivo. Thus, it is important that when discussing MSCs that researchers 

make an effort to acknowledge the variation between MSCs from different tissues, cells 

isolated based on different surface marker profiles, clonal cultures vs bulk cultures, and 

characterisation of in vitro versus in vivo populations.  

2.3.1.2 In vitro morphology 

MSCs are plastic-adherent cells that are functionally identified by their ability to form 

colonies comprised of fibroblast-like, spindle-shaped cells in vitro (69). However, MSCs are 

highly dynamic cells that extend long and thin filopodia or sheet-like lammellipodia as they 

migrate or communicate with other cells. Changes in substrate stiffness or culture conditions 

are also able to effect change in MSC morphology through the reorganisation of the cell’s 

cytoskeletal structure. For example, MSCs cultured in the presence of bFGF were observed to 

be smaller and proliferated more rapidly (Figure 2.4) (71).  
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Figure 2.4 | Phase contrast microscopy images (10x) showing the difference in size between 

hMSCs cultured in control medium (A) and medium supplemented with basic-fibroblast growth 

factor. Figure adapted from Solchaga et al. (71).   

By phase contrast microscopy MSC cultures appear heterogeneous in size and 

morphology, useful biophysical parameters that led researchers to investigate how 

morphologically distinct cells vary in their growth characteristics (72). Sekiya et al. classified 

cells based on three different morphologies and mapped the transition between each of them 

(73). Small, thin, and spindle-shaped cells were termed RS-1A, slightly wider cells were termed 

RS-1B, and those still wider were termed RS-1C. Cultures which were enriched for RS-1A cells 

had greater adipogenic differentiation potential, while RS-1B enriched cultures greater 

cartilage differentiation potential. Morphological transitions from RS-1A to RS-1B to RS-1C 

morphologies were found to be a function of time in culture (Figure 2.5). The authors also 

described the appearance of large flat cells which were matured cells, termed mMSC. In 

previous studies it has been shown the such cells that appear in MSC cultures do not 

proliferate, or proliferate slowly, and have lost multipotency and could only differentiate into 

osteoblasts (74). These results show that such morphological parameters can be used for 

quality control, as morphological features of MSCs do reflect their distinct growth 

characteristics. In general, a culture comprised of small, spindle-shaped cells is desirable in 

order to maximise proliferative and differentiation potential.   
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Figure 2.5 | Shows the different sizes of spindle shaped cells including RS-1A (top), RS-1B 

(middle), and RS-1C (bottom). Proportion of different sized cells was a function of the time in 

culture and affected the differentiation potential. Figure adapted from Sekiya et al. (73).  

2.3.1.3 In vitro proliferation 

MSCs are highly proliferative cells that can be serially passaged in vitro for weeks to 

months over multiple passages. The maintenance of potency after long-term potential is a 

reflection of the self-renewal capacity of MSCs. The ability for MSCs to be expanded to 

generate a large number of stem cells is highly relevant to their potential uses in regenerative 

medicine applications (75, 76). This is because MSCs occur at low frequencies in most tissues, 

as low as 0.001-0.01% in BM, and to replace damaged tissue using a cell therapy approach 

typically requires billions of cells (77). In the case of cardiac regeneration, after a MI there may 

be billions of cardiomyocytes, smooth muscle cells, endothelial cells, as well as the supportive 

parenchymal cell types that are lost and need to be replaced to regenerate functional tissue 

(5). As with colony formation and morphology, MSC cultures exhibit heterogeneous 

proliferative potential that is dependent on MSC source, time in culture, as well as culture 

conditions (78).  For example, there have been several reports that MSCs expanded in serum-

free medium achieve significantly higher population doublings compared to MSCs expanded in 

serum-based culture systems. Furthermore, cells plated at lower densities have also been 

shown to proliferate faster (73). Harnessing the proliferative potential of MSCs by the 

development of optimised culture conditions that maintain MSC quality will certainly advance 

their use in cardiac regeneration strategies. Importantly, expanded MSCs must maintain MSC 
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qualities including differentiation potential, paracrine effects, and immunomodulatory 

function.   

2.3.1.4 In vitro differentiation potential  

By definition MSCs are multipotent cells that have the potential to form bone, fat, and 

cartilage under defined conditions in vitro (69). Demonstration of differentiation into these 

lineages is widely accepted in the field as sufficient proof of MSC multipotency. However, 

many studies have demonstrated that in vitro MSCs are also able to differentiate into a much 

more diverse range of cell types including muscle, tendons, neurons, and liver cells. 

Importantly, reports that MSCs show neurogenic and hepatic differentiation potential in vitro 

should be contextualised. In such trans-germ layer differentiation assays MSCs are exposed to 

strong chemical drivers which manipulate a cell’s gene expression signature, and thus protein 

profile, to a point that it reflects somewhat that of a committed specialised cell type (e.g. 

neuron or hepatocyte). Due to the use of strong chemical drivers and artificial in vitro 

conditions, such assays do not necessarily provide insight into the intrinsic differentiation 

potential of MSC and should be interpreted carefully and critically. Furthermore, methods to 

evaluate lineage-specific commitment often rely only on a few molecular markers and 

therefore do not provide, without doubt, evidence a functionally mature differentiated cell 

state has been achieved. Even when used in conjunction with in vitro functional assays claims 

of differentiation potential should be critically appraised. 

Caplan et al. hypothesised a MSC hierarchy, akin to the haematopoietic stem cell (HSC) 

hierarchy described previously (Figure 2.3), that depicts the stepwise and irreversible 

commitment of an MSC down a differentiation pathway to a fully matured cell type (Figure 

2.6).  And 
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Figure 2.6 | BM-MSC hierarchy and differentiation cascade depicting mesenchymal stem and 

progenitor cells entering distinct lineage pathways. Figure taken from Caplan et al. (42) 

More relevant to cardiovascular regenerative medicine, MSCs have also been reported 

to form smooth muscle, endothelium, and cardiomyocytes in vitro and in vivo (66). Though 

there are varying reports on the efficiency of differentiation into each of these lineages as well 

as debate as to the validity of in vitro assays for assessing differentiation potential. 

Furthermore, a disctinction should be made between the capacity of MSCs to differentiate into 

cardiomyocyte-like cells and the capacity of MSCs to be used to generate clinically relevant 

numbers of functionally mature cardiomyocytes.   

One potential reason for the disparate reports on MSC differentiation potential is 

variation in the sources of MSC used, their phenotypic isolation, the maintenance medium, 

time in culture, and differentiation protocol, as well as the molecular and functional assays 

used to measure conversion of one cell type to another. Variation in any of these may lead to a 

difference in experimental outcome. Therefore, researchers should be very careful in 

evaluating the differentiated state of a particular culture, using both functional and molecular 

readouts to assess the maturity of the differentiated cell.  

 

 

Caplan, A.I., Chapter 29 - Mesenchymal Stem Cells, in Essentials of Stem Cell Biology (Second Edition)
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2.3.1.5  Paracrine effects 

MSCs not only have the ability to directly contribute to myocardial tissue but also may 

stimulate repair indirectly through the secretion of pro-regenerative factors, a relatively new 

paradigm for MSCs in cardiac regeneration (Figure 2.7) (47). MSCs are able to release various 

molecules either by direct secretion, secreted in exosomes, or secreted in microvesicles (see 

Table 2.1). Microvesicles range from 100 nm to 1 μm in size and are formed by the detachment 

of cytoplasmic protrusions. This process is controlled by intracellular calcium concentration 

and by activation of the enzyme calpain, as well as cytoskeletal re-orginasation. Exosome are 

smaller in size than microvesicles, (ranging from 30 nm to 100 nm) and are formed when 

multivesicular endosomes fuse with the plasma membrane.  Microvesicles and  exosomes are 

known to contain several proteins, lipids, as well as messenger RNA (mRNA) and micro RNAs 

(miRNA) that mediate intercellular signalling (47). A number of in vitro studies show that MSCs 

produce and release antiapoptotic, angiogenic, and mitogenic factors (66). Such factors include 

vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF), hepatocyte 

growth factor (HFG), adrenomedullin, and insulin-like growth factor (IGF) (79).   

 

 

Figure 2.7 | Schematic showing secreted factors by MSCs and their potential for cardiovascular 

regenerative medicine. Image taken from Gallina et al. (47) 
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Table 2.1| Molecules that are directly secreted by MSCs, or secreted in exosomes and 

microvesicles. Table adapted from Gallina et al. (47) 

Secretion  

mechanism 

Secreted 

molecule 

Functional relevance to 

cardiovascular repair 

Reference 

Directly secreted 

Basic fibroblast 

growth factor 

(bFGF) 

Vascular regeneration and 

attenuation of apoptotic 

pathways, leading to 

reduced remodelling 

(80) 

Cystatin C Fibroblast chemoattraction (81) 

CXCL12 Endothelial tube formation (82) 

Hepatocyte 

growth factor 

(HGF) 

Mobilisation of cardiac 

progenitor cells 
(83) 

Insulin-like 

growth factor 

(IGF) 

Antiapoptotic effect, 

angiogenesis promotion, and 

activation of resident CSCs 

(84) 

Interleukin-1 (IL-

1) 
Angiogenesis promotion (79) 

Interleukin-6 (IL-

6) 
VEGF induction 

(79) 

 

 

Leukemia 

inhibitory factor 

(LIF) 

Mobilisation of BM-

progenitor cells and 

cardioprotection promotion 

(85) 

Vascular 

endothelial 

growth factor 

(VEGF) 

Prevention of cell death of 

cardiomyocytes and 

endothelial cells 

(83) 

Exosomes 

miR-19a Akt/ERK signalling activation (86) 

miR22 

Apoptosis reduction and 

ischemic cardiomyocyte 

injury improvement 

(87) 

20S proteasome Cardioprotection through (88) 
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subunits (PMSA 

1-7) 

proteolytic degradation of 

misfolded proteins 

Microvesicles 

miR221 
Increases cardiomyocyte 

survival 
(89) 

Unknown 

Stimulation endothelial cell 

proliferation and blood flow 

recovery 

(90) 

2.3.2 Developmental origins of MSCs and their function in vivo 

There have been varying reports on the developmental origins of BM-MSC (91). 

Possible sources that have been reported include derivation from HSC (92), neural crest (93), 

pericytes (67), and through the epithelial to mesenchymal transition (94). At present, the 

origin of adult MSCs remains unclear. In adult tissues MSCs are typically found in a perivascular 

niche that maintains MSCs in a non-proliferative, quiescent state during homeostasis (42). In 

response to injury, MSCs are stimulated to enter the cell cycle (i.e. transition from quiescence), 

proliferate, and contribute to remodelling of tissue parenchyma by a process of differentiation. 

Therefore, at present the MSC paradigm is that they are tissue-resident stem cells that have 

the capacity to respond to injury and directly contribute to remodelling of the injured tissue 

indirectly (i.e. by immunosuppression and paracrine signalling) and directly (i.e. by 

differentiating into parenchymal cells) (42).  It should be noted here that the definition of a 

mesenchymal stem cell (MSC) used in this thesis is the same definition Friedenstein used in the 

1970s when he first discovered MSCs (see Section 2.3.1). This definition of an MSC, which is 

has been adopted by the International Society for Cell Therapy (see Section 2.3.1.1) considers 

an MSC to be defined in vitro.     

2.3.3 Endogenous cardiac stem cells (CSC) 

The long standing dogma that the heart is incapable of regeneration has been 

overturned in recent decades (3). This paradigm shift has occurred after 1) the discovery of a 

number of CSC populations in the adult mammalian heart (95); 2) reports that new 

cardiomyocytes are produced in the adult mammalian heart over one’s lifetime (Table 2.2); 3) 

evidence of functional regeneration of myocardium after injury in zebrafish (9, 96) and 

neonatal mice (7).   
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Table 2.2 | Estimated rates of cardiomyocyte renewal in adult mammalian hearts. Table 

adapted from Garben et al. (3) 

Annual rate of 

cardiomyocte renewal 

Species Method Reference 

0.5%-1.9% Human 14C, accelerator mass spectrometry (97) 

10%-40% Human Ki67, phosphor-H3, Aurora B, and IdU (98) 

7%-23% Human 14C, accelerator mass spectrometry (99)* 

0.04%-4.5% Human Phospho-H3 (100) 

1.3%-4% Mouse BrdU (101) 

0.74% Mouse 15N, imaging mass spectrometry (102) 

1.09% Mouse [3H]thymidine (103) 

*Paper retracted in 2014 

CSC populations have been identified using a range of different cell surface markers as 

well as functional assays (Table 2.3).  While CSCs are defined by different methods the 

relationship between them is still not fully understood and there may be some overlap. These 

include: 1) c-kit+ cells; 2)SCA1+ cells (murine only); 3) cardiospheres and cardiosphere-derived 

cells (CDC)s; 4) side population (SP) cells; and 5) cardiac colony forming unit-fibroblast (cCFU-

F). Researchers are primarily focused on studying the role of CSCs in cardiac remodelling of the 

heart in homeostasis and in response to injury, as well as the possible overlap in 

developmental origins and function in the heart. Despite different phenotypes these CSC 

populations have multilineage differentiation potential, clonogenicity, and capacity for self-

renewal (20). Differentiation potential of these possibly overlapping CSC populations has been 

evaluated in different contexts including in vitro and in vivo differentiation assays, as well as in 

lineage tracing experiments to map lineage transitions during development or in models of 

cardiac injury. There have been varying reports on the capacity and efficiency of CSC 

differentiation potential for cardiomycotyes, smooth muscle cells, and endothelial cells. The 

disparate reports are most likely related to differences between species, culture conditions, 

and differentiation assays (see Table 2.3).    
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Table 2.3 | A comparison of cardiac stem cell populations identified in mouse and human  

Cell 

type 
Species 

Molecular or 

functional 

characterisation 

Lineage 

tracing in 

vivo* 

Differentiation 

potential in 

vitro* 

Clinical 

trials 
Ref. 

c-kit+ Mouse 
Molecular: c-kit+ 

expression 

CM:  Rare 

EC:  Yes 

SM: Rare 

CM: Yes 

(partial) 
Yes 

(12, 

104, 

105) 

SCA1+ Mouse 
Molecular: SCA1+ 

expression 

CM: Yes 

(most 

result from 

cell fusion) 

SM: Yes 

EC: Yes 

CM: Yes 

EC:Yes 

SM:Yes 

No (13) 

CDC Human 

Functional: cell 

outgrowth from 

tissue biopsy and 

‘sphere’ formation 

CM: Rare 

SM: Yes 

EC: Yes 

CM: Yes 

SM: Yes 

EC: Yes 

Yes (14) 

cCFU-F Mouse 

Molecular: 

SCA1+/PDGFRα+/CD

31- 

CM:  Rare 

EC:  Yes 

SM: Yes 

(A broad 

range of 

lineages 

from 

different 

germ 

layers in 

teratoma 

assay) 

CM: Yes 

SM: Yes 

EC: Yes 

No (16) 

PDGFRα Human 

Molecular: 

PDGFRα+ 

expression 

CM: Rare 

EC:  Rare 

SM: High 

frequency 

CM: Yes 

SM: Yes 

EC: Yes 

No 
(106

) 
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SP cells 

 
Mouse 

Functional: 

Hoechst Dye Efflux 

CM:  Rare 

EC:  Yes 

SM: Yes 

CM: Yes 

EC: Yes 

SM: Yes 

No 
(15, 

107) 

Abbreviations – CM: – cardiomyocytes; EC: endothelial cells; SM: smooth muscle  

At present therapies utilising c-kit+ cells and CDCs have been evaluated in phase I and 

phase II clinical trials. There is still much to be understood regarding the basic biology of 

different CSC populations as well as their inter-relationships. The detailed characterisation of 

CSC populations will shed light on their potential uses in cardiovascular regenerative medicine, 

and may help improve efficacy of therapies utilising such cells. Despite the lack of 

understanding of CSCs populations and their potential for cardiac regeneration or repair, 

various populations have already been tested extensively in animal models and clinical trials.     

2.3.4 Phase I and II clinical trials have demonstrated the safety and potential efficacy of 

MSCs and endogenous CSCs for cardiac regeneration 

Several clinical trials have been conducted using BM-MSCs due to their pro-reparative 

properties. In a typical cell therapy context MSCs are intravenously infused or injected directly 

into the damaged myocardium (Figure 2.8). Once administered to the heart MSCs are 

hypothesised to stimulate repair through different mechanisms of action that produce 

beneficial functional and structural effects on the heart. In phase 1 clinical trials, designed to 

assess safety of such therapies, administration of MSCs to the heart has overwhelmingly 

proven to be safe, and does not result in any severe adverse side effects for patients (108). 

Phase II clinical trials are designed to assess efficacy and typically measure parameters 

including reduced scarring, increased vascularisation, and increased left ventricular ejection 

fraction (LVEF).  

The first trial utilising BM-MSCs to treat ischaemic cardiomyothapy reported an 

improvement in the LVEF and increased perfusion 3 months after treatment (109). Other trials, 

including the TAC-HFT (Transendocardial Autologous Cells in ischemic Heart Failure Trial) trial 

(110) and the POSEIDON (PercutaneOus Stem cEll Injection Delivery effects on neOmyogeNisis) 

trial (111) have not reported any positive effect on the LVEF, but reported improvements in 

scar size, regional function by strain analysis or improvements in exercise capacity. A meta-

analysis released in 2012 highlighted the variable results reported in 33 randomised control 

trials using BM-MSCs to improve cardiac function after MI (112). Despite the high variability 

between observed results, the authors conclude that there was an overall significant 

improvement in heart function measured by an increased LVEF. In contrast, a more recent 
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meta-analysis of clinical trial data argues that the reported beneficial effects are strongly 

correlated with the number of discrepancies identified in the initial findings (6). A discrepancy 

was defined as two, or more, reported facts that could not be true because they were logically 

or mathematically incompatible. For example, sample sizes that could not be an integer 

number of patients, conflicting statements as to whether the study was randomised, and 

conflicts between tables and figure (6). In fact, the authors of this meta-analysis go so far as to 

say that there was no beneficial effect of MSC therapy on cardiac repair in trials that had no 

discrepancies. In terms of long-term benefits, the REPAIR-AMI (Reinfusion of Enriched 

Progenitor cells And Infarct Remodelling in Acute Myocardial Infarction) trial showed improved 

left ventricular function in patients up to 2 years post-therapy, leading to a significant 

reduction in adverse cardiovascular events during that time (113). However, it is questionable 

as to whether the improvement in LVEF (5.5% increase, representing a 2.5% absolute 

difference over placebo) is clinically relevant. The POSEIDON trial, testing transendocardial 

delivery of BM-MSCs for cardiac repair, showed no significant increase in LVEF after 

transplantation in patients with ischemic cardiomyopathy (114). Therefore, it is clear that 

MSCs are safe and may have potential to be utilised in efficacious therapies, however, 

scientists and clinicians should make all efforts to carefully and correctly design and analyse 

preclinical and clinical data so that robust conclusions are drawn.  

 

Figure 2.8 | Diagram outlining the application of MSCs to repair damaged myocardium in cell 

therapy procedures. Cells are delivered by intracoronary infusion or by intramyocardial 
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injection (left), where they are able to produce therapeutic benefit through engraftment and 

differentiation into cardiomyocytes, endothelial cells, and smooth muscle cells, or by 

promoting neo-vascularisation, paracrine signalling to stimulate the repair response from 

endogenous cells including CSCs, and modulating the immune response by secreting anti-

inflammatory factors. The pro-reparative effect of cell therapy is typically evaluated using a 

number of endpoint assays including measuring scar size, tissue perfusion, regional 

contractility, and ejection fraction. Figure adapted from Williams et al. (115) 

Interestingly, MSCs delivered to ischaemic tissue have poor engraftment potential and 

survival (108, 116). For this reason it is likely that the cells delivered do not contribute directly 

to the production of new myocardium but rather the pro-reparative effects of MSCs may be 

attributed to paracrine signalling and anti-inflammatory effects (5, 48). Nonetheless, there are 

continuing efforts to improve engraftment potential of MSCs as they have demonstrated 

ability to form the major cell types of the heart, cardiomyocytes, smooth muscle cells, and 

endothelial cells in in vitro assays.  

More recently, endogenous CSC populations including c-kit+ cells and CDCs have been 

evaluated for their ability to improve cardiac function in patients after MI. The potential of CSC 

populations for use in cardiac regeneration has been evaluated in a number of preclinical 

animal models as well as human clinical trials (Table 2.4). The SCIPIO (Stem Cell Infusion in 

Patients with Ischemic cardiOmyothapy) trial was the first clinical trial utilising autologous 

CSCs. c-kit+ CSCs were isolated from 33 heart failure patients from biopsies of atrial tissues and 

expanded in vitro for up to 4 months (117). 0.5-1 million cells were injected through an 

intracoronary route to perfuse the ischemic myocardium. At follow up times of 4 months and 

12 months, heart function was assessed and showed an 8.2% and 12.3% improvement in LVEF, 

respectively. It should be noted that the promising results obtained in this trial have since 

come under question (118). Furthermore, it has recently been reported that there is little or 

no evidence that c-kit+ cells differentiate into mature functional cardiomyocytes, further 

suggesting that reported benefits may be attributed to paracrine effects (12). The CADUCEUS 

(CArdiosphere-Derived aUtologous stem CElls to reverse ventricUlar dySfunction) trial, utilised 

right ventricular biopsy to produce patient-derived CDCs (119). After 1-3 months expansion in 

vitro 25 million CDCs were delivered to patients by intracoronary infusion. Even though this 

trial was designed to assess safety of the therapy, there were reported reductions in infarct 

size and increase in viable myocardium, however, no change in ejection fraction was 
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measured.  Due to the controversial nature of clinical trials utilising stem cells the search for 

the most reliable cell source is continuing.  

Marban et al. directly compared the potential of BM-MSCs and CDCs for use in a 

mouse model of cardiac regeneration and showed that CDCs may be more effective (14). 

Differentiation potential for smooth muscle, cardiomyocyte, and endothelial lineages in vitro 

were assessed, as well as the amount and type of factors secreted, engraftment potential and 

in vivo cardiomyocyte contribution. In all respects CDCs showed superior function when 

compared to BM-MSCs. Therefore, it is possible that being endogenous to the heart CDCs have 

superior capacity for tissue remodelling of the heart in response to injury by secretion of active 

factors, increased capacity to survive and differentiate after injection, resulting in overall 

increased improvement of the heart.   Furthermore, the endogenous nature of CSCs enables 

the development of novel therapies beyond the delivery of in vitro expanded cells to the heart. 

Factors, such as cytokines, may be used to target and activate endogenous CSCs in vivo to help 

dampen fibrosis, increase vascularisation, or even to contribute to new myocardium.  

Table 2.4 | Preclinical and clinical studies utilising CSC for cardiac regeneration. Table adapted 

from Hou et al. (20) 

Preclinical studies 

Cell 

type 

Animal 

model 

Delivery 

method 

Injury 

model 
Comments Ref. 

c-kit+ 

CSC 
Mice 

Intracoronary, 

2 days after MI 

Occlusion 

followed by 

reperfusion of 

mid-LAD 

Enhanced cardiac 

repair response, 

angiogenesis, 

reduction of infarct 

size, improvements of 

both regional and 

global LV function 

(120) 

SCA1+ 

CSC 
Mice 

Intramyocardial, 

3 days post MI 

Ligation of left 

coronary artery 

Enhanced cardiac 

repair response, 

angiogenesis and 

attenuation of LV 

remodelling 

(13) 

CDC Mice Intramyocardial, Ligation of LAD Enhanced cardiac (121) 
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3 days post MI repair response, 

angiogenesis, 

reduction of infarct 

size, improvement of 

LVEF 

Human 

c-kit+ CSCs 
Mice 

Intramyocardial, 

shortly after MI 

and 5 days post 

MI 

Coronary 

occlusion 

Enhanced cardiac 

repair response, 

angiogenesis, 

attenuation of 

chamber dilation, 

improvement in LV 

function 

(122) 

CDC Pig 
Intramyocardial, 

4 weeks post MI 

Balloon occlusion 

of mid-LAD 

Improvement of 

LVEF, 

haemodynamics and 

regional function, 

attenuation of 

ventricular 

remodelling 

(123) 

Human 

CDC 
Pig 

Intramyocardial, 

4 weeks post MI 

Balloon occlusion 

of mid-LAD 

Improvements in 

LVEF and reduction in 

infarct size 

(124) 

Clinical studies 

Cell 

type 
Patients 

Delivery 

method 

Endpoint/ 

Following-up time 
Comments Ref. 

Human 

CDC 

 

23 

Intracoronary, 

1.5-3 months 

after MI 

Safety 

6 months 

CADUCEUS trial: 

Reduced scar size, 

end-diastolic volume, 

end-systolic volume. 

No difference in LVEF 

at 6 months. 

(119) 

ckit+ CSCs 40 

Intracoronary, 

ejection 

fraction<40%, 

Safety 

12 months 

SCIPIO trial: 

Reduction in infarct 

size and improved 

(117) 
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ischaemic 

cardiomyopathy

, 113 days after 

surgery 

LVEF 

 

There is great hope for the potential of stem cells to regenerate damaged hearts. 

However, the disparity between clinical trial results has highlighted that there is still much to 

learn about how stem cells may be utilised for cardiac regeneration (12, 48). As mentioned 

above, there is evidence that clinical studies are inconclusive with respect to clinical efficacy. It 

is clear that that robust characterisation of cell populations before they are introduced to the 

clinical setting is critical. cCFU-F share many similar characteristics to MSCs and have cardiac 

origins during development, implicating these cells in the remodelling of cardiac tissue during 

homeostasis and repair. Over the last decade there has been considerable effort made to 

characterise cCFU-F to understand their potential role in remodelling the heart during 

homeostasis and in response to injury. The following section discusses the characterisation of 

cCFU-F and highlights some of the main findings that have been made. 

2.4 cCFU-F – cardiac-resident stem cells with MSC-like characteristics  

cCFU-F are a subset of the interstitial fraction of fibroblasts within  adult mouse hearts, 

isolated based on expression of stem cell antigen (SCA1), platelet-derived growth factor 

receptor alpha (PDGFRα) and lack of expression of platelet endothelial cell adhesion molecule 

(PECAM /CD31) (Figure 2.9a). Lineage tracing experiments have demonstrated that 

SCA1+/PDGFRα+/CD31- cells (referred to as S+Pα+ cells) arise from the proepicardium (the 

progenitor organ for the epicardium) during development. Figure 2.9b-c show the expression 

of PDGFRα within the proepicardial organ at 9.5dpc. At 12.5-14.5dpc the epicardium has 

formed and PDGFRα expression was expressed mostly by cells within the epicardium (Figure 

2.9d-e).  By 15.5dpc PDGFRα expressing cells are found within the epicardium, as well as within 

the interstitium, where they are closely associated with blood vessels (Figure 2.9g-i). 

Interestingly, as has been found with lineage tracing of SCA1+ cells within the adult mouse 

heart (125), it appeared from observing GFP expression from a Pdgfra-GFP knockin mouse, 

that a number PDGFRα+ cells adopt a smooth muscle fate by 15.5dpc, as marked by calponin 

(Figure 2.9k-l).  
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Figure 2.9 | Isolation and developmental origins of cCFU-Fs. (A) FACS plot showing the surface 

markers used to isolate cCFU-F from cardiac interstitial cells. All cCFU-F are contained with the 

SCA1+/PDGFRα+/CD31- fraction of cardiac interstitial cells (all cells within the black box). (B and 

C) Whole-mount ISH (B) and immunohistochemistry (C) of PDGFRα expression at 9.6 dpc 

(arrows show proepicardium; pe). (D and E) Immunohistochemistry at 12.5 dpc(D) and 14.5 

dpc (E) showing increasing PDGFRα expression in the epicardium (epi) and subepicardium. (F-J) 

Pdgfra-GFP-expressing cells at 12.5-15.5 d[c relative to indicated markers showing expression 

in epicardium, interstitium, and interventricular and atrioventricular grooves (ivg and avg, 

respectively), as well as in endocardial cushions (ec), at 12.5 dpc. Arrowheads in (G) and (H) 

indicate interstitial cells, and in (J), Pdgfra-GFP+cells in a perivascular position.  (K and L) 

Smooth muscle fate of some Pdgfra-GFP+cells is suggested by CALPONIN coexpression with 

GFPlow cells in coronary vessels and aorta at 15.5 dpc (arrows). This figure has been adapted 

from Chong et al. (16) 
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A number of characteristics of cCFU-F isolated from adult mice hearts have been 

examined in vitro using a range of different assays. The following sections discuss what is 

currently known about the in vitro characteristics of cCFU-F. 

2.4.1 In vitro proliferative and differentiation potential of cCFU-F  

When S+Pα+ cells are plated at low density on tissue culture plastic a proportion of cells 

attach and form colonies comprised of small, fibroblast-shaped cells. After 12 days in culture a 

spectrum of colonies form, which have been arbitrarily categorised as micro (<25 cells), small 

(>25 cells, <2 mm diameter), and large (>25 cells, >2 mm diameter), as shown in Figure 2.10. 

The relative frequency of observed colony types, expressed as a percentage of cells plated, 

was reported to be ~0.8% large, <0.4% small, and <0.4% micro (Figure 2.11a). This arbitrary 

classification of colonies based on cell number and colony size has proven be reflective of a 

stem cell hierarchy; where large, small, and micro colony cells are situated at the top, middle, 

and bottom of the hierarchy, respectively.  

 

Figure 2.10 | Phase contrast images (5x) showing micro (left), small (middle) and large (right) 

cCFU-F colonies derived from freshly isolated S+Pα+ cells after 12 days in culture, i.e after 

passage 0. Unpublished data from the Harvey Laboratory (Victor Chang Cardiac Research 

Institute, Sydney). 

 A culture consisting of the full spectrum of colony forming cells, referred to as a bulk 

culture, as well as clonal cultures derived from large colonies have the capacity for long-term 

proliferation in vitro through > 11 passages (>180 days, Figure 2.11b). In contrast, clonal 

cultures of small colony cells do not proliferate long-term in vitro and instead maintain a slow 

growth rate until the ability for further proliferation is lost after 5-7 passages. Cells isolated 

from micro colonies do not survive after a single passage. However, it should be noted that the 

slope of each growth curve shown in Figure 2.11a is determined not only by the rate of cell 

proliferation, but also by the rate of cell death. Therefore, it is possible that large colony cells 

also have improved survival in vitro compared to small colony cells. Nonetheless, taken 
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together, these results suggest that bulk cultures and clonal cultures of large colonies harbour 

cells with long-term self-renewal capacity, while small and clones do not.  

To provide additional evidence that cells harboured by large and small colonies exist as a stem 

cell hierarchy their potency was compared using in vitro differentiation assays with strong 

chemical drivers (16). Chong et al. reported that bulk cultures and clonal cultures of large 

colonies showed the capacity to differentiate, at high efficiency, into multiple cell types 

including bone, fat, cartilage, endothelial cells, cardiomyocytes (CM), hepatocytes, and 

neurons (Figure 2.11c). The potency of bulk cultures and large clones is broader than small 

colony cells, which are more restricted in their potency as they only have capacity to 

differentiate into smooth muscle, endothelium, and cardiomyocytes (Harvey laboratory, 

unpublished data). Small colony cells were able to form these cardiogenic lineages at a high 

efficiency, but their limited potency further suggested that they are further down the stem cell 

hierarchy, relative to large colonies. Importantly, claims that cCFU-F can differentiate into 

cardiomyocytes, neurons and hepatocytes in vitro should be contextualised and carefully 

interpreted. This is because such in vitro differentiation assays expose cells to strong chemical 

drivers that induce changes in gene expression reflective of lineage commitment, but do not 

necessarily provide insight into a cell’s intrinsic differentiation potential. For example, 

cardiomyocyte differentiation of cCFU-F, as reported by Chong et al. (16), utilises 5-azacytidine 

to induce global DNA demethylation by inhibiting DNA methyltransferase (126). Furthermore, 

while cardiomyocytes derived from cCFU-F by 5-azacytidine treatment, or by neonatal rat 

cardiomyocyte co-culture, expressed markers of mature cardiomyocytes (α-actinin and CX43) 

they were not fully-functional as they could not beat (16). Similarly, differentiation of cCFU-F 

into endodermal (hepatic) and neuroectodermal fates (neuronal, glial, and oligodendrocyte) 

was evaluated using markers of lineage-specific proteins, which do not demonstrate a 

functionally mature cell state. Therefore, for the reasons given above it is clear that one should 

be careful when drawing conclusions from in vitro differentiation assays used to assess stem 

cell potency.  
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Figure 2.11 | Heterogeneous functional and molecular characteristics of cCFU-F clones. A) 

Frequency of micro (M), small (S), and large (L) colonies in freshly isolated S+Pα+cells. B) Long-

term growth curves showing the cumulative cell number (log10) generated by bulk cultures 

(black line, squares), clonal large cultures (red, triangles) and small clones (green lines, 

triangles). C) Cardiac and non-cardiac differentiation potential of small and large colonies. 

Figure adapted from Chong et al. (16) 

Secondary (2°), tertiary (3°), and quaternary (4°) CFU assays further revealed the 

hierarchical relationship between large, small, and micro colonies (Figure 2.12). Clonal cultures 

of large colony cells maintained the ability to continually form large, small, and micro colonies 

in 2° assays at a similar frequency to that observed in primary CFU assays of bulk cultures. This 

indicated that large colony cells are able to give rise to the entire spectrum of cCFU-F colonies 

observed in bulk cultures. Paradoxically, clonal cultures of small colony cells were able to 

generate large colonies, yet at a diminishing rate, in 2° and 3° colony assays. However, large 

colonies generated by cultures of small colonies did not have the capacity for long-term self-

renewal. This result is congruent with the lack of observed long-term proliferation of small 

colonies. Micro colonies did not have the ability to form any colonies in subsequent CFU 

assays, as they could not be replated. The ability of clonal cultures of large colonies cells to 

continuously generate large, small, and micro colonies in subsequent CFU assays provides 
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strong evidence that large colonies harbour cells which reside at the top of the stem cell 

hierarchy. The ability of clonal cultures of small colony cells to generate large colonies which 

diminish over time, as well as small and micro colonies, suggests that small colonies harbour 

cells that are below large colony cells within the hierarchy. Finally, the observation that micro 

colonies do not have replating capacity suggests that cells in micro colonies reside at the 

bottom of the stem cell hierarchy. Furthermore, micro colonies are typically comprised of cells 

which under phase contrast microscopy appear morphologically similar to myofibroblasts, 

suggesting that they are more committed, differentiated cells (16).   

 

Figure 2.12 | CFU assays showing the frequency of CFU derived from small and large colonies 

in 2°, 3°, and 4° assays.  Unpublished data from the Harvey Laboratory (Victor Chang Cardiac 

Research Institute, Sydney). 

2.4.2 cCFU-F share the same functional and molecular characteristics as MSCs derived 

from BM and kidney 

cCFU-F share analogous function to MSCs isolated from different tissues (17). MSC-like 

characteristics include colony forming ability, clonogenicity, long-term proliferative capacity in 

vitro indicative of self-renewal capacity, and in vitro potency for mesodermal lineages. 

Pelekenos and colleagues demonstrated that kidney, BM, and cardiac MSCs isolated under 
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similar conditions showed highly similar fibroblast morphologies and had potency for 

mesodermal lineages in in vitro differentiation assays (Figure 2.13).   

 

Figure 2.13 | Experimental design, analysis of morphology and multipotency of bmMSC, cCFU-

F, and kCFU-F. (A) Flow chart showing isolation, cell culture protocol, and assays used for 
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comparative characterisation. (B) a-c) Phase contrast microscopy images of adherent cultures. 

d-f) Phase contrast images of Giemsa-stained cytospin preparations. g-i) Oil red-O staining of 

lipid droplets after 21 days culture in adipogenic differentiation medium. j-l) Alizarin red 

staining indicating calcium deposits after 21 days culture in osteogenic medium. m-o) Alcian 

blue staining showing proteoglycans after 21 days pellet culture in chondrogenic medium. 

Scale bars: a-c, 50 µM; d-f, 100 µM; g-h, 50 µM; j-l, 200 µM; m-o, 500 µM. Image taken from 

Pelekanos et al. (17). 

As shown in Figure 2.14 cCFU-F also share a similar CD antigen profile to MSCs isolated 

from other tissues, a routine measure of quality for MSC cultures. Furthermore,  as 

demonstrated by Pelekanos et al. there is a strong correlation in gene expression signatures 

between cCFU from BM, kidney, and heart (17).  Interestingly, despite the highly similar 

functional and molecular characteristics of cCFU-F, kidney CFU-F (kCFU-F), and BM-MSCs, gene 

expression analysis also revealed that they maintain tissue-specific identities reflected in 

differential expression of some CD antigens and transcripts (17).  

 

Figure 2.14 | CD antigen profiling of BM-MSC, cCFU-F, and kCFU-F cultures. Bar chart showing 

CD antigen profile for antigens where >20% of cells in any MSC population were positive. 

Image taken from Pelekanos et al. (17). 
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2.4.3 The role of the PDGF signalling pathway in regulating cCFU-F cell cycle dynamics, 

colony formation, and metabolism 

The PDGF signalling pathway, activated by various PDGF ligands, is involved in MSC 

proliferation (76, 127), self-renewal (128),  differentiation (129), and migration (130, 131). The 

PDGF family consists of four homodimers (PDGF-AA, PDGF-BB, PDGF-CC, and PDGF-DD) and a 

heterodimer (PDGF-AB). PDGF receptors (PDGFR) are part of a family of tyrosine kinase 

receptors that also includes vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), fibroblast growth factor 

(FGF), and epidermal growth factor (EGF). PDGF ligands bind to PDGFRα and PDGFRβ which 

subsequently form homodimers (PDGFRαα and PDGFRββ) and a heterodimer (PDGFRαβ) upon 

ligand binding. PDGF-AA and PDGF-BB bind to PDGFRαα and PDGFRββ homodimers, 

respectively. PDGF-AA, PDGF-AB, and PDGF-BB all bind to PDGFRαβ heterodimers. The 

mechanisms by which PDGF ligands execute this diverse range of functions through different 

signalling regimes is not completely understood (130).  

The PDGFRα signalling plays an important role in regulating cCFU-F colony formation 

and proliferation. Treatment of cCFU-F cultures with PDGF-AB, PDGF-BB, or PDGF-AA 

stimulates a dose-dependent increase in the frequency of large colonies (Figure 2.15a-c, 

Harvey laboratory unpublished data). All isoforms of PDGF stimulated an increase in cCFU-F 

colony formation, with PDGF-AB stimulating the strongest response. PDGF-AB treatment 

stimulated a 200% increase in large colonies (1.6% compared to 0.8% in untreated controls), 

although the resultant increase in cell number was 150% of control (Figure 2.15d, Harvey 

laboratory unpublished data). These results suggested that PDGF-AB stimulates cCFU-F to 

actively self-renew and proliferate. AG1296 is a cell permeable drug and a potent inhibitor of 

the PDGF tyrosine kinase receptors. It inhibits both PDGFRα and PDGFRβ signalling pathways 

with IC50 values of 1.0 μM and 0.8 μM, respectively. AG1296 treatment of cCFU-F cultures 

resulted in a dose-dependent decrease in the frequency of large colonies; and at a 

concentration of 10 μM large colony formation was almost entirely suppressed. AG1296 also 

reduced cCFU-F proliferation by 60% compared to untreated controls (Figure 2.15d). 

Collectively, these results suggest that the PDGF signalling pathway modulates cCFU-F colony 

formation and cell cycle dynamics.   
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Figure 2.15 | Effect of PDGF-AA, PDGF-BB, PDGF-AB, and AG1296 on the formation of micro, 

small, and large colonies within P0 cCFU-F cultures. (A) In the absence of PDGF-AB (left) 

AG1296 treatment reduced the number of large CFU and increased the number of micro 

colonies. The addition of PDGF-AB in the absence of AG1296 (right) increased the number of 

large CFU while small and micro CFU numbers remained unchanged. In the presence of PDGF-

AB and at increasing concentrations of AG1296 (right panel) the number of large CFU 

decreased and the number of micro CFU increased, however, the change in CFU numbers was 

not as dramatic as when PDGF-AB was absent (left panel).  (B) In the absence of PDGF-AA (left) 

AG1296 treatment reduced the number of large CFU and increased the number of micro 

colonies. The addition of PDGF-AA in the absence of AG1296 (right) increased the number of 

large CFU while small and micro CFU numbers remained unchanged. In the presence of PDGF-

AA and at increasing concentrations of AG1296 (right panel) the number of large CFU 

decreased and the number of micro CFU increased, however, the change in CFU numbers was 

not as dramatic as when PDGF-AA was absent (left panel). (C) In the absence of PDGF-BB (left) 

AG1296 treatment reduced the number of large CFU and increased the number of micro 

colonies. The addition of PDGF-BB in the absence of AG1296 (right) increased the number of 

large CFU while small and micro CFU numbers remained unchanged. In the presence of PDGF-

BB and at increasing concentrations of AG1296 (right panel) the number of large CFU 

decreased and the number of micro CFU increased, however, the change in CFU numbers was 

not as dramatic as when PDGF-BB was absent (left panel). (D) Bar graph showing that PDGF-AB 
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and AG1296 increase and decrease proliferation, respectively. Cell numbers are normalised to 

untreated controls. Error bars represent S.D.  Unpublished data from the Harvey Laboratory 

(Victor Chang Cardiac Research Institute, Sydney). 

The PDGF signalling pathway also plays a role in regulating cCFU-F metabolism and cell 

cycle. To investigate this role the RNA and DNA content of cells treated with PDGF-AB or 

AG1296 was analysed (Figure 2.16). PyroninY quantified RNA content as a surrogate measure 

of metabolic activity. 7-Aminoactinomycin D (7AAD), a fluorescent intercalator that binds to 

GC regions of DNA, measured DNA content. These two measurements were used to define the 

G0, G1, and S/G2 phases of the cell cycle. In passage 0 (P0) cultures (i.e. after 12 days in 

culture), approximately 45% of freshly isolated cells resided in the G0 compartment, indicative 

of cells with low metabolic and cell cycle activity (Figure 2.16a). AG1296 and PDGF-AB 

treatment stimulated an increase and decrease in the number of cells in the G0 compartment 

to 79% and 30%, respectively. Qualitatively, PDGF-AB also increased the number of actively 

proliferating cells, indicated by an increase in cells within the S/G2 compartment. These results 

demonstrated that PDGF signalling plays an important role in regulating cCFU-F cell cycle and 

metabolic activity in freshly isolated cells. In untreated passage 4 (P4) cultures, a significantly 

lower number of cells were in the G0 compartment compared to untreated P0 cultures (10% 

compared to 45%, Figure 2.16). This result suggested that sequential passaging had selected 

for cells with the greatest proliferative capacity, leaving a minority of cells which were non-

proliferative. Notably, PDGF-AB treatment of P4 cultures did not activate these non-

proliferative cells. However, AG1296 treatment dramatically increased the number cells in the 

G0 compartment from 10% to 50%. Collectively, these assays measuring cCFU-F proliferation, 

colony formation, and metabolism suggest that the PDGFRα signalling pathway and its 

downstream targets directly influence cCFU-F cell cycle progression and self-renewal. This 

effect is also reflected in an increase and decrease in the cumulative cell number over multiple 

passages in PDGF-AB treated and AG1296 treated cultures, respectively (Figure 2.16c, plotted 

on a log10 scale). Figure 2.16c shows that the difference in the cumulative cell number between 

untreated and PDGF-AB treated was approximately 1022 - 1020 while the difference between 

untreated and AG1296 treated was 1020 – 1017. 
 There may appear to be some disparity 

between the results in Figure 2.16a-b and Figure 2.16c, since an increase in the number of 

actively dividing cells after PDGF-AB treatment occurs in P0 cultures but not at later passages 

(i.e. P4). However, the increased slope of the growth curve for PDGF-AB treated cultures may 

also be attributed to the effect of PDGFRα stimulation and inhibition  on the speed of cell cycle 

progression (i.e. mean cell cycle time), information which is not encoded in Figure 2.16a-b.  
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Figure 2.16 | Effects of PDGFRα stimulation and inhibition on cCFU-F metabolic state, cell cycle 

progression, and long-term growth potential. A)  Quantificaiton of Pyroniny and 7AAD within 

individual cells in untreated controls (left), AG1296 treated cultures (middle), and PDGF-AB 

treated cultures (right). B) Quantificaiton of Pyroniny and 7AAD within individual cells in 

untreated controls (left), AG1296 treated cultures (middle), and PDGF-AB treated cultures 

(right). C) Long-term growth curves for untreated controls (triangles), AG1296 treated cultures 

(open circles), PDGF-AB treated cultures (squares), and cultures treated with both AG1296 and 

PDGF-AB (closed circles).  Unpublished data from the Harvey Laboratory (Victor Chang Cardiac 

Research Institute, Sydney). 
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2.4.4 PDGFRα marks cardiogenic, clonogenic cells within the SCA1+/CD31- population 

PDGFRα is a marker of mesenchymal progenitors during embryonic development 

where it plays a role in mesoderm differentiation and organogenesis (132). In adult mice and 

humans, PDGFRα has been used to isolate MSCs from cardiac and BM tissue (133, 134). The 

isolation of murine BM MSCs is challenging, and plastic adherence alone will yield between 0.3 

and 3 colonies per million cells plated (135, 136). The use of CD34+ and CD45- phenotypes is 

able to enrich for CFU, however, CD34 is also expressed by haematopoietic and endothelial 

cells (137). In contrast, the use of SCA1  and PDGFRα avoids haematopoietic contamination 

and yields a CFU frequency 120,000-fold higher than unfractionated BM (133). Similarly, gating 

for SCA1 and PDGFRα in cardiac interstitial cells results in a 6-fold enrichment compared to 

unfractionated interstitial cells (16).  

The finding that PDGFRα is a marker of MSCs has subsequently led to the identification 

of MSCs in a perivascular anatomical location in BM, heart, and skeletal muscle (16, 134, 138). 

In in vivo transplantation assays, where freshly isolated BM MSCs were transplanted into 

irradiated mice, PDGFRα cells differentiated into osteocytes and adipocytes within the BM nice 

of the recipient animal. Furthermore, PDGFRα cells explanted from the host tissue maintained 

an ability to form CFU, indicating self-renewal of MSC properties within the in vivo niche (134). 

Taken together, the results demonstrate the utility of PDGFRα as a marker of MSCs in adult 

human BM.   

More recently, Noseda et al. have demonstrated that PDGFRα marks clonogenic cells 

within the side-population (SP) phenotype of adult cardiac interstitial cells (Figure 2.17) (139). 

SP cells are a population of cardiac stem cells that are identified based on their unique ability 

to efflux Hoechst dye through an ATP-binding cassette transporter (15). The importance of 

PDGFRα as an enrichment marker of colony forming cells enriched for cardiac transcription 

factors was demonstrated through single cell colony assays, and single-cell gene expression 

profiling (139). This finding validated a previous result by Chong et al. and further 

demonstrates the utility of PDGFRα as a marker of stem/progenitor cells in the adult heart 

(16).  
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Figure 2.17 | Schematic showing the relationship between cell types within the adult heart. 

Non-muscle cells of adult hearts outnumber cardiomyocytes and are heterogeneous. Non-

muscle cells include SCA1+ and SP cells (red and yellow circles). The SP phenotype predicted 

clonogenicity and enrichment for the cardiac transcription factors Gata, Hand, and Tbx. 10-

15% of non-SP cells show the molecular signature of SP cells and vice versa (red and yellow 

cones), which co-segregate exactly with PDGFRα. PDGFRα+ cells outside the SP phenotype that 

express the cardiac transcription factors Gata, Hand, and Tbx outnumber the relatively small 

number of SP cells. Schematic adapted from Nosedat et al. (139). 

While there may be limitations of using PDGFRα as a marker f cCFU-F, there are also 

several advantages. PDGFRα may be used as a vital biomarker of individual cells and therefore 

the expression of this factor can be coupled to the function of an individual cell in downstream 

assays. A transgenic PdfraGFP/+ knockin mouse exists, which express a nuclear version of GFP 

under Pdgfra cis-regulatory control. Therefore, PDGFRα represents a useful and practical live-

cell marker of self-renewing cCFU-F isolated from adult mice that could be used in a number of 

scenarios, including lineage tracing experiments as well as live-cell imaging and single-cell 

tracking. Such experiments would allow the expression of this receptor to be recorded over 

time to study the role of PDGF signalling and how it influences cell fate, function, and 
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behaviour. CFU assays and differentiation assays performed using clonal and bulk cCFU-F 

cultures have been useful in establishing the hierarchical nature of the cCFU-F systems. 

However, such population-based assays have inherent limitations because population 

snapshots do not reveal the detail of single-cell behaviour, especially in heterogeneous 

cultures of MSCs. For example, it is difficult to accurately estimate cell cycle times or 

differentiation dynamics directly from bulk culture experiments or clonogenic assays (140). The 

following section discusses how live-cell imaging and single-cell tracking of MSC cultures can 

overcome the limitations of population-level assays to provide greater insight into intrinsic 

differences in cell growth dynamics and differentiation potential.  

2.5 Live-cell imaging and single-cell tracking of MSC  

Cells are highly dynamic biological systems that are comprised of a vast number of 

molecular processes that interact both spatially and temporally (141-143). Researchers have 

access to many methods for studying cellular populations though often these methods are not 

able to capture single cell behaviour as well as rare or transient events (144, 145). Additionally, 

standard assays for studying cellular systems rely on snapshots of cell populations that do not 

reveal the true complexity and dynamics of single cell behaviour (30). Thus continuous 

observations of single cells is necessary to accurately study how the fate of an individual cell is 

adopted in culture and how that fate is related to the cell’s molecular state (Figure 2.18). For 

MSC cultures which are heterogeneous and may only contain a minority of stem cells, single 

cell analyses are even more critical (146, 147). This is because MSC populations are comprised 

of various cell types that exhibit differential growth potential and potency (27). Population 

averages do no reveal the underlying detail of complex systems, and often lead to incorrect 

conclusions (30, 148) (Figure 2.18). Thus, to accurately study stem cell growth dynamics 

(division, apoptosis, self-renewal, lineage commitment) it is critical to continuously observe 

each cell throughout its life cycle and record lifetime ‘events’ (148).  
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Figure 2.18 | Continuous observation of single cells versus population averages. (A) Population 

averages obscure population heterogeneity as determined by flow cytometry or single cell 

analysis (B) Continuous observation of single cells is required to understand cell fate in detail. 

There are many different possibilities for how heterogenous populations arise. . For example, 

the only way to know how one white cell can give rise to four red cells is to continuously 

observe each cell’s fate. (C) Extrapolating from average population based measurements of 

molecular expression to single cells can lead to erroneous conclusions. Image taken from 

Schroeder et al. (30) 

Interestingly, the importance of continual observations of biological processes was 

first recognised in the 17th century by Leeunwenhoek when observing capillaries in the ears of 

living rabbits using the first microscopes (149). In the 19th and 20th centuries the development 

of time-lapse photography, fluorescent microscopy, and improvements in cell culture 

techniques enabled continuous observation of molecules within in living cells over long periods 

of time (144). The field of live cell imaging has grown exponentially since this time, driven by 

the need to continuously observe cell fate outcomes in lineage tracing and fate mapping 

experiments in developmental biology research. In the 21st century live cell time-lapse imaging 

has been successfully applied to understanding questions in stem cell biology that would 

otherwise have been impossible. These include but are not limited to characterising the onset 

of heterogeneity in expanded MSCs (72), identifying a new population of MSCs in the 
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endometrium (150), studying MSC spreading, proliferation, and migration in response to 

chemically defined substrates (151), soluble and fixed gradients, DC electric fields (152), and 

bioengineered scaffolds (153). Indeed there have been a greater number of studies applying 

live cell imaging to addressing hematopoietic, neural, and immune cell populations compared 

to those studying MSC populations. The most likely explanation for this is that these cellular 

systems have well-developed markers to track developmental stages and lineage progression. 

Researchers wishing to apply live cell imaging to answer questions in MSC biology will learn 

from other cellular systems. Examples include demonstrating blood generation from 

haemogenic endothelium (154), studying neural stem cell progression (155), identifying new 

features of self-renewal in haematopoietic stem cells (HSC) (156), proving that haematopoietic 

cytokines are instructive and not selective (140), modelling intracellular competition for cell 

fate in B lymphocytes (157), and developing new models that describe lymphocyte cell cycle 

kinetics (158).  

Live cell imaging is a multidisciplinary area of research that has evolved through input 

from engineers, physicists, chemists, biologists, computer scientists, and mathematicians. This 

level of technical sophistication can be a barrier to entry for some laboratories where there is 

no access to expertise from these different disciplines. Furthermore, there is not a standard 

protocol for live cell imaging because imaging parameters depend on the type of tracked cells 

and the hypothesis to be tested(144). So the great challenge is to make this technology more 

accessible to the biology community. This section will provide an in-depth understanding of 

the technical considerations for optimal time-lapse imaging and analysis of MSC fate. 

A typical workflow involves i) image acquisition, ii) image processing, iii) cell tracking and 

annotation of pedigrees and iv) quantification and visualisation. Implementation of this 

workflow requires careful choice of imaging modalities, cell culture environments, imaging 

acquisition parameters (time lapse interval, image illumination time, experiment duration), 

experimental design, data storage, image processing, and software for cell tracking and 

annotation. Imaging parameters must be based upon the cell type and biological hypothesis 

that is being tested (144). This section describes technical considerations for image acquisition, 

process and storage (see section 2.5.1), as well as methods for single cell tracking and analysis 

(see section 2.5.2).  
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2.5.1 Technical Considerations  

2.5.1.1 Equipment, Software, and Hardware Requirements  

Specially designed equipment, hardware, and software is required to maintain cell 

viability and allow continuous observations of cells in more than one field of view (FOV) over 

the long-term (several days or more). The hardware components of a live cell imaging system 

include a) automated inverted fluorescent microscope with motorized X-Y-Z stage controller, 

transmitted and fluorescent light source and appropriate fluorochrome excitation and 

emission optics, b) environmental chamber with temperature regulation and respiratory gas 

controller (C02 with optional O2 control), c) a scientific-complementary metal-oxide (sCMOS) or 

charged-couple device (CCD) high sensitivity digital camera and d) a computer for time lapse 

image storage and programmatic control of all hardware elements (30). Custom-written or 

commercially available software is required to define image acquisition parameters, control 

the microscope, and review data. The primary objective of a live cell imaging experiment is to 

maintain cell viability on the microscope stage and prevent abnormal cell growth that can arise 

from over exposure to light (phototoxicity) that would result in experimental artefacts (159).  

Controlled temperatures are achieved by coupling of an environmental chamber to a 

heating unit and temperature controller which together are able to maintain the specimen at a 

specific temperature, typically 37°C. In most arrangements a small temperature probe is used 

to continuously measure temperature as close to the sample as possible.  

Environmental chambers are typically “leaky”, so control of respiratory gases is 

potentially problematic. To achieve a stable pH for bicarbonate / CO2 buffered culture systems 

dedicated CO2 controllers mix a CO2 supply with air and pump the mixture through a 

humidification bottle and into the environmental chamber. For incubators that enclose the 

microscope, a secondary cover encloses the culture vessel through which respiratory gases are 

flowed. Humidification of the supplied gas mixture is important to reduce evaporation from 

the culture vessel, a particularly important consideration when using small volume cell culture 

systems (e.g., microfluidics). While 5% C02 is commonly used for buffering pH in standard 

tissue culture incubators there are several suitable alternatives which don’t require CO2 

control, such as HEPES (4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid )  buffer.  

Maintaining image focus is crucial for cell tracking, particularly for experiments over 

several days or weeks where microscope components inevitably drift with time. Autofocus 

algorithms are required to maintain image focus. Software algorithms that are based on 
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multiple captured images are slow and unreliable in comparison to hardware autofocus which 

use reflection of a light beam off the glass bottom of the culture vessel to maintain a constant 

optical path length between the sample and microscope lens. Hardware autofocus only works 

with high magnification objectives (10X or higher), and requires a focal plane to be set 

manually which can increase set-up time if acquiring a large number of FOV. However, even 

though software autofocus does not require additional set-up time, one must consider that 

acquisition of multiple images for each focus position will increase stage scanning time and 

potentially contribute to phototoxicity and fluorochrome photobleaching.  

Transmission light microscopy using phase contrast or differential interference 

contrast (DIC) is preferably used for cell tracking as it does not require much light to obtain an 

image. (160). Phase contrast microscopy is able to convert optical path differences generated 

as light passes through a specimen into contrast differences in the object image. DIC is similar 

to phase contrast though the major difference is that DIC microscopy converts gradients in the 

optical path length as light passes over the specimen into regions of contrast in the object 

image. DIC microscopy produces images which appear almost three-dimensional and does not 

result in phase halos as in phase contrast.  

Transmitted-light microscopy does not require significant levels of illumination, 

enabling more frequent visualisation of cell ultrastructure without phototoxicity. Therefore 

dynamic cellular process such as division, death and changes in cell ultrastructure can be 

tracked in more detail. Additionally, this information is obtained without the use of fluorescent 

probes or dyes which require phototoxicity studies to ensure that cell growth dynamics are not 

perturbed (161).  

Fluorescent imaging modalities are required to obtain molecular information. 

Individual fluorescent molecules fluoresce when excited at a particular wavelength of light. 

The location and dynamic movement of fluorescently labelled molecules can be used to mark 

specific subcellular compartments, cytoskeletal structures, or individual proteins themselves. 

Common fluorescent probes for directly labelling subcellular compartments include Hoescht 

dye, that stains DNA, and fluorescently labelled phalloidin that marks cytoplasmic actin 

filaments. Fluorescent proteins can also be used as reporters of gene expression within living 

cells. Section 2.5.2.3 – Vital biomarkers for MSCs examines the use of fluorescent biomarkers 

for live cell imaging of MSCs in more detail. 
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There are many detailed reviews on fluorescent imaging methods including those listed 

above and others (160, 162-164). When these methods are applied to tracking single cell 

molecular processes one will need to optimise the trade-off between the amount of image 

information achieved, which usually correlates with the quantity of illumination, and 

phototoxicity or photobleaching.  

2.5.1.2 Image Acquisition Parameters 

Image acquisition parameters must be defined for each live cell imaging experiment. 

Parameters will be adjusted depending on the cell type being studied, cell culture density, use 

of fluorescent reporters, and the type of dynamic responses being observed. These parameters 

include image acquisition frequency, the length of observation period, exposure time, and the 

number of FOV per time lapse. Image acquisition frequencies of the order of seconds to 

minutes are suitable for capturing fast processes such as detailed observation of phases of 

mitosis or intracellular vesicle trafficking. Dynamic interactions of MSCs with other cell types, 

such as their transmigration between and directly through endothelial cells required image 

acquisition every 5 – 90 seconds to gain insight into the critical ability of MSCs to extravagate 

at sites of inflammation (165). Furthermore the mechanisms that MSCs use to interact with 

endothelial cells and cancers cells required image acquisition every 1 minute so that it could be 

visualised (166). A temporal resolution of the order of several minutes to half an hour is 

necessary to resolve movement of individual cells in consecutive frames when tracking cells 

that are highly motile or are a part of a dense culture where cells frequently make contact. 

MSC cultures are highly proliferative and migratory, and they can form dense colonies where 

cells frequently touch and move over the top of each other. Therefore, in most instances, an 

image acquisition interval of 5-20 minutes is most suitable for accurately tracking individual 

cells in an MSC culture. On the other end of the temporal scale, an image acquisition 

frequency of 60 minutes or more would be useful for tracking cells that are not motile and do 

not divide rapidly. Alternatively if studying the migration of a population of MSCs, such as in a 

wound healing assay where the time to wound closure is measured, a temporal resolution of 1 

to 2 hours can be sufficient (167). Acquisition of fluorescent images at high temporal 

frequency can result in phototoxic effects and therefore exposure to excitation light should be 

minimised. This can be achieved by reducing exposure times or setting fluorescent image 

acquisition to the lowest possible temporal resolution that still captures the process of 

interest. Image acquisition frequency determines the number of sites that can be imaged for 

each time lapse. If images are acquired every 15 minutes then the maximum number of sites is 

determined by how quickly the microscope travels to and acquires images at each site. The 
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speed of image acquisition is also dependent on the use of software or hardware autofocus 

and the number of image modality channels.   

The duration of an experiment in some cases can be difficult to define without analysis 

of pilot experiments. When recapitulating a standard in vitro assay, for example a colony 

forming assay or differentiation assay, the duration of the assay is well known. However it is 

not possible to estimate generation times or differentiation dynamics directly from bulk 

culture experiments or clonogenic assays (140). A trial time-lapse imaging experiment will 

provide an indication of phototoxicity, division times, photobleaching effects etc. before large 

scale experiments are planned.  

2.5.1.3 Image Processing  

Image restoration and enhancement methods are required to improve the accuracy of 

cellular tracking and fluorescent quantification. Uneven illumination, though not obvious to 

the human eye, will add spatial bias to fluorescent measurements. An image restoration 

algorithm is required to return the image to even illumination so that cellular fluorescent 

measurements do not depend on their position in the microscopic FOV. Another image 

restoration method that is commonly applied for wide field imaging using multiple contiguous 

FOV is image stitching. The edges of overlapping images must be registered so that the 

composite image appears as one image. Image registration applied to consecutive images is 

sometimes required to eliminate sample jitter caused by backlash in translational stage 

movements.  

Image enhancement methods aim to accurately segment cells from their background. 

The toolbox of image enhancement methods includes algorithms to enhance image contrast, 

and segmentation methods such as image thresholding, morphological operations (opening 

and closing), and edge detection. Figure 2.19a shows an unprocessed fluorescent image of four 

adjacent fields of view stitched together. Four fields of view were stitched together so that 

cells could be tracked in a large field of view. The fluorescent images are of a population of 

cardiac MSCs expressing a nuclear GFP reporter for platelet derived growth factor receptor 

alpha (PDGFRα). Uneven illumination over the FOV results in a higher background reading at 

the centre of the image. Figure 2.19b shows the same image after correction of uneven 

illumination, subtraction of background, and enhancement of contrast using custom-written 

scripts using the Matlab™ image processing toolbox.  
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Figure 2.19 | Fluorescent images showing nuclear expression of PDGFRα::GFP in cardiac MSC 

before and after image processing. Four fields of view are stitched together to form one larger 

field of view for cell tracking. (A) Fluorescent image shows raw images after stitching and (B) 

the final result after correction of uneven illumination and contrast. (350ms exposure time)  

Commercial packages such as MetaMorph (Molecular Devices), Imaris (Bitplane), 

PhotoShop (Microsoft), and Amira (VSG) also meet these requirements and typically offer 

different algorithms so that image processing can be optimised. Alternatively there are free 

and open-source image processing software available such as ImageJ and Fiji. Open-source 

software offer several advantages including the addition of plug-ins developed and validated 

by the imaging research community. With open-source packages researchers are able to write 

their own plug-ins, suitable for optimisation or specialised requirements. Engineering 

programming platforms such as Matlab can also be used to implement an image processing 

pipeline. Matlab has comprehensive functionality packaged into image processing and 

computer vision toolboxes.  

Image segmentation is a commonly used image processing tool to measure 

morphological features such as size and shape. Automated cell tracking algorithms such as 

CellProfiler, only work with segmented images. The complex morphological characteristics of 

MSCs should be considered when applying image segmentation algorithms to ensure 

individual cells are accurately segmented. MSCs can morphologically appear as small and 

spindle shaped, stellate, or large and flat. MSCs can also have many cellular projections, e.g. 

philopodia and lamellapodia. An example of image segmentation of MSCs using CellProfiler is 

shown in Figure 2.20. Figure 2.20a shows MSC image segmentation at low density and Figure 

2.20b shows image segmentation of sub-confluent MSCs after 5.75 days in culture, with cells 

colour coded by their generation number.       
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Figure 2.20 | Image segmentation of MSC at the beginning and end of a single passage (p5). 

Phase contrast image of entire field of view at the beginning (A) and end (B) (5.75 days) of 

experiment with cells false colored to represent their generation as indicated in legend. All 

cells at time zero were classified as starting cells that produce two second-generation daughter 

cells upon division. This image was taken from Van Vliet et al. (72) 

2.5.1.4 Data Storage 

Live cell imaging experiments, particularly long-term imaging experiments, have the 

potential to generate a large volume of image data. For example, consider an experiment in 

which 300 positions were imaged with phase contrast every 10 minutes and with two 

fluorescent channels every 60 minutes for a total of 9 days. Assuming images were acquired as 

high resolution .TIFF files, each occupying 2.5MB, the volume of data generated would exceed 

500GB. Without access to dedicated data storage architecture long-term storage of large 

amounts of data can be challenging. At the time of publication internal hard disk drives (HDD) 

for desktop computers are available up to 2TB and so can only hold a few large experimental 

data sets. Researchers at universities and research institutions can have access to large servers 

to store and backup TBs of data though such services do not always have network speeds 

suitable for fast data recovery. While data is being analyzed it should be accessible and 

retrievable at a reasonable speed. In the absence of large institutional servers by far the 

simplest and cheapest option is to store data on external HDDs. At the time of writing external 

HDDs have a capacity to store 4TB, though external HDDs eventually fail, so a data backup 

system will be required. Therefore it is recommended that researchers use a combination of 

technologies to maintain the fidelity of their data over the long term (168). 
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2.5.2 Software for single cell tracking and analysis 

2.5.2.1 Cell Tracking Platforms 

Time-lapse imaging experiments generate image stacks for individual FOV over a 

period of hours, days or weeks. A single cell tracking platform and an analysis pipeline is 

required to record the characteristics of each cell as seen in consecutive images within a time 

lapse movie. The fate of each cell, be it division, death or right censoring (lost or not observed), 

provides the genealogical information to construct single cell pedigrees (Figure 2.21). 

Pedigrees are annotated with multiple single cell measurements such as morphological 

features, fate outcomes, and fluorescent intensity. An early application for single cell tracking 

was to prove the existence of specific cell fate transitions such as the existence of haemogenic 

endothelium in vitro (154). Single cell pedigree data also yields important dynamic and 

genealogical data, which is complimentary to bulk culture and clonogenic observations. 

Presently researchers use a combination of propriety software, open source software, 

or custom-written algorithms for cell tracking and pedigree analysis. The most significant 

analysis bottleneck is cell tracking. A massive effort is underway to develop universal solutions 

that will advance beyond “point-and-click” tracking. The following section reviews a range of 

cell tracking platforms and discusses their specific advantages and disadvantages.  

 

Figure 2.21 | An example of single cell pedigree annotation. Times of cell fate outcomes 

(death, division, lost, not complete) are recorded for all tracked cells. Cells within a pedigree 
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are referred to as progeny and are numbered according to their position within the pedigree. 

Any single cell measurement, such as size or reporter expression, can be annotated.   

Commercially available cell tracking software has been developed by companies such 

as Cellomics, Evotec, and Molecular Devices. These platforms were developed for high-

throughput screening of cellular responses to pharmacological and toxicological agents. The 

systems are designed for detecting only relatively specific cellular responses, and not 

continuous cell trajectory tracking. Protein translocation, microvesicle formation, neurite 

growth, cell count, and viability have been screened with such systems (169). More flexible 

and cost-effective tracking platforms have been implemented in a number of different image 

analysis packages such as MetaMorph, ImagePro, ImageJ, and Fiji (Box 1). Such platforms offer 

automation and are suitable for researchers with basic requirements including cell 

identification, cell trajectory measurements, and track creation. For example MetaMorph’s 

TrackObject has been used to study the migration of MSCs on polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 

substrates with 350 nm grating topographies. In this study MSCs cultured on PDMS with such 

nanotopographies had faster and more directed migration (170). The change in migration rate 

was related to a down regulation in zyxin protein that resulted in more dynamic and smaller 

focal adhesions. The ImageJ plug-in, MTrackJ, was used to study the effect of co-culture with 

dendritic cells (DC) on MSC motility (171). Co-culture reduced both DC and MSC motility, an 

effect which was strengthened by the addition TNF-α and reversed by the anti-inflammatory 

factor resveratrol. Disadvantages of these platforms are that they do not necessarily include 

tools for quantifying reporter signals, annotating fate outcomes and morphological features, or 

extracting kinship relationships.  

Establishment of kinship relationships is uniquely achievable by single cell tracking and 

is an important feature of pedigree data. Kinship relationships can only be established by 

following every cell continuously from birth until division and annotating mothers and their 

progeny (Figure 2.21). However this functionality could be added to open-source cell tracking 

platforms through modification to existing code. Alternatively, there are academic cell tracking 

platforms that include both basic and advanced cell tracking features. Examples with proven 

utility include Timm’s Tracking Tool (TTT) (140) developed by the Stem Cell Dynamics group at 

the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology; TrackAssist developed between Australia’s National 

Information and Communications Technology Association (NICTA) and researchers at the 

Walter and Eliza Hall Institute (WEHI) (157); Nordon’s Tracking Tool (NTT) developed at the 

Graduate School of Biomedical Engineering, University of New South Wales (172); and 
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CellProfiler developed at the Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research and Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology (MIT) (Box 1).  

 

Cell tracking platforms are classified as automated or manual tracking platforms. 

CellProfiler is an example of an open-source, automated image analysis and cell tracking 

platform implemented in Matlab and Python (173). Initially it was developed as a tool for 

biologists to identify and quantify cell phenotypes (173, 174). Automated cell tracking 

platforms, such as CellProfiler, require image segmentation to define cells as objects in each 

frame and algorithms to identify each object’s trajectory in consecutive frames to build tracks. 

Once tracks are built for a particular object then measurements related to that object can be 

annotated to its track. Automated cell tracking platforms have capacity to dramatically 

increase throughput, though their utility is often restricted. This is because image 

segmentation and tracking algorithms are not suitable for cell cultures that are highly 

proliferative or confluent because individual cells are difficult to recognise even by eye. In 

addition, tracking algorithms reliant on accurate segmentation rely on images that are easily 

segmented (e.g., fluorescently labelled nuclei, phase contrast images of round cells, etc). Thus 

automated tracking is not suitable for all cell types and can produce errors that require manual 
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correction, a process that is as time consuming as manually tracking cells (30). Furthermore, 

automated tracking software packages have implemented algorithms to detect events of 

interest such as division, death, and differentiation (175, 176). On the other hand manual cell 

tracking platforms, such as TTT and NTT, require analysts to identify the cell in each frame and 

annotate its fate outcomes manually while tracking. This requires continuous observation from 

the user and thus is more labour intensive than automated cell tracking platforms. 

Importantly, manual tracking allows for errors to be corrected in real time. NTT is a custom-

written cell tracking platform implemented in Matlab. It was developed as a flexible tracking 

platform for tracking cells from a range of different cellular systems in either transmitted light 

or fluorescent microscopy.  

Basic features such as cell identification labels, positional information, morphological 

parameters, and reporter signals are recorded by most cell tracking platforms. The default cell 

tracking parameters provided by CellProfiler are shown in Table 2.5. The default cell tracking 

results from NTT are provided in Table 2.6 for comparison. These platforms are both open-

source so functionality can be added by any user with Matlab programming skills. Therefore 

single cell tracking platforms such as these can be adapted to overlay any cellular 

measurement onto single cell pedigrees.    

Table 2.5 | Cell features recorded by default by CellProfiler cell tracking platform 

Measurement or 

Feature 

Description 

Trajectory X The movement in X direction between consecutive frames 

Trajectory Y The movement in Y direction between  consecutive  frames 

Label A unique identifier for the tracked object. When objects merge 

or split new labels are created. 

ParentImageNumber, 

Parent Object Number 

The ImageNumber and ObjectNumber of the parent object in 

the prior frame. For a split, each child object will have the label 

of the object it split from. For a merge, the child will have the 

label of the closest parent. 

Distance Travelled The distance travelled by the object from the previous frame to 

the current frame (calculated as the magnitude of the trajectory 

vectors). 

Displacement The shortest distance travelled by the object from its initial 
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starting position to the position in the current frame. I.e. the 

straight-line distance between the start and end position. 

Integrated Distance The total distance travelled by the object during the lifetime of 

the object. 

Linearity A measure of how linear the object trajectory is during the 

object lifetime. Calculated as (displacement from initial to final 

location)/(integrated object distance). 

Lifetime The number of frames an object has been tracked through. 

Lifetime starts at 1 in the frame when an object appears, and is 

incremented with each frame that the object persists. 

FinalAge Similar to LifeTime but is only output at the final frame of the 

object's life (or the movie ends, whichever comes first). At this 

point, the final age of the object is output; no values are stored 

for earlier frames. This is useful if you want to plot a histogram 

of the object lifetimes; all but the final age can be ignored or 

filtered out. 

 

Table 2.6 | Cell features recorded by default by NTT cell tracking platform 

Measurement or 

Feature 

Description 

Clone ID A unique identifier for each clone. Starts at 1 and when a new clone is 

tracked. 

Progeny ID A unique identifier for cells within a clone. Founding cell starts at 1 

and cells are numbered depending on their position within the 

pedigree structure. 

TrackNumber A unique identifier which corresponds to the order in which cells are 

tracked. Starts at 1 for the first track. 

X and Y 

coordinates 

The X and Y pixel co-ordinates for the position of the cell. 0,0 is the 

top left corner. 

Timestamp A time vector containing the timestamps from the consecutive images 

in which cells are tracked 

BirthTime A date vector containing the time the track started. E.g. birth or left 

censoring 
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DeathTime A date vector containing the time the cell track finished, e.g. death, 

division, lost cell, experiment finished 

LifeTime A date vector containing the time elapsed between the BirthTime and 

DeathTime 

StopReason A code for the reason a cell track was stopped: 

0 – Fate not observed before final frame 

1 – Division 

2 – Death 

3 – Lost cell 

The time the track is stopped corresponds to the DeathTime 

CellMask A matrix containing indices for each pixel in the tracking ellipse. 

Tracking ellipse is an adjustable ellipse placed over the nucleus of the 

cell for tracking. 

Endomitosis A binary variable and timestamp indicating if a cell has 

endoreduplicated and the time it occured. 0 is default and 1 indicates 

endomitosis. 

Reporter signal 

quantification 

(Max, Mean, 

Interpolated) 

A vector with measurements from fluorescent channels e.g. for 

fluorescent reporters 

 

2.5.2.2 Recording Live Cell Characteristics 

Live cell imaging experiments utilising transmitted light microscopy provides enough 

information to generate cell trajectories, though fluorescent reporters labelling the nucleus 

will significantly shorten tracking times. Cell migration is quantified from cellular (X, Y, T) 

coordinates, which are used to calculate displacement, total distance, directionality, 

instantaneous and average velocities under different conditions. Such analyses have been 

applied to studying how physiologically relevant direct current electric fields of the order of 10 

to 200 mV/mm, such as those established at sites of bone fracture, are able to stimulate MSC 

directed migration (152). In addition, the position of MSCs relative to each other and their 

microenvironment can be recorded and related to their growth dynamics. For example a cell’s 

location with respect to the centre or edge of a colony; or whether a cells duration of contact 

with neighbouring cells alters cell fate (72). The shape of the cell at each time point can be 

measured to provide morphological parameters such as area, length, eccentricity, and nuclear 
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to cytoplasm ratio. Importantly, the change in shape of a cell can be monitored over time and 

observed in response to external stimuli, such as pharmacological and toxicological agents, or 

perturbations to signalling pathways (177). While such observations are insightful, 

fundamental information such as the age of a cell when it dies or divides, allows one to 

characterise and model cellular proliferation and cell fate choices at a level of detail that well 

exceeds standard methods such as flow cytometry and clonogenic assay.  

MSC division is easily identified from transmitted light images as MSCs become semi-

adherent at the beginning of mitosis; cells then split into two semi-adherent cells and 

completely separate at the end of cytokinesis before re-adhering as two separate cells. MSC 

death is identified when cells stop moving before membrane degradation. One is unable to 

distinguish apoptosis (programmed cell death) from necrosis without fluorescent markers 

identifying apoptosis (e.g., conjugated fluorescent antibodies to Annexin V).  

Morphological and behavioural characteristics of MSCs can also be related to their fate 

outcomes to identify how proliferation and differentiation generates heterogeneity (72). For 

example Figure 2.22a shows a single cell pedigree where both twins divide in the first 

generation yet in the second generation, there are unequal generation times, and cell age at 

division appears to correlate with cell area. Further quantification of extrinsic factors (cell-cell 

contact) and intrinsic factors (cell division history and cell area) showed that extrinsic and not 

intrinsic factors influenced division heterogeneity (Figure 2.22b and Figure 2.22c). Furthermore 

β-galactosidase   staining revealed that the majority of large cells were senescent (Figure 

2.22d).     
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Figure 2.22 | Potential sources of size heterogeneity among MSCs. (A) A cell pedigree with 

heterogeneous divisions. Pedigree contains siblings that both divide (green), one divides 

(yellow) and one does not (orange), or both do not divide (red). (B) Extrinsic factors that could 

potentially influence time to cell division. Contact was defined as another cell within 12.9 μm 

proximity. No significant differences observed for extrinsic factors. (C) The average lineage 

history of the cells (intrinsic factors) for each of the three groups overlaid and individually 

(inset). Line width represents spread cell area. 95% confidence intervals for lifetime are 

represented by error bars. * denotes significance at a p < 0.05 level and ** marks the time that 

the cell area for dividing and non-dividing cells becomes significantly different (p < 0.05). (D) 

Histogram showing distribution of cell sizes including those stained positive for the cell 

senescence marker β-galactosidase after 7 days culture. Figure taken from Van Vliet et al. (72). 

Another feature that can be extracted from time-lapse imaging and cell tracking 

experiments are the inherited relationships between MSCs derived in culture. A single cell 

pedigree depicts the kinship relationships between members of the same clone, namely 

siblings, mothers and daughters, cousins and so on. Therefore kinship relationships can be 

used to study how MSC growth dynamics varies between non-related and related cells and 
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how cell traits are transmitted down through successive generations (178). Such analyses have 

been used to study how latent, heritable factors can influence cell growth dynamics as well 

studying MSC heterogeneity (179, 180). There is a wealth of information that can be obtained 

from recording dynamics of MSC migration, morphology, kinship relationships, and life history. 

However, cell fate biomarkers are required to dissect the molecular control of cell fate.  

2.5.2.3 Vital Biomarkers for MSCs  

Morphological and behavioural properties of MSCs are easily recorded using 

conventional phase contrast, bright field, or DIC microscopy in conjunction with appropriate 

cell tracking and image analysis software. To supplement this information and to answer more 

specific questions vital biomarkers are required to relate molecular processes to cell 

development. Vital biomarkers can include fluorescent stains that mark specific cellular 

compartments or functional processes, genetic labelling with fluorescent protein probes, as 

well as novel fluorescent particles such as quantum dots (181) or nanoparticles (150).  

Differential labelling by vital stains provide additional information to help distinguish 

distinct cell types within a heterogeneous population (i.e. stem cell, progenitor, and 

differentiated cells) (150). Importantly, labelling information can be overlaid onto single cell 

pedigrees, allowing one to correlate gene expression, cell ultrastructure or metabolic 

processes with cell age, cell fates, or phenotype (e.g. morphology or motility). Thus fluorescent 

labelling is crucial to gaining a molecular understanding of cellular dynamics.  

The most commonly applied methods for labelling MSCs are fluorescent dyes and 

genetically encoded fluorescent proteins. When selecting a fluorescent label the spectral 

properties of the fluorophore must first be considered. These properties include emission and 

excitation wavelength, extinction coefficient, quantum efficiency, brightness, and photo 

bleaching. Excitation wavelength is the wavelength of a photon that is required to excite the 

fluorophore. When a fluorophore is excited by an incident photon it will emit a photon with a 

longer wavelength than the photon it had absorbed. The wavelengths of the incident and 

emitted photons are referred to as the excitation and emission wavelengths, respectively. 

Light sources, filters, and cameras capable of producing and detecting light at the excitation 

and emission wavelengths are necessary. Brightness is another important property of any 

fluorophore being used in a labelling strategy. Brightness of a fluorophore is determined by its 

extinction coefficient, its quantum efficiency and its susceptibility to photobleaching (182). The 

extinction coefficient is a measure of how much of the excitation light is absorbed in relation 

to the concentration of the fluorophore in solution, i.e. it is the efficiency of a fluorophore at 
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absorbing photons at the excitation wavelength. Quantum efficiency is a ratio of the number 

of photons emitted to the number of photons absorbed. Photobleaching refers to a 

fluorophore that has been rendered in a non-fluorescent state due to absorption of photons.  

In addition to the properties of the fluorophore itself one must consider that detection 

of the fluorophore is dependent on the signal-to-noise ratio. The signal-to-noise ratio is not 

only dependent on the fluorophore’s brightness but also on the level of background noise and 

auto fluorescence from cells, medium, and the tissue culture substrate. In order to improve 

signal to noise ratio one should attempt to reduce the degree of background noise and auto 

fluorescence. This can be achieved by selecting appropriate medium, e.g. medium without 

phenol red, and a tissue culture substrate that has low auto-fluorescence. Tissue culture 

vessels manufactured with a thin film substrate are ideal since the reduced thickness 

significantly reduces background fluorescence. Multi-well plate designs with black walls are 

also suitable as they prevent internal reflections that introduce additional light into the FOV.  

Cell tracking dyes such as carboxyfluorescein diacetate succinimidyl ester (CFDA-SE) 

can be used to track cell division because with physically symmetric divisions, fluorescent 

intensity halves with each successive mitosis (183). When CFDA-SE stained haematopoietic cell 

types are initially sorted and then analysed by flow cytometry, successive cell generations are 

identified on CFDA-SE histograms as peaks whose mode decreases geometrically by a factor of 

2 (184). Differentiation is tracked with respect to generation number using multi-coloured flow 

cytometry (185). Cell division tracking dyes are diluted to an undetectable level after several 

rounds of cell division (186). Proliferation, survival and renewal can be calculated by counting 

the number of cells belonging to successive generations (183, 187, 188). However CFDA-SE 

division tracking has not been applied to MSCs because cell division is not always physically 

symmetrical. 

Fluorescent labelling of cell nuclei greatly assists with MSC tracking because the 

nucleus of the cell is easily identified by threshold segmentation (Figure 2.19b). DNA-staining 

agents such as Hoechst 33342 and DAPI intercalate with DNA and are genotoxic. A better 

approach is to label nuclei genetically with a fluorescent protein.  

There are also fluorochromes that quantify various aspects of cellular metabolism. For 

example CFDA-SE and calcein acetoxymethyl ester (calcein-AM) become fluorescent upon 

hydrolysis by intracellular esterases (181). Acetylated low-density lipoprotein (Ac-LDL) 
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conjugated to a fluorophore can be used as a functional assay to identify endothelial cells and 

macrophages (189). 

The cloning of the green fluorescent protein (GFP) from Aequorea Victoria has 

revolutionised the field of live cell imaging by providing a palate of fluorescent proteins for 

reporting gene expression in transgenic mouse models and transduced or transfected primary 

cells and cell lines. Coloured variants of GFP such as red fluorescent protein (RFP), yellow 

fluorescent protein (YFP), and cyan fluorescent protein (CFP) are detected independently with 

the potential to quantify several genes simultaneously. Fluorescent proteins that have been 

expressed in MSCs without any toxic or adverse effects on cell function include enhanced 

green fluorescent protein (eGFP)(16), DsRED(190), eCFP(191, 192), YFP(191), Venus(193), and 

RFP(192).  

A fundamental limitation of using fluorescent proteins for labelling cells is that as more 

labels are introduced an overlap in excitation and/or emission spectra is inevitable. Even 

though excitation and emission channels can be imaged in sequence, it may not be possible to 

compensate for spectral overlap. Spectral mixture analysis can deconvolve emission spectra 

using multiple images (162), though increased sample illumination, photobleaching and 

phototoxicity is the trade-off.  

Fluorescent proteins modified with amino acid sequences or fused to larger ligands 

can localise fluorescence to various subcellular sites. For example a fluorescent protein fused 

to H2B will label the nucleus. The cytoskeleton is labelled using α-tubulin as a fusion partner. 

The inner leaf of cell membranes are labelled using a basic membrane localising sequence 

isolated from the Ras oncoprotein (194). Nuclear localising sequences can be used to transport 

fluorescent proteins into the nucleus. The spatial distribution of these reporters is distinct, so 

spectral unmixing is not required (144).    

Fluorescent NPs are fabricated using organic matrices or polymers that can be formed 

into a variety of shapes, enabling intracellular measurements in living cells (195). Nanoflares 

are an example of nanoparticles that are used to visualise and quantify relative levels of mRNA 

transcripts within living cells. Nanoflares are comprised of spherical nucleic acids conjugated to 

gold nanoparticles. The gold nanoparticles are densely packed with oligonucleotide sequences 

that correspond to their mRNA target. The oligonucleotide sequences are hybridised to 

fluorophore labels which fluoresce when the oligonucleotide is exposed to its mRNA target. 
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More recently multiplexed nanoflares have been introduced which allow for simultaneous 

detection of two distinct mRNA targets within a living cell (196).  

Viable biomarkers are crucial tools for live cell imaging as they allow dynamic 

molecular processes to be visualised and measured. Single cell biomarker signal measurements 

can be overlaid onto single cell pedigrees enabling a cell’s molecular or functional state to be 

related to its life history.  

2.5.3 Future Perspective on Live Cell Imaging and Single Cell Tracking 

Current software packages for image acquisition, image management, cell tracking, as 

well as analysis and visualisation tools, fall short of providing a user friendly environment for 

most biologists to utilise live cell imaging and single cell tracking. Open-source software 

packages will enable software designers, statisticians and biologists to interact and continually 

improve the analytical power of software. Increasing automation will remove the cell 

trajectory mapping bottleneck, reducing the time required to accurately track cells and 

annotate pedigrees. These platforms should aim to be user-friendly, developer-friendly, 

modular, validated to ensure accuracy and consistency of results, and compatible with 

different operating systems (197). Appropriate and tractable statistical methodology is 

absolutely necessary for unbiased interpretation of cell lifetime analysis. Therefore, to 

maintain scientific rigour, appropriate statistical methodology should be enforced by peer 

review (198).  

Application of live cell imaging and single cell analysis to the study of MSC biology will 

help address many of the methodological problems facing this research field. In contrast to 

phenotypically well-defined hierarchical differentiation systems such as haematopoiesis, MSC 

differentiation hierarchy and plasticity is poorly defined at the molecular level. Even though 

sets of markers to define the human MSC system have been adopted for verification of clinical 

MSC products (69), the lack of surface markers to identify different cell states within the MSC 

hierarchy is impeding progress. These should identify long-term self-renewing MSCs, transit 

amplifying or multipotent populations, and lineage committed cell types.  
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2.6 Statistical methods for analysing single-cell pedigrees 

The molecular control of cell fate is a central theme in biology. Biologists have a wide 

variety of functional and molecular assays to study the biology of cells at a population level. 

However, static, population-level observations may lead to erroneous conclusions as they 

mask the heterogeneity and variability in the biology and behaviour of single cells. Over many 

decades the fields of time-lapse imaging and cell tracking have developed to enable dynamic, 

continuous observations of single cells and their internal molecular state. Such observations, 

recorded in single cell pedigrees, enable researchers to overcome the limitations of assays 

reliant on population snapshots. Much attention has been given to the development of new 

imaging technologies, cell culture systems, and cell tracking platforms that will increase the 

throughput and efficiency of single-cell tracking. To keep up with the increased throughput 

robust methods to analyse single-cell pedigree data must also be developed. This section 

describes features of single-cell pedigree data with a particular focus on contemporary 

statistical methods used to quantify cell lifetime data and their shortcomings. 

2.6.1 Single-cell pedigree data 

As highlighted in Section 2.5.2 - Software for single cell tracking and analysis, cell 

tracking generates a wealth of single cell observations, including temporospatial information 

on cell trajectories, morphologies, and fate outcomes (28). There are standardised statistical 

methods to quantify parameters of cell locomotion such as total distance, displacement, 

persistence, and directionality (199). Analysis of cellular trajectories is useful for studying the 

migratory properties of cells, for example in chemotaxis and chemokinesis assays.  

Morphological features of cells may be extracted from phase contrast or fluorescent 

images to determine the effect of microenvironment on cell phenotype, or to identify 

subpopulations of cells within a heterogeneous population (72). There are a number of 

conventional methods for analysing morphological parameters such as estimations of cell area, 

volume (using a z-stack), eccentricity, and circumference (surrogate measure of projections by 

a cell). Many of these statistical methods are easily accessible by using a number of freely-

available, open-source software packages such as ImageJ.  

Cell lifetime data contain a record of cell fate and time to fate for individual cells, 

thereby providing dynamic information on how cell-intrinsic and extrinsic factors interact to 

control cell fate (200). Such data have been used to develop models of cell cycle progression 

(201)and differentiation (37). Single-cell pedigree analysis of cell lifetime data also uniquely 

allows researchers to compare the growth dynamics of related and non-related cells (202, 
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203). Such analyses provide information on the degree of heterogeneity within a culture (i.e. 

clonal variation) as well as information regarding inheritance of cell fate determinants. For 

example, Dowling et al. generated cell-lifetime data to study the stochastic variation in 

lymphocyte cell cycle times in a seemingly homogenous population (201). In a series of robust 

experiments utilising FUCCI-labelled lymphocytes, Dowling et al. overturned the Smith-Martin 

model of the cell cycle which posits that the majority of cell cycle time variation is attributed to 

the G1 phase of the cell cycle. Instead, the authors proposed a stretched cell cycle model, 

where S/G2/M phases are variable amongst individual cells; however they occupy a relatively 

constant proportion of the total cell cycle time. Furthermore, this analysis was extended by 

demonstrating that the proportion of the cell cycle time spent in S/G2/M is correlated in sibling 

cells, a strong indication that determinants of cell cycle progression are inherited (201). In a 

separate study, Rieger et al. generated single-cell pedigrees in an attempt to resolve the 

instructive or selective mechanisms by which haematopoietic cytokines instruct lineage choice 

in granulocyte macrophage progenitors (GMP) (37). In this study the effect of cytokines on 

GMP was clearly instructive, as the vast majority of cell pedigrees contained no death before 

lineage commitment. Here, it is emphasised that the findings of these two studies would 

certainly be difficult to prove without the use of cell lifetime data generated from single-cell 

tracking. This is particularly true for demonstrating correlation in sibling cell cycle times, an 

analysis that may only be established through continuous observations of single-cells over time 

and establishment of kinship relationships. Therefore, single-cell tracking has the potential to 

provide novel answers to previously inaccessible questions. However, unlike analysis of cell 

trajectories, morphologies, and even gene expression profiling, there is currently a lack of 

standardised tools for analysing cell lifetime data (200). This is because cell lifetime data 

contain complex features that present challenges to the modelling of cell lifetime data and the 

inference of mechanisms of probabilistic cell fate acquisition (Table 2.7).  

Quantification of cell fate probabilities requires statistical consideration of cell lifetime 

data: 1) cell fates may be unobserved (right censored); 2) cell fates may be in competition; 3) 

cell fates can be concordant in related cells; and 4) distinct cell fates may be intrinsically 

coupled (157, 178). Right censoring refers to when a cell’s final fate is not observed because it 

was lost from the field-of-view or its fate was not realised within the observation period. 

Censored lifetimes are often discarded, although do contain information on whether a cell’s 

fate was realised before censorship (Figure 2.23). Competing cell fates are mutually exclusive 

fates, such that if one fate occurs the other is by necessity censored (e.g. division vs death). 

Censoring due to competing cell fates will be present in any culture where there are mutually 
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exclusive fate outcomes for an individual cell. Concordance in fate indicates the inheritance of 

cell fate determinants and is quantified by analysing the degree of symmetry in the fate of kin. 

It should be noted that in Figure 2.23 asymmetric divisions are defined as a division that 

produces two daughters that have discordant fate outcomes. This is not to be confused with 

deterministic asymmetric divisions which are defined by unequal partitioning of cell fate 

determinants at cell division, for example, asymmetric distribution of Numb to daughter cells 

at division (204). Cell fate outcomes may be determined by independent or intrinsically 

coupled (dependent) processes, such that commitment to one outcome may influence the 

probability of an alternative outcome. Therefore, this section discusses contemporary methods 

for quantifying cell lifetime data and highlights that ignoring or discarding the complex 

features of cell lifetime data will introduce potential bias to the analysis of results.  

 

Figure 2.23 | Example of heterogeneous fate outcomes and right censoring that is inherent 

within single cell pedigrees. The green and red boxes demarcate observed and right censored 

fates. Lost cells are also considered to be right censored because their final fate is not 

observed. The two pedigrees on the left of the grey dotted line exemplify symmetric fate 

outcomes in siblings, i.e. the pairs of daughter cells produced by the first division in each 

pedigree both divide at the same time. The two pedigrees on the right of the grey dotted line 

exemplify asymmetric fate outcomes in siblings, i.e. the pairs of daughter cells produced by the 

first division in each pedigree have discordant fates as a result of right censoring. Importantly, 

if censored lifetimes and discordant fates are discarded from cell lifetime analysis then 

conclusions are biased towards symmetric fates and shorter cell lifetimes, i.e. only pedigrees 
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on the left of the grey dotted line would be included). Figure adapted from Cornwell et al. 

(200) 

2.6.2 Analysis of cell lifetime data 

Fate outcomes may be counted to yield the relative proportion of each fate in a 

culture of cells, e.g. to determine how many cells divide, die, or do not divide. Hallet et al. 

applied this analysis to  study the dependence of breast cancer cell resistance to 

chemotherapy on p53 genotype (205). Statistical tools such as contingency tables and 

Pearson’s chi-squared test may be applied to test for differences in the relative proportions of 

observed fates in different treatment group.  

An analysis of time from cell birth to cell fate may be used to determine mean cell 

cycle times, or mean time to death, which are compared across treatment groups with a two-

tailed unpaired Student t-test (206).  However, this analysis requires observation of cell fate, 

and therefore excludes right-censored cell lifetimes. Acknowledging the pitfall of excluding 

right-censored lifetimes, others have developed arbitrary rules to include such data. Bogdan et 

al. classified non-dividing cells as cells which were tracked for a period of time which was 

longer than the average division time (179), thereby including cells which have longer 

censored times and excluding cells with shorter censored times. While this approach does 

reduce the amount of data excluded, it may bias analysis towards clones with shorter average 

division times, leading to more censored cells in a particular clone. This type of analysis will 

also bias the exclusion of censored cells in earlier generations since division times are often 

longer in later generations. Furthermore, in heterogeneous cellular systems cell fate outcomes 

are not predictable and appear stochastic (203, 207). Therefore, time to fate outcomes may be 

fitted with parametric survival distributions such as the log-normal, or Gaussian distribution 

(207). The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test may be used to test for equality of parametric 

distributions. Survival distributions quantify the variation of lifetime data, important 

information which is lost when reporting the mean lifetime.   

A more pragmatic approach to include censored data in probabilistic estimation of cell 

fate outcomes is to the use the Kaplan-Meier estimator (201). Such an approach will include all 

right-censored data to estimate an empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) (208). 

The shortfall of such an approach is that this statistic assumes that all possible outcomes are 

independent, and therefore will overestimate the probability of the even-of-interest if there 

are competing outcomes (208). In order to incorporate competition of cell fates Duffy et al. 

developed a parameterised model showing that competition between death and division, and 
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the subsequent censoring, are able to reproduce population-level growth dynamics in B-

lymphocytes. The proposed model shows exceptional goodness-of-fit, clearly demonstrating 

that stochastic competition can explain the control of cell fate in B cells (207). However, pre-

competition distributions were considered to be independent, an assumption that cannot be 

established from post-competition (observed) distributions alone (209). Therefore, a method 

that quantifies probabilistic and competing fate outcomes as well as addressing the possibility 

that cell fates are coupled would advance the field of single-cell tracking. 

Familial concordance in fate has been reported to exist in different cellular systems (158, 

210). These observations suggest that latent, heritable determinants of fate are transmitted 

vertically to determine fate and time to fate. Heritable determinants may be signalling 

components, segregated proteins, and epigenetic or genetic alterations (202). Dependence of 

fate in kin and independence of fate in unrelated cells contributes to population 

heterogeneity, and must be considered for accurate modeling of cell growth dynamics (157, 

158), e.g. to determine if two heritable factors could explain correlation in time to division and 

death in lymphocytes (211). However, current approaches for quantifying concordance in cell 

fate by do not accommodate right-censored and competing fate outcomes. For example, Gross 

et al. applied live cell imaging to study cell fate in a C2 myoblast cell line, in order to gain 

insight into the process of muscle regeneration, where such muscle progenitors proliferate and 

then differentiate to form myofibres (202). Cells were tracked to produce single cell lineage 

trees from which the correlation in cell cycle duration and time to death in sibling pairs was 

analysed. This analysis excluded cells which failed to divide (right-censored), or excluded 

sibling pairs where one sibling died but the other did not. This is an example of selection bias 

as cells with right-censored lifetimes are discarded from the analysis. Other statistical tests to 

measure association in cell fate including Pearson’s correlation coefficient, Yule’s Q, and the 

binomial test do not consider competing fate outcomes for individual cells and mostly exclude 

right-censored lifetimes (200) (Table 2.7). Thus, such analyses are inherently biased towards 

symmetric fate outcomes (Figure 2.23).  A method that includes right-censored and discordant 

fate outcomes would improve estimates of association in cell fate, and therefore enable more 

accurate models of cell growth dynamics to be developed.  

Single cell analyses are necessary to quantify how intrinsic and extrinsic factors control 

cell fate. At the single-cell level, heterogeneity, competition between cell fates, and censored 

cell fates become apparent, presenting challenges to quantifying and modelling cell fate. This 

section discussed contemporary methods used to quantify cell lifetime data, and highlighted 
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that such methods exclude right-censored data or do not accommodate competing fates. The 

field of single-cell analysis would certainly benefit from statistical methods that overcome 

these limitations. Such a method would prove useful to study the effect of intrinsic and 

extrinsic factors on cell fate to address hypotheses pertaining to single-cell biology and the 

mechanistic control of cell fate.  In Chapter III competing risks statistics and concordance 

analysis are introduced as unbiased methods for quantifying cell fate outcomes and are 

directly compared to contemporary statistical methods to demonstrate their utility. 
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Table 2.7 | Comparison of contemporary statistical methods applied to single-cell lifetime data 

Observations Method Selection bias Stochastic model Reference 

Time to fate Mean time to fate: Group comparisons two-

tailed unpaired Student t-test. 

Excludes right censored lifetimes 

and CR 

Not applicable Rodgers et al. 

(206) 

Frequency distribution: Fitting of parametric 

distributions. Tests for goodness-of-fit 

Parametric survival function Duffy et al. (207) 

Kaplan Meier statistic: Cox regression 

analysis 

CR are assumed to be right 

censoring times. 

Empirical or semi-parametric 

survival function with covariates 

Huang et al. (212) 

 

Counting fate 

outcomes 

Frequency distributions and pie charts: 

Contingency tables and Pearson’s chi-

squared test 

Excludes time to fate and right 

censored lifetimes 

Not applicable Hallett et al. 

(172) 

Time to fate 

and outcome 

Pearson’s correlation coefficient: Fitting 

parametric multivariate distributions. 

Excludes right censored lifetimes. 

Independent CR. 

Temporal competition between 

uncorrelated pre-competition 

CR distribution 

Duffy et al. (207) 

CR cumulative incidence function: CR 

regression 

Includes right censored lifetimes 

and competing fates. 

Independent or dependent CR. 

Non-parametric and semi-

parametric CIF for each fate 

with covariates 

Not applied 

Counting fate 

outcomes in kin 

Yule’s Q, Binomial test: 

Concordance/discordance analysis 

Excludes time to fate and right 

censored lifetimes 

Not applicable Scherf et al. (178) 

Duffy et al. (207) 
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Time to fate 

and outcome in 

kin 

Pearson’s correlation coefficient : Bivariate 

correlation analysis 

Excludes right censored lifetimes 

and competing 

Not applied Kinjyo et al. (213) 

Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC), 

Pearson’s correlation coefficient (PCC). 

Excludes right censored lifetimes 

and competing fates. 

MC simulation of kin lifetime 

assuming no 

concordance/discordance 

Scherf et al. (178) 

Cross-odds ratio (COR): CR regression with 

clustering. 

Includes right censored lifetimes 

and competing fates. 

Independent or dependent CR. 

Time invariant COR. 

Gamma copula model to 

calculate conditional 

concordance probability of kin 

Not applied 
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2.7 Fully-defined, serum-free culture systems for MSCs 

As discussed in Section 2.3.1, MSCs have been isolated from numerous adult human 

and murine tissues including kidney, adipose, synovium, lung, and cardiac tissue. MSCs have a 

number of pro-reparative properties that make them ideal candidates for tissue regeneration 

(60, 65, 214). However, the low frequency of MSCs requires ex vivo expansion to obtain 

sufficient numbers for routine analysis in biochemical assays or for cell-based therapies (69, 

215).  

Culture media used to expand MSCs are typically supplemented with foetal-calf serum 

(FCS) even though its use presents significant disadvantages (61). Firstly, in serum-containing 

medium (SCM) the presence and concentration of components (cytokines, inhibitors, 

hormones, lipids, etc.) is unknown. This limits one’s capacity to study how extrinsic cues direct 

cell fate and behaviour; because a cell’s response to one growth factor (GF) depends on the 

presence of other GFs. Secondly, batch-to-batch of FCS affects MSC properties and thus makes 

long-term experimental consistency challenging. For these reasons fully-defined, serum-free 

medium (SFM) for MSCs have been developed that enable researchers to create controlled 

culture systems that overcome limitations of FCS-based culture. 

There are numerous proprietary and academic SFM available for MSCs (Table 2.8). All 

are comprised of a basal medium (e.g. MEMα, DMEM, or IMDM), a nutrient mixture 

(containing inorganic salts, amino acids, and vitamins), and a pH-buffering systems (HEPES or 

bicarbonate-based). The composition of commercially available SFM is not disclosed. A review 

of medium for which the composition is known shows that they mostly differ in the presence 

of stimulatory factors such as growth factors, attachment substrates, and hormones. Table 2.9 

provides an overview of 26 components that have been evaluated for their effects on MSC 

proliferation and colony formation, and encompasses MSCs isolated from different adult 

tissues and distinct species. Interestingly, many factors do not stimulate MSC self-renewal. 

Commonly cited factors that stimulate MSC growth are basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF), 

transforming growth factor beta-1 (TGF-β1), and platelet-derived growth factor-BB (PDGF-BB).    
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Table 2.8 | Available commercial and academic fully-defined SFM for MSCs 

 

In an early study, Caplan et al. identified growth stimulatory factors for rat BM-MSC by 

adding components to DMEM supplemented with a nutrient mixture (MCDB-201) and 

assessing proliferation and CFU frequency (219). Many factors had no effect including 

putrescine, L-glutamine, progesterone, epidermal growth factor (EGF), TGF-β1, and acidic FGF 

(aFGF). PDGF-BB was the single strongest stimulatory factor, and interacted with bFGF to 

synergistically increase proliferation (219). The addition of bFGF, PDGF-BB, insulin, and 

albumin was optimal for self-renewal of rat BM-MSC. Cells cultured with these factors 

proliferated more slowly and exhibited a more homogeneous fibroblast morphology compared 

to cells cultured in SCM.  

In a more recent study, Jung et al. added numerous factors individually and in some 

combinations to a basal medium comprised of a DMEM and a nutrient supplement (Ham’s F-

12) to test their effect on human BM-MSC proliferation and colony formation (220). Selenium 

and heparin had negative effects on proliferation while insulin, transferrin, putrescine, and 

progesterone had positive effects. bFGF had significantly positive effects on both MSC 

proliferation and CFU frequency, as reported in numerous  studies (51, 71, 129, 219, 222-224). 

PDGF and EGF increased cell or colony number but did not have a strong positive effect on 

both. PDGF and bFGF together significantly increased cell number, but did not affect CFU 

Supplier or author Medium 
Composition 

disclosed 

Suitable 

for isolation 
Reference 

Stem Cell 

Technologies 
Mesencult-XF™ No Yes (75) 

Life Technologies, 

Gibco 
STEMPRO MSC SFM No Yes (216) 

Lonza UltraCULTURE™ No Yes (217) 

Lonza 
TheraPEAK™ MSCGM-

CD™ 
No No (218) 

Caplan et al. No name Yes Yes (219) 

Jung et al. PPRF-msc6 Yes Yes (220) 

Marshak et al. Patent US 5908782 A Yes Yes (221) 

Liu et al. No name Yes Yes (58) 
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formation. bFGF and TGF had a synergistic effect on proliferation, though curiously, TGF-β1 

alone reduced CFU frequency and did not affect cell number. However, if bFGF was present 

TGF-β1 did not affect CFU frequency. Jung et al. arrived at an optimal SFM composition that 

was superior to SCM for isolating and expanding human BM-MSC. BM-MSCs cultured in SFM 

developed for embryonic stem cells cultured, with the addition of bFGF, had a four-fold 

increase in proliferation over SCM, though colony formation was only increased 1.5 fold in 

placenta MSCs and did not change in BM-MSCs (51).  

The development of SFM for culturing MSCs greatly enhances one’s capacity to control 

the in vitro microenvironment that cells are exposed to. Controlled microenvironments enable 

cell responses to extrinsic cues to be more precisely investigated. cCFU-F, detailed in Section 

2.4, have been routinely isolated and expanded in MEMα  containing 20% FCS, which has 

presented challenges to studying the effect of extrinsic cues (e.g. cytokines such as PDGF) on 

cCFU-F self-renewal, survival, differentiation, and protein expression. As shown in Figure 2.24, 

this is because such an undefined system contains unknown factors that make it difficult to 

attribute cellular responses to the effect of an individual input (e.g. such as cytokine 

stimulation). The development of a SFM culture system, whereby the effect of extrinsic cues 

may be directly attributed to cellular responses would greatly enhance the capacity to 

characterise cCFU-F growth dynamics.  

 

 

Figure 2.24 | Schematic comparing SCM and SFM for testing cellular responses to extrinsic 

cues. SCM is undefined and contains a number of unknown inhibitors and cytokines (in red) 
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that make it difficult to relate the effect of an input (e.g. cytokines, inhibitors) on cell 

responses (e.g. self-renewal, death, differentiation, and protein expression). SCM is fully-

defined, such that the presence and concentration of each component is known, overcoming 

the limitations of SCM.  
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Table 2.9 | Overview of growth stimulatory factors tested for their effect on MSC proliferation and CFU formation 

Factor Species and tissue Proliferation CFU 

frequency 

Comments Ref 

bFGF Rat BM-MSC + Not tested Synergism with PDGF-BB increased proliferation (219) 

Human BM-MSC 

 

+ + Synergism with TGFβ-1 increased proliferation (51, 220) 

+ +  (222) 

+ Not tested Enhanced chondrogenic potential (71) 

+ Not tested Tested in addition to PDGF-BB  (129) 

+ - Tested in addition to 10% FCS (223) 

+ + (222) 

Human umbilical 

cord blood MSC 

+ +  (58) 

Human placenta 

MSC 

+ +  (51) 

Human AD-MSC  + + Inhibition of bFGF signalling inhibited clonogenecity. Tested in presence of 10% FCS  (224) 

aFGF Human BM-MSC No effect No effect No interaction with bFGF (220) 

No effect No effect   

FGF4 Human BM-MSC No effect No effect No interaction with bFGF (220) 

PDGF-AA Rat BM-MSC No effect Not tested No effect when supplemented to medium with insulin and BSA (219) 

Human BM-MSC Not tested No effect Tested in addition to 10% FCS (222) 

PDGF-AB Rat BM-MSC + Not tested Positive effect on proliferation marginally smaller than PDGF-BB (219) 
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PDGF-BB Rat BM-MSC + Not tested Synergism with PDGF-BB to increase proliferation (219) 

Human BM-MSC 

 

+ -  Increased proliferation but decreased CFU frequency in the presence of bFGF (220) 

+ Not tested Tested in addition to bFGF and TGFβ-1 (129) 

Not tested No effect Tested in addition to 10%FCS (222) 

EGF Rat BM-MSC No effect Not tested Tested in addition to 2% FCS (3) 

Human BM-MSC No effect No effect  (220) 

Not tested + Tested in addition to 10% FCS (222) 

+ Not tested Tested in addition to 2% FCS (3) 

Human AD-MSC No effect  No effect Tested in addition to 10% FCS (224) 

HGF Human BM-MSC No effect No effect No interaction with bFGF (220) 

IGF-1 Human BM-MSC Not tested No effect Tested in addition to 10% FCS (222) 

No effect No effect  (220) 

TGFβ-1 Rat BM-MSC No effect Not tested Only tested individually (219) 

Human BM-MSC 

 

No effect  Increased proliferation in the presence of bFGF (225) 

Not tested -  Tested in addition to 10% FCS (222) 

No effect -  Synergism with bFGF to increase proliferation. No effect on CFU frequency with 

bFGF but inhibited CFU formation without bFGF 

(220) 

+ Not tested Tested in addition to bFGF and PDGF-BB (129) 

Human umbilical 

cord blood MSC 

No effect Not tested  (58) 

Dkk-1 Human BM-MSC -  No effect Increased CFU formation relative to 10% FCS (220) 

IL-3 Human BM-MSC No effect No effect  (220) 
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IL-6 Human BM-MSC No effect No effect  (220) 

LIF Human BM-MSC No effect No effect  (220),(225) 

Human umbilical 

cord blood MSC 

No effect Not tested  (58) 

SCF Human BM-MSC No effect No effect  (220) 

Human umbilical 

cord blood MSC 

No effect Not tested  (58) 

Insulin Rat BM-MSC + Not tested Not tested in isolation (219) 

Human BM-MSC +   (220) 

Albumin Rat BM-MSC + + Not tested in isolation (219) 

Heparin Human BM-MSC + Not tested  (225) 

No effect -   (220) 

Progesterone Rat BM-MSC No effect Not tested  (219) 

Human BM-MSC No effect No effect  (220) 

Hydrocortisone Rat BM-MSC No effect Not tested  (219) 

Human umbilical 

cord blood MSC 

+ Not tested  (58) 

Selenium Human BM-MSC No effect -  (220) 

Putrescine Rat BM-MSC No effect Not tested  (219) 

Human BM-MSC + +  (220) 

Transferrin Human BM-MSC + No effect  (220) 

Rat BM-MSC + Not tested  (219) 
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L-glutamine Rat BM-MSC No effect Not tested  (219) 

Dexamethasone Rat BM-MSC No effect Not tested  (219) 

Sodium selenite Rat BM-MSC No effect Not tested  (219) 

+ indicates positive effect                     - indicates negative effect 
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2.8 Conclusion 

Detailed characterisation of cCFU-F in vivo and in vitro is required to elucidate their 

potential role in cardiac remodelling in response to injury and during homeostasis, to study 

their function, and to understand how different stimuli may influence cCFU-F fate. Time-lapse, 

live-cell imaging and single-cell tracking are powerful technologies that are necessary to 

uncover the behaviour of individual cells within a heterogeneous population, to accurately 

quantify cell fate outcomes, resolve intrinsic and extrinsic influences on cell fate, and to model 

population growth dynamics from single cell observations. Statistical methods for analysing 

cell tracking data should be selected carefully, so as to avoid bias to analysis by excluding data. 

In addition, fully-defined culture systems are critical in precisely studying the effect of extrinsic 

cues on cCFU-F fate, to analyse their secretome, and to ensure consistency in experimental 

results.  In this chapter a review of cCFU-F and MSC biology was provided and the necessity of 

live cell imaging, single cell tracking and serum free medium was discussed. The technical 

considerations for live cell imaging and single cell tracking were discussed as well as the power 

of this technology for studying MSC biology. Therefore, single-cell analysis, robust statistics, 

and fully-defined culture systems provide an important platform for studying cCFU-F biology, 

which will allow further characterisation of their potential role in cardiovascular regenerative 

medicine.   
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 Chapter III 

Modelling intrinsic and extrinsic control of single-cell fates using 

competing risks statistics 

3.1 Introduction 

Studying intrinsic and extrinsic control of cell fate and behaviour is necessary to 

understand stem, progenitor, and cancer cell biology. However, variation in gene and protein 

expression leading to cellular heterogeneity requires biologists to study cellular systems at 

single cell resolution (28, 226). Time-lapse imaging and cell tracking are invaluable tools that 

enable cell fate outcomes to be recorded for individual cells (30). Fluorescent protein reporters 

provide insight into how a cell’s molecular state determines its response to extrinsic stimuli 

and thus its fate. These technologies have been vital in answering many fundamental 

questions in cancer cell and stem/progenitor cell biology (140, 154, 156).  

Cell tracking generates cell lifetime data – a record of cell fate and time to fate 

outcome – as well as kinship (familial relationships), which are visualized as single cell 

pedigrees (Figure 3.1a). Figure 3.1b depicts cell lifetime data in table format for the example 

pedigree shown in Figure 3.1a. 

Lifetime data describe population growth dynamics which can inform models of cell 

fate competition (227), the influence of heritable factors (211), and cell cycle kinetics (158). 

Such models describe cell fate outcomes in probabilistic terms, because cell lifetimes are not 

predictable and appear stochastic in heterogeneous populations (228). Intrinsic and extrinsic 

factors modulate single cell fates by changing their relative probabilities (Figure 3.2).  
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Figure 3.1| Single-cell tracking generates cell lifetime data that are visualised as single-cell 

pedigrees. (A) Stylised cartoon of a single cell pedigree showing the fate and time of fate for 

each cell (right censored, lost, division, death, differentiation, etc.), kinship relationships, and 

generation numbers. Measurements of a cell’s internal molecular state, morphological 

appearance, as well as other lifetime events such as cell-cell contact may be recorded within a 

single cell pedigree. Establishment of kinship relationships within a single cell pedigree 

provides unique access to study the influence of inheritance on cell fate outcomes. (B) Cell 

lifetime data from the pedigree shown in (A), depicted in table format. Note: only sibling cell 

clusters are shown in the table. (C) Example of heterogeneous fate outcomes and right 

censoring that is inherent within single cell pedigrees. The green and red boxes demarcate 

observed and right censored fates. Lost cells are also considered to be right censored because 

their final fate is not observed. The two pedigrees on the left of the grey dotted line exemplify 

symmetric fate outcomes in siblings, i.e. the pairs of daughter cells produced by the first 

division in each pedigree both divide at the same time. The two pedigrees on the right of the 

grey dotted line exemplify asymmetric fate outcomes in siblings, i.e. the pairs of daughter cells 

produced by the first division in each pedigree have discordant fates as a result of right 

censoring. Importantly, if censored lifetimes and discordant fates are discarded from cell 

lifetime analysis then conclusions are biased towards symmetric fates and shorter cell 
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lifetimes, i.e. only pedigrees on the left of the grey dotted line would be included). Image 

taken from Cornwell et al. (200) 

 

Figure 3.2 | Graphical abstract showing that intrinsic and extrinsic factors act at the single-cell 

level to control probabilistic cell fate outcomes (i.e. Pr(self-renewal), Pr(division), Pr(death)) for 

individual cells. Extrinsic factors may be biochemical or biomechanical stimuli such as soluble 

cytokines or substrate stiffness. Intrinsic factors refer to a cell’s internal molecular state which 

depends on its gene expression signature.  

As discussed in Chapter 1 – Literature review, quantification of cell fate probabilities 

requires statistical consideration of cell lifetime data: 1) cell fates may be unobserved (right 

censored); 2) cell fates may be in competition; 3) cell fates can be concordant in related cells; 

and 4) distinct cell fates may be intrinsically coupled (157, 178). See Box 2 for a description of 

these features. 
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Studies to date have largely excluded cell lifetimes that are right censored or ignored 

censoring due to competition, leading to significant loss of data and the introduction of bias to 

the quantification of cell fate (200). Table 2.7 provides a review of different methods used to 

quantify different features of cell growth dynamics, e.g. analysis of fate outcomes or 

association in fate outcomes amongst individual cells. This table highlights the selection biases 

that are introduced to each analysis by excluding censored lifetimes and ignoring competition. 

For example, if one restricts analyses to subsets of data where a final fate is observed (e.g., to 

calculate mean cell cycle times), results will be biased towards shorter lifetimes because longer 

lifetimes that have been right-censored are under sampled (Figure 3.1c). This problem is 

overcome by the Kaplan-Meier (KM) estimator (212, 229) which includes right-censored cell 

lifetimes to estimate cell fate probabilities. However, the utility of the KM is limited to 

instances when there is a single fate outcome (e.g., all cells divide or all cells die), and will 

overestimate the probability of individual outcomes if there are competing fates (208, 230). 

Furthermore, the exclusion of right-censored data affects contemporary methods for analysing 

concordance in the fate of kin. For example, Pearson’s correlation coefficient only includes cell 

pairs with known fate outcomes and, therefore, it is biased towards symmetric fate outcomes 

(Figure 3.1c and Table 2.7). Thus, exclusion of cellular lifetimes may have unintended 

consequences when quantifying the effect of intrinsic or extrinsic factors on cell fate outcomes 

and concordance in cell fate. To prevent such selection bias, a method that includes all cell 

lifetimes to quantify cell fate is necessary. 

 Competing risks (CR) statistics is a method previously applied to clinical patient data 

which contain features similar to cell lifetime data (208). Patients in a clinical trial have 
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competing fates (death from cancer versus from the cancer treatment) which also may be right 

censored (patient leaves trial or trial ends) (230). CR models estimate cumulative incidence 

functions (CIFs) that describe the probability of each competing fate over time and allow one 

to compare how the probability of a specific fate outcome is influenced by covariates (e.g., 

extrinsic or intrinsic factors) (208).  

Cell fate outcomes are said to be in competition because only one fate is observed for 

each cell (e.g. division vs death). Competition is modelled probabilistically by positing temporal 

competition between fate outcomes, so the first to occur determines the observed cell fate 

and the other outcome is censored. Thus, in statistical modelling, observed CIFs are derived 

from pre-competition CR distributions that are shaped by censoring (207). In such a model the 

first fate to occur determines the observed cell fate while the alternate outcome is censored. 

However, one cannot determine the dependence structure of the pre-competition 

multivariate CR distribution from observed CIFs (231, 232). A  Monte Carlo simulation 

illustrating this principle is shown in Figure 3.3. The observed division (or death) times were 

identically distributed, however their bivariate pre-competition distributions had different 

correlation coefficients (Fig. 2a, r=0.39, Fig. 2b, r=0.96). CR analysis accurately estimates the 

cumulative incidence of the observed competing fates (Fig. 2c) from the observed data, with 

no dependence on the correlation coefficient. However, KM overestimates the cumulative 

incidence function for competing fates and is dependent on the correlation coefficient (Fig. 

2d). KM was applied by making the erroneous assumptions that a) division and death are 

independent and b) division right censors death and vice versa. Therefore, unlike other 

statistics, CR analysis addresses the potential that cell fate outcomes may be coupled. 

Furthermore, in contrast to the KM method CR analysis provides a more accurate estimate of 

individual fate outcomes if they are in competition. 
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Figure 3.3 | Bivariate plots and histograms demonstrating that pre-competition probability 

distributions (bivariate plots) cannot be identified from post-competition distributions for 

division and death (histograms). In (A) and (B) pre-competition distributions show varying 

degrees of correlation (rho = 0.39 and rho = 0.96, respectively) while observed division and 

death distributions remain unaffected. (C) Competing risks analysis of time to division and 

death for the distributions shown in (A) and (B). Dotted lines represent 95% confidence 

intervals. Note that there is no dependence on the correlation coefficient (rho). (D) Kaplan-

Meier analysis of time to division and death for the distributions shown in (A) and (B). Note 

that the probability of death and division is over estimated, and there appears to be 

dependence on the value of the correlation coefficient.Image taken from Cornwell et al. (200) 

   

CR regression (CRR) estimates how a covariate affects the probability of competing cell 

fate outcomes. Scheike and Zhang developed flexible methods to construct non-parametric 

and semi-parametric CRR models for clinical data (231). Scheike and Sun applied concordance 

probability statistics to model heritable influences on lifetime events in monozygotic and 

dizygotic twins. For example, they show that menopause was concordant in monozygotic 

twins. Analogously, CR concordance analysis could be used to quantify concordant fates 
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amongst cellular kin (siblings; mother-daughter; 1st cousins; 2nd cousins as shown in Figure 4) 

to determine if latent, heritable factors control cell fate.  

 

 

Figure 3.4|Single cell pedigrees showing kinship clustering. Kinship clusters are pairs of related 

cells within a pedigree including mother-daughter clusters, sibling clusters, 1st cousin clusters, 

and 2nd cousin clusters. Kinship clusters at different depths within a single cell pedigree have 

different degrees of familial and temporal separation. Image taken from Cornwell et al. Image 

taken from Cornwell et al. (200) 

This chapter draws upon two existing datasets to demonstrate the utility of CR analysis 

for testing specific biological hypotheses. In the first analysis CRR models are applied to 

confirm that wild-type (WT) p53 protects breast cancer (BC) cells against chemotherapy (233). 

Clinical efficacy of chemotherapeutic treatments relies on inducing death rather than halting 

division. The response of a BC cell to chemotherapy depends upon its p53 status, recently 

highlighted as an important consideration for clinicians (234). Hallett et al. applied time-lapse 

imaging to compare WT p53 and mutant p53 (MUT) BC cell responses to doxorubicin (Dox) or 

Nutlin3A (Nut) (233). Nut inhibits the interaction between p53 and Mdm2, an E3-ubiquitin 

ligase, stabilizing p53 and preventing S-phase entry. Dox is genotoxic and thus induces DNA 

damage. Thus, in this analysis contemporary statistical tools and CR analysis are applied to the 

Hallet et al. dataset to study the effect of chemotherapeutics and p53 status on division and 

death in BC cells. 
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In the second analysis presented, CR concordance statistics are introduced by studying 

the association between division and differentiation times in cellular kin derived from 

granulocyte/macrophage progenitors (GMP) (37). Vertical transmission of molecular 

determinants of cell fate (RNA and protein expression, epigenetic modifications, etc.) varies 

over different time scales and spans multiple generations (142). Inherited traits in related cells 

are reflected in their concordant fates. Concordance in fate for 1st or 2nd cousins infers 

inheritance from a common grandparent, or great-grandparent, which have been transmitted 

over two or three generations (Supplementary Fig. S1). Here, existing methods for quantifying 

association in cell fate are contrasted with CR concordance statistics, using data that describe 

GMP proliferation and differentiation in response to hematopoietic cytokines (37). 

3.2 Aims 

The aim of this chapter was to demonstrate the application of CR statistical methods 

to cell lifetime data including: 

1) construction of CIF regression models that describe the effect of intrinsic and 

extrinsic factors (covariates) on cell fates 

2) statistical tests to determine whether these effects are significant and  

3) kinship clustering and concordance analysis to quantify inheritance of cell fate.  

This chapter also compares CR statistics to existing statistical methods to demonstrate 

how consideration of CR enables greater insight into the molecular control of cell fate through 

unbiased testing of specific biological hypotheses with single cell lifetime data. CR analysis is 

demonstrated by rigorously addressing the following hypotheses: 

a) breast cancer cell fate after chemotherapy is dependent on p53 genotype (233) 

b) granulocyte/macrophage progenitors (GMP) and their differentiated progeny have 

concordant fates (time to division and onset of differentiation) (37).  
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3.3 Materials and Methods 

3.3.1 Isolation and culture of mouse GMPs  

All details of isolation and culture of mouse GMPs was described previously (140). 

3.3.2 Time-lapse imaging and single cell tracking of GMPs 

Details of time-lapse imaging and single cell tracking of GMPs has previously been described 

(140).  

3.3.3 Cell culture and generation of H2GFOIP reporter lines  

Cell culture and generation of H2GFOIP reporter lines has been described previously (233).  

3.3.4 Live Cell Imaging and Single Cell Tracking of BC Cell Lines  

Details for live and high content imaging are described previously (233). 

3.3.5 Analysis of mean cell cycle times 

Mean cell cycle times were compared using a unpaired, two-tailed Student’s t-test 

implemented in R (see Appendix D – R code for analysis of cell lifetime data).  

3.3.6 Competing risks statistics 

All statistical analyses were implemented in custom-written scripts in R (235) and 

MATLAB® (MATLAB 2015b, The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA) . The timereg (236)and mets 

(237) packages were used to implement competing risks regression and concordance analysis. 

A complete description of all statistical tests is provided below and all code is provided in 

Appendix D – R code for analysis of cell lifetime data.  

Competing risks (CR) are a set of mutually exclusive fates that classify all observed 

outcomes for an individual’s life history. The individual is said to be ‘right censored’ if the 

period of observation is incomplete because none of the competing events are observed. An 

extensive statistical literature exists for this problem, driven by the need to develop rigorous 

data analysis methods for prospective clinical trials and epidemiological-based health policy. 

For example, competing risks occur when there is more than one clinical endpoint for an 

individual (e.g. response to therapy, death from unrelated causes) and the clinician decides 

whether a treatment will extend life-expectancy.  

An analogous statistical approach is adopted to analyse cell lifetime data. The competing 

risk statistical methods applied here are a) estimation of empirical probability of a competing 

risk b) testing group difference c) competing risks regression and d) cell clustering and 
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concordance analysis. For a more detailed explanation of competing risks statistics and its 

implementation in R see Scheike et al.(238). 

The cumulative incidence for competing risks first described by Gray (232) is an empirical 

estimate of the probability (𝑃𝑟) that a cell event type has occurred by a specified time or cell 

age (𝑡) The subdistribution function (cumulative incidence) for event of type 𝑗 in group 𝑘 is 

defined 

𝐹𝑗𝑘(𝑡) = 𝑃𝑟[𝑇𝑖𝑘 ≤ 𝑡, 𝛿𝑖𝑘 = 𝑗] 

where 𝑇𝑖𝑘 is the event time for individual 𝑖 in group 𝑘, and 𝛿𝑖𝑘  indicates the event type 

𝑗. Observed experimental outcomes 𝑇𝑖𝑘 and 𝛿𝑖𝑘  are random variates.  

 

3.3.6.1 Testing group difference 

To test if there is a difference between experimental groups indexed by 𝑘 ∈ {1, … , 𝐾} 

Gray developed a class of K-sample test for comparing the cumulative incidence of a 

competing risk. The null hypothesis is for this model states that groups are independent and 

identically distributed (𝐻0: 𝐹𝑗1 = 𝐹𝑗2 = ⋯ = 𝐹𝑗𝐾), though risks need not be independent as 

posited by Duffy (209). For example, when using this test to determine the effect of a 

treatment condition (extrinsic factor) on cell fate the competing event types may be mitosis 

(𝑗 = 1) and apoptosis(𝑗 = 2), and the index 𝑘 = 1 … 𝐾 denotes the respective treatment 

groups. 

3.3.6.2 Competing risks regression 

To develop semi-parametric CRR models the method described by Schieke and Zhang 

(231) was followed. The goal was to select parsimonious CRR models (containing the lowest 

possible number of estimated coefficients) that gave rise to monotonically increasing CIFs. 

Therefore, semi-parametric models were preferable because fewer coefficients needed to be 

estimated, compared to non-parametric models. An iterative approach was taken that 

required trial-and-error before an optimal link function was discovered. Briefly, semi-

parametric models were fitted by: 

1) commencing with a non-parametric model and arbitrary link function, 

2) testing each covariate for time-invariant effects using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, 
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3) substituting time-invariant nonparametric covariates with parametric covariates 

(see below) 

4) repeating steps 2-3 using different link functions (proportional, additive, Fine and 

Gray) in order to find the link function that maximised the number of parametric terms 

while checking that the CIF is monotonically increasing (it was noted that the additive 

link function would often give rise to decreasing CIFs).  

A more detailed technical description of this procedure is provided below: 

Fine and Gray developed a proportional hazards model to quantify the effect of one or 

more covariates on competing risks(239). For cause 𝑗 = 1, the cumulative incidence function is 

conditional on covariates, 𝒁, a vector denoting one or more cell extrinsic or intrinsic covariates 

that may influence cell fate: 𝐹1(𝑡; 𝒁) = 𝑃𝑟[𝑇 ≤ 𝑡, 𝛿 = 1|𝒁]. The subdistribution hazard for 

cause 𝑗 = 1  as defined by Gray is  𝜆1(𝑡; 𝒁) = {𝑑𝐹1(𝑡; 𝒁)/𝑑𝑡}/{1 − 𝐹1(𝑡; 𝒁)} the probability 

density of the subdistribution divided by the complement of the subdistribution. A non-

parametric baseline hazard function 𝜆10(𝑡) and parameter vector 𝛽0 are estimated using a 

Cox-like regression model 𝜆1(𝑡; 𝒁) = 𝜆10(𝑡)exp{𝒁𝑇𝛽0}  where the term exp{𝒁𝑇𝛽0}  is 

interpreted as fold increase in risk (from baseline) given covariate 𝒁. 

Scheike et al. have since developed more flexible semi-parametric competing risk 

regression models (231), which are applied when the Fine and Gray model does not fit the 

data well. They consider a class of general regression models  

ℎ{𝐹1(𝑡; 𝒁)} = 𝑔{𝜼(𝑡), 𝜸, 𝒁} 

ℎ and 𝑔  are known link function and regression functions, and 𝜼(𝑡) and 𝛾  are unknown 

regression functions and parameters, respectively. The covariates 𝒁 ≡ [𝒙, 𝒛] can be split 

between non-parametric 𝜼(𝑡) and parametric 𝜸 terms of the regression model. They focus on 

two classes of models, the semiparametric multiplicative (proportional) model ℎ{𝐹1(𝑡; 𝒁)} =

log{− log(1 − 𝐹1(𝑡; 𝒁))} , 𝑔{𝜼(𝑡), 𝛾, 𝒁} = 𝜼(𝑡)𝑇𝒙 + 𝜸 𝑻𝒛 , and the semiparametric additive 

model ℎ{𝐹1(𝑡; 𝒁)} = −log(1 − 𝐹1(𝑡; 𝒁))  𝑔{𝜼(𝑡), 𝛾, 𝒁} = 𝜼(𝑡)𝑇𝒙 + (𝜸 𝑻𝒛)𝑡 . When 𝒛 = 𝟎  the 

model is non-parametric. The multiplicative model simplifies to the Fine and Gray model when 

𝒙 = 1.  

Scheike developed a goodness-of-fit procedure based on a statistical test for the 

hypothesis that a non-parametric coefficient for the regression model is constant over time. 

Starting with a fully non-parametric model 𝒛 = 𝟎, the number of estimated coefficients and 
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model complexity is reduced iteratively by substituting the 𝑗𝑡ℎ non-parametric term 𝜂𝑗(𝑡)𝑥𝑗 

with a parametric term 𝛾𝑗𝑧𝑗 (multiplicative) or 𝛾𝑗𝑧𝑗 𝑡 (additive) if 𝜂𝑗(𝑡) is considered to be 

constant over time. A constant (time invariant) non-parametric effect is identified by testing 

the null hypothesis by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (𝜂𝑗(𝑡) = 𝜂𝑗  ; multiplicative model or 

𝜂𝑗(𝑡) = 𝜂𝑗𝑡 ; additive model). The output of the R command comp.risk (timereg R package, 

version 1.7.0, (240)) displays this result as the Test for time invariant effects where the 

probability value is given by p-value H_0:constant effect. If the test is non-significant (p>0.05) 

one assume that the null hypothesis is true, and the model can be simplified by assuming a 

parametric term for covariate j. 

The significance of non-parametric covariates is output by comp.risk under the 

heading Test for non-significant effects using the Supremum-test of significance (i.e. p<0.05 

taken as a significant effect). Parametric covariates, their standard error and level of 

significance are output if the model has parametric terms. 

The goodness-of-fit of the semi-parametric CRR model was also inspected by 

comparison with the non-parametric model, and the empirical Gray subdistribution for those 

covariates where possible (cuminc function in the cmprsk R package)(232). 

3.3.6.3 Cell clustering and concordance analysis 

Scheike at al. proposed a cross-odds-ratio function to measure the association of 

cause-specific event times within a cluster (241). In the cellular context, a cluster is defined as 

a group of cells that have the same ancestor, for example sister pairs, mother and daughter 

pairs, or cells belonging to a clone. The main utility of the cross-odds ratio is to determine if 

cell fate depends on the cell fate history of other cells within the cluster. This would provide 

strong evidence that an internal cell state is inherited by its progeny. If cell fates are 

dependent within the cluster, a significant value of the cross odds ratio indicates whether 

these fates concordant (synchronized or symmetric) or discordant (asymmetric). 

The odds of event A is the probability of that event divided by the probability of its 

complement, 

ODDS[𝐴] =
Pr[𝐴]

1 − Pr[𝐴]
 

The conditional odds of event A given B is defined as 
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ODDS[𝐴|𝐵] =
Pr[𝐴|𝐵]

1 − Pr[𝐴|𝐵]
 

And the cross odds ratio is 

XODDS[𝐴, 𝐵] =
ODDS[𝐴|𝐵]

ODDS[𝐴]
 

A is the occurrence in cell 𝑖 belong to cluster k of competing event 𝑒𝑖 occurring before time t 

[𝐴 ≝ {𝑇𝑘𝑖 ≤ 𝑡, } ∩ {휀𝑘𝑖 = 𝑒𝑖}] where  𝑇𝑘𝑖  and 휀𝑘𝑖  are random variables denoting competing 

event time and cause, respectively. Likewise B is the occurrence in cell 𝑗 belong to cluster k of 

competing event 𝑒𝑗 occurring before time t [𝐴 ≝ {𝑇𝑘𝑗 ≤ 𝑡, } ∩ {휀𝑘𝑗 = 𝑒𝑗}]. 

If events within the cluster are independent then ODDS[𝐴] = ODDS[𝐴|𝐵] 

and XODDS[𝐴, 𝐵] = 1 . If events are concordant then the occurrence of event B increases the 

odds of event A, so XODDS[𝐴, 𝐵] > 1. If cells are sibling pairs then synchronous events have a 

cross odds ratio that is significantly greater than 1. If event are discordant, then the occurrence 

of event B decreases the odds of event A, so 0 < XODDS[𝐴, 𝐵] < 1. A cross odds ratio that is 

significantly less than 1 indicates asymmetric fates not occurring by chance alone. 

One can visualize the dependence of cells within a cluster by plotting the cumulative 

distributions Pr[𝐴]  and Pr[𝐴|𝐵]  (probandwise concordance). If Pr[𝐴|𝐵]  are within the 

confidence interval of Pr[𝐴] then one has less confidence that cause-specific events within a 

cluster are dependent. Thus one needs to compare the conditional distribution Pr[𝐴|𝐵] with 

the unconditional distribution Pr[𝐴] to test whether symmetric or asymmetric events occur by 

chance alone. 

3.4 Results 

3.4.1 p53 mediates competing cell fate outcomes in BC responses to chemotherapy 

Chemotherapy treatment modulated the relative frequency of division, death, and 

right-censored outcomes (Figure 3.5a). Restricting the analysis to division fate outcomes only 

showed that mean cell cycle times were significantly shorter in WT versus MUT cells in both 

control and Nut treated groups (control; 17.9±8.6 hrs in WT vs 25.6±12.6 hrs in MUT, p<0.001, 

and Nut: 4.1±2.5 hrs in WT vs 32.56±16.7 hrs in MUT, p<0.0001, ±SE), revealing a significant 

effect of genotype and chemotherapy on cell cycle time (Figure 3.5b). Paradoxically, Dox and 

Nut apparently reduced mean cycle time in WT cells, even though both reduced the probability 

of division without significant effects on death (Figure 3.5c and Figure 3.5d). However, a large 
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proportion of cell lifetimes (up to 87.3%) were not included in the analysis because they were 

right censored (Figure 3.5a), introducing a strong source of bias. 

 

Figure 3.5| Effect of chemotherapy on division and death of WT (pooled BT474 and MCF7 cell 

lines) and MUT (pooled MDA-MB231 and T47D cell lines) BC cells treated with Dox or Nut. (A) 

Pie-charts showing the distribution of fate outcomes (division, death, right censored) in control 

and dox treated WT and MUT BC cells. (B) Mean cycle time in control and dox treated WT and 

MUT BC cells. Right censored lifetimes are not included in calculation of mean cycle time. ** 

indicates p <0.001 and n.s. is not significant. (C) Non-parametric (dashed lines) and semi-

parametric (solid lines) CIF for division probability in WT (green), MUT (black), MUT+nut (light 

pink), WT+dox (blue), WT+nut (red), and MUT+dox (pink). (D) Non-parametric (dashed lines) 

and semi-parametric (solid lines) CIF for death probability in WT (green), MUT (black), 

MUT+nut (light pink), WT+dox (blue), WT+nut (red), and MUT+dox (pink). The estimated 

coefficients for semi-parametric models are shown in Table 3.3. All data analysed are from 

pooled observations from replicate wells for each condition (N = 853 cells). Image taken from 

Cornwell et al. (200) 

To quantify how intrinsic (p53 status) and extrinsic (chemotherapy) factors (covariates) 

affect division and death probabilities in single BC cells non-parametric and semi-parametric 
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CRR models were constructed using the timereg R package (19, 236). Semi-parametric models 

were desirable as they estimated coefficients (one for each covariate) that described how the 

probability of a cell fate outcome was modified by a covariate. The methodology described by 

Scheike et al. was used to develop semi-parametric models (231). Briefly, semi-parametric 

models were fitted by 1) selecting a link function; 2) testing each covariate for time-invariant 

effects (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test); and 3) estimating parameters for time-invariant effects and 

empirical coefficients. The link function scaled the empirical baseline CIF to link it to other CIFs 

using estimated parametric and empirical coefficients. Constant coefficients were estimated 

for covariates that passed the time invariance test (p>0.05), otherwise an empirical function 

was used to model time-variant effects.  Goodness-of-fit may be assessed by comparing semi-

parametric and non-parametric CIFs. This process is described in detail in Section 3.3.6 - 

Competing risks statistics and is demonstrated below for estimating the CIF for division and 

death in BC cells treated with Dox and Nut. Firstly, a non-parametric model was fitted using 

the additive link function, as shown in Equation 3.1. 

Equation 3.1 

division (or death) CIF~1 + WT + Dox + Nut + WT: Dox + WT: Nut 

Each covariate was tested for time invariance using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test 

(Table 3.1 and Table 3.2). If the null hypothesis (H0) was rejected (p<0.05) i.e. the test for time 

invariance had failed, a non-parametric model was required to describe the time variant 

effects of that covariate. Covariates for which the KS test did not fail (p>0.05) were modelled 

using a constant parameter.  

Table 3.1 Covariate analysis of time invariance to identify constant effects for division 

Covariate Additive link function 

KS test p-value (H0: constant 

effect) 

Baseline CIF 0.616 0 

WTp53 0.561 0.142 

Dox 0.605 0 

Nut 0.793 0 

WTp53:Dox 0.393 0.582 

WTp53:Nut 0.52 0.196 
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Table 3.2 Covariate analysis of time invariance to identify constant effects for death 

Covariate Additive link function 

KS test p-value (H0: constant 

effect) 

Baseline CIF 0.0136 0.244 

WTp53 0.0125 0.646 

Dox 0.223 0 

Nut 0.0474 0.198 

WTp53:Dox 0.0558 0.182 

WTp53:Nut 0.204 0.004 

 

All time invariant, non-parametric covariates were substituted with parametric 

covariates. In the CRR model for division time invariant covariates included WTP53, and the 

interactions WTP53:Dox and WTP53:Nut. The resulting semi-parametric model for division is 

shown in Equation 3.2.  

Equation 3.2 

division CIF ~1 + const(WTp53) + Dox + Nut + const(WTp53: Dox)

+ const(WTp53: Nut) 

where const( ) denoted parametric covariates. The estimated coefficients for each 

covariate are shown in Table 3.3. Goodness-of-fit was assessed by comparing semi-parametric 

and non-parametric CIFs (Figure 3.5c, solid versus dashed lines). 

A semi-parametric model for death was also chosen by substituting time invariant, 

non-parametric covariates with parametric covariates. Time invariant covariates were WTP53, 

Nut, and the interaction WTP53:Dox. The following semi-parametric model used to estimate 

the CIF for cell death is shown in Equation 3.3. 

Equation 3.3 

death CIF ~1 + const(WTp53) + Dox + const(Nut) + const(WTp53: Dox) + WTp53: Nut 
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The estimated coefficients for death are shown in Table 3.3. Goodness-of-fit was assessed by 

comparing semi-parametric and non-parametric CIFs (Figure 3.5d, solid versus dashed lines, 

respectively). 

Table 3.3 Semi-parametric model of chemotherapy resistance of breast cancer cell lines* 

Effect Probability relative to mutant p53 breast cancer (±SE) 

Intrinsic 

(p53) 

Extrinsic Division1 Death2 

WT nil 0.63±0.20 (p<0.005) -0.0034±0.0088 (NS) 

MUT Nut negative (p<0.01) -0.017±0.013 (NS) 

MUT Dox negative (p<0.001) positive (p<0.001) 

WT Nut -1.15±0.22 (p<0.001) -0.005±0.016 (NS) 

WT Dox -0.58±0.20 (p<0.005) negative (p<0.005) 

Semi-parametric models : 

1. Division CIF: ~1+const(WTp53) + Dox + Nut + const(WTp53*Nut) + const(WTp53*Dox). 

Additive link function. 

2. Death CIF: ~1+const(WTp53)+Dox+const(Nut)+const(WTp53*Nut)+wt:Dox.  

Additive link function. 

 

Using these semi-parametric models a CIF for any combination of covariates could be 

predicted by adding their effects to the baseline CIF. Untreated MUTp53 cells were used to 

estimate the baseline CIF, represented by a 1 in the CRR, and visualised as the black lines in 

Figure 3.5c-d. Non-parametric CIFs for division and death of WT cells exposed to Nut were 

predicted by substituting WT = 1, Dox = 0, Nut = 1, WT:Dox = 0, and WT:Nut = 1 (where WT:Nut  

represented the interaction of WTp53 and Nut) into the model (Figure 3.5c-d, dashed lines). 

Qualitatively, these CIFs revealed that Nut reduced division probability in WT cells (Figure 3.5c, 

red) compared to either WTP53 (green), MUT:Nut (light pink) or MUTp53 cells (black). In 

contrast, Nut had little effect on death probability in WT cells (Figure 3.5d, red) compared to 

MUT:Nut (light pink) or MUT cells (black).  

The semi-parametric models developed (shown in Table 3.3) showed that Nut reduced 

division probability in WT cells by a factor of -1.15±0.22 (p<0.001, ±SE) and also reduced the 

probability of division in MUT cells, though the effect was much smaller (Figure 3.5c, p<0.01). 

The probability of death was not significantly affected by Nut.  
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Next, the semi-parametric model for death was used to examine whether p53 

protected cells from genotoxic death by preventing cell division. Dox reduced division 

probability in both MUT (p<0.001, Figure 3.5c) and WT cells (-0.58±0.20, p<0.005, Figure 3.5c). 

However, Dox increased death probability in MUT cells (p<0.001, Figure 3.5d) but not WT cells. 

FUCCI-G1 fluorescence confirmed that Dox induced G1 arrest in WT but not MUT BC lines 

(233). WT cells had a proliferative advantage over MUT cells as WT controls had a higher 

division probability than MUT controls (0.63±0.20, p<0.005, Figure 3.5c). These results 

demonstrate that the fate adopted (cell cycle arrest, death or division) by a BC cell in response 

to chemotherapy depends on its p53 status, demonstrating the importance of accounting for 

the interaction between intrinsic and extrinsic factors and how they control cell fate.  

These analyses demonstrate how CR statistics allow cell fate outcomes to be 

quantified by including every cell’s lifetime, rather than a subset of observed outcomes. This is 

an important contribution because on average across all groups 41.7% of BC cell fate outcomes 

were unobserved (Figure 3.5a). Furthermore, division and death outcomes are biochemically 

coupled via the p53 pathway (242). The methods presented in this chapter allowed 

researchers to generate CIFs that do not assume that CR are independent (232, 243), in 

contrast to other parametric models that consider death and division to be independent 

outcomes (207). Mathematically, the assumption of independence is not testable because 

lifetime data alone cannot identify pre-competition distributions before censorship (209); 

unless a covariate provides additional information about independence (e.g. positive or 

negative effect on both division and death) (244). Dox reduced the probability of division for 

both WTp53 and MUTp53 cells. In contrast, MUTp53 and WTp53 cells had increased and 

decreased probabilities of death, respectively (Figure 3.5c-d and Table 3.3). The results 

presented in this chapter reveal dependence in p53 mediated death and division pathways in 

BC cells, further highlighting that consideration of such dependency will improve the efficacy 

of chemotherapeutic treatments. Importantly, these results demonstrate the utility of CR 

statistics to study the effect of intrinsic and extrinsic factors, and their interactions, on single 

cell fate outcomes.  

3.4.2 CR concordance analysis quantifies the influence of latent, heritable determinants on 

GMP cell fate 

Correlation analyses - Pearson’s correlation coefficient (PCC) and intraclass correlation 

(ICC) - can quantify temporal association in fate outcomes in related cells from paired 

observations (158, 207, 211). Permutation tests compare fate outcomes of kin to randomly 
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sampled cell pairs to test for significant associations within kinship clusters (178, 213). Such 

statistics biasedly select symmetric fate outcomes because right-censored and discordant fates 

are excluded (Table 2.7 and Figure 3.1c). Yule’s Q (207) and the binomial test (178) determine 

concordance using the relative frequency of cell fate outcomes, but excludes right censored 

fates and fate time which can reduce detection of asymmetric fates (Table 2.7and Figure 3.1c).  

In this chapter, CR concordance probability and the cross-odds ratio (COR) are 

proposed as robust methods that avoid selection bias by inclusion of right censoring times, CR, 

and a clustering covariate to denote kinship relationships (see Section 3.3.6.3). The COR 

measures how timely occurrence of one event affects the odds of another (241). A significant 

COR>1 indicates concordant fates and a significant COR<1 indicates discordant fates. Here, the 

COR is applied to measure how the occurrence of an event for one cell (e.g., time of division or 

differentiation) affects the odds of the same event occurring in its kin. In addition, this section 

demonstrates that CR concordance probability uniquely allows one to visualise how 

association in cell fate varies over time. 

GMPs were isolated from LysM::GFP mice, differentiated using either GCSF or MCSF, 

and tracked up to 7 generations (37). LysM::GFP reported lysozyme expression and was used 

to time onset of uni-lineage commitment for both granulocyte and macrophage fate (140). 

Firstly, to understand the influence of growth factors (GF = 0 or 1, GCSF or MSCF, respectively) 

and differentiation (GFP = 0 or 1) on division and death probabilities a non-parametric CRR 

model was constructed, shown in Equation 3.4. 

Equation 3.4 

division (or death)CIF~1 + GFP + GF: GFP + GF 

Setting parameters to GFP = 1, GF:GFP = 1, and GF = 1 revealed that macrophage 

progeny altered the CIF for division and death, compared to granulocytes (Figure 3.6a and 

Figure 3.6b, macrophage and granulocyte progeny are shown in green and red lines, 

respectively). However, setting GFP = 0, GF:GFP = 0, and GF = 0 or 1, showed that GCSF and 

MCSF had indistinguishable effects on division and death probabilities for undifferentiated 

cells (Figure 3.6a-b, black lines), suggesting that GCSF and MCSF had indistinguishable effects 

on division and death probabilities. In contrast, after differentiation into macrophage and 

granulocyte progeny both division and death probabilities were significantly altered (Figure 

3.6a-b, black lines). 
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Figure 3.6 | CR regression and concordance analysis of division, death, and differentiation in 

GMPs treated with haematopoetic cytokines. (A) Simulated CIFs for division for GFP- cells 

(black) treated with MCSF or GCSF, GFP+ cells treated with MCSF (green), and GFP+ cells 

treated with GCSF (red). Dashed lines show standard error (SE). (B) Simulated CIF for death for 

GFP- cells (black), treated with MCSF or GCSF, GFP+ cells treated with MCSF (green), and GFP+ 

cells treated with GCSF (red). Dashed lines show SE. (C) Division concordance probability for 

GFP- siblings (black), parent-child (green), 1st cousins (red), and 2nd cousins (blue). Dashed lines 

are 95% confidence intervals (CI). (D) Division concordance probability for GFP+ siblings (black), 

parent-child (green), 1st cousins (red), and 2nd cousins (blue). (E) Histogram showing the 

number of cells that transition from GFP- to GFP+ in each generation (MCSF and GCSF pooled 

data). (F) Concordance probability for onset of GFP expression after MCSF treatment for 

siblings (black), 1st cousins (red), and 2nd cousins (blue). Dashed lines are 95% CI. (G) 

Histograms showing the proportion of concordant, discordant, and censored fate outcomes in 

parent-child (P-C), sibling (S), 1st cousin (C1), and 2nd cousin (C2) kinship clusters. (H) The 

percentage of cell lifetime data used in various statistical tests that are used for quantifying 

association in the fate of cellular kin. CRR models and COR statistics are shown in Table 3.4. 

Image taken from Cornwell et al. (200) 
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Next, the concordance in the fate of kin was investigated by constructing CRR models 

that included a clustering variable to identify cell kinship (Table 3.4). Times to division for all 

kinship clusters were highly concordant and were inversely related to the number of divisions 

between cells in the cluster and their common ancestor (i.e. siblings > 1st cousins > 2nd cousins) 

(Table 3.4). COR for undifferentiated cells (GFP-) were 20.9±0.61 for siblings; 3.7±0.9 for 1st 

cousins; 3±0.63 for 2nd cousins (Figure 3.6c). Weaker concordance structures were observed in 

differentiated cells (GFP+) – 3.71±0.66 for siblings; 2.1±0.2 for 1st cousins; 1.38±0.12 for 2nd 

cousins (Figure 3.6d). Concordance was weaker between mothers and daughters than for cells 

within the same generation, indicating greater variation in intergenerational times than 

intragenerational times; COR were 0.53±0.16 and -0.19±0.07 for GFP- and GFP+ cells, 

respectively (Table 3.4). Negative COR for GFP- mother-daughter clusters indicated discordant 

fates. Bivariate plots of time to division for mother-daughter pairs show that negative COR 

may be attributed to longer cell cycle times in differentiated cells that lead to greater 

discordance in fate outcomes (Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8).  

Table 3.4 Effect of kinship relationships on division and differentiation (GFP expression) 

concordance 

CIF Regression Model + 

clustering relationship 

Link  

function* 

GFP** Growth  

factor 

log(COR) 

 ±SE 

p-value 

division CIF~1

+ const(GF)

+ cluster(sisters) 

FG − MCSF/GCSF 20.9 

±0.613 

0 

division CIF~1

+ const(GF)

+ cluster(1st cousins) 

FG − MCSF/GCSF 3.68 

±0.901 

4x10-5 

division CIF~1

+ const(GF)

+ cluster(2nd cousins) 

FG − MCSF/GCSF 3.04 

±0.629 

1x10-6 

division CIF~1 + GF

+ cluster(Parent

− Child) 

FG − MCSF/GCSF 0.526 

±0.158 

9 x10-4 

 

division CIF~1

+ cluster(sisters) 

FG + MCSF 3.71 

±0.657 

2 x10-8 
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division CIF~1

+ cluster(1st cousins) 

FG + MCSF 2.13 

±0.203 

0 

division CIF~1

+ cluster(2nd cousins) 

FG + MCSF 1.38 

±0.116 

0 

division CIF~1

+ cluster(Parent

− Child) 

FG + MCSF -0.19 

±0.07 

0.01 

      

GFP  CIF~1 + GF

+ cluster(sisters) 

Add − + MCSF/GCSF 1.32 

±0.345 

2 x10-4 

GFP  CIF~1

+ cluster(1st cousins) 

Add − + MCSF/GCSF 3.36 

±0.228 

0 

GFP  CIF~1

+ cluster(2nd cousins) 

Add − + MCSF/GCSF 2.91 

±0.155 

0 

GFP  CIF~1 + GF

+ cluster(Parent

− Child) 

Add − + MCSF/GCSF -0.935 

±0.153 

9 x10-10 

* FG=Fine – Gray model, Add=Additive model, **(− +)=GFP negative to positive 

transition 
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Pearson’s correlation analysis of cell cycle times in kinship clusters revealed a similar 

pattern of correlated time to fate (Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8). Correlation in time to fate was 

strongest in GFP+ siblings (r=0.957, p<0.001) followed by 1st (r=0.845, p=0) and 2nd cousins 

(r=0.814, p=0), and finally undifferentiated mothers and daughters (r=0.61, p=0). GFP- cells had 

a lower degree of correlation (r=0.714, p=0), as did 1st (r=0.566, p = 0) and 2nd cousins (r=0.525, 

p =0), as well as differentiated mother and daughter pairs (r=0.362, p=0).  

 

Figure 3.7| Bivariate plots showing the division age correlations between kinship relations for 

GFP- (GMP) cells. r represents Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Image taken from Cornwell et 

al. (200) 
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Figure 3.8 | Bivariate plots showing the division age correlations between kinship relations for 

GFP+ (differentiated) cells. r represents Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Image taken from 

Cornwell et al. (200) 

Onset of GFP fluorescence, indicating lineage commitment, occurred in generations 0-

6 over a 7 day period, but was synchronized in cells with a common ancestor (Figure 3.6e-f). 

COR for onset of GFP expression, taken from the time the stimulus was received by ancestors, 

were 1.3±0.35, 3.4±0.23 and 2.9±0.16 for sisters, 1st cousins and 2nd cousins, respectively 

(Table 3.4). Correlation analysis corroborated these findings: r=0.95, 0.91, and 0.88 for siblings, 

1st cousins, and 2nd cousins, respectively (Figure 3.9), though right censored and competing 

fates were not included in this analysis.   
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Figure 3.9 | Bivariate plots showing correlation between kinship relations for the time taken 

from the start of exposure to growth factor to GFP expression. r is the Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient. Image taken from Cornwell et al. (200) 

Excluding censored cell fates resulted in significant selection bias in all kinship clusters 

(Figure 3.6g). PCC, ICC, and Yule’s Q were applied to quantify association in cell fate (Table 3.5) 

– and to show how such analyses are based upon different subsets of cell lifetime data (Figure 

3.6Figure 3.6h and Table 3.5). CR concordance analysis included the all lifetime observations 

and therefore represents an unbiased method for quantifying the influence of latent, heritable 

determinants on cell fate.  
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Table 3.5 Contemporary statistical tests used to quantify concordance in time to division for 

undifferentiated (GFP-) GMPs. This table also includes a direct comparison of the percentage of 

cell lifetime data used by each statistical test. 

Statistical 
test 

Yule's 
Q 

% cell 
lifetimes 

used 

ICC 

(±95%CI) 

% cell 
lifetimes 

used 

Pearson’s 
correlation 

 

% cell 
lifetimes 

used 

COR 

(±SE) 

% cell 
lifetimes 

used 

Mother-
daughter 

1 69.7 
0.217 

(0.023) 
56.7 0.61 56.7 0.526 

(0.158) 
100 

Siblings 0.688 66.6 
0.596 

(0.021) 
52.3 0.957 52.3 20.9 

(0.613) 
100 

1st 

cousins 
0.721 66.1 

0.526 

(0.0196) 
51.5 0.845 51.5 3.68 

(0.901) 
100 

2nd 
cousins 

0.744 62.9 
0.514 

(0.0169) 
48.7 0.814 48.7 3.04 

(0.629) 
100 

Average 
(%) 

- 66.3 - 52.3 - 52.3 - 100 

 

 

3.5 Discussion 

This chapter describes the first application of CR statistics to cell lifetime data, 

overcoming the bias introduced by tried-and-tested statistics for quantifying cell lifetime data. 

This novel approach is general and tractable and may be adopted by biological researchers to 

test the effect of intrinsic and extrinsic factors on single cell fate outcomes and behaviour in 

diverse cellular systems.  

Through the application of CR statistics this chapter demonstrated that BC cell division 

and death after treatment with cytotoxic agents are dependent on p53 genotype. 

Alternatively, one may hypothesise that fate outcomes are determined by independent, 

autonomous processes that compete within each cell (157, 207). While such models have been 

proposed to describe cell growth dynamics, one is unable to establish dependence between 

competing fates because in statistical modelling pre-competition distributions cannot be 

determined from lifetime data alone (Figure 3.3) (244). Importantly, the CR models we 

presented make no assumption of independence (232). In the future a CRR model could be 
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enhanced through correlating p53 activities in single BC cells with their fate - since division and 

death outcomes in BC cells also depend on temporal fluctuations of p53 state (243).  

This chapter described statistical tools for analysing concordance in cell fate, advancing 

upon contemporary methods that do not take into account censorship and competition. 

Familial concordance in fate has been reported to exist in different cellular systems (158, 210). 

These observations suggest that latent, heritable determinants of fate are transmitted 

vertically to determine fate and time to fate. Heritable determinants may be signalling 

components, segregated proteins, and epigenetic or genetic alterations (202). Dependence of 

fate in kin and independence of fate in unrelated cells contributes to population 

heterogeneity, and must be considered for accurate modelling of cell growth dynamics (157, 

158), e.g. to determine if two heritable factors could explain correlation in time to division and 

death in lymphocytes (211). The application of CR statistics described in this chapter advances 

upon previous approaches for quantifying concordance in cell fate by applying CR concordance 

probability statistics that accommodate right-censored and competing fate outcomes. 

Concordance in fate for GMP kin was quantified, showing that it is stronger for siblings than for 

1st and 2nd cousins. In the future, an analysis of further removed kin (i.e. 3rd cousins) could 

determine what degree of familial separation results in loss of concordance. Macrophage 

progeny had increased cell cycle lengths and weaker sibling concordance compared to GMPs, 

similar to that observed during neural stem cell differentiation - where increased cell cycle 

length increased the frequency of asymmetric divisions in siblings (245). Weaker concordance 

may be attributed to divergence of protein synthesis that does not occur during shorter cycle 

times (246). The results presented support the concept that cell fate outcomes are inheritable, 

and that the influence of inheritance may be diluted by cell division. In the future, this analysis 

could be extended by using CR concordance statistics to quantify how extrinsic factors 

influence concordance. It should also be noted that experiments were not carried out to 

address the possibility that the observed kinship correlation structures were a result of 

microenvironmental effects (e.g. due to the local production of autocrine and paracrine 

factors). Microenvironmental stimuli may be responsible for regulating cell cycle entry and 

progression for siblings; as they share a highly similar microenvironment. However, for 1st and 

2nd cousins which may not exist at the same time or place as each other, microevironmental 

effects are unlikely to be responsible for the high degree of correlation observed. In addition, if 

correlation in fate within a pedigree is related to the stochastic production of an autocrine 

factor, one would not expect to observe correlation in 1st and 2nd cousins. Furthermore, 

Sandler et al. have recently demonstrated that microenvironmental effects are not responsible 
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for the high correlation in cycle time for sisters and cousins in mouse lymphocytic leukemia 

cells (247). However, this possibility should be addressed in the future by separating sister cells 

immediately after division, plating them within separate wells and determining if sibling 

correlation structures are affected by their microenvironment. 

The throughput of single-cell tracking is increasing (30). Without robust statistical tools 

it is likely that erroneous conclusions will be drawn through selection bias. CRR offers a 

comprehensive method to evaluate biological hypotheses at the single cell level using all the 

available lifetime data. Single cell tracking, transcriptional profiling and CR statistics are 

essential tools for directly establishing the causative link between molecular pathways and cell 

fate. In the following chapters CR statistics are used in conjunction with other statistical 

methods to quantify the effect of cell intrinsic and extrinsic factors on the growth dynamics of 

cCFU-F.  

  

3.6 Conclusion 

To quantify cell growth dynamics at the single-cell level requires that selection bias is 

avoided. This chapter demonstrated that CRR and concordance analysis may be used for 

modelling population level growth dynamics from single cell observations. These methods 

include all cell lifetimes, thus avoiding selection bias. Furthermore, the methodology presented 

in this chapter allows one to quantify probabilistic cell fate outcomes in the presence of 

competing cell fate outcomes (e.g. division versus death), which has not previously been 

possible. Therefore, CR analysis will allow researchers in the field of time-lapse imaging and 

single-cell tracking to avoid exclusion of data, improve estimates of probabilistic cell fate 

outcomes, and ultimately to generate more accurate models of cell growth dynamics.  

In the following chapters live-cell imaging and single-cell tracking are used to investigate 

cCFU-F growth dynamics and behaviour at the single cell level. CRR and concordance analysis is 

applied throughout as a complimentary method for evaluating hypotheses pertaining to cCFU-

F biology.    
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 Chapter IV  

Application of live-cell imaging and single-cell tracking to investigate 

cCFU-F heterogeneity, colony growth dynamics, and the role of PDGF 

signalling 

4.1 Introduction 

4.1.1 cCFU-F heterogeneity and colony growth dynamics 

Chapter II – Literature review provided a detailed description of cCFU-F biology. Some 

aspects of cCFU-F biology are also discussed in this chapter in order to contextualise the 

analysis presented here. Cardiac colony forming unit-fibroblasts (cCFU-F) are derived from a 

rare subset of SCA1+/PDGFRα+/CD31- (S+Pα+) cardiac interstitial cells in adult mice (16). Freshly 

isolated S+Pα+ cells plated in vitro give rise to cCFU-F cultures that have long-term colony-

forming ability (self-renewal potential), multipotency, and an MSC-like gene expression 

signature. These functional and molecular characteristics confer an MSC classification for 

cCFU-F (17). As with many MSC populations, cCFU-F cultures are highly heterogeneous and 

only contain a minority of stem cells (146, 147). As shown in Figure 2.10, freshly isolated S+Pα+ 

cells plated at low density give rise to a spectrum of colonies which are categorised as micro 

(<25 cells), small (>25 cells, <2 mm diameter), and large (>25 cells, >2 mm diameter). The 

frequency of colony forming cells is low; approximately ~0.8% large, <0.4% small, and <0.4% 

micro (16) (Figure 2.11a). It has been previously shown that large clones have long-term 

growth potential and potency for endothelial cells (EC), cardiomyocytes (CM), bone, fat, and 

cartilage (Figure 2.11b-c); small clones have restricted potency for cardiovascular lineages (SM, 

EC, and CM) and could not be cultured long-term in vitro; and micro clones do not have 

replating ability (Harvey laboratory, unpublished data). Based on these results Chong et al. 

proposed a hierarchical structure for the cCFU-F system - with large colony cells residing at the 

top, followed by small colony cells, and then by micro colony cells which have a committed or 

differentiated phenotype (16). These results demonstrate that freshly isolated S+Pα+ cells 

contain a minority of colony forming cells (~1.6% of cells plated form colonies) which have 

heterogeneous functional and molecular characteristics.  
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The extent of heterogeneity observed in MSCs isolated from different adult tissues is 

driven by clonal variation, the hierarchical organisation of the differentiation cascade, MSC 

plasticity, and isolation regime (72, 146, 147, 248). Recently, single-cell analyses of MSC 

cultures have revealed inherent heterogeneity at the single-cell level (146, 249). Heterogeneity 

limits one’s ability to characterise MSC populations using population-based assays, which rely 

on population homogeneity (28, 30). This presents obstacles to the basic characterisation of 

MSCs, to harnessing the therapeutic potential of MSCs, as well as to ensuring consistency in 

the clinical manufacturing of MSCs (146, 147). Importantly, heterogeneity becomes apparent 

when a culture is observed at the single-cell level. Therefore, single-cell analyses are valuable 

for studying heterogeneity and to understand how it impacts population-level growth 

dynamics and its implications for stem cell biology (72, 250-252).  

To date there has been no formal analysis of heterogeneity within the cCFU-F system, 

due to a lack of methodology for studying single-cell growth dynamics. Therefore, one aim of 

this chapter was to develop live-cell imaging and single-cell tracking technologies that enable 

cCFU-F growth dynamics to be recorded. As highlighted in Section 2.5 – Live-cell imaging and 

single-cell tracking of MSCs, to accurately record single-cell growth dynamics, image 

acquisition and cell tracking protocols need to be defined so that cell lifetime events-of-

interest are unambiguously captured (253). This chapter describes methodology to record 

cCFU-F growth dynamics and applies this methodology to study the onset of heterogeneity 

within the colony and non-colony forming fractions of the cCFU-F system during adaption to in 

vitro culture.  

To precisely record the growth dynamics of colony and non-colony forming cells 

requires that freshly isolated S+Pα+ cells are plated at clonal density so that the formation of 

colonies from single cells could be captured. To determine the clonal plating density it is 

necessary to quantify the attachment rate of freshly isolated S+Pα+ cells. Adherence to tissue-

culture (TC) plastic is an important functional characteristic of MSC populations, as defined by 

the International Society for Cell Therapy (ISCT) (69). Despite its importance, the attachment 

rate of freshly isolated S+Pα+ cells has not been determined previously. Additionally, if all S+Pα+ 

cells (defined in vivo) do not adhere to TC plastic then this would represent the first point of 

divergence of S+Pα+ cells and cCFU-F cultures (defined in vitro). Furthermore, ensuring the 

clonality of cCFU-F colonies is not only necessary to analyse colony growth dynamics at the 

single-cell level, but also to accurately quantify CFU frequency, as well as to establish clonal 

assays  (254). Therefore, in this chapter the attachment rate of freshly isolated S+Pα+ cells is 
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quantified. The attachment rate is then used to establish an appropriate clonal plating density 

so that the heterogeneity in clonal growth dynamics to be studied at the single-cell level.  

Heterogeneity in the proliferative potential of individual MSC clones is reflected in 

intrinsic variability in cell cycle dynamics (72, 251, 255). Similarly, intrinsic differences in cell 

cycle and survival dynamics of cCFU-F colonies are reflected in the size and number of cells 

within a colony (Figure 2.10). Given these observations it was hypothesised that cCFU-F clones 

will intrinsically differ in 1) the number of actively dividing cells (i.e. the proportion of cells that 

will enter the cell cycle); 2) cell cycle progression (i.e. the time taken to complete the cell 

cycle); and 3) the rate of cell death/survival. To address these hypotheses, live-cell imaging and 

single-cell tracking experiments were used to record cell cycle entry, cell cycle progression, and 

survival of individual clones and their progeny.   

Intrinsic differences in the self-renewal of cCFU-F clones are reflected in their variable 

differentiation potential (Figure 2.11c) as well as their variable capacity to form large colonies 

in secondary (2°), tertiary (3°), and quaternary (4°) CFU assays (Figure 2.12). In 2° CFU assays, 

large colony cells form large (15%), small (5%), and micro colonies (5%). Small colony cells also 

form large (10%), small (5%), and micro colonies (4%). The formation of 2° large colonies by 1° 

small colony cells appeared paradoxical, however, the large colonies derived from small colony 

cells had a diminishing ability to form 3° and quaternary 4° large colonies. Collectively, these 

observations suggest intrinsic differences in the rate of self-renewal within small and large 

clones. It is known that PDGFRα demarcates clonogenic cells within the S+Pα+ population 

cardiac interstitial cells, as shown in Figure  4.1a (139). Noseda et al. (139) and Chong et al. (16) 

have used different criteria for scoring colonies and different culture conditions for 

establishing colonies, though both groups confirmed that colony forming cells are contained 

within the PDGFRα+ fraction of cCFU-F cultures. These findings suggest that self-renewal of 

cCFU-F clones are marked by PDGFRα cells and therefore, that PDGFRα+ may be used as a 

marker to study self-renewal within cCFU-F clones.  

The greater frequency of 2° large colonies derived from 1° large colonies compared to 1° small 

colonies may be attributed in part to the relative proportions of PDGFRα+ cells within a colony. 

cCFU-F cultures do not show a clear bimodal distribution with regard to PDGFRα expression, 

but instead show a broad distribution PDGFRα expression. In order to determine the 

proportion of PDGFRα+ and PDGFRα- cells within a cCFU-F culture required that a threshold 

level of PDGFRα expression be set. In this Chapter, a Pdgfra-GFP mice were used to record 
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PDGFRα expression and to establish a threshold for classifying cells as PDGFRα+ and PDGFRα- 

(see Section 4.3.5.2).  

Importantly, the proportion of PDGFRα+ cells within a colony is controlled by the rates of 

exhaustive, asymmetric, and amplifying cell divisions (Figure  4.1b). Exhaustive divisions occur 

when a PDGFRα+ mother cell gives rise to two daughter cells that are PDGFRα-. Asymmetric 

divisions result when a PDGFRα+ mother cell gives rise to one PDGFRα+ daughter and one 

PDGFRα- daughter. Amplifying divisions occur when a PDGFRα+ mother cell gives rise to two 

PDGFRα+ daughters. Additionally, differences in cell cycle dynamics of PDGFRα+ and PDGFRα- 

cells may also impact the proportion of PDGFRα+ cells in small and large clones. For example, 

the relative frequency of PDGFRα+ and PDGFRα- cells is determined by both the rate at which 

both PDGFRα+ cells self-renew, and the rate at which PDGFRα+ cells transition to a PDGFRα- cell 

state. Therefore, it was hypothesised that small and large clones differ in the relative 

frequency of PDGFRα+ cells as well as the rate of self-renewal of PDGFRα+ cells. To address 

these hypotheses, live-cell imaging and single-cell tracking experiments were used to record 

the growth dynamics of PDGFRα+ cells in colony forming cells and their progeny.  

 

Figure  4.1 | PDGFRα demarcates cardiogenic, clonogenic cells within the S+Pα+ population 

cardiac interstitial cells.  A) Bar graph showing the percentage of single cells that generate 

colonies within SP cells when gated for PDGFRα and CD31. Mean ± standard error (S.E). Figure 

has been modified from (139). B) Schematic showing modes of cCFU-F cell division using 

PDGFRα as a marker of self-renewing cells. Mothers can divide to produce one PDGFRα+ 

daughter and one PDGFRα- daughter (asymmetric), two PDGFRα+ daughters (amplifying), or 

two PDGFRα- daughters (exhaustive). 
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The discovery of PDGFRα as a useful prospective marker of clonogenic cells in the adult 

mouse heart has a number of implications for the PDGFR signalling pathway in cCFU-F biology. 

The following section describes what is currently known about the role of PDGF signalling in 

regulating cCFU-F cell cycle dynamics and colony formation.  

4.1.2 The role of the PDGF signalling pathway in regulating cCFU-F cell cycle dynamics, 

colony formation, and metabolism  

The PDGFRα signalling plays an important role in regulating cCFU-F cell cycle dynamics, 

colony formation, and metabolism, as outlined in Section 2.4.3 - The role of the PDGF signalling 

pathway in regulating cCFU-F cell cycle dynamics, colony formation, and metabolism. As 

mentioned previously, treatment of cCFU-F cultures with PDGF-AB, PDGF-BB, or PDGF-AA 

stimulates a dose-dependent increase in the frequency of large colonies (Figure 2.15). All 

isoforms of PDGF stimulated an increase in cCFU-F colony formation, with PDGF-AB stimulating 

the strongest response. PDGF-AB treatment stimulated a 200% increase in large colonies (1.6% 

compared to 0.8% in untreated controls), although the resultant increase in cell number was 

150% of control (Figure 2.15d). These results suggested that PDGF-AB stimulates cCFU-F to 

actively self-renew and proliferate. AG1296 is a cell permeable drug and a potent inhibitor of 

the PDGF tyrosine kinase receptors. It inhibits both PDGFRα and PDGFRβ signalling pathways 

with IC50 values of 1.0 μM and 0.8 μM, respectively. AG1296 treatment of cCFU-F cultures 

resulted in a dose-dependent decrease in the frequency of large colonies; and at a 

concentration of 10 μM large colony formation was almost entirely suppressed. AG1296 also 

reduced cCFU-F proliferation by 60% compared to untreated controls (Figure 2.15d). 

Collectively, these results suggest that the PDGF signalling pathway modulates cCFU-F colony 

formation and cell cycle dynamics.   

Section 2.4.3- The role of the PDGF signalling pathway in regulating cCFU-F cell cycle 

dynamics, colony formation, and metabolism, provided details on the role of PDGF signalling in 

regulating cCFU-F proliferation, colony formation, and metabolism. Proliferation assays, long-

term growth assays, CFU assays, and assays measuring DNA and RNA content have been 

employed to investigate how manipulation of the PDGF signalling pathway affected cCFU-F. As 

highlighted previously, the results from these assays showed that the PDGFRα signalling 

pathway and its downstream targets directly influence cCFU-F cell cycle progression and self-

renewal. However, it is also possible that manipulation of the PDGF signalling pathway has 

indirect effects on readouts of cell cycle and self-renewal obtained in these assays. Indirect 

effects could include poor adhesion and cell death after adhesion, while direct effects include 
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effects on cell cycle entry, and cell cycle progression. Therefore, in this chapter experiments 

were conducted to determine if manipulation of PDGF signalling affects attachment of freshly 

isolated S+Pα+ cells. Perturbation of the PDGF signalling pathway may also affect cell survival, 

thereby indirectly affecting readouts of proliferation and CFU frequency from population-

based assays. To address these possible indirect effects, in this chapter live-cell imaging and 

single-cell tracking experiments were used to record the frequency of cell death in freshly 

isolated S+Pα+ cells. Furthermore, while Pyronin Y and 7AAD experiments provide an indirect 

measure of cell cycle activity by measuring RNA and DNA content, these data do not provide 

information about the dynamics of cell cycle progression and self-renewal. It was hypothesised 

that direct effects of PDGFRα stimulation and inhibition on cCFU-F proliferation and colony 

formation would be reflected in changes in both cell cycle entry and progression. Specifically, 

effects of PDGF signalling may be responsible for shunting a cell from an inactive state, i.e. not 

dividing, into an activated state, i.e dividing. Therefore, given the importance of PDGF 

signalling perturbation on cCFU-F proliferation and colony formation the effects of such 

perturbation on attachment, survival, and cell cycle dynamics were investigated at the single-

cell level.  

4.1.3 Aims 

In this chapter the following specific aims are addressed: 

1. Establish methods to record cCFU-F fate outcomes and behaviour by live-cell imaging 

and single-cell tracking: 

a. Methods to identify cell fate outcomes and behaviour from time-lapse images 

b. Modification of Nordon’s Tracking Tool to record new features of cCFU-F 

growth dynamics 

2. Investigate the transition of S+Pα+ cells to cCFU-F cultures: 

a. Quantify attachment of freshly isolated S+Pα+ cells  

b. Optimise seeding density for CFU assays and single-cell tracking experiments  

3. Investigate the onset of heterogeneity during adaption to in vitro culture by: 

a. Qualitatively describe the activation of cells after plating 

b. Quantify and compare cell fate outcomes and cell cycle dynamics in P0 and P4 

cultures 

c. Quantify and compare clonal contribution to cCFU-F cultures 

4. Investigate growth dynamics of micro, small, and large colonies by: 

a. Quantifying fate outcomes in micro, small, and large colonies 
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b. Quantifying cell cycle dynamics in micro, small, and large colonies 

c. Investigate the dynamics of PDGFRα expression at the single-cell level in micro, 

small, and large colonies 

5. Investigate the effect of PDGFRα stimulation and inhibition on:  

a. Cell attachment, cell survival, cell cycle entry, and cell cycle progression  

b. The dynamics of PDGFRα expression in single cells 

 

4.2 Materials and methods 

4.2.1 cCFU-F culture 

After isolation of cCFU-F (See Appendix A.1), cells were collected in a 15ml Falcon tube 

containing 20% FCS in MEMα. For cell expansion cells were plated at 125 cells/cm2 (in 10 cm 

petri dishes or T-75 flasks) in MEMα supplemented with 20% FCS, 1% penicillin streptomycin, 

and 1% L-glutamine. 12-16 hrs after cells were plated the medium was removed and the cells 

were washed twice with PBS to remove any non-adherent cells. Cells were passaged every 12 

days for the first four passages and then every 8 days after P4. For live-cell imaging 

experiments on P0 cells the cells were transferred immediately to the microscope after 

removal of non-adherent cells (12-16 hrs after isolation). For live-cell imaging experiments on 

P4 cultures, cells were transferred to the microscope 3-5 hrs after plating, or when cells had 

attached. 

4.2.2 CFU assays 

CFU assays were performed as described in Appendix A.2 – Colony forming assays.  

4.2.3 Determining plating efficiency of S+Pα+ and refining plating density for CFU assays 

To determine plating efficiency either 500 cells/cm2 or 200 cells/cm2 were plated and 

allowed to attach for 24 hrs. Cells were washed twice with PBS and placed on the live cell 

microscope. A large field-of-view (FOV) was established by stitching contiguous grids 

comprised of FOVs at 10X magnification. The size of a 10X image was 1392 x 1040 pixels and 1 

pixel=0.92 µm. Therefore, a single 10X image was 1280.64 x 956.8 µm in size and had an area 

of approximately 1.225 mm2. A 10x10 grid and a 7x7 grid of 10X images were used to create 

FOVs covering 60 mm2 and 122.5 mm2, respectively. Cells within the FOV were counted to 

provide a measure of the number of cells/mm2. By extrapolation the total number of cells 

within the well was determined. The ratio of the total cells attached to the number of cells 
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plated yielded the plating efficiency. Results from two independent experiments using 

different seeding densities in three individual replicate wells were pooled.  

Given that 1750 cells were plated in a cell attachment area of 9.62 cm2 if the attachment 

rate was 100% then one would expect to count 180 cells/cm2 or 225 cells in a 10 x 10 grid 

(covering an area of 1.25 cm2). 

4.2.4 Live-cell Imaging experiments 

See Appendix B for a general description of the protocol used for long-term, time-lapse 

imaging. For experiments aimed to capture the formation of micro, small, and large colonies 

from single cells a plating density of 250 cells/cm2 was used. For other experiments studying 

the effect of PDGFRα stimulation and inhibition cells were plated at a higher density of 1000 

cells/cm2. Cells were allowed to attach for either 12-18 hrs or 2-5 hrs for P0 and P4 cells, 

respectively. Three replicates for each experiment were included.  

Images were acquired from individual FOV or FOV that formed a contiguous NxN grid (to 

create a larger FOV for cell tracking). Phase contrast images were acquired using a 10X 

objective with 1ms exposure time every 10 – 20 minutes. The observation period was 288hrs 

and 192hrs for P0 and P4 cultures, respectively. Fluorescent images were obtained either 

every time point (10 - 20 minutes) or on a more infrequent basis (every 2 hrs) in order to 

reduce phototoxicity and photobleaching effects. All raw images were acquired as 

multidimensional .TIFF files. Raw .TIFF files were exported to MATLAB® (MATLAB 2015b, The 

MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA) for image processing and cell tracking using custom-written 

scripts.  

4.2.5 Single-cell tracking 

See Appendix C for a general description of the protocol used for single-cell tracking. 

Pdgfra-GFP expression was measured for individual cells after cell tracking and was appended 

to cell pedigrees as described in Appendix C.2. 

4.3 Results  

4.3.1 Methods to record cCFU-F fate and behaviour by live-cell imaging and single-cell 

tracking  

Nordon’s Tracking Tool (NTT) was employed to generate cell pedigree data that 

contained a record of single cell fate outcomes (division, death, lost, or not complete), time to 

fate outcome, as well as kinship relationships (Figure 4.2a-b). NTT was used to manually record 
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division, death, lost, and not complete outcomes while tracking cells. This approach relied on 

the user to unambiguously identify fate outcomes for individual cells and assign them to their 

track. This section describes how fate outcomes were identified using phase contrast images 

and were recorded manually using NTT.  

 

 

Figure 4.2 | Single-cell tracking generates cell lifetime data that are visualised as single-cell 

pedigrees. (A) Stylised cartoon of a single cell pedigree showing the fate and time of fate for 

each cell (right censored, lost, division, death, differentiation, etc.), kinship relationships, and 

generation numbers. Measurements of a cell’s internal molecular state, morphological 

appearance, as well as other lifetime events such as cell-cell contact may be recorded within a 

single cell pedigree. Establishment of kinship relationships within a single cell pedigree 

provides unique access to study the influence of inheritance on cell fate outcomes. (B) Stylised 
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cartoon of a single cell pedigree showing kinship clustering. Kinship clusters are pairs of related 

cells within a pedigree including mother-daughter clusters, sibling clusters, 1st cousin clusters, 

and 2nd cousin clusters. Kinship clusters at different depths within a single cell pedigree have 

different degrees of familial and temporal separation.  

Figure 4.3a shows that during mitosis a dividing cell would become non-adherent and 

phase-bright (1st-2nd frame), and split into two non-adherent cells (3rd frame) that would re-

adhere as two daughter cells (4th – 5th frame). In this example, the time of division was 

recorded as the timestamp of the 4th frame and the birth time for the daughter cells was the 

timestamp of the 5th frame. This procedure was used to record division and birth events for all 

cells. Typically, a cell would require approximately 4 or 5 frames to complete mitosis (with a 15 

min frame rate). Cell death was identified when a cell stopped moving before its cytoplasm 

degraded or it appeared to burst (Figure 4.3b). A distinction between apoptotic and necrotic 

death could not be made from phase contrast microscopy. If a cell left the FOV or if its 

trajectory could not be unambiguously resolved (due to overlap with another cell) then it was 

considered lost, even if it re-entered the FOV in subsequent frames. Cells which had been 

tracked until the end of the experiment without being assigned a fate outcome were classified 

as not complete. Both lost and not complete cells were considered right-censored in all 

analyses.  

Live-cell imaging revealed that some cells underwent endoreplucation – an event where 

nuclear division occurred without cytokinesis. Endoreplucation was identified by observing 

cells that underwent nuclear division and appeared to reach the final phase of cytokinesis 

without complete cleavage of their cytoplasm. In all cases a ‘bridge’ between cell nuclei or 

cytoplasm was observed to maintain sibling cells in physical contact (Figure 4.3c, 2nd frame, 

white arrow). This ‘bridge’ appeared to be involved in subsequent fusing of the adjoining cell’s 

cytoplasm. Cells that underwent endoreplucation were able to subsequently divide and 

produce two daughter cells with single nuclei. However, cells that underwent 

endoreduplication invariably did not divide.  

To record this event required modification of NTT so that the user could record the time of 

endoreplucation and then continue tracking the cell until a final fate outcome was identified or 

the experiment ended. Recording endoreplucation was important so that binucleated cells 

could be gated in downstream analysis of pedigree data, either as a possible normal biological 

phenomenon or tissue-culture artefact.  
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NTT was also modified to allow the user to classify cells based on size and morphology. 

This feature was crude but allowed cell size (small or large) and morphology (fibroblast, non-

fibroblast, epithelial) to be recorded at the end of a cell’s lifetime or during its lifetime if 

morphological transitions were observed.  

The development of methods to identify cell fate outcomes while cell tracking are 

essential to the quality of pedigree data produced and the conclusions drawn (30, 174). 

Furthermore, methods for cell fate classification should be tailored to specific cell types and 

image acquisition regimes (256, 257). The processes described here for recording fate and 

behaviour of cCFU-F using NTT enabled construction of 100% error-free cell pedigree data to 

ensure validity of downstream analyses.   
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Figure 4.3 | Time-lapse, phase contrast images (15 minute per frame) showing classification of 

cell fate outcomes and time of fate outcome. A) Cell division (mitosis) was recorded when a 

cell became non-adherent and phase-bright (frame 2 – 3) before reattaching to TC plastic 

(frame 4) as two adherent daughter cells. The completion of cytokinesis (frame 5) was used to 

identify the birth time of daughter cells. B) Cell death was recorded when a cell stopped 

moving and its cytoplasm degraded. Apoptotic and necrotic mechanisms of cell death were not 

distinguished. C) Endoreplucation was recorded when incomplete cleavage occurred during 

cytokinesis, resulting in the formation of a single cell with two nuclei. Time of binucleation was 

recorded when the cleavage furrow was resolved, resulting in a single binucleated cell.  
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4.3.2 Attachment of S+P+ cells to tissue culture plastic selects for cardiac CFU-F  

Freshly isolated S+Pα+ cells were placed into culture and allowed to attach for a period of 

18-24 hrs. During this time a fraction of cells had attached to the tissue culture (TC) plastic 

substrate, while other cells either did not survive or were not able to adhere (Figure 4.4). The 

attachment rate of freshly sorted S+Pα+ cells is a measure of the variability between S+Pα+ cells 

and cCFU-F cultures. Cell attachment also affects quantification of population growth dynamics 

during adaption to in vitro culture, as the expansion rate during the first passage is dependent 

on the number of cells that attach (258). Assuming that 100% of cells attach will lead to an 

incorrect determination of the expansion rate during the first passage. It should be noted that 

since cell attachment was measured 18-24 hrs after plating cells it is possible that cell death 

that occurred during this time could influence cell attachment. Therefore, the attachment rate 

that is quantified by this experiment reflects the proportion of cells which are able to survive 

and attach within 18-24 hrs after plating. 

To determine plating efficiency cells were plated and allowed to attach for 12-16 hrs. 

Cells were then washed twice with PBS and placed on the stage of a live-cell imaging 

microscope. A large field-of-view (FOV) was established by stitching contiguous grids 

comprised of individual FOVs at 10x magnification. An image taken with a 10x objective had a 

size of 1392x1040 pixels. Given that 1 pixel translated to 0.92 µm a single image at 10x 

magnification was 1280.64x956.8 µm in size, covering an area of approximately 1.225 mm2. A 

10x10 grid and a 7x7 grid were stitched together to provide FOVs covering an area of 60 mm2 

and 122.5 mm2, respectively. Adherent cells were counted within the FOV to provide a 

measure of the number of cells/mm2. The number of cells counted within a stitched FOV was 

then extrapolated to estimate the number of adherent cells in the TC vessel. The ratio of the 

total cells attached to the number of cells plated yielded the plating efficiency, which was 

found to be 36.9±3.43%.  

 

Figure 4.4 | Phase contrast images showing the classification of adherent S+Pα+ cells (left) and 

non-adherent cells (right) 18 hrs after plating. 
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These results provided insight into the first selection process that occurs when freshly 

isolated S+Pα+ cells are adapted to in vitro culture. The majority of the cells did not attach to 

the TC substrate, such that approximately one-third of freshly isolated S+Pα+ cells contribute to 

the establishment of a cCFU-F culture. Biological implications of these results are that they 

may reflect the ‘cost’ associated with replating cells or they may truly reflect population 

heterogeneity under set culture conditions. These results also had implications for CFU assays 

since the attachment rate of freshly isolated S+Pα+ cells could then be used to define an 

appropriate seeding density for CFU assays to ensure single-cell derived colonies. Section 4.3.3 

describes the impact of these findings on determination of clonal plating density for CFU 

assays, which led to a refinement of the protocol for cCFU-F cultures.  

4.3.3 The attachment rate of freshly isolated S+P+ cells determines clonal plating density 

for CFU assays  

CFU assays are designed to retrospectively identify the frequency of colony forming 

unit-fibroblast (CFU-F) - a reflection of the frequency of stem and progenitor cells within MSC 

cultures (254). When visualised by transmitted light microscopy colonies appear as dense, 

circular clusters of fibroblast-like, spindle-shaped cells (Figure 2.10). Limiting dilution assays 

are often used to confirm the frequency of single-cell derived CFU within a MSC culture, 

though they are not practical for routine assessment of CFU numbers. Instead, most 

researchers plate cells at a higher density where more colonies can be counted in each vessel. 

Importantly, as plating density increases the probability of obtaining single-cell derived CFU 

diminishes. This posed a problem for accurate interpretation of cCFU frequency, as well as for 

achieving purely clonal cCFU-F cultures for cell culture assays. Indeed, time-lapse imaging 

revealed the formation of pseudo-colonies at this density, i.e. colonies that formed from the 

contribution of two or more clones (Figure 4.5). 
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Figure 4.5 | Phase contrast images showing the formation of what appeared to be a large 

colony from multiple cells. (A) Shows 9 single cells at the beginning of the observation which 

then collectively form what appeared to be two small colonies (B, white circles) and then a 

large colony (C).   

There are different mechanisms by which single-cell derived colonies may be 

contaminated by non-clonal cells. MSCs are highly motile cells so that even if one attempts to 

evenly distribute cells throughout a TC vessel, cells may migrate into a colony anlage before 

proliferating and contaminating the resultant colony. Furthermore, during mitosis MSCs may 

fully detach and float to another location before re-attaching. Importantly, if colonies are 

contaminated by non-clonal cells the frequency of CFU can be overestimated and one’s ability 

to generate clonal cultures is limited. Purely clonal cultures are required to assess variation 

between the characteristics of related and non-related cells including gene expression, 

potency, and secondary colony formation.  

To determine clonal seeding density for CFU assays required consideration of the 

attachment rate of S+Pα+ cells (Pattached) and the area occupied by a large colony (Acolony). 

Colonies are categorised as micro (>5 cells and <25 cells), small (>25 cells, <2 mm diameter), 

and large (>25 cells, >2 mm diameter). Since small and large colonies are distinguished based 
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on a size threshold of 2 mm, it was critical to ensure that colonies are of a single cell origin. The 

number of cells plated per cm2 (Nplated) can be determined by 

𝑁𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 =  
1

𝐴𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑦
 𝑋 

1

𝑃𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑
   

Assuming that large colonies were circular, the area of a large colony was given by  

𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑦 =
𝜋𝐷2

4
 

Therefore, the number of cells plated per cm2 to ensure single-cell derived colonies is given by 

𝑁𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 =  
4

𝜋𝐷2 (𝑃𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑) 
     

Given that large colonies had a diameter of 2mm or larger and the attachment rate was 

36.9+/-3.43% this gave a clonal plating density of ~80 cells/cm2. CFU assays for cCFU-F have 

routinely been carried out by plating cells at ~525 cells/cm2 (16), which is ~6X higher than 

clonal density (Figure 4.6).  

 

Figure 4.6 | Schematic showing the effect of seeding density on the probability of obtaining 

single-cell derived colonies. Cells are represented as blue ovals. (A) A seeding density of ~525 

cells/cm2 gives rise to 125 cells/cm2. At this density the probability of obtaining a single-cell 

derived colony is significantly compromised. (B) A seeding density of ~80 cells/cm2 increases 
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the probability of obtaining one 25 cells/cm2 and ensures the formation of single-cell derived 

colonies.  

These results were used to refine CFU assays. The refined protocol presented in this 

section was then used to investigate the growth dynamics of large and small colony formation 

at the single-cell level (presented in Section 4.3.5 - The growth kinetics of micro, small, and 

large clones are intrinsically different). However, before investigating colony growth dynamics 

an investigation into the onset of heterogeneity within adherent S+Pα+ during adaption to in 

vitro culture is presented in the following section.  

4.3.4 Onset of heterogeneity within cardiac MSC cultures during adaption to in vitro 

culture  

Adherence to tissue-culture plastic is the first selection process during adaption of S+Pα+ 

cells to in vitro culture. Cells which adhere and proliferate are the founding cells of a cCFU-F 

culture and are distinct from freshly isolated S+Pα+ cells. This section describes the second 

selection process which occurs during the first passage, i.e. the first 12 days of in vitro culture. 

During this time, variation in the proliferative and survival capacity of individual cells leads to 

the onset of heterogeneity within cCFU-F cultures. For the first four passages cCFU-F cultures 

are passaged every 12 days until cells have adapted to in vitro culture and are subsequently 

passaged every 8 days. Adaptation to in vitro culture at passage 4 is evident in a marked 

increase in population doublings (Figure 2.11b). The marked increase in population doublings 

after P4 is most likely attributed to selection of the most proliferative cells during passaging. 

However, the increased proliferation rate could also be explained by the development of 

aneuploidy, which is known to occur in cultured murine cells as described in the 1960s by 

Todaro and Green (259, 260). Therefore, this section also provides a comparison of cCFU-F 

growth dynamics at P0 and P4 to provide greater insight into the adaption of cCFU-F to in vitro 

culture after passaging.     

4.3.4.1 Changes in cell morphology, nuclear-to-cytoplasm ratio, and motility 

When first plated, cells were small and circular with diameters ranging from 20-40 μm 

(Figure 4.7). Cells were morphologically homogeneous when they were first plated (t=0) and 

did not show any cellular projections. Cells had small, dark, and condensed nuclei and 

appeared inactive for up to 12 hrs after plating. After approximately 12 hrs, cell nuclei and 

cytoplasm grew larger in size, resulting in an increase in total cell area. Cell growth was 

accompanied by the formation of exploratory cellular projections and increased motility and 

exploratory behaviour (Figure 4.7, white arrows).  Cell area and nucleus to cytoplasm ratio 
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(n:c) ratio are useful biophysical markers of MSC potency and proliferation potential (261), and 

are thought to play an important role in regulating gene expression as well as nuclear 

translocation of various proteins. For examples,  Ball et al. showed that inhibition of PDGFRα 

signalling resulted in increased n:c ratios in MSCs cultured at low density and was correlated 

with increased Oct4 and Nanog expression as well as nuclear translocation of signal transducer 

and activator transcription factor 3 (STAT3) (262). In future analyses of cCFU-F the change in 

nuclear to cytoplasm ratio during adaption to in vitro culture may be further investigated to 

establish how such parameters correlate with cCFU-F growth dynamics. 

 

Figure 4.7 | Representative phase contrast images showing an increase in cell size and the 

formation of cellular projections during adaption to in vitro culture. The last frame shows cell 

division.  

4.3.4.2 Heterogeneity in cell fate outcomes and cell cycle dynamics in P0 and P4 cCFU-F 

cultures 

An analysis of the relative frequency of cell fate outcomes in P0 and P4 cultures provides 

insight into heterogeneity in cell fate. The number of actively dividing cells was higher in P4 

compared to P0 (78.2±3.1% versus 56.7±4.2%, p<0.05, Pearson’s chi-squared, Figure 4.8), 

which was most likely attributed to selection for the most proliferative cells due to 

competition through multiple passages in vitro. A lower rate of cell death was also found in P4 

cultures compared to P0 cultures (2.5±0.8% versus 7.4±1.8%, p<0.05, Pearson’s chi-squared, 

Figure 4.8), which was not surprising because passaging selects for cells with enhanced 

survival.  
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Figure 4.8 | Pie-charts showing the relative frequency of cell fate outcomes in P0 (left) and P4 

cultures (right) 

The time between plating and the first cell division was highly variable and was the first 

instance at which heterogeneity became apparent. In P0 cultures, the minimum time to the 

first division (generation 0 cells) was 48.4  hrs and the maximum time to the first division was 

231.6 hrs; taking into account that imaging was initiated 18 hrs after plating cells (Figure 4.9a, 

left panel). The mean time to the first division was 77.54+/-44.85 hrs. For cells in subsequent 

generations (generation > 0) the time from birth until the next cell division was recorded. The 

minimum cycle time observed was 9.1 hrs and the maximum was 193.7 hrs (Figure 4.9a, right 

panel). The mean cell cycle time was 43.36+/-32.28 hrs. Cycle times of generation > 0 cells 

were shorter and less variable, indicating a reduction in heterogeneity as cells with the ability 

to survive and proliferate increased in proportion.  

Heterogeneity in cell cycle dynamics was also observed in P4 cultures, though cell cycle times 

were less variable than in P0 cultures (Figure 4.9b). The minimum time to first division 

(generation 0 cells) was 0.6 hrs and the maximum time to first division was 108.4 hrs. The 

mean time to first division was significantly shorter in P4 cultures compared to P0 cultures 

(27.23+/-22.8 hrs versus 77.54+/-44.85 hrs, p=0.012, two-tailed Student’s t-test, Figure 4.9c). It 

should be noted that the cell cycle times for generation 0 cells cannot be accurately measured 

since the birth of such cells was not observed. However, the time that elapsed between plating 

of cells and observing cell division could be measured (this is referred to as time to division 

rather than cell cycle time). For example, the minimum time to division for generation 0 cells in 

P0 cultures was measured to be 0.6 hrs, however, this is not the mean cycle time of cells. In 

fact, this time is likely less than the time taken for it to progress through S phase. 

 For generation>0 cells in P4 cultures the minimum cycle time recorded was 5.49hrs and 

the maximum cycle time recorded was 166.1 hrs. The mean cycle time of generation>0 cells 
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was significantly shorter in P4 cells compared to P0 cells (32.44+/-18.76 hrs versus 43.36+/-

32.28 hrs, p=3.4x10-4, two-tailed Student’s t-test, Figure 4.9c).  

 

Figure 4.9 | Heterogeneity in cell cycle entry and progression for P0 (orange) and P4 (blue) 

cultures. (A) Histograms showing the distribution of cell cycle times for generation 0 (left) and 

generation>0 (right) cells in P0 cultures. (B) Histograms showing the distribution of cell cycle 

times for generation 0 (left) and generation>0 (right) cells in P4 cultures. (C) Bar-chart showing 

the mean cycle time for generation 0 (left) and generation>0 (right) cells from P0 (orange) and 

P4 (blue) cultures. Error bars indicate SEM.  

To quantify the effect of passage number on the probability of division and death 

competing risks (CR) statistics were used to estimate CIFs for division and death. A non-

parametric model was developed to study the effect of passage number on the probability of 

division and death, shown in Equation 4.1. 

Equation 4.1 

𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑜𝑟 𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑡ℎ) 𝐶𝐼𝐹 ~1 +  𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 

The Fine-Gray link function was selected for the CR model and an additive link function 

was selected for the CR model for death. In both models, the covariate representing passage 

number passed tests for non-significant effects but failed tests for time-invariance (Table 4.1 

and Table 4.2).  Therefore, the non-parametric model was used to derive CIFS for P0 and P4 

cells in generation 0 and generation > 0.  
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  This model and the CIFs derived from it showed that passaging in vitro had selected 

for cells with a higher probability of division (Figure 4.10a and Table 4.3, p=1.17x10-12).  

Furthermore, cell survival increased with passage number, reflecting a lower probability of cell 

death (Figure 4.10b and Table 4.3, p=1.61x10-7).  

 

Figure 4.10 | Non-parametric (solid lines) CIFs showing the probability of division and death 

outcomes. (A) Non-parametric CIFs showing probability of division in generation 0 (left) and 

generation > 0 cells (right) in P0 (orange) and P4 (blue) cultures. The probability of division was 

significantly higher in P4 compared to P0 cultures in generation 0 (p<<0.001) and generation > 

0 cells (2.41x10-5). (B) Non-parametric and semi-parametric CIF showing probability of death in 

generation 0 (left) and generation > 0 (right) cells in P0 (orange) and P4 (blue) cultures. The 

probability of death was significantly higher in P0 compared to P4 cultures in generation 0 

(p=4.7x10-4) and generation > 0 cells (p=2.82x10-5). Dotted lines represent 95% confidence 

intervals (CI).  
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Table 4.1 | Results from tests for non-significant effects of passage number on division and 

death in generation 0 and generation >0 cells  

Division (Fine-Gray link function) 

 Supremum-test of significance p-value H_0: B(t)=0 

(Intercept)  – generation 0 15.7 0 

P0 – generation 0 11.6 0 

(Intercept)  – generation > 0 27.3 0 

P0 – generation > 0 7.64 0 

Death (Additive link function) 

 Supremum-test of significance p-value H_0: B(t)=0 

(Intercept)  – generation 0 Inf 0 

P0 – generation 0 3.73 0.004 

(Intercept)  – generation > 0 8.15 0 

P0 – generation > 0 4.38 0 

 

Table 4.2 | Results from tests for time invariant effects of passage number on division and 

death in generation 0 and generation>0 cells 

Division (Fine-Gray link function) 

 Kolmogorov-Smirnov test p-value H_0:constant effect 

(Intercept)  – generation 0 3.15 0.036 

P0 – generation 0 2.8 0.058 

(Intercept)  – generation > 0 1.47 0 

P0 – generation > 0 0.59 0 

Death (Fine-Gray link function) 

 Kolmogorov-Smirnov test p-value H_0:constant effect 

(Intercept)  – generation 0 3.96x10-19 0 

P0 – generation 0 6.17x10-2 0.068 

(Intercept)  – generation > 0 0.011 0 

P0 – generation > 0 0.0651 0.088 
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Table 4.3 |Results from the ksample test for effects of passage number on division and 

death at P0 in generation 0 and generation > 0 cells 

 

Collectively, these results demonstrated heterogeneity in cell cycle entry and 

progression in both P0 and P4 cultures. However, as a result of competition and selection 

during sequential passaging the variability in cell cycle and survival dynamics at P4 was 

reduced. Long-term growth curves showed increased proliferation rate at P4 which can be 

explained by a greater rate of cell cycle entry and progression. Section 3.4.3 discusses the 

impact of single-cell heterogeneity on population-based estimates of cell growth dynamics.    

4.3.4.3 The impact of single-cell heterogeneity on population-level growth dynamics 

The degree of variation between the growth dynamics of individual cells determines the 

degree of disparity between observations of population-level and single-cell level growth 

dynamics (72). For example, the population doubling time of a culture is often used as a 

surrogate measure of cell cycle time, but it assumes that all cells in the culture enter the cell 

cycle and traverse through it at the same rate. Thus, as heterogeneity increases, such 

population-based estimates of cell growth dynamics will decrease in accuracy. This section 

attempts to discuss and demonstrate how variation in cell cycle dynamics of individual cells 

within a cCFU-F culture impacts estimates of population-level cell cycle dynamics.   

Figure 4.11 shows the how the fraction of cells within P0 and P4 cultures, categorised by 

generation number, varied as a function of time from the start of the experiment. The fraction 

of cells present at the start of the experiment was equal to 1 and was comprised of all the cells 

in generation 0. After an initial lag period, the proportion of cells in generation 0 declined as 

cells divided, while the proportion of cells in generation 1 increased to a maximum before 

declining as cells divided. The same trend was true for subsequent generations, where a 

maximum proportion of cells were reached followed by a decline in the proportion of cells in 

that generation as cells divided. A similar trend was observed for P0 and P4 cultures. This 

analysis revealed commonly overlooked heterogeneity within stem cell cultures - a sample of 

the population at any snapshot in time for either a P4 or P0 culture will encompass cells of 

Model parameter Division Death 

Passage 0 – generation 0 Positive (p<<0.001) Positive (p = 9.13X10-7 

Passage 0 – generation > 0 Positive (p<<0.001) Positive (p = 2.64x10-6) 
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different ages and generation numbers. Generation number, or division number, is a 

parameter that is known to impact growth dynamics in stem cell cultures, particularly for 

heritable traits such as cell cycle progression and lineage commitment (203). The implication of 

this heterogeneity is that at the end of a passage, when cells are detached and inoculated to 

start the next passage, variation in cell age and generation number is imposed on the 

proceeding passage. This heterogeneity evolves during each passage even though selection 

due to competition may reduce clonal variation.   

 

Figure 4.11 | The fraction of cells in each generation (as a proportion of the total number of 

cells present at that time) over the course of the observation period for P0 (left) and P4 

cultures (right). Each graph shows the peak and decline of successive generations and also 

shows the proportion of cells from each generation that are present within the cultures.  

To demonstrate the disparity between population-level estimates and single-cell 

measurements the number of population doublings (PD) and the population doubling time 

(PDT) were compared to the single-cell level estimates of mean cycle times. To calculate 

population doubling time it was assumed that cells grew exponentially, so that the number of 

cells (N) at time t was given by 

𝑁 = 𝑁0𝑒𝑘𝑡  

where, N0 was the initial cell number and k was the growth rate constant. The growth 

rate constant (k) was determined by 

𝑘 =  
log (

𝑁
𝑁0

)

𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑
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where tend was the time elapsed by the end of the experiment. The population doubling 

time (PDT) was then given by  

𝑃𝐷𝑇 =
log (2)

𝑘
 

and the number of population doublings (PD) was given by  

𝑃𝐷 =
log (

𝑁
𝑁0

)

log (2)
 

P0 cultures started with 74 clones and expanded to 209 cells in 100 hrs, representing 

1.49 PD (a 2.82-fold expansion) and a PDT of 66.76 hrs. P4 cultures started with 109 clones 

that expanded to 341 cells in 100 hrs, representing 1.65 PD (a 3.13-fold expansion), and a PDT 

of 60.93 hrs. These population-based estimates of cell cycle progression did not reflect the 

wide distribution of cell cycle times nor the mean cell cycle time. As mentioned previously, the 

cell cycle times of P4 cultures ranged from 5.49 hrs to 166.1 hrs (mean cycle time of 

32.44±18.76 hrs) and ranged from 9.1 hrs to 193.7 hrs (mean cycle time of 43.36±32.28 hrs) 

for P0 cultures. A similar disagreement between population-based and single-cell based 

measurements has been described by Whitfield et al. for BM-MSC (72). These results highlight 

the importance of single-cell analyses for studying cCFU-F biology as it is a heterogeneous 

population of cells, making population-based estimates difficult to interpret and likely 

erroneous.    

Heterogeneity may also be defined by the degree of variation in cell cycle progression 

between distinct clones (and their progeny). To investigate this source of heterogeneity clones 

were sorted by the total number of progeny that they produced during the observation period 

(Figure 4.12). In P0 cultures 50% of progeny were generated by less than 20% of clones and in 

P4 cultures 50% of progeny arose from more than 30% of clones. This result reflected the 

reduced heterogeneity and increased colony frequency within P4 cultures.   
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Figure 4.12 | Percentage of progeny generated by clones (ordered by the number of progeny 

and expressed as a percentage of all clones) in P0 cultures (left) and P4 cultures (right).  

In conclusion, the results presented in this section demonstrate the impact of single-cell 

heterogeneity on estimates of population-level growth dynamics.  The major implication of 

these findings is that estimates of PD and PDT from population-based experiments are 

incorrect measures of cell cycle dynamics and do not provide information on the cell cycle 

dynamics of individual cells. The results also demonstrate that during a single passage the 

most proliferative cells and their descendants are selected for due to competition.  

Colony forming cells represent the most actively proliferative fraction of a cCFU-F 

culture such that their descendants comprise the majority of a cCFU-F culture at the end of a 

single passage. This is an important consideration for designing experiments and interpreting 

results, especially for time-course experiments. The following section provides an analysis of 

colony growth dynamics during the first passage.  

4.3.5 The growth kinetics of micro, small, and large clones are intrinsically different 

Large, small, and micro colonies are classified based on size and cell number. Therefore, 

founder cells of micro, small, and large colonies (and their descendants) must have intrinsically 

different cell cycle and survival dynamics. As mentioned previously, the cCFU-F system is 

hierarchical in nature as demonstrated using potency and CFU assays. Large colonies are able 

to self-renew long-term while small and micro colonies are not, and therefore offer an 

opportunity to study self-renewal within the cCFU-F system. This section investigates the cell 

cycle, self-renewal, and survival dynamics of cCFU-F colonies.   

4.3.5.1 Cell cycle entry and progression are correlated with colony size 

To investigate cell cycle dynamics during the formation of micro, small and large 

colonies, freshly isolated S+Pα+ cells were tracked for a period of 12 days. All clones were 
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tracked for up to five generations to generate pedigrees which were then retrospectively 

classified as micro, small, and large colony pedigrees. A minimum of 10 pedigrees for each 

colony type were interrogated.  

To study cell cycle entry the proportion of cells that divided in each generation, and 

averaged over all generations, was quantified. There was a strong correlation between colony 

size and the number of actively dividing cells (Figure 4.13a). As was required to initiate colony 

growth, 100% of colony-founding cells (generation 0 cells) divided. In generation 1 there was a 

lower frequency of division in micro colonies (57.89±8%) compared to small (100%) and large 

(100%) colonies. In generation 2 and 3 small colonies had a lower frequency of division 

compared to large colonies (67.65±5.6% compared to 87.23±4.9% for generation 2 cells; and 

51.81±5.5% compared to 73.75±4.9% for generation 3 cells). The average proportion of cells 

that divided was 51.82+/-4.8% in micro colonies, 69.57±3.2% in small colonies, and 83.44±2.9% 

in large colonies. This result suggested intrinsic differences in the mean capacity of cells within 

micro, small, and large colonies to enter the cell cycle and divide over the first five generations.  

 

Figure 4.13 | Cell cycle entry, cell cycle progression, and cell survival of micro (orange), small 

(blue), and large (grey) colonies. (A) The proportion of actively dividing cells in each generation 

and averaged over all generations for micro, small, and large clones. Error bars represent 

standard deviation (SD). (B) Histogram showing the distribution of cell cycle times in micro, 
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small, and large colony cells. (C) Mean cell cycle time for micro, small, and large colony cells 

over five generations. Error bars represent SD. (D) The proportion of cell death events in micro, 

small, and large colony cells. Error bars represent SD.  Data analysed is from two independent 

experiments (N=810 cells).  

Next, to investigate the rate of cell cycle progression of actively dividing cells the time 

between cell birth and cell division was recorded and the mean cycle time of micro, small, and 

large colonies was compared. Cells from generation 0 were excluded from this analysis as their 

time of birth was not observed, precluding measurement of their cycle time. Cell cycle times in 

all colonies were heterogeneous and varied from a minimum cycle time of <10 hrs to a 

maximum cycle time of >90 hrs. Large colony cells showed the smallest variability in cell cycle 

times, while micro colony cells varied the most (Figure 4.13b). Micro colonies had the longest 

mean cycle time of 50.13±40.6 hrs, followed by small and large clones with mean cycle times 

of 39.12±29.05 hrs and 36.11±24.68 hrs, respectively (Figure 4.13c). The mean cycle times of 

small and large colonies were significantly shorter than the mean cycle time of micro colonies 

(small, p<0.05; and large, p<0.01). Large colony cells had a shorter mean cycle time than small 

colony cells, though the difference was not statistically different.  

The frequency of cell death was measured to determine if cell survival varied between 

micro, small, and large colony cells. Figure 4.13d shows that cell death occurred at a relatively 

low frequency, particularly in micro colonies (1.19±0.5%). Cell death was highly similar in small 

and large colonies, though but were significantly higher than micro colonies (6.53±1.75%, 

p<0.01 for small, and 7.08±2.78%, p<0.01 in large).    

To study how colony size (an intrinsic cell property reflecting its position within a stem 

cell hierarchy) affects the probability of division CR statistics were used to model the 

cumulative incidence of cell division in micro, small, and large colonies. A  non-parametric CR 

model was used to estimate the CIF for division, shown in Equation 4.2. 

Equation 4.2 

𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐶𝐼𝐹 ~1 +  𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑜 + 𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 + 𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 

The covariates representing each colony type failed tests for time-invariance and 

therefore empirical estimates of the cumulative incidence functions (CIF) were derived from a 

non-parametric above. Empirical CIFs showed that the probability of division was also 

correlated with colony size (Figure 4.14a-b). The cumulative incidence of division in generation 

0 cells was highest within large colonies, which was significantly higher than micro colony cells 
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(p=0.0007), but not small colony cells (p=0.09). In generations >0 large colony cells had a 

significantly higher probability of division compared to both small colony cells (p=0.0079) and 

micro colony cells (p<<0.001), and small colony cells (p<<0.001). These results strongly 

suggested that the clonal origin of cells affected their probability of division and, therefore, 

reflected inherent differences in cell cycle progression. This result is in agreement with 

analyses of clonal cultures of micro, small, and large colony cells (263).  

 

Figure 4.14 |Empirical CIFs showing the probability of division for P0 micro (orange), small 

(blue), and large (grey) colony cells. (A) CIFs for generation 0 micro, small, and large colony 

cells. Large colony cells had the highest probability of division compared to small (p=0.09), and 

micro (p<<0.01) colony cells. Small colony cells had a higher probability of division compared 

to micro colony cells (p=0.08). (B) CIFs for generation>0 micro, small, and large colony cells. 

Large colony cells had the highest probability of division, compared to small (p=0.0079), and 

micro (p<<0.01) colony cells. Small colony cells had a higher probability of division compared 

to micro colony cells (p<<0.001). Data analysed is from two independent experiments (N=810 

cells).   

As discussed in the introduction, cCFU-F colonies have intrinsically different potency and 

rates of self-renewal as demonstrated in differentiation assays as well as 2°, 3°, and 4° CFU 

assays. Furthermore, PDGFRα is a marker of cardiogenic, clonogenic cells within the SCA1+ 

population and is thus a marker of self-renewing cCFU-F. Therefore, it was hypothesised that 

PDGFRα expression dynamics would also correlate with cCFU-F colony size, potency, and self-

renewal.  The following section addresses this hypothesis.  
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4.3.5.2 PDGFRα self-renewal is controlled by the frequency of amplifying, asymmetric, and 

exhaustive divisions in cCFU-F colonies 

PDGFRα marks clonogenic cells within the SCA1+ fraction of the adult murine 

myocardium, and thus represents a marker of cardiac stem cells (132, 139). Given that micro, 

small, and large colonies varied in self-renewal and potency, it was hypothesised that PDGFRα 

expression would also vary between each colony type. Therefore, this section investigates the 

dynamics of PDGFRα expression at the single-cell level during the formation of micro, small, 

and large colonies. 

To investigate how PDGFRα expression varied S+Pα+ cells were isolated from Pdgfra-GFP 

knockin mice, plated at clonal density, and tracked for 12 days. GFP images were acquired 

every 2 hrs to reduce phototoxicity and photobleaching, and GFP intensity was measured 

retrospectively after cells were tracked (see Appendix C.2). GFP intensity measurements were 

appended to single-cell pedigree data that contain a record of individual cell fate outcomes 

and time to fate outcome. Pedigrees were then retrospectively classified as micro, small, and 

large. 

GFP expression within cCFU-F cultures varied considerably over one order of magnitude 

(Figure 4.15a). To classify cells as GFP- and GFP+ a threshold of GFP intensity was established 

that corresponded to background fluorescent intensity (200 units).  Analysis of clonal 

pedigrees showed that the proportion of Pdgra-GFP+ cells was related to colony size (Figure 

4.15b), where large colonies had the highest proportion of GFP+ cells (69.9%), followed by 

small colonies (62.1%), and micro colonies (50.1%). The higher proportion of GFP+ cells within 

large colonies was congruent with the observation that micro, small, and large clones gave rise 

to different numbers of CFU in 2° assays.  Figure 4.15c shows that micro colonies did not form 

2° CFU, small colonies formed 17.8±1.45% 2° CFU (of which 9.4±0.7% were large, 5.6±0.42% 

were small, and 2.8±0.42% were micro) and large colonies formed 22.8% 2° CFU (of which 

15.3±1.2% were large, 4.2±0.5% were small, and 3.3±0.3% were micro). This result was 

consistent with the observed differences in the number of GFP+ cells in each colony type. 

Taken together, these results suggested that the rate of Pdgfra-GFP self-renewal was higher in 

large colonies, as compared to small colonies.  
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Figure 4.15 | (A) Histograms showing the distribution of GFP expression in micro (left), small 

(centre), and large (right) colonies. (B) Pie-charts showing the frequency of GFP+ and GFP- cells 

in micro, small, and large colonies. (C) Bar graph showing the total CFU frequency (total micro, 

small, and large colonies) generated by clonal cultures of small and large clones in 2° CFU 

assays.    

The observation that PDGFRα expression varied between cCFU-F colonies led to an 

investigation into the mechanism controlling the proportion of GFP+ cells in colonies. It was 

hypothesised that the relative proportions of GFP- and GFP+ cells may be controlled by the 

relative frequency of amplifying, asymmetric, and exhaustive divisions. Specifically, for every 

division of a GFP+ cell either two GFP+ daughters (amplifying), one GFP+ daughter and one GFP- 

daughter (asymmetric), or two GFP- daughters (exhaustive) could be produced (Figure  4.1b).  

To study the modes Pdgfra-GFP cell divisions in cCFU-F colonies, each cell division was 

classified as symmetric, asymmetric, or exhaustive. Clonal pedigrees were interrogated to 

determine if the relative frequency of each type of division varied between each colony type. 
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Notably, the majority of cell divisions in all colony types were amplifying divisions, and a 

minority were asymmetric of exhaustive division (Figure 4.16a). Interestingly, the number of 

amplifying divisions was significantly higher in large colonies (92.7±4.1%), compared to small 

colonies (82.1±3.1%, p=0.03), and micro colonies (74.9±7.7, p=0.01). Micro colonies showed 

the highest number of exhaustive divisions which was significantly higher than both small 

(15.6±1.65% versus 4.1±1.61%, p=0.02), and large colonies (15.6±1.65% versus 4.88±3.4%, 

p=0.03). This result suggested that the increased number of GFP+ cells in large colonies is 

achieved through an increase in the number of amplifying divisions, compared to small and 

micro colonies. In Chapter V competing risks statistics and concordance analysis are used to 

further quantify self-renewal of GFP+ cells.  

To extend this analysis, the cumulative incidence of Pdgfra-GFP cells in colonies was 

quantified to establish how GFP expression affected the probability of cell division. A non-

parametric CRR model was developed that included a term which classified cells as GFP- or 

GFP+, shown in Equation 4.3. 

Equation 4.3 

𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐶𝐼𝐹 ~1 +  𝐺𝐹𝑃 

GFP expression significantly affected the probability of cell division (Figure 4.16b, 

p=7.25E-09), suggesting that expression of PDGFRα and its associated signalling pathway was 

related to cell cycle entry and cell cycle progression. Figure 4.16b shows that Pdgfra-GFP cells 

represent the actively self-renewing fraction of cCFU-F colonies, since their probability of 

division is > 0.5, while GFP- cells were not able to actively self-renew (probability of division 

<0.5).  

Empirical CIFs for GFP+ cells from micro, small, and large colonies are shown in Figure 

4.16c. These CIFs showed that the clonal origin of GFP+ cells significantly affected their 

probability of division. GFP+ cells from large colonies had a significantly higher probability of 

division compared to small (p=0.008) and micro (p=0002), while GFP+ cells from small colonies 

did not show a significantly higher probability of division compared to micro colonies (p=0.3, 

n.s.).  There may seem to be disparity between these results and the frequency of 2° CFU 

observed (Figure 4.15b) because of a higher number of GFP+ cells than CFU. However, cells 

were tracked for up to 7 generations and did not include cell divisions in later generations, i.e. 

did not include the total number of cell divisions that give rise to a colony.  
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Figure 4.16 | Cell cycle dynamics of Pdgfra-GFP cells in micro, small, and large colonies. (A) The 

relative frequency of asymmetric, amplifying, and exhaustive stem cell divisions in micro 

(orange), small (blue), and large colonies (grey). Large colonies had a significantly higher of 

amplifying divisions compared to small (p<0.05), and micro (p<0.05) colonies. Large colonies 

had a significantly lower number of asymmetric divisions (relative to small, p<0.05) and 

exhaustive divisions (relative to small, p<0.05).  (B) Semi-parametric CIF showing the 

probability of division for Pdgfra-GFP+ (green lines) and Pdgfra-GFP- (grey line) cells within 

colonies. GFP+ had a significantly higher probability of division compared to GFP- cells (p=7.25E-

09). Dotted lines represent 95% CI.  

The relative differences in self-renewal of PDGFRα+ cells within cCFU-F colonies can be 

attributed to differences in the modes of PDGFRα+ cell divisions. The relatively higher 

proportion of GFP+ cells within large colonies was a result of more amplifying divisions, which 

ultimately increased the pool of PDGFRα+ cells. However, cells transitioning from a GFP+ state 

to a GFP- state could also have influenced the proportion of GFP+ and GFP- cells. Therefore, to 

address this possibility an analysis of cells which transitioned from a GFP+ state to as GFP- state 

was performed. It was found that the percentage of cells that transitioned was 14.4% in large 

colonies, 27.9% in small colonies, and 28.1% in micro colonies; revealing that loss of GFP 

expression was also correlated with colony size.   

In conclusion, these results confirmed that PDGFRα expression plays a role in regulating 

the cell cycle state of cCFU-F at the single-cell level. As discussed in the introduction, PDGFRα 

signalling has also previously been implicated in regulating the cell cycle and metabolic states 

of cCFU-F, as shown in population-based assays both in vivo and in vitro. This led to the 

hypothesis that PDGFRα stimulation and inhibition of cCFU-F cultures would modulate the 

growth dynamics of cCFU-F at the single-cell level. Section 4.3.6 – Activation and inhibition of 
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the PDGFR signalling pathway modulates cCFU-F growth dynamics provides a detailed analysis 

of the effects of PDGFRα stimulation and inhibition on the growth dynamics of cCFU-F at the 

single-cell level.  

4.3.6 Activation and inhibition of the PDGFRα signalling pathway modulates cCFU-F 

growth dynamics  

 PDGF signalling plays an important role in regulating the metabolic, and cell cycle state 

of cCFU-F both in vitro and in vivo. In this section the effect of PDGFRα stimulation and 

inhibition on cell attachment, cell survival, and cell cycle dynamics is investigated. S+Pα+ cells 

were isolated from 8-12 week old WT or PdgfraGFP/+ knockin mouse hearts, which express a 

nuclear version of GFP under Pdgfra cis-regulatory control. Freshly isolated and P4 cells were 

exposed to control medium (no factors), or medium containing 100 ng/mL PDGF-AB or 10 µM 

AG1296. P0 and P4 cultures were observed by time-lapse microscopy and single-cell tracking 

for 288 hrs and 192 hrs, respectively (see Section 4.2.4).  

4.3.6.1 AG1296 treatment but not PDGF-AB treatment reduced cell attachment 

The attachment rate of freshly isolated S+Pα+ cells may affect estimates of cell 

proliferation in population-based assays, since the exponential growth rate of cells is sensitive 

to the initial inoculum of cells. This section investigates how manipulation of the PDGFRα 

signalling pathway affected attachment of S+Pα+ cells. S+Pα+ cells were freshly isolated, and 

plated in normal growth medium as well as medium containing 100 ng/mL PDGF-AB or 10 µM 

AG1296. Cells were allowed to attach for 18 hrs, medium was aspirated and cells were washed 

twice with PBS to remove non-adherent cells. To determine the frequency of cells that had 

attached a large FOV was created by stitching together images from a 10x10 contiguous grid as 

described in Section 4.2.3. Cells within this defined area were counted in three triplicate wells 

and the ratio of adherent cells to cells plated was calculated to determine the percent of cells 

attached. The same experiment was repeated at varying seeding densities and results were 

pooled.   

Figure 4.17 shows that the cell attachment did not vary dramatically within a single 

treatment condition.  Untreated controls and PDGF-AB treated cultures exhibited almost 

identical cell attachment rates (36.9±3.7% and 36.2±4.1%, respectively); strongly suggesting 

that the increased proliferation and CFU frequency in PDGF-AB treated cultures was not 

related to cell attachment. A significant decrease in cell attachment was found in AG1296 

treated cultures compared to untreated controls (24.7±2.7% versus 36.9±3.7%, p=0.01). The 

reduced attachment rate may be the result of increased stress or cell death after treatment 
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with AG1296. This represented a 28% reduction in cell attachment in the presence of AG1296. 

Therefore, even assuming that AG1296 cells expanded at the same rate as untreated controls, 

the reduction in initial cell number would impact population-based estimates of cell 

proliferation and CFU frequency. In conclusion PDGF-AB ligand did not affect cell attachment 

while AG1296 decreased cell attachment by approximately 28%, an observation that should be 

considered when interpretating the results of cCFU-F proliferation assays. 

 

Figure 4.17 | Frequency of cell attachment in untreated controls (orange), AG1296 treated 

(blue), and PDGF-AB treated (grey) P0 cultures. Attachment was significantly lower in AG1296 

treated cultures compared to untreated controls (p<0.01) and PDGF-AB treated cultures 

(p=0.01). Cell attachment was comparable in untreated controls and PDGF-AB treated cultures. 

4.3.6.2 Manipulating PDGFRα signalling did not affect cell death  

Cell death was recorded qualitatively, without distinguishing apoptotic from necrotic 

death, as described in see Section 4.3.1.  An example of cell death is shown in Figure 4.3b. The 

percentage of cells that were observed to die in each treatment condition is shown in Figure 

4.18a. In P0 cultures cell death was not affected by treatment with either PDGF-AB or AG1296. 

The baseline level of cell death in control conditions was 8.3±1.82% compared to 6.2±1.46% in 

PDGF-AB treated (n.s.) and 9.52±2.14% in AG1296 treated cultures (n.s.). This result was in 

agreement with a population-based TUNEL assay used to identify apoptotic cells in P0 cultures 

(Figure 4.18b).    

To quantify the effect of PDGF-AB and AG1296 on the probability of cell a non-

parametric CRR model containing terms for PDGF-AB and AG1296 was constructed, shown in 

Equation 4.4. 
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Equation 4.4 

 𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑡ℎ 𝐶𝐼𝐹 ~1 +  𝐴𝐺1296 + 𝑃𝐷𝐺𝐹 

 Non-parametric CRR models utilising the ‘Fine and Gray’ (FG) link function were used 

to test for non-significant effects (Table 4.4) and time invariant effects (Table 4.5). There were 

no significant time varying effects for either covariate so a semi-parametric model was fitted 

to the data, shown in Equation 4.5. 

Equation 4.5 

𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑡ℎ 𝐶𝐼𝐹 ~1 +  𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡(𝐴𝐺1296) + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡(𝑃𝐷𝐺𝐹) 

Semi-parametric CRR models utilising the FG link function were used to quantify the 

effect of each treatment covariate (treatment condition) on the probability of death. Semi-

parametric models were also used to simulate CIFs for cell death in P0 and P4 cultures (Figure 

4.18a-b). Results for parametric terms are shown in Table 4.6. In P0 cultures there was no 

significant effect of either AG1296 or PDGF-AB on the probability of death. In contrast, in P4 

cultures treated with AG1296 had a significantly lower probability of death (p=0.009).  

 

Figure 4.18 | Cell death in untreated controls, AG1296 treated, and PDGF-AB treated cultures. 

(A) Frequency of cell death in P0 (left) and P4 (right) cultures. No difference in the frequency of 
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cell death was found at P0. Cell death was significantly lower in P4 AG1296 treated cultures 

compared to untreated controls (p<0.01) and PDGF-AB treated cultures (p<0.01). (B) TUNEL 

assay showing the effect of PDGF-AB and AG1296 treatment on apoptosis in P0 cCFU-F 

cultures. Neither PDGF-AB or AG1296 significantly affected the percentage of apoptotic cells. 

(C) Semi-parametric CIFs showing the probability of cell death in control (orange), PDGF-AB 

treated (grey), and AG1296 treated (blue) cultures at P0. (D) Semi-parametric CIFs showing the 

probability of cell death in untreated controls (orange), PDGF-AB treated (grey), and AG1296 

treated (blue) cultures at P4. AG1296 treated cultures had a significantly lower probability of 

cell death. Dotted lines represent 95% CI.  

 

Table 4.4 | Results from tests for non-significant effects of PDGF-AB and AG1296 on death  

Passage 0 

 
Supremum-test of 

significance 

P-value H_0: 

B(t)=0 

(Intercept) 4.2 0 

AG1296 1.17 0.836 

PDGF 1.13 0.868 

Passage 4 

 
Supremum-test of 

significance 

P-value H_0: 

B(t)=0 

(Intercept) Inf 0 

AG1296 Inf 0.0 

PDGF 1.64 0.476 

 

Table 4.5 | Results from tests for time invariant effects of PDGF-AB and AG1296 on death  

Passage 0 

 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov 

test 

P-value H_0:constant 

effect 

(Intercept) 0.0758 0.000 

AG1296 0.0321 0.5 

PDGF 0.0237 0.656 
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Passage 4 

 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov 

test 

P-value H_0:constant 

effect 

(Intercept) 0.0328 0.000 

AG1296 0.02430 0.002 

PDGF 0.0866 0.552 

 

Table 4.6 | Results from tests for parametric terms for PDGF-AB and AG1296 treatment on 

death  

4.3.6.3 Endoreduplication occurred at a higher frequency in P0 cultures than P4 cultures, 

but was not affected by manipulation of the PDGF signalling pathway 

Endoreplucation was identified by observing cells that went through each phase of the cell 

cycle as well as all phases of mitosis except cytokinesis (see Figure 4.3c). Cells that underwent 

nuclear division and appear to reach the final phase of cytokinesis but did not have complete 

cleavage of the cytoplasm formed binucleated cells. A cytoplasmic or nuclear bridge was 

observed to maintain cells in physical contact and also appeared to be involved in subsequent 

fusing of the adjoining cell’s cytoplasm. A small percentage of cells that underwent 

endoreplucation subsequently went through another round of cell division two produce two 

daughter cells with single nuclei. However, the vast majority of cells that underwent 

endoreplucation either died or did not undergo cell division from a binucleated state. 

Quantification of cell binucleation was important so that binucleated cells could be gated 

in analysis of cell cycle dynamics, as they may be a tissue culture artefact caused by cell 

Passage 0 

Parametric terms Coefficient SE Robust SE Z-

score 

P-value 

const(AG1296) 0.000208 0.000227 0.000227 0.916 0.36 

const(PDGF) -0.000103 0.000178 0.000178 -0.577 0.564 

Passage 4 

Parametric terms Coefficient SE Robust SE Z-

score 

P-value 

const(AG1296) -1.96 0.748 0.748 -2.62 *0.009 

const(PDGF) 0.083 0.344 0.344 0.242 0.809 
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replication errors (264). Furthermore, binucleated cells contained twice the amount of DNA 

compared to cells with single nuclei. This introduced a confounding variable to assays that 

relied upon quantification of cellular DNA content, such as in PyroninY and 7AAD assays used 

to assess the metabolic state of cCFU-F. In untreated P0 cultures the frequency of binucleation 

was 22.1±5.2% (Figure 4.19). Treatment with PDGF-AB and AG1296 did not change the 

frequency of binucleated cells (19±5% and 21.4±6.7% in PDGF-AB and AG1296 treated 

cultures, respectively). Stimulation or inhibition of the PDGFRα signalling pathway was not 

involved in inducing endoreplucation. In untreated P4 cultures the frequency of binucleated 

cells was 6.7±1.4%, significantly lower than in P0 cultures (Figure 4.19). Similar to P0 cultures, 

there was no effect of PDGF-AB or AG1296 on endoreplucation in P4 cultures (4.7±1.4% and 

3.63±1.4% in PDGF-AB and AG1296 treated cultures, respectively). The higher rate of 

endoreplucation in P0 cultures suggested that it was a phenomenon that related to selection 

during culture and passage. Importantly, this result showed that stimulation and inhibition of 

the PDGFRα signalling pathway did not affect the frequency of binucleated cells. Therefore, 

interpretation of assays designed to compare the RNA and DNA content of cells under 

different treatment conditions was not affected by endoreplucation.  

 

Figure 4.19 | Frequency of binucleated cells in untreated controls (orange), AG1296 treated 

(blue), and PDGF-AB treated (grey) cultures at P0 (left) and P4 (right). No difference in the 

frequency of binucleated cells was found at P0. At P4 there was a lower proportion of 

binucleated cells in AG1296 treated cultures compared to untreated control cultures (p<0.05).   
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4.3.6.4 Stimulation and inhibition of the PDGFRα signalling pathway modulated CFU-F cell 

cycle dynamics and had distinct effects on freshly isolated and cultured cCFU-F  

To investigate how stimulation and inhibition of the PDGFRα signalling pathway 

affected cell cycle of freshly isolated and cultured cCFU-F an analysis of cell cycle entry and 

progression was performed.  

Cell cycle entry was first quantified in P0 cultures by analysing the proportion of cells 

that were observed to actively divide in each generation, and averaged over all generations 

(Figure 4.20a). In generation 0, a significantly higher number of cells divided in PDGF-AB 

treated cultures compared to untreated controls (89.8±6.7% versus 65.38±9.3%, p=0.02). In 

contrast, a comparable number of generation 0 cells divided in AG1296 treated cultures 

compared to untreated controls (60.71±9.23% versus 65.38±9.3%, p=0.359). In generation 1 

the inverse was found, AG1296 reduced the frequency of cell division compared to controls 

(72.73±7.85% versus 89.2±5.2%, p=0.03), while PDGF-AB had no significant effect (83.33±6.2% 

versus 89.2±5.2%, p=0.187). In generation 2 cells, PDGF-AB treated cultured had a higher 

frequency of dividing cells compared to controls (73.21±5.9% versus 64.58±6.9%, p=0.17), 

while less cells divided in AG1296 treated cultures (53.33±7.4%, p=0.14). A similar trend was 

observed for generation 3 cells in PDGF-AB treated cultures (67.57±5.4% versus 62.07±6.4% in 

controls, p=0.26), and AG1296 treated cultures (43.75±7.2% versus 62.07±6.4% in controls, 

p=0.03); as well as in PDGF-AB treated generation 4 cells (60.23±5.2% versus 46.15±6.2%, 

p=0.02) and AG1296 treated cells (20.0±6.8% versus 46.15±6.2%, p=0.005). Notably, when 

averaged over all generations PDGF-AB treated cultures had a significantly higher frequency of 

division (70.1±2.8% versus 62.45±3.2%, p=0.03) and AG1296 treated cultures had a 

significantly lower frequency of division (49.21±3.6% versus 62.45±3.2%, p=0.003). These 

results suggested that stimulation and inhibition of the PDGFRα signalling pathway was able to 

increase and decrease the number of actively dividing cells, respectively.  

The same analysis was applied to P4 cultures showing that there was a higher number 

of actively dividing cells at P4 compared to at P0 (Figure 4.20b). This is most likely attributed to 

selection for actively proliferating cells after sequential passaging. However, PDGF-AB 

treatment of P4 cultures did not significantly increase the frequency of actively dividing cells 

compared to untreated controls (Figure 4.20b).   
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Figure 4.20 | Cell cycle entry and cell cycle progression of P0 and P4 cultures under control 

conditions (orange) or treated with PDGF-AB (grey) or AG1296 (blue).  (A) The proportion of 

actively dividing cells in each generation and averaged over all generations for control, PDGF-

AB, and AG1296 treated P0 cultures. (B) The proportion of actively dividing cells in each 

generation and averaged over all generations for control, PDGF-AB, and AG1296 treated P4 

cultures. Error bars represent standard error (SE). N=810 cells for P0 cultures and N=2447 for 

P4 cultures. 

Next, the effect of PDGFRα stimulation and inhibition on cell cycle progression of 

generation>0 cells in P0 and P4 cultures was analysed. Figure 4.21a-b shows that cell cycle 

times were heterogeneous in all treatment conditions and followed a similar trend with the 

majority of cells having a cycle time <50 hrs. In P0 cultures, the mean cell cycle time observed 

in untreated conditions was 40.9±37.57 hrs, which was significantly shortened in cultures 

treated with PDGF-AB (33.97±22.42 hrs, p=0.036, Figure 4.21c). AG1296 did not have an effect 

on the mean cell cycle time in P0 cultures (39.39±27.77 hrs, p=0.6, Figure 4.21c). In contrast, 

PDGF-AB treatment of P4 cultures did not significantly modulate cell cycle times compared to 

controls (32.98±19.8 hrs versus 32.44±18.8 hrs, respectively, p=0.6, Figure 4.21c) but AG1296 

treatment significantly reduced the mean cycle time compared to controls (35.1±31.85 hrs, 

p=0.031, Figure 4.21c).  
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Figure 4.21 | Analysis of cell cycle distributions and mean cell cycle times in untreated controls 

(blue), PDGF-AB treated (orange) and AG1296 treated (grey) cultures. (A) Histograms showing 

the distribution of cell cycle times for generation 0 (left) and generation>0 (right) cells in P0 

cultures. (B) Histograms showing the distribution of cell cycle times for generation 0 (left) and 

generation>0 (right) cells in P4 cultures. (C) Mean cell cycle time for generation>0 cells in P0 

(left) and P4 (right) cultures. Error bars represent SD. All data analysed are from pooled 

observations from independent experiments (P0 data, N=810 cells and P4 data, N=2672 cells).   

To quantify the effect of each treatment condition on the probability of division CRR 

models were implemented to estimate CIFs for division at P0 and P4. First, a non-parametric 

model using the FG link function was constructed, as shown in Equation 4.6. 
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Equation 4.6 

𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐶𝐼𝐹 ~1 +  𝐴𝐺1296 + 𝑃𝐷𝐺𝐹 

 This model was applied to generation 0 (where cell birth was not observed) and 

generation>0 cells (where cell cycle times were measured). Table 4.7 and Table 4.8 show the 

results from test for non-significant effects of PDGF-AB and AG1296 treatment as well as the 

results from tests for time invariant effects; to estimate how well the CRR model could be fit to 

the data. All parameters were found to be time invariant and therefore a semi-parametric CRR 

model was constructed, shown in Equation 4.7. 

Equation 4.7 

𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐶𝐼𝐹 ~1 +  𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡(𝐴𝐺1296) + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡(𝑃𝐷𝐺𝐹) 

Semi-parametric CIFs for division in generation 0 and generation>0 cells in both P0 and 

P4 cultures are shown in Figure 4.22. CRR quantified the effect of treatment conditions on the 

probability of division. Table 4.9 shows the results for parametric terms. For generation 0 cells 

in P0 cultures PDGF-AB significantly increased the probability of division (p=0.0396) while 

AG1296 had no effect relative to controls (p=0.799).  For generation > 0 cells in P0 cultures 

PDGF-AB (p=0.0467) increased the probability of division and AG1296 reduced the probability 

of division (p=0.0375), relative to controls. These results were in agreement with Figure 4.20a, 

which shows the effect of different treatment conditions on the number of cells that divide in 

each generation. Taken together these results demonstrate that manipulation of the PDGFRα 

signalling pathway in cCFU-F regulates the probability of cell division at the single cell level.  

The same analysis was applied to P4 cells for which the results are summarised in Table 

4.9. In P4 cultures PDGF-AB did not significantly affect the probability of division in generation 

0 (p=0.813, Figure 4.22c) or generation>0 cells (p=0.985, Figure 4.22d). In contrast, AG1296 

affected the probability of division for cells in generation>0 (p=0.011, Figure 4.22d) but not for 

generation 0 cells (p=0.274, Figure 4.22c). Collectively, these results suggest that there are 

differential effects of PDGF-AB treatment in freshly isolated cells and cultured cells. This result 

agrees with the analysis of cCFU-F metabolism using measures of RNA and DNA content, 

where PDGF-AB did not increase the metabolic state of cultured cCFU-F but did increase 

metabolic state for freshly isolated cCFU-F. One possible explanation for this is that the PDGF 

signalling pathway was activated in the presence of serum or due to autocrine signalling. 

Chapter V describes the development of a fully-defined, serum-free medium for isolating and 

expanding cCFU-F. In the future       
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Figure 4.22 | Probability of division in untreated controls (orange), AG1296 treated (blue), and 

PDGF-AB treated (grey) cultures at P0 and P4. (A) Semi-parametric CIF showing the probability 

of division for untreated, AG1296 treated, and PDGF-AB treated generation 0 cells in P0 

cultures. (B) Semi-parametric CIF showing the probability of division for untreated, AG1296 

treated, and PDGF-AB treated generation>0 cells in P0 cultures. (C) Semi-parametric CIF 

showing the probability of division for untreated, AG1296 treated, and PDGF-AB treated 

generation 0 cells in P4 cultures. (D) Semi-parametric CIF showing the probability of division 

for untreated, AG1296 treated, and PDGF-AB treated generation>0 cells in P4 cultures. All data 

analysed are from pooled observations from independent experiments (P0 data, N=810 cells 

and P4 data, N=2672 cells).   
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Table 4.7 | Results from tests for non-significant effects of PDGF-AB and AG1296 on 

division at P0  

Passage 0 

 Supremum-test of significance 
p-value H_0: 

B(t)=0 

(Intercept) – generation 0 10.7 0 

AG1296  – generation 0 2.67 0.086 

PDGF – generation 0 2.62 0.07 

(Intercept) – generation > 0 10.7 0 

AG1296 – generation > 0 2.67 0.086 

PDGF – generation > 0 2.62 0.07 

Passage 4 

 Supremum-test of significance 
p-value H_0: 

B(t)=0 

(Intercept) – generation 0 6.52 0 

AG1296  – generation 0 1.45 0.762 

PDGF – generation 0 1.81 0.702 

(Intercept) – generation > 0 14 0 

AG1296 – generation > 0 3.1 0.022 

PDGF – generation > 0 1.18 0.908 

 

Table 4.8 | Results from tests for time invariant effects of PDGF-AB and AG1296 on division 

at P0  

Passage 0 

 Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 
p-value H_0:constant 

effect 

(Intercept) – generation 0 0.912 0 

AG1296  – generation 0 0.0411 0.99 

PDGF – generation 0 0.208 0.314 

(Intercept) – generation > 0 0.912 0 

AG1296 – generation > 0 0.0411 0.99 

PDGF – generation > 0 0.208 0.314 
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Passage 4 

 Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 
p-value H_0:constant 

effect 

(Intercept) – generation 0 3.67 0 

AG1296  – generation 0 0.859 0.616 

PDGF – generation 0 0.966 0.702 

(Intercept) – generation > 0 3.78 0.414 

AG1296 – generation > 0 2.06 0.678 

PDGF – generation > 0 1.44 0.788 

 

Table 4.9 | Results from tests for parametric terms for PDGF-AB and AG1296 treatment 

on division for generation 0 and generation > 0 cells at P0  

 

4.4 Discussion  

cCFU-F are an MSC-like population of cells derived from the adult mouse heart (16, 17). 

Akin to MSCs isolated from distinct adult tissues, cCFU-F cultures are highly heterogeneous in 

nature (147, 248). Traditional population-based assays for studying such heterogeneous 

populations have limited utility since the underlying complexity and detail of single cell growth 

dynamics is obscured by population averages (28, 226). Live-cell imaging and single-cell 

tracking technologies allow such limitations to be overcome by gaining insight into the growth 

Passage 0 

Parametric terms Coefficient SE Robust SE z P-value 

const(AG1296) – generation 0 -0.00061 0.00238 0.00238 -0.255 0.799 

const(PDGF) – generation 0 0.242 0.118 0.118 2.06 *0.0396 

const(AG1296) –  generation > 0 -0.0022 0.00111 0.00111 -1.99 *0.0467 

const(PDGF) – generation > 0 0.242 0.118 0.118 2.06 *0.0375 

Passage 4 

Parametric terms Coefficient SE Robust SE z P-value 

const(AG1296) – generation  0 -0.00678 0.00619 0.00619 -1.09 0.274 

const(PDGF) – generation  0 -0.00152 0.00644 0.00644 -0.236 0.813 

const(AG1296) – generation > 0 -0.247 0.097 0.097 -2.56 *0.011 

const(PDGF) – generation > 0 -0.002 0.093 0.093 -0.019 0.985 
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dynamics of individual cells over time (226). For example, the use of live-cell imaging and 

single-cell tracking to record the cycle time of individual cells provides a precise measure of cell 

cycle duration. Such measurements do not always agree with population-based methods of 

estimating cell cycle times, such as by quantifying population doubling time, or by FACS 

analysis of the cell cycle (28). This is because such assays only quantify a single cycle time, or 

population doubling time which may be markedly different to the observed range of cell cycle 

times (72). Therefore, this chapter identified and demonstrated the need for single-cell 

analysis to investigate heterogeneity in cCFU-F cultures.  

 Establishing methods to accurately record cell growth dynamics while tracking were 

essential to the construction of error-free single cell pedigrees and the analysis presented in 

this chapter. For example, one must have robust methods to identify individual cell fate 

outcomes and consistent methods to record the time of each fate outcome. In this chapter 

methods to identify division and death outcomes from phase contrast images of cCFU-F 

cultures were developed. Furthermore, live-cell imaging and single-cell tracking revealed the 

presence of endoreduplication and allowed the dynamics of this process to be captured. While 

possibly a TC artefact, the presence of such cells could have affected readouts from population 

based assays where DNA content is measured. NTT software was modified so that this feature 

of cCFU-F growth could be recorded while tracking, a demonstration of the flexibility of the 

tracking platform that may be extended to other growth and behavioural characteristics. 

Therefore, this chapter defined methods to construct error-free single cell pedigrees, the first 

time such methods have been applied to the cCFU-F system.  

 cCFU-F cultures are derived from S+Pα+ cells by selection of cells with capacity to 

adhere to TC plastic. In this chapter the attachment rate of freshly isolated S+Pα+ cells was used 

to define the degree of divergence of S+Pα+ and cCFU-F cultures. Only a fraction of S+Pα+ cells 

(~37%) contribute to a cCFU-F culture, highlighting that careful consideration should be made 

when extrapolating results from in vitro assays to the in vivo setting. Furthermore, the 

attachment rate of S+Pα+ cells allowed for a clonal seeding density to be defined, to ensure 

single-cell derived colony formation. This result has been used to refine colony-forming assays 

that quantify CFU frequency, as well to refine protocols for establishing clonal cultures of 

cCFU-F. Importantly, defining a clonal seeding density allowed for colony growth dynamics to 

be studied at the single-cell level without the confounding effects of contaminating cells 

present within the colony.  
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 Live-cell imaging and single-cell tracking were employed to study the growth dynamics 

of micro, small, and large colony formation at the single-cell level. This analysis revealed 

intrinsic differences in the growth dynamics of micro, small, and large colonies by quantifying 

cell cycle entry, cell cycle progression, and cell survival in each colony type. Cell survival was 

comparable in all clones; however, both cell cycle entry and cell cycle progression correlated 

with colony size. Furthermore, to study self-renewal within cCFU-F clones the relative 

proportion of PDGFRα+ cells was recorded in each colony and their growth dynamics 

quantified. This analysis revealed differences in both the frequency of PDGFRα+ cells and the 

mode of PDGFRα+cell division in each colony type. Collectively, these results allowed an 

informed interpretation of population-based CFU assays, long-term growth assays, and clonal 

potency assays. In conclusion, the results supported the concept that cCFU-F colonies are 

reflective of an in vivo hierarchy with large colony cells at the top, followed by small colony 

cells, and micro colony cells. Such a hierarchical organisation was first described in relation to 

haemotopietic stem cells (HSC), though the same has been proposed for MSC from BM and 

other tissues (265).  

The role of PDGFRα signalling was further investigated by stimulating and inhibiting the 

PDGFRα signalling pathway. The manipulation of PDGFRα signalling in cCFU-F did not have a 

significant effect on cell attachment or cell survival. However, perturbation of the PDGFRα 

signalling pathway did modulate cell cycle recruitment and subsequently the number of 

actively dividing cells. PDGF increased the number of actively dividing cells in P0 cultures, but 

not in P4 cultures, while AG1296 reduced the number of actively dividing cells in both P0 and 

P4 cultures. Furthermore, PDGF and AG1296 also affected the rate of cell cycle progression. In 

P0 cultures, PDGF increased the rate of cell cycle progression while AG1296 had little effect. In 

contrast, PDGF had little effect on cell cycle progression in P4 cultures, while AG1296 increased 

the mean cell cycle time.  Collectively, these results strongly suggested that PDGF signalling is 

involved in regulating the cell cycle state of individual cells within cCFU-F cultures. CRR was 

used to estimate the cumulative incidence of cell division in PDGF and AG1296 treated 

cultures, and quantified the effect of these factors on the probability of cell division. The 

probability of cell division was significantly affected by perturbation of the PDGF signalling 

pathway in P0 cultures, where PDGF and AG1296 increased and decreased the probability of 

division, respectively, in both generation 0 and generation>0 cells. However, in P4 cultures 

only AG1296 reduced the probability of division in generation>0 cells, but did not affect 

generation 0 cells.   
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The experiments presented in this chapter described the in vitro growth dynamics of 

cCFU-F at the single-cell (clonal) and population-level. While in vitro studies do provide insight 

into how cells respond to intrinsic and extrinsic cues the differences between the in vitro 

microenvironment and the in vivo niche should be acknowledged.  Within the in vivo niche 

cells reside in a 3D microenvironment where cell density is rarely clonal and thus the cell-cell 

interactions that play an important role in regulating cell fate are poorly reflected in the in 

vitro setting. Furthermore, in the experiments presented in this chapter cells were exposed to 

soluble growth factors and inhibitors (i.e. growth factors in serum, PDGF-AB stimulation, 

AG1296 inhibition) at a single concentration in a spatio-temporal invariant manner. In the in 

vivo niche growth factors may be presented at concentrations that vary both temporally and 

spatially, i.e. in the form of temporal pulses of growth factor stimuli or spatial presentation in 

the form of soluble or tethered gradients. In addition, the sequence in which cells receive 

particular growth factor stimuli can elicit distinct cellular responses. Thus, observations made 

from in vitro assays designed to assess cCFU-F growth dynamics should be interpreted in this 

context.  

 

4.5 Conclusions and future work 

This chapter investigated heterogeneity in cCFU-F growth dynamics during adaption to 

culture and after four passages in vitro. Heterogeneity in cell fate outcomes, cell cycle 

dynamics, and self-renewal was apparent in P0 and P4 cultures. There was a reduction in 

heterogeneity with increasing passage, demonstrating that passaging had selected for fast 

dividing cells with a higher survival rate and probability of division. Analysis of heterogeneity 

could be extended by studying passages in between P0 and P4 as well as at later passages, 

such as at P10.   

The growth dynamics of individual clones and their progeny was analysed in freshly 

isolated S+Pα+ cells. This analysis showed that the clonal origin of cells intrinsically affected 

their growth dynamics. An analysis of 2°, 3°, and 4° colonies could provide further insight into 

colony growth dynamics, since colony frequency and self-renewal changes with increasing 

passage number.  Furthermore, for the experiments presented in this chapter cells were 

tracked for up to 5 generations. Insight into colony growth dynamics could be extended by 

tracking cells in later generations. However, the throughput of cell tracking is limited by the 

time required to track cells. Therefore, improvements in cell tracking technology would enable 

a deeper insight into the growth dynamics of cCFU-F colonies.  
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In this chapter the growth dynamics of PDGFRα was analysed and related to self-renewal 

within cCFU-F clones. PDGFRα expression correlated with colony size, as did cell cycle 

dynamics of PDGFRα+ cells. However, the proportion of PDGFRα+ cells within 1° cCFU-F 

colonies did not strongly correlate with the frequency of colony forming cells, as evident in 2° 

colony assays. There are several possible reasons for this. Firstly, while all colony forming cells 

are found within the PDGFRα+ fraction of the S+Pα+ population, there are most likely also 

PDGFRα+ cells that are not colony-forming. Secondly, these experiments relied upon the 

expression of Pdgfra-GFP from a knock-in transgenic mouse. It is know that GFP has a long 

half-life, and that it perdures after Pdgfra-GFP transcription has ceased.  

This chapter investigated the role of PDGF signalling in regulating growth dynamics of 

cCFU-F cultures. These experiments were limited by the use of an ill-defined, serum-based 

culture system. It is likely that the foetal calf serum used contained PDGF-AB. Therefore, to be 

able to more accurately resolve the effects of PDGF stimulation on cCFU-F would require a 

fully-defined, serum-free cultures system. Such a system enables for a more detailed 

characterisation of the intrinsic and extrinsic factors that control cCFU-F growth dynamics.  

Chapter V describes the development of a fully-defined, serum-free culture system for 

isolation and expansion of cCFU-F. Therefore, in the future stimulation and inhibition of the 

PDGFRα signalling pathway could be investigated in a more precisely controlled 

microenvironment which may provide greater insight into its effect on cCFU-F. 
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 CHAPTER V - Development of a fully-defined, serum-free 

medium for isolation, expansion, and characterisation of 

cCFU-F 

5.1 Introduction 

Mesenchymal stromal cells (MSC) were identified by Friedenstein et al. as plastic 

adherent, colony-forming fibroblasts isolated from the bone marrow (BM) (50). MSCs have 

subsequently been isolated from numerous adult human and murine tissues including kidney, 

adipose, synovium, lung, and cardiac tissue. MSCs have a number of pro-reparative properties 

that make them ideal candidates for tissue regeneration (60, 65, 214). MSCs are multipotent 

cells that have capacity to directly replace tissue-specific stromal cells; they have an 

immunomodulatory function at sites of injury; and they stimulate a repair response from other 

cell types through secretion of paracrine factors (53, 60, 266). The low frequency of MSCs 

requires ex vivo expansion to obtain sufficient numbers for routine analysis in biochemical 

assays or for cell-based therapies (69, 215). To expand MSCs in vitro researchers have utilised 

both serum-containing medium (SCM) and serum-free medium (SFM). Chapter II – Literature 

review provided an overview describing the advantages of SFM over SCM. 

Cardiac colony-forming units – fibroblast (cCFU-F) are a rare subset of  

SCA1+/PDGFRα+/PECAM- interstitial cells in the adult mouse heart (16). Cultures derived from 

cCFU-F have MSC-like characteristics such as clonogenicity, multipotency, and long-term self-

renewal in vitro. cCFU-F cultures share a concordant CD antigen profile and gene expression 

signature to MSCs isolated from other tissues, while maintaining a tissue-specific identity (17). 

cCFU-F are hypothesised to be involved in remodelling of cardiac tissue during homeostasis 

and in response to injury, analogous to the tissue remodelling paradigm for MSCs in other 

adult tissues (16). Detailed characterisation of cCFU-F both in vivo and in vitro will shed light on 

their potential role and applications in cardiac tissue repair (21). Many characteristics of cCFU-

F are defined in vitro and as such they are typically isolated and expanded in vitro using 20% 

FCS to maintain potency and proliferative potential over multiple passages (16). However, as 

with other MSC populations, serum-based cultures present difficulties with respect to 

providing detailed characterisation of cCFU-F properties. This limitation motivated the 

development of a fully-defined, serum-free medium (SFM) to replace SCM for isolating, 

expanding, and assaying cCFU-F.  
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In this chapter a SFM originally developed for isolation and expansion of human BM-

MSC (220) was adapted for cCFU-F by identifying single growth factors (GF) and GF interactions 

that enhance cCFU-F proliferation and colony formation. GFs were tested combinatorially 

using an array of GFs in full-factorial design experiments. cCFU-F were derived in SFM and SCM 

to compare long-term growth, morphology, potency, and immunophenotype.  

By employing live-cell imaging and cell tracking technologies the influence of individual 

cytokines and their interaction with PDGFRα expression on cCFU-F cell cycle dynamics was 

investigated at the single-cell level. Furthermore, the difference between the growth dynamics 

and behaviour of individual cCFU-F cultured in SCM and SFM was investigated.   

5.1.1 Aims: 

The aims of this chapter were to: 

1. Adapt an existing SFM developed for BM MSCs for isolating and expanding cCFU-F 

a. Identify individual cytokines and cytokine combinations that stimulate cCFU-F 

proliferation and CFU formation by factorial design experiments 

b. Isolate and expand cCFU-F in SFM and SCM and compare cumulative 

population doublings, CFU frequency, MSC surface marker profile, and 

multipotency  

2. Apply live-cell imaging and single-cell tracking to study cell cycle and self-renewal 

dynamics of cCFU-F in SFM and SCM 

a. Quantify the effect of individual cytokines and cytokine combinations on cCFU-

F cell cycle entry, cell cycle progression, and survival in SFM 

b. Investigate the interaction of cytokines with PDGFRα expression in promoting 

cCFU-F self-renewal 

c. Quantitatively compare cell cycle entry, cell cycle progression, morphology, 

and PDGFRα expression in individual cCFU-F cultured in SFM and SCM 

5.2 Materials and methods 

5.2.1 Composition of serum-containing medium (SCM) and serum-free medium (SFM) 

Serum-containing medium (SCM) was comprised of Dulbecco’s modified essential 

medium (DMEM) containing 20% MSC-qualified foetal bovine serum (Invitrogen, CA, USA), 1% 

penicillin-streptomycin (PS), and 1% L-glutamine. Serum-free medium (SFM) was adapted from 

a medium developed for isolation and expansion of BM-MSCs (61). The modified composition 

of SFM that contains no growth factors is shown in Table 5.1 (referred to as SFM - no factors). 
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Table 5.1 | Composition of SFM without growth factors (referred to as SFM- no factors) 

Component and stock 

concentration 

Supplier Volume or  

weight added 

Final concentration 

Water  764.4  

DMEM (5X) Invitrogen, 12100 100 mL 1:1 (v/v) 

F-12 (10X) Invitrogen, 21700 50 mL 1:1 (v/v) 

L-glutamine (200 mM) Invitrogen, 25030 7.5 mL 1.5 mM 

Sodium bicarbonate 

(7.5%) 

Sigma, S5761 23 mL 20.5 mM 

HEPES (1M) Sigma 4.9 mL 4.9 mM 

Bovine serum albumin 

(100 mg/ml) 

 40 mL 4.0 g/L 

Lipid concentrate Invitrogen, 11905 1.0 mL 0.1% (v/v) 

Bovine insulin (10 

mg/ml) 

Sigma, I5500 2.3 mL 4.01 µM 

Human apo-

transferrin (10 mg/ml) 

Sigma, T2252 2.5 mL 0.32 µM 

Putrescine 

dihydrochloride 

(10 mg/ml) 

Sigma, P7505 0.9 mL 55.9 µM 

Progesterone (20 

µg/mL) 

Sigma, P6149 0.28 mL 17.8 nM 

Bovine fetuin Sigma, F3385 1.0 g 1.0 g/L 

Hydrocortisone 

solution (50 µM) 

Sigma, H6909 2.0 mL 100 nM 

L-Ascorbic acid 2-

phosphate (50 mg/mL) 

Sigma, A8960 1.0 mL 197.6 µM 

Total  1000 mL  

 

Recombinant human bFGF (146aa, R&D Systems, MN, USA) and recombinant human 

TGF-β1 (R&D Systems, MN, USA) were added to SFM-no factors at 4 ng/mL and 2 ng/mL, 

respectively.  The concentration of these growth factors was determined by dose response 

experiments (see Figure B.3 in Appendix E). SFM-no factors supplemented with 4 ng/mL bFGF 
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and 2 ng/mL TGF-β1 it was referred to as SFM-a. Either SFM-no factors or SFM-a was used to 

test the effects of growth factor combinations on cCFU-F proliferation and colony formation, 

as described in Section 5.2.2. 

5.2.2 Design of factorial design experiments 

Factorial design experiments were employed to quantify the effect of individual 

cytokines and cytokine combinations on cell division, death, and self-renewal. Effects of 

cytokines on proliferation and CFU frequency were tested in population-based experiments 

(see Section 5.2.4). The effects of cytokines on the probability of division and death were 

assessed by single-cell tracking experiments (see Section 5.2.8). For all experiments two-level, 

full factorial design experiments were chosen since such designs have the power to quantify 

the effect of individual factors as well as combinations of factors (267). All cytokine 

concentrations were selected based on the result of dose response experiments measuring 

cCFU-F proliferation, where the minimum concentrations that gave the maximum response 

(highest cell number) were selected (see Appendix E).   

In the first design recombinant human PDGF-AA (R&D Systems, MN, USA), PDGF-AB 

(R&D Systems, MN, USA), and PDGF-BB (R&D Systems, MN, USA) were tested at two levels (0 

and 50 ng/ml) as shown in Table 5.2.  These factors were added to SFM-a (see Section 5.2.1).  

Table 5.2 | Design of full factorial experiment to test for effects of PDGF ligands. (+) and (-) 

denote presence and absence of each factor, respectively. 

 

In the second factorial design experiment the cytokines tested were PDGF-AB/PDGF-

BB (0 and 50 ng/ml, this combination was referred to as PDGF), VEGF (0 and 20 ng/ml, R&D 

Systems, MN, USA), IGF (0 and 20 ng/ml, R&D Systems, MN, USA), and EGF (0 and 20 ng/ml, 

R&D Systems, MN, USA). The design of this experiment is shown in Table 5.3. These factors 

were added to SFM-a (see Section 5.2.1) 
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Table 5.3 | Design of full factorial experiment to test for effects of PDGF, VEGF, IGF, and EGF. 

(+) and (-) denote presence and absence of each factor, respectively. 

 

 

In the third factorial design experiment the cytokines tested and their levels were: 

bFGF (0 and 4ng/ml), TGF (0 and 2ng/ml), and PDGF-AB/PDGF-BB (0 and 50ng/ml, this 

combination was referred to as PDGF). These factors were added to SFM-no factors (see 

Section 5.2.1). The design of this experiment is shown in Table 5.4 

Table 5.4 | Design of full factorial experiment to test for effects of bFGF, TGF-β1, and PDGF on 

cCFU-F growth in serum free medium. (+) and (-) denote presence and absence of each factor, 

respectively. 
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5.2.3 cCFU-F isolation and in vitro culture 

When preparing cells for full factorial design experiments they were isolated as 

previously described in Appendix A.1 and by Chong et al. (16). Freshly isolated S+Pα+ cells were 

then expanded in 20% serum containing medium (SCM) for 3 passages by plating 250 cells/cm2 

in 10 cm dishes and passaging every 12 days. Medium was replaced every 3 days.  

5.2.4 Proliferation and colony forming unit (CFU) assays 

To assess proliferation cells at passage 4 were plated in 35 mm dishes for each 

condition at 250 cells/cm2. Cells were cultured for a period of 8 days before they were 

detached and counted manually using a haemocytometer. Cells from each condition were 

counted three times, and cell numbers were normalised to a control condition: for factorial 

design 1 and 2 cell numbers were normalised to SFM-a, for factorial design 3 cell numbers 

were normalised to SFM-no factors. Two independent experiments were performed using 

technical triplicates. CFU assays were performed as described in Appendix A.2.  

5.2.5 Analysis of factorial design experiments  

This section describes how the results of factorial design experiments were analysed to 

quantify the effect of cytokines on cCFU-F growth dynamics. The effect of cytokines and their 

interactions on cell population data (CFU frequency and population doublings) was calculated 

using analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) (267). The effect of cytokines and their interactions on 

single-cell fate outcomes was quantified by application of competing risks regression analysis.  

5.2.5.1 Factorial analysis of colony formation and proliferation data 

Main effects are defined as a change in response (e.g. cell number, colony number, 

rate of division or death) as a consequence of a change in the level of a factor (e.g. an increase 

in bFGF from 0 ng/ml to 4 ng/ml) (267). As outlined above a two-level, full factorial design 

experiment measures the response and effect of all factor combinations. The main effect of 

factor A is calculated by subtracting the responses where factor A is absent from the responses 

where factor A is present. Interaction effects (e.g. interaction of factor A and B) are defined as 

the average difference between the effect of A at the high level of B and the effect of A at the 

low level of B. Therefore main and interaction effects were calculated using contrasts which 

can be defined for k factors using the formula, 

ContrastAB…K  =  (a ± 1)(b ± 1) … . (k ± 1) 
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where lowercase letters are the sum of the response of replicate experiments. The sign in each 

parentheses is negative if a factor was present in the effect and positive if the factor was 

absent. For example, contrasts for factors A and B are 

  

ContrastA  =  ab + a − b − (1) 

 

ContrastB  =  ab + b − a − (1) 

 

ContrastAB  =  ab − a − b + (1) 

 

where (1) represents responses where no factors are present. Using contrasts, effects can be 

calculated 

EffectAB…K =  
2

n2k
ContrastAB…K 

The total sum of squares, SStotal, can be partitioned into the sum of squares of main and 

interaction effects, SSAB…K, and the error sum of squares, SSerror, 

 

SStotal =  ∑ SSAB…K

AB…K

+  SSerror 

where,                              

 

SStotal =  ∑ ∑ (y
ij

−  y̅)
2

, SSAB…K = (ContrastAB…K)2 n2k⁄

2k

i=1

n

j=1

 

and yij is the response of the ith cytokine combination and the jth replicate and  �̅� is the 

average response.  Error sum of squares may be calculated from the difference between total 
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sum of squares and sum of squares of effects. The F distribution and statistic were used to test 

for significance in treatment effects. 

F =  
SSAB…K

s2
 

Where each effect has a single degree of freedom and the mean squared error s2 =

 SSerror / 2k(n − 1) has 2k(n − 1) degrees of freedom. The null hypothesis (of no effect) was 

rejected if the probability of the effect was less than 0.05.  

5.2.6 Long-term growth experiments 

For long-term growth experiments cCFU-F were isolated from three mice as described 

above, except cells were collected in a 15 ml Falcon™ tube containing either SFM-b or SCM. 

Cells were passaged every 12 days up until passage 4 (P4), and every 8 days after P4, with 

medium changes every 3 – 4 days. For all experiments tissue culture dishes were coated with 

Attachment Factor (Life Technologies, CA, USA), which is a sterile solution containing 0.1% 

gelatin. Long-term growth was represented as cumulative population doublings (PD). The 

cumulative PDs for each condition were compared using a two-tailed Student’s t-test.  

5.2.7 Flow cytometry analysis of MSC phenotype 

cCFU-F expanded to passage 11 (P11) were assessed for their expression of specific 

surface antigens by flow cytometry analysis. cCFU-F were blocked with 1% bovine serum 

albumin (BSA) in PBS for 15 mins before washing with PBS. Cells were then incubated with 

fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC), phycoerythrin (PE), or allophycocyanin (APC) conjugated 

primary antibodies for 15 mins at 4°C. Cells were then washed twice with PBS before DAPI was 

added to identify dead cells. Flow cytometry was performed on a Canto II flow cytometer. The 

primary antibodies used were SCA1, CD44, CD105, CD140a, CD90, CD34, CD31, and CD45. 

Compensation and isotype controls were used to account for spectral overlap and non-specific 

staining, respectively. All primary antibodies and isotype controls were purchased from BD 

Biosciences, USA. Dilutions for primary (1°) antibodies and isotype controls (same dilution as 1° 

antibodies) are shown in Table 5.5. Two independent experiments were conducted using three 

biological replicates. Cells were considered positive if the signal was higher than isotype 

control.  
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Table 5.5 | Primary antibodies and isotype controls used for FACS analysis of MSC surface 

antigens 

Surface  

antigen 

1° antibody  

dilution 

1° antibody  

supplier 

Isotype  

control 

Isotype  

dilution 

Isotype control  

supplier 

SCA1-PE 1:500 BD 

Bioscience 

Rat IgG2aκ 1:500 BD Bioscience 

CD44-APC 1:500 BD 

Bioscience 

Rat IgG2bκ 1:500 BD Bioscience 

CD105-PE 1:500 BD 

Bioscience 

Rat IgG2aκ 1:500 BD Bioscience 

CD140a-APC 1:500 BD 

Bioscience 

Rat IgG2aκ 1:500 BD Bioscience 

CD90-APC 1:500 BD 

Bioscience 

Mouse IgG1κ 1:500 BD Bioscience 

CD34-PE 1:500 BD 

Bioscience 

Rat IgG2aκ 1:500 BD Bioscience 

CD45-APC 1:500 BD 

Bioscience 

Rat IgG2bκ 1:500 BD Bioscience 

CD31-PECy7 1:500 BD 

Bioscience 

Rat IgG2aκ 1:500 BD Bioscience 

5.2.8 Live-cell imaging  

General details of live-cell imaging experiments are described in Appendix B. In this 

chapter, for each condition a 3x3 contiguous grid of 10x images were acquired every 15 

minutes for phase contrast images. Fluorescent images were acquired every 2 hours. Images 

were acquired from two wells per condition.  

5.2.9 Single-cell tracking 

Single-cell tracking was performed as described in Appendix C. Cells were tracked up to 

4 generations to construct single-cell pedigrees. Pedigrees were annotated with 

measurements of Pdgfra-GFP expression as described in Appendix C.2. 
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5.2.10 CR analysis of cell lifetime data from factorial design experiments 

CR regression (CRR) analysis was applied to cell lifetime data to estimate the effect of 

growth factors and their higher order interaction on the CIF for division or death. CRR was 

implemented in RStudio® (235) using the timereg (19, 236), mets (237), survival (268), and 

cmprisk packages. The regression model used Wilkinson-Rogers notation (269) to represent 

the nth order factor interactions (n = 1,2, or 3): 

 

Event CIF ~ (a + b + c)n 

 

For example if  n = 2, then (a + b + c)2 ≡ a + b + c + a: b + a: c + b: c. 

All code that was developed for CR analysis of cell lifetime data from factorial design 

experiments is provided in Appendix D.3– R code for analysis of cCFU-F lifetime data.  

5.2.11 Determining association in cCFU-F sibling cell fate outcomes using permutation and 

randomisation tests 

Permutation tests were used to quantify similarity in sibling cell cycle times. To test for 

similarity in sibling cell cycle times we calculated the mean difference in cycle time between 

sibling cell pairs by averaging the difference in cycle time across all sibling pairs. The mean 

difference of sibling cell cycle times was then compared to the mean difference in cycle time 

between randomly sampled cell pairs. 10,000 random permutations of the data set were 

generated using Monte Carlo simulation by randomly sampling cell pairs (sibling pair label 

shuffling, without replacement) from the pooled cell population. For each random 

permutation the mean difference in cycle time across all cell pairs was calculated. A two-tailed, 

unpaired Student’s t-test was used to determine if the observed mean difference in sibling 

cycle times was significantly different to that of random permutations. See Appendix D.3 for 

the R code used for permutation and randomisation tests.  

5.2.12 Potency assays 

cCFU-F were differentiated into adipocytes, osteocytes, chondrocytes, smooth muscle 

and endothelial cells using in vitro differentiation assays as described previously (16). Briefly, 

for all differentiation assays cCFU-F cultured in SFM-b or SCM for four passages were plated at 

500 cells/cm2 in 35 mm dishes or in 4-well chamber slides coated with Attachment Factor (Life 

Technologies, CA, USA), unless otherwise specified. Cultures maintained in SFM-b and SCM 
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were used as negative controls (i.e. cells not exposed to differentiation medium). 

Differentiation assays were performed in triplicate.  

For osteogenic differentiation cells were grown to 80-90% confluence before changing 

from control medium to osteogenic differentiation medium. Osteogenic differentiation 

medium consisted of 10% FCS in low glucose DMEM (Invitrogen, CA, USA) containing 0.1 µM 

dexamethasone (Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA), 50 µM β-glycerophosphate (Sigma-Aldrich, MO, 

USA), 50 µM L-acorbic acid 2-phosphate. Cells were cultured in osteogenic differentiation 

medium for 14 days. To assess osteogenic differentiation cultures were stained with Alizarin 

Red to visualise calcium deposits.  

For adipogenic differentiation cells were grown to 80-90% confluence before changing 

from control medium to adipogenic differentiation medium. Adipogenic differentiation 

medium consisted of 10% FCS in high-glucose DMEM containing 10% FCS, 0.5 µM 1-methyl-3-

isobutyl methylxantine (Sigma-Aldrich, USA), 1 µM dexamethasone (Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA), 

10 µM insulin (Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA), 200 µM indomethacin (Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA). Cells 

were cultured in adipogenic medium for 7-12 days. To assess adipogenic differentiation 

potential cultures were stained with Oil Red O to visualise intracellular lipid accumulation.  

For chondrogenic differentiation cells were pelleted (2.5 x 105 cells) by centrifuging in a 

15 mL Falcon™ tube at 300g for 5 mins. After centrifugation supernatant was aspirated and 0.5 

ml chondrogenic differentiation medium was gently added to the cell pellet. Chondrogenic 

differentiation medium consisted of high-glucose DMEM (Invitrogen, CA, USA), insulin-

transferrin-selenium (ITS) acid mix (BD Biosciences, USA), 50 mg/ml L-ascorbic acid 2-

phosphate (Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA), 100 mg/mL sodium pyruvate, 0.1 mM dexamethasone 

(Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA), and 10 ng/mL transforming growth factor β1 (TGF-β1) (Cell 

Signalling Technology, USA). Medium was changed every 3-4 days for 28 days. Each time 

medium was changed the cell pellet was gently agitated to ensure that it had not adhered to 

the bottom of the tube. Cells were then fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 30 mins 

before embedding in optimal cutting temperature (OCT) compound. To assess chondrogenic 

differentiation cryosectioned pellets were stained for sulphated proteoglycans using Alcian 

Blue. 

For smooth muscle differentiation cells were grown to 70-80% confluency before 

changing from control medium to smooth muscle differentiation medium. Smooth muscle 

differentiation medium consisted of 2% FCS in high glucose DMEM with 50 ng/mL TGF-β1. Cells 
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were cultured in differentiation medium for 12-14 days before assessing potency using 

immunocytochemistry to detect the presence of SM22.  

For endothelial differentiation cCFU-F were grown to 70-80% confluency before 

changing from control medium to endothelial differentiation medium. Endothelial 

differentiation medium consisted of 1% FCS in Iscove’s Modified Dulbecco’s Medium (IMDM, 

Gibco, MA, USA) with 10 ng/mL bFGF and 10 ng/mL VEGF. Cells were cultured in 

differentiation medium for 12-14 days before assessing potency with an antibody against 

eNOS using immunocytochemistry (16). Endothelial cell-like function was assessed using the 

uptake of fluorescently labelled acetylated-low density lipoprotein (Ac-LDL) from Invitrogen 

(Invitrogen, CA, USA), as described in Chong et al. (16).  

A tube-forming assay was also used to assess the capacity of cCFU-F to form tube-like 

structures when cultured on Matrigel (Corning, NY, USA) in the presence of VEGF. Matrigel was 

prepared as according to the manufacturer’s instructions and then was added to each well of a 

µ-Slide Angiogenesis platform (Ibidi GmbH, Germany). Slides were allowed to incubate at 37°C 

for 1 hr. Cell suspensions (1x106 cells/ml) of passage 4 cCFU-F cultured in SFM-b and SCM were 

then prepared using either endothelial differentiation medium (as described above) or control 

medium (SCM or SFM-b). 10 µL of the cell suspension was then added to each well. Tube 

formation was assessed at 24 hrs after plating.   

5.2.13 Immunocytochemistry 

To validate lineage commitment cells were stained for antibodies against cell-specific 

proteins using immunocytochemistry (ICC). Cells were washed twice with PBS and fixed with 

4% PFA for 15 mins at room temperature. Cells were then washed three times with PBS before 

blocking and permeabilisation with 2% BSA, 10% donkey serum, 0.03% Triton™ for 1 hr at 

room temperature. Cells were washed three times with PBS before adding primary antibodies 

(Table 5.6) and incubating for 16-20 hrs at 4°C. Cells were washed five times for 5 mins with 

PBS before adding fluorophore- conjugated secondary antibodies to detect primary antibody. 

All secondary antibodies were added at a dilution of 1:500. Cells were incubated with DAPI 

(1:10,000) for 10 mins in order to visualise cell nuclei. All primary and secondary antibodies 

were purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc. (Texas, USA). 
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Table 5.6 | Antibodies and suppliers used for immunocytochemistry 

Epitope 

1° 

antibody 

species 

 

1° 

antibody 

dilution 

2° antibody 

Species 

2° 

antibody 

dilution 

SM22 Mouse 1:200 Anti-mouse 1:500 

Calponin Rabbit 1:250 Anti-rabbit 1:500 

eNOS Rabbit 1:200 Anti-rabbit 1:500 

CD31 Rat 1:100 Anti-rat 1:500 

VE-

Cadherin 
Goat 1:200 Anti-goat 1:500 

 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Identifying GFs that stimulate cCFU-F proliferation and colony formation by factorial 

design experiments 

The role of PDGFRα signalling in cCFU-F biology was reviewed in Chapter II – Literature 

review. Chapter IV demonstrated how manipulation of PDGF signalling in individual cCFU-F 

regulated cell cycle progression, and self-renewal. The ability of PDGF ligands to stimulate both 

proliferation and colony formation in SCM led to the hypothesis that PDGF ligands PDGF-AA, 

PDGF-AB, and PDGF-BB would stimulate cCFU-F proliferation and colony formation in SFM. To 

assess the effect of PDGF ligands on proliferation and colony formation, cCFU-F were isolated 

and expanded for three passages in serum-containing medium (SCM). Importantly, cells were 

washed with phosphate-buffered saline twice and serum-starved to ensure residual serum was 

removed as previously highlighted (219). Cells were then replated and exposed to 

combinations of PDGF-AA, PDGF-AB, and PDGF-BB for 8 days in full-factorial (all combinations), 

two-level (absent or present) factorial design experiments (see Section 5.2.2 and Table 5.2). 

Working concentrations for each GF were selected from dose-response experiments that 

measured cellular proliferation (see Appendix E). All PDGF ligands were added to SFM that 

contained bFGF and TGF-β1, which was referred to as SFM-a (see Section 5.2.1). bFGF and 

TGF-β1 were included in these experiments as they have been described as necessary for 

stimulating MSC proliferation and self-renewal, as discussed in Section 2.7 - Fully-defined, 

serum-free culture systems for MSCs. It should be noted that in the third factorial design 

experiment presented later in this chapter the effects of bFGF and TGF-β1 are tested in 
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isolation. To assess the effect of PDGF ligands on proliferation cells were plated at 250 

cells/cm2 and cultured for 8 days before being harvested and counted. To assess colony 

formation cells were plated at 60 cells/cm2 in 35 mm dishes and cultured for 8 days before 

cultures were fixed and stained with crystal violet. Colonies with a diameter greater than 2mm 

were scored to determine CFU frequency. Differences between individual treatment groups 

were evaluated by a paired Student t-test. Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was used quantify 

main effects of each GF, as well as interaction effects of multiple GFs (see Section 5.2.5.1). 

Effect sizes were calculated by calculating contrasts of each growth factor combination.  

All PDGF ligands increased proliferation of cCFU-F cultures compared to control (SFM-a, 

which contained bFGF and TGF-β1). PDGF-BB stimulated the greatest increase in cell number 

of any single factor (1.75x control), followed by PDGF-AA and PDGF-AB (1.50x and 1.40x 

control, respectively) (Figure 5.1a). The two-factor combination of PDGF-AB and PDGF-BB 

generated the largest fold-increase in cell number relative to SFM-a (2.4x control). Notably, all 

serum-free conditions produced higher cell numbers than serum-containing cultures. By taking 

contrasts, we determined that all individual PDGF isoforms (main effects) and the interaction 

effect PDGF-AB:PDGF-BB had significantly positive effects on proliferation (Figure 5.1b). 

Conditions ordered based on effect size were PDGF-BB, PDGF-AB, PDGF-AA, and PDGF-

AB/PDGF-BB.  The interaction effect of PDGF-AB and PDGF-BB can be visualised by comparing 

the cell number achieved when both PDGF-AB and PDGF-BB were present compared to when 

either factor was absent, showing a more than additive effect (Figure 5.1c). 

An increase in CFU frequency was observed in all conditions containing PDGF ligands, 

relative to control (1.33x, 1.66x, and 1.33x for PDGF-AA, PDGF-AB, and PDGF-BB, respectively, 

Figure 5.1d). Two factor and three factor combinations of PDGF ligands produced a higher 

frequency of CFU than any single GFs, except for the combination of PDGF-AA and PDGF-BB. 

The highest frequency of CFU was obtained with the combinations PDGF-AB:PDGF-BB (2.36x 

control) and PDGF-AA:PDGF-AB:PDGF-BB (2.21x control), respectively. In contrast to 

proliferation assays, not all serum-free conditions supported comparable colony formation to 

SCM. SCM yielded comparable CFU numbers to individual PDGF ligands, but was outperformed 

by any combination that contained both PDGF-AB and PDGF-BB. Effects of individual factors 

were calculated from contrasts and showed that PDGF-AB and PDGF-BB, as well as the 

interaction of PDGF-AB:PDGF-BB had a significant effect on CFU formation (Figure 5.1e). The 

interaction effect of PDGF-AB and PDGF-BB can be visualised by comparing the CFU frequency 

when both PDGF-AB and PDGF-BB were present compared to when either factor was absent, 
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showing a more than additive effect (Figure 5.1c). Collectively, these results demonstrated that 

the addition of PDGF-AB and PDGF-BB to SFM-a enhanced cell proliferation and colony 

formation.    

 

Figure 5.1 | Results from full factorial design experiments testing the effect of PDGF-AA (AA), 

PDGF-AB (AB), PDGF-BB (BB) ligands on proliferation and CFU formation. (A) Cell number in 

factorial combinations of PDGF ligands in SFM-a and in SCM. Cell numbers are normalised to 

SFM-a (control). (B) Theoretical quantiles showing the effect size of PDGF ligands on cCFU-F 

proliferation. Significantly positive effects are highlighted in green. (C) Interaction plot showing 

the significant interaction effect of PDGF-AB:PDGF-BB on cCFU-F proliferation. (D) CFU 

frequency in factorial combinations of PDGF ligands in SFM-a and in SCM. CFU frequency is 

normalised to SFM-a (control). (E) Theoretical quantiles showing the effect size of PDGF ligands 

on CFU formation. Significantly positive effects are highlighted in green. (F) Interaction plot 

showing the significant interaction effect of PDGF-AB:PDGF-BB on CFU frequency. Image 

adapted from Cornwell et al. (200).  

FCS is known to contain PDGF-AB and PDGF-BB ligands, yet overall SCM conditions had 

a weaker effect on cCFU-F proliferation and CFU formation when compared to SFM containing 
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PDGF ligands. There are a number of possible explanations for these differences. Firstly, the 

concentration of PDGF within FCS is substantially lower than the concentrations used in SFM. 

Secondly, it is possible that FCS contains a component which acts to inhibit the effect of PDGF. 

Further experimentation to measure the concentration of PDGF ligands and PDGF inhibitors 

within serum would be required to satisfactorily address this possibility. 

To further optimise a SFM for cCFU-F an additional three GFs were tested in a second 

full-factorial design experiment (see Section 5.2.2 and Table 5.3). VEGF, IGF, and EGF and the 

combination PDGF-AB:PDGF-BB (referred to as PDGF) were tested in a two-level (present and 

absent) 24 factorial design. All factors were added to SFM-a (control). VEGF, EGF, and IGF were 

selected because they have been identified as candidates for ex vivo expansion of human and 

rat BM-MSC (3), and are expressed by cCFU-F cultures (data not shown).  

PDGF and EGF substantially increased proliferation relative to SFM-a (1.5x and 1.1x, 

respectively, Figure 5.2a), while VEGF and IGF had smaller effects. All factors increased 

proliferation relative to SCM. ANCOVA showed that the effect of PDGF was highly significant (p 

< 0.001, Figure 5.2b), and that EGF had a smaller but significant positive effect on cell number 

(p = 0.016, Figure 5.2b). PDGF:EGF had a small but significant negative effect on proliferation 

compared to control (p = 0.048). Figure 5.2c shows that PDGF, EGF, and VEGF significantly 

increased CFU frequency relative to control (3x, 2.1x, 1.7x respectively), but the addition of IGF 

did not change CFU frequency. By taking contrasts it revealed that the largest effect was 

achieved by PDGF, followed by the three factor interaction PDGF:VEGF:EGF, and the two factor 

interaction VEGF:IGF (Figure 5.2d, green diamonds). PDGF:IGF had a significant inhibitory 

effect on cCFU-F colony formation as well as IGF alone (Figure 5.2d, red diamonds). It is 

possible that IGF had little effect in these assays since SFM-a contained high levels of insulin, 

which is known to activate the IGF family of receptors (270). Taken together these results 

suggested that VEGF, EGF, and IGF had little effect on cCFU-F relative to SFM-a, and confirmed 

that PDGF had a strong positive effect on both proliferation and CFU formation.  
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Figure 5.2 | Results from full factorial design experiments testing the effect of PDGF, VEGF, 

EGF, and IFG ligands on cCFU-F proliferation and CFU formation. (A) Cell number in factorial 

combinations of PDGF (representing PDGF-AB:PDGF-BB) VEGF, EGF, and IGF ligands in SFM-a 

and in SCM. Cell numbers are normalised to SFM-a (control). (B) Theoretical quantiles(ranks) 

showing the effect size of PDGF (P), VEGF (V), EGF (E), and IGF (I) ligands on cCFU-F 

proliferation. Significantly positive and negative effects are highlighted in green and red, 

respectively.(C) CFU frequency in factorial combinations of PDGF (representing PDGF-

AB:PDGF-BB) VEGF, EGF, and IGF ligands in SFM-a and in SCM. CFU frequency is normalised to 

SFM-a (control). (D) Theoretical quantiles (ranks) showing the effect size of PDGF, VEGF, EGF, 

and IGF ligands on CFU frequency. Significantly positive and negative effects are highlighted in 

green and red, respectively. * (p<0.05), **(p<0.01), ***(p<0.001). Image adapted from 

Cornwell et al. (200) 

Next, to evaluate whether all components of this medium were necessary to stimulate 

cCFU-F proliferation and self-renewal a third factorial design experiment was implemented to 

focus on the effects of the growth factors TGF-β1, bFGF, and PDGF (see Section 5.2.2 and Table 
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5.4). In this experiment all growth factors were added to SFM that did not contain any growth 

factors (SFM-no factors). Figure 5.3a shows that bFGF and PDGF, but not TGF-β1 increased cell 

number relative to SFM-no factors (10.2x, 3.4x, and 0.7x, respectively). The largest increase in 

cell number was observed with the combination of FGF:PDGF and FGF:TGF:PDGF (14.3x and 

15.7x, respectively). ANCOVA, presented in Figure 5.3b, showed that the factor of greatest 

effect was bFGF (p<0.01), followed by PDGF (p<0.01), and that TGF-β1 alone had a significantly 

negative effect on proliferation (p<0.05). The two-factor interaction of TGF:FGF was observed 

to have a negative effect on proliferation, though this was not significant. The remaining two 

factor interactions and the three factor interaction had significantly positive effects on cell 

proliferation. All factors, excepting TGF-β1, were able to stimulate CFU formation relative to 

control (control was SFM-no factors, Figure 5.3c-d).  

In conclusion, the addition of bFGF, TGF-β1, PDGF-AB and PDGF-BB to SFM-no factors 

provided an optimal condition for stimulating cCFU-F proliferation and colony formation. This 

medium formulation was referred to as SFM-b.  
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Figure 5.3 | Results from full factorial design experiments testing the effect of bFGF (FGF), TGF-

β1 (TGF), and PDGF ligands on cCFU-F proliferation and CFU formation. A) Cell numbers 

obtained from culturing cCFU-F in all combinations PDGF, TGF, and bFGF. Cell numbers are 

normalised to control (SFM-no factors). B) Single factor and interaction effects of bFGF, TGF, 

PDGF in SFM with no cytokines. Effect size was calculated as described in Section 5.2.5.1. 

Significant single factor effects included bFGF (p = 1.4E-08) and PDGF (p = 1.7x10-6). Significant 

interactions included PDGF/FGF (p = 6.6x10-5), PDGF/FGF/TGF (p = 6.1x10-4). C) CFU frequency 

in various combinations of cytokines and with no cytokines (SF). D) Calculated effect sizes for 

cytokines on CFU-F colony formation. Main and interaction effects of bFGF, TGF, PDGF in 

serum free medium with no cytokines. Significant effects included bFGF (p = 1.64x10-8), PDGF 

(p = 3.87x10-7), TGF/FGF (p = 0.007), and PDGF/TGF/FGF (p = 0.011). Y-axes show effect size in 

arbitrary units. Image adapted from Cornwell et al. (200) 

5.3.2 SFM-b supported enhanced long-term population doublings and a comparable MSC 

molecular phenotype to SCM 

To assess the ability of SFM-b to support long-term self-renewal of cCFU-F cells were 

isolated from three mice and expanded for 10 passages in either SFM-b or SCM. SFM-b 
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substantially increased the fold-expansion during the first passage relative to SCM (Figure 5.4a, 

3.88±0.68 vs 2.73±0.13, p < 0.001). CFU frequency was also significantly higher in SFM-b 

compared to SCM (Figure 5.4b, 33±2.83 vs 28±4.24, p<0.05). Interestingly, SFM-b achieved 

2.89-fold increase in mean cell number over SCM, though the increase in mean CFU frequency 

was much smaller at 1.2-fold. This has been reported previously (220). These results may be 

explained by differences in the size of individual cells and the density of cells within colonies. In 

SFM-b colonies were densely packed and contained a majority of small, spindle-shaped cells. In 

SCM colonies large and flat cells increased colony size but not cell number. The smaller size of 

cells and more densely packed colonies allowed more population doublings to be achieved 

before the culture became confluent. The smaller size of MSC in SFM compared to SCM has 

been previously reported and may be indicative of a less differentiated culture (51). This may 

be due to the presence of bFGF in SFM-b which has been shown to regulate cell size and 

maintain small-sized fibroblast-like cell morphology, particularly in comparison to SCM (71, 

222). The number of population doublings (PD) was recorded at each passage to determine the 

cumulative number of PD at the end of 100 days (10 passages) in culture (Figure 5.4d). SFM-b 

produced more population doublings over a period of 100 days compared to SCM (42.85+/-3.4 

PD vs 35.8+/-4.2 PD, p<0.05).  After 10 passages in vitro CFU frequency was assessed. Cells 

expanded in SFM-b generated more colonies than cells expanded in SCM (Figure 5.4c, 66.5+/-

6.4 vs 55+/-5.7, p<0.01).  

MSCs express the surface antigens CD44, CD90, CD105; and do not express CD31, 

CD34, and CD45 (69). This criterion was used to assess whether cCFU-F cultured in SFM-b and 

SCM had maintained a MSC molecular phenotype. Flow cytometry analysis in Figure 5.4e and 

Table 5.7 showed that cells expanded in SFM-b and SCM were positive for SCA1 (98.2% versus 

96.5%), CD44 (100% in both conditions), and CD105 (92.4% versus 93.2%); and did not express 

the haematopoietic markers CD34 and CD45, nor the endothelial marker CD31 (<1% for each 

marker in SFM-b and SCM). There was a lower frequency of CD90+ cells in SFM-b compared to 

SCM cultures (18.4% versus 53.3%). CD90 is a canonical MSC marker, though its expression 

does vary between MSCs from isolated from different species and tissues (24), as well as 

between different culture conditions (66, 75). The significance of the lower expression of CD90 

by cCFU-F cultured in SFM-b is not clear, but does not necessarily reflect reduced self-renewal 

capacity or potency of MSC cultures (14, 69).  Therefore, cultures derived from cCFU-F that 

were isolated and expanded in SFM-b exhibit an immunophenotype consistent with a high-

quality MSC culture.  
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Figure 5.4 | Comparison of proliferation, CFU formation, long-term growth, and MSC surface 

marker expression in cCFU-F cultured in SFM-b and SCM. (A) Cell number at the end of passage 

0 for cCFU-F cultured in SFM-b and SCM (from 10,000 starting cells).  (B) CFU frequency at the 

end of passage 0 for cCFU-F cultured in SFM-b and SCM (per 5000 cells). (C) CFU frequency at 

the end of passage 10 for cCFU-F cultured in SFM-b and SCM (per 500 cells). (D) Cumulative 

population doublings (PD) of cCFU-F cultured in SFM-b and SCM for 10 passages (>100 days). A 

significantly higher number of PD was achieved with SFM-b compared to SCM (two-tailed 

Student’s t-test p<0.05). (E) Flow cytometry analysis of MSC surface markers expressed by 

cCFU-F cultured in SFM-b (bottom panel) and SCM (top panel) for 10 passages.  

Table 5.7 | FACS analysis of MSC surface markers expressed by cCFU-F cultures after 10 

passages in SCM and SFM-b.  

Condition 
Surface antigen 

SCA-1 CD44 CD105 CD90 CD34 CD45 CD31 

SCM 96.5% 100% 93.2% 53.3% <1% <1% <1% 

SFM-b 100% 100% 92.4% 18.4% <1% <1% <1% 
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Taken together these results demonstrate that cCFU-F can be isolated and expanded 

for multiple passages in SFM containing bFGF, TGF, PDGF-AB, and PGDF-BB. The greater rate of 

proliferation and higher CFU frequency reflected an enhanced capacity of SFM-b to support 

cCFU-F self-renewal compared to SCM. Such population-based assays for assessing cell 

proliferation and self-renewal provide insight into the effect of culture conditions on cell fate 

outcomes. However, they do not reveal the underlying complexity of single-cell behaviour in 

heterogeneous cellular systems, including cCFU-F cultures (28, 226). To overcome this 

limitation fate outcomes and behaviour of single cCFU-F cultured in SFM-b and SCM was 

investigated at the single-cell level (see Section 5.2.8 and 5.2.9).  

5.3.3 Single-cell pedigree analysis revealed that SFM-b stimulated cardiac MSC self-

renewal by promoting symmetric PDGFRα+ divisions 

cCFU-F were isolated from 8-12 week old PdgfraGFP/+ knockin mouse hearts, which 

express a nuclear version of GFP under Pdgfra cis-regulatory control. cCFU-F were expanded in 

serum through 3 passages and then exposed to SFM-b. Cells were observed by time-lapse 

microscopy and single cell tracking for 96 hours. Qualitative analysis of phase contrast and 

fluorescent microscopy images showed that cCFU-F cultures were comprised of GFP- and GFP+ 

cells with fibroblast morphology, as well as larger, myofibroblast-like cells that were GFP- 

(Figure 5.5a). Interactions between intrinsic Pdgfra-GFP expression and cytokine treatment 

were resolved using a two-level (present or absent), full-factorial (all combinations) 

experimental design (see Section - 5.2.2 - Design of factorial design experiments). CRR models 

were used to quantify cytokine effects on division and death, and concordance analysis to 

quantify symmetric versus asymmetric self-renewal.  

5.3.3.1 Effects of growth factors on the probability of division and death of cCFU-F 

A CRR model was constructed to quantify single cytokine effects, as well as two factor 

(bFGF:PDGF; PDGF:TGF-β1; bFGF: TGF-β1) and three factor (bFGF:PDGF:TGF-β1) interactions 

on division and death probability for founder cells (generation 0). This model is shown in 

Equation 5.1.   

Equation 5.1 

division (or death) CIF~1 + (const(PDGF) + const(bFGF) + const(TGFβ1))
3
 

The model showed that the probability of division was greater with all three factors, 

compared to bFGF, PDGF or TGF-β1 alone (Figure 5.5b and Table 5.10). There was synergy 

between these cytokines because bFGF:PDGF:TGF-β1 had a larger effect (2.55±0.76, ±SE) than 
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the combined effects of single factors (TGF-β1: 0.249±0.11; PDGF: 0.4±0.12; and bFGF: 

0.49±0.15, ±SE) or no factors (Figure 5.5b-c and Table 5.10). Empiric CIFs followed the same 

trend, demonstrating that semi-parametric models were a reasonable approximation of 

empiric models (Figure 5.5d and Table 5.9). Similar observations were made for cells whose 

birth was observed (generation >0, Figure 5.5e). Population-based proliferation and CFU-F 

assays were consistent with this model (Figure 5.3). Without factors cells did not proliferate, 

while bFGF alone had the greatest effect on proliferation (p<0.001), and TGF-β1 alone had the 

smallest significant effect (p=0.003), respectively. Effects on survival were screened; only TGF-

β1 increased death probability (Figure 5.5f and Table 5.8).  

 

Figure 5.5 | The effect of cytokines on the probability of division and death of cCFU-F in 

generation 0 and generation > 0 cells. (A) Overlaid phase contrast and fluorescence (GFP) 

image of Pdgfra-GFP cCFU-F showing heterogeneity in morphology and GFP expression. * and 

** indicate GFP+ and GFP- spindle-shaped cells, respectively. *** indicates a GFP- cell with a 
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myofibroblast morphology. (B) CIF (solid lines) for division (generation 0) given TGF-β1 (green), 

bFGF (blue), PDGF (red), all three factors (black), or no factors (grey). Dashed lines show 

standard errors (SE). (C) Quantile plot showing relative risks of division (generation 0) for 

cytokines and their interactions. (D) Empirical subdistributions illustrating the effect of 

TGF:PDGF:FGF (black) , FGF (blue), PDGF (red), TGF (green), and control (grey) on division 

probability for cCFU-F from generation 0 (cell birth not observed). (E) CRR model illustrating 

the effect of PDGF:FGF:TGF (black) , FGF (blue), PDGF (red), and control (grey) on division 

probability for cells from generations > 0 (cell birth is observed). Note that cells will not divide 

for at least half a day after their birth. (F) CRR model showing the effect of TGF alone on the 

death probability of cells in generation > 0. TGF-β1 alone (green) significantly increased the 

probability of death relative to control (grey). Image adapted from Cornwell et al. (200) 

Table 5.8 | Results from tests for non-significant effects for division and death 

Division 

 Supremum-test of significance p-value 

(Intercept) 4.38 0 

TGF 2.46 0.092 

PDGF 3.3 *0.006 

FGF 3.48 *0.002 

TGF:PDGF 2.25 0.202 

TGF:FGF 1.97 0.3 

PDGF:FGF 2.58 0.082 

TGF:PDGF:FGF 3.26 *0.016 

Death 

 Supremum-test of significance p-value 

(Intercept) 4.44 0 

TGF 5.02 **0 

PDGF 1 0.578 

FGF 1.62 0.49 

TGF:PDGF 1.3 0.506 

TGF:FGF 1.42 0.5 

PDGF:FGF 1.41 0.382 

TGF:PDGF:FGF 1.51 0.454 
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Table 5.9 | Results from tests for time invariant effects for division and death 

Division 

Non-parametric  

covariates 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov  

test 
p-value 

(Intercept) 0.0489 0.61 

TGF 0.228 0.592 

PDGF 0.492 0.312 

FGF 0.355 0.162 

TGF:PDGF 0.654 0.332 

TGF:FGF 0.298 0.902 

PDGF:FGF 0.283 0.948 

TGF:PDGF:FGF 1.36 0.082 

Death 

Non-parametric  

covariates 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov  

test 
p-value 

(Intercept) 0.0636 0.152 

TGF 0.0475 0.71 

PDGF 0.081 0.11 

FGF 0.079 0.138 

TGF:PDGF 0.11 0.404 

TGF:FGF 0.142 0.564 

PDGF:FGF 0.116 0.038 

TGF:PDGF:FGF 0.222 0.324 

 

Table 5.10 | Results for parametric terms for division  

Division 

Parametric covariates Coefficient SE Robust SE Z-score p-value 

TGF 0.249 0.112 0.112 2.22 0.0263 

PDGF 0.397 0.122 0.122 3.25 0.00115 

FGF 0.486 0.152 0.152 3.2 0.00137 

TGF:PDGF -0.296 0.214 0.214 -1.39 0.166 

TGF:FGF -0.395 0.253 0.253 -1.56 0.119 
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PDGF:FGF -0.52 0.213 0.213 -2.44 0.0147 

TGF: FGF: PDGF 2.55 0.759 0.759 3.36 0.00078 

Death 

TGF 0.0442 0.014 0.014 3.17 0.00155 

5.3.3.2 Interaction effects of Pdgra-GFP expression and cytokine stimulation on division 

and death 

cCFU-F cultures did not lose the stem cell marker SCA1, nor gain the endothelial 

marker CD31 (Figure 5.4e); however, single cell Pdgfra-GFP expression varied considerably and 

was related to cytokine treatment (Figure 5.6a-b). Therefore, during in vitro culture a 

proportion of cells maintained the cCFU-F molecular phenotype while other cells lost 

expression of PDGFRα. Thus, PDGFRα expression could be used to identify renewal of the 

cCFU-F phenotype, knowing that it is a marker of colony forming cells as reported by Chong et 

al. (16) and confirmed by Noseda et al (139). 

 

Figure 5.6 | Heterogeneity in GFP expression observed in cCFU-F cultures. (A) Histogram 

showing the Pdgfra-GFP intensity from pooled observations of cells in all conditions. Inset: pie-
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chart showing the percentage of GFP- and GFP+ after thresholding (100 fluorescent units). (B) 

Histograms showing cCFU-F Pdgfra-GFP expression during passage in SFM containing PDGF, 

TGF, and FGF. Inset: Pie-charts show the percentage of positive and negative cells after 

thresholding (threshold of 100 fluorescent units). Image adapted from Cornwell et al. (200) 

Firstly, the fidelity of GFP as a reporter for PDGFRα expression and mitogenic activity 

was tested using a CRR model that included a term for GFP expression. GFP expression was 

measured at the end of a cell’s lifetime, i.e. before division, death, or right-censoring (referred 

to as GFPAtDeath in the model below). GFP expression was a continuous variable that 

represent raw measurements of pixel intensity (arbitrary fluorescent units) after image 

processing. Details of image processing are provided in Appendix B.3 and measurement of 

Pdgfra-GFP expression is provided in Appendix C.2. The model also included terms for 

treatment with TGF-β1, PDGF or bFGF. All parameters in the model passed tests for non-

significant effects and time invariance, therefore, a semi-parametric model was developed as 

shown in Equation 5.2. 

Equation 5.2  

division (or death) CIF ~1 +  const(TGFβ1) + const(PDGF) + const(bFGF)

+ const(GFPAtDeath) + const(GFPAtDeath: TGFβ1)

+ const(GFPAtDeath: PDGF) + const(GFPAtDeath: bFGF) 

This model showed that of the cytokines promoting division, only PDGF had a 

significant positive interaction with GFP expression (Table 5.11, p<0.001). This result confirmed 

that GFP expression was correlated with PDGF signalling activity. GFP expression was not 

related to death probability (Table 5.11).  

Table 5.11 | Result for parametric terms for effect of cytokine treatment and GFP expression 

on cell division 

Division 

 Coefficient SE Robust SE Z-score p-value 

const(TGF) -0.0091 0.0443 0.0443 -0.206 8.37E-01 

const(PDGF) -0.0891 0.0416 0.0416 -2.14 3.23E-02 

const(FGF) 0.0727 0.0484 0.0484 1.5 1.33E-01 

const(GFPAtDeath) 0.00034 0.0004 0.00044 0.782 4.34E-01 

const(GFPAtDeath:PDGF) 0.0012 0.0003 0.000257 4.68 2.91E-06 
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const(GFPAtDeath:TGF) 0.00027 0.0003 0.000341 0.792 4.28E-01 

const(GFPAtDeath:FGF) -0.0003 0.0004 0.000436 -0.69 4.90E-01 

Death 

 Coefficient SE Robust SE Z-score p-value 

const(TGF) 6.18E-02 2.35E-02 2.35E-02 2.63 0.00848 

const(PDGF) -2.01E-02 1.83E-02 1.83E-02 -1.1 0.273 

const(FGF) 2.82E-02 2.43E-02 2.43E-02 1.16 0.246 

const(GFPAtDeath) 1.41E-04 1.77E-04 1.77E-04 0.796 0.426 

const(GFPAtDeath:PDGF) -1.92E-05 1.96E-05 1.96E-05 -0.98 0.327 

const(GFPAtDeath:TGF) -1.48E-05 1.00E-04 1.00E-04 -0.148 0.882 

const(GFPAtDeath:FGF) -1.59E-04 1.78E-04 1.78E-04 -0.889 0.374 

 

In order to classify cells as GFP+ and GFP- a threshold of GFP expression was 

established, below which PDGF did not affect division probability. This was achieved using a 

CRR model that included a term for GFP positivity and a term for PDGF. In this model, GFP is a 

categorical variable (GFP=0 represented GFP- cells and GFP=1 represented GFP+ cells). All 

parameters in the model passed tests for non-significant effects and time invariance, 

therefore, a semi-parametric model was constructed as shown in Equation 5.3.  

Equation 5.3 

division CIF ~ 1 + (const(GFP) + const(PDGF))2 

By changing the threshold for GFP positivity it was established that cells with an 

expression level of 100 fluorescent units did not have a significantly positive interaction with 

PDGF treatment. This is shown in Figure 5.7, where PDGF treatment had no effect on the 

probability of division of GFP- cells (black line versus red line). Therefore, a threshold of 100 

fluorescent units was used to define PDGFRα+ (GFP+) and PDGFRα- (GFP-) cell subsets, as shown 

in Figure 5.6a.  
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Figure 5.7 | Simulated CIF (solid lines) for division (generation > 0) of GFP+ cells with PDGF 

(green), GFP+  without PDGF (blue), GFP- cells with PDGF (red), and GFP- cells without PDGF 

(black). Dashed lines show SE. Results for parametric terms are shown in Table 5.11. Image 

adapted from Cornwell et al. (200) 

 

A relatively constant proportion of GFP+ cells (Figure 5.8) was observed in each 

generation; which was hypothesised to be achieved by self-renewal of GFP+ cells. Section 

5.3.3.3 investigates self-renewal of GFP+ in cCFU-F cultures at the single-cell level. 

 

Figure 5.8 | Pie-charts show the percentage of positive and negative cells in generation 0-3 

after thresholding indicating a relatively constant proportion of GFP+ cells in each generation. 

Image adapted from Cornwell et al. (200) 
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5.3.3.3 Renewal of GFP+ cells within cCFU-F cultures 

An analysis of the relative frequency of cell fate outcomes for GFP+ and GFP- cells 

showed that a substantially higher percentage of GFP+ cells underwent cell division, compared 

to GFP- cells (Figure 5.9a), suggesting that GFP+ cells represent the actively self-renewing 

fraction of cCFU-F cultures. To study renewal of GFP+ and GFP- cells, cell fates were divided 

into four CR categories:  

1. GFP+ division 

2. GFP- division 

3. GFP+ death 

4. GFP- death 

 

For example, a GFP+ cell division is defined as a GFP+ cell that gives rise to two GFP+ 

daughters at the time of division, even if GFP expression of daughters changed during their 

lifetime. These CR categories were used to derive a CIF for the fate outcome of interest 

(category 1-4) using a CRR model that included terms for PDGF and bFGF. All parameters in the 

model passed tests for non-significant effects and time invariance, therefore, a semi-

parametric model was developed, as shown in Equation 5.4. 

Equation 5.4  

division (or death) CIF ~ 1 + const(PDGF) + const(bFGF) 

The CRR model showed that GFP+ cells treated with PDGF:bFGF (the factors of greatest 

effect) was >0.5, while division probability of GFP- cells treated with bFGF (knowing PDGF had 

no effect on GFP- cells) was <0.2 (Figure 5.9b). These findings confirmed that GFP+ cells actively 

self-renew, as their probability of division was > 0.5. GFP- showed transient renewal dynamics, 

since the proportion of GFP- cells would decrease towards zero over consecutive generations 

(i.e. probability of renewal was < 0.5). 

Figure 5.9c shows that GFP+ cells were derived mostly from GFP+ mothers (50.7%) but 

also GFP- mothers (6.8%), while GFP- cells were derived equally from GFP+ and GFP- mothers 

(20.4% and 22.1%, respectively). To further investigate the production of GFP- and GFP+ 

daughters from GFP- and GFP+ mothers cell fate outcomes were categorised as:  

1) GFP+ daughters derived from GFP+ mothers 

2) GFP- daughters derived from GFP+ mothers 
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3) GFP+ daughters derived from GFP- mothers 

4) GFP- daughters derived from GFP- mothers 

These categories were defined by gating the GFP status of mothers just before division 

and gating the GFP status of daughters at the end of their lifetime (i.e. at the time of division, 

death, or right-censoring). CIFs for each of these categories were derived from a CRR model 

which included terms for bFGF and PDGF. All parameters in the model passed tests for non-

significant effects and time invariance, therefore, a semi-parametric model was constructed, as 

shown in Equation 5.5. 

Equation 5.5 

division CIF ~ 1 + const(PDGF) + const(bFGF) 

CIFs derived from this model showed that bFGF and PDGF promoted renewal of GFP+ 

daughters from GFP+ mothers (Figure 5.9d, green lines and Table 5.12). PDGF and bFGF did not 

stimulate the generation of GFP- daughters from GFP+ mothers (Figure 5.9d, black lines and 

Table 5.12). Similarly, Figure 5.9e shows that bFGF and PDGF did not stimulate the generation 

of GFP+ (green lines) nor GFP- daughters (black lines) from GFP- mothers (Table 5.12). These 

results agreed with the analysis of GFP inheritance shown in Figure 5.9c, further suggesting 

that GFP+ cells represent the actively self-renewing compartment of cCFU-F cultures. 

Importantly, to validate self-renewal of the functional stem cell characteristics of cCFU-F, 

maintenance of in vitro lineage potency of cells cultured in bFGF, PDGF and TGF-β1 was 

demonstrated in differentiation assays (see Section 5.3.5). 
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Figure 5.9 | (A) Pie-charts showing the frequency of observed fate outcomes for GFP+ and GFP- 

cells. (B) Simulated CIF (solid lines) for GFP+ divisions (green) vs GFP- divisions (black). Dashed 

green and red lines are 95% confidence intervals (CI). (C) Pie-chart showing inheritance of GFP. 

GFP+ mothers give rise to a majority of GFP+ and a minority of GFP- daughter cells, while GFP- 

mothers equally give rise to GFP- and GFP+ cells. (D) Simulated CIF (solid line) showing that 

GFP+ mothers give rise to a majority of GFP+ and a minority of GFP- daughters. Dashed lines are 

95% CI. (E) Simulated CIF (solid line) showing that GFP- mothers give rise to GFP+ and GFP- 

daughters with an equally small probability (<0.5). Dashed lines are 95% CI. All data analysed 
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are from pooled observations from three replicate wells for each condition (N = 1316 cells). 

Image adapted from Cornwell et al. (200) 

Table 5.12 | Results for parametric terms  

Category 1 – GFP+ daughters derived from GFP+ mothers 

Parametric terms Coefficient SE Robust SE Z-score p-value 

const(PDGF) 0.595 0.261 0.261 2.28 0.0229 

const(FGF) 0.811 0.276 0.276 2.94 0.00326 

Category 2 – GFP- daughters derived from GFP+ mothers 

Parametric terms Coefficient SE Robust SE Z-score p-value 

const(PDGF) 0.428 0.553 0.553 0.774 0.439 

const(FGF) -0.643 0.473 0.473 -1.36 0.174 

Category 3 - GFP+ daughters derived from GFP- mothers 

Parametric terms Coefficient SE Robust SE Z-score p-value 

const(PDGF) -0.422 0.39 0.39 -1.080 0.279 

const(FGF) -0.108 0.395 0.395 -0.273 0.785 

Category 4 - GFP- daughters derived from GFP- mothers 

Parametric terms Coefficient SE Robust SE Z-score p-value 

const(PDGF) 0.339 0.482 0.482 0.703 0.482 

const(FGF) 0.371 0.463 0.463 0.801 0.423 

 

 

5.3.3.4 CR concordance analysis reveals cCFU-F self-renew by symmetric PDGFRα+ cell 

division 

Next, it was investigated if GFP+ cells self-renew symmetrically or asymmetrically by 

quantifying the cross-odds-ratio (COR) in GFP+ sibling cell divisions (Figure 5.10). Symmetric 

divisions are defined as daughter cells that have the same fate outcome and time to fate 

outcome. Asymmetric divisions are defined as two daughters with distinct fate outcomes or 

two daughters with the same fate outcome but with asynchronous time to fate outcome. 
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Firstly, sibling pairs were divided (for all sibling pairs and GFP+ pairs) into groups where both 

cells divided, both died, fates were discordant, or where at least one sibling’s fate was right 

censored (Figure 5.10b). Strong correlation in cycle times for all siblings pairs and GFP+ pairs 

was observed (all pairs: ICC=0.78, and r=0.71, p<0.001; GFP+ pairs: ICC=0.89, r =0.79, p<0.001, 

Figure 5.10b-c). Yule’s Q estimated strong concordance in fate for both groups (all pairs: 

Q=0.79, GFP+: Q=0.89, Figure 5.10b). Figure 5.10d shows that the mean difference in cycle 

times between cell pairs from random permutations was much greater than that of the 

observed mean difference between sibling pairs (all pairs: 18.37±1.24 hrs vs 8.59 hrs, t=10.19, 

p<<0.001, GFP+ pairs:16.72±1.34 hrs vs 7.16 hrs, t=10.23, p<<0.001, see Section 5.2.11). These 

tests demonstrated strong correlation and concordance in fate of siblings; however they tend 

to be biased toward symmetric fate outcomes (see Table 2.7). Therefore, CR concordance 

analysis (241) was applied, which included right censored data, as well as temporal 

information regarding time to fate - to quantify synchronicity in sibling cell division at single 

cell level (Figure 5.10a).  

 

Figure 5.10 | Symmetry in cCFU-F sibling cell fate outcomes. (A) Illustration of symmetric GFP+ 

division. (B) Relative proportion of discordant, concordant, and right-censored fates for cCFU-F 

sibling pairs. Q is Yule’s Q estimate of association in fate. ICC is the intraclass correlation 

coefficient, numbers in brackets are 95% CI. (C) PCC in sibling cell divisions, GFP+ pairs (green), 

GFP- pairs (blue). r is Pearson’s correlation coefficient and numbers in brackets are 95% CI. For 
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all cells N = 84 pairs, and for GFP+ cells N = 51 pairs. (D) Distribution of the mean difference 

between 10,000 random permutations of cell pairs for all cells (left) and GFP+ pairs (right). µ 

and SD represent the mean and standard deviation of the randomly generated distributions, 

respectively. The observed mean difference in cell cycle for all siblings was 8.59hr. The 

observed mean difference in cell cycle for GFP+ pairs was 7.17 hr. In both groups the observed 

mean difference was significantly shorter than the mean difference between randomly 

sampled cell pairs (E) Probandwise concordance (black), showing the conditional probability of 

a GFP+ division for sibling 1 given a GFP+ division for sibling 2 had occurred (black dashed line, 

95% CI). The unconditional probability of a GFP+ division (red solid line) is much lower. +/- 

indicates SD. All data analysed are from pooled observations from two replicate wells for each 

condition (N = 1316 cells). Image taken from Cornwell et al. (200) 

To establish whether division of a GFP+ cell increases the odds of its GFP+ sister 

dividing,  the COR and conditional probability distributions were estimated. CIFs were 

estimated using the regression model shown in Equation 5.6 that included a term for grouping 

(cluster) sibling pairs.  

Equation 5.6 

GFP+sibling division~ 1 + bFGF + PDGF + cluster(SiblingClusterID) 

The conditional probability of a GFP+ division was significantly higher than the 

unconditional probability of a GFP+ division (Figure 5.10e), establishing that the probability of a 

GFP+ division for a cell was increased if its sibling was also GFP+ and divided. The COR for GFP+ 

divisions in siblings was 10.7 ±1.35 (±SE, p<0.001), demonstrating that cultured cCFU-F self-

renew by symmetric PDGFRα+ divisions. 

These experiments demonstrated that bFGF, PDGF and TGF-β1 are sufficient for cCFU-

F self-renewal. CR analysis demonstrated that the renewal activity of cCFU-F cultures resides 

within the PDGFRα+ cell subset. This was demonstrated by showing that PDGFRα+ cells had a 

self-renewal probability greater than 0.5, while PDGFRα- cells had a self-renewal probability 

less than 0.5. This analysis could be extended by also measuring the expression of receptors 

for bFGF and TGF-β1 ligands, since they are likely to be co-expressed by PDGFRα+ cells. 

Concordance analysis showed that these cytokines stimulate self-renewal of PDGFRα+cells by 

symmetric divisions. CR and concordance probability statistics thus allow us to quantify stem 

cell renewal dynamics at single cell level. Characterising cCFU-F will help to shed light on their 

potential role in remodelling cardiac tissue in response to injury. 
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5.3.4 Analysis of single-cell pedigrees revealed that SFM-b and SCM culture conditions 

differentially affected cCFU-F cell cycle entry, progression, cell size and morphology  

To compare the effect of SCM and SFM-b on division, death, and self-renewal of cCFU-

F cultured in SFM-b and SCM cells were tracked by time-lapse microscopy for 96 hours to 

generate single-cell pedigrees.  Pedigrees contained a record of single cell fate outcomes 

(division, death, or censored), time to fate outcome, as well as kinship relationships. Using cells 

freshly isolated from Pdgfra-GFP mice the dynamics of PDGFRα expression in single cells was 

recorded and annotated to pedigree data (see Section 5.2.8).  

 The effect of serum-free and serum-containing culture conditions on cCFU-F cell 5.3.4.1

cycle entry and progression 

Analysis of single cell pedigrees revealed clear differences in the frequency of cell 

division and death in SFM-b and SCM (Figure 5.11a). The percentage of cells that divided 

during the observation period was higher in SFM-b compared to SCM (57.5% versus 44.2%). 

Cell death was low in both groups, but was higher in SFM-b than SCM (5.1% and 1.9%, 

respectively). By restricting the analysis to cells that divided in generation 0 (where cell birth 

was not observed), the mean time to the first division was calculated as 15.28+/-14.85 hrs and 

20.52+/-16.5 hrs in SFM-b and SCM, respectively (Figure 5.11b, n.s., p = 0.39). For cells that 

divided in generations >0 the cell cycle time for individual cells was measured. A broad 

distribution of cell cycle times was observed, reflecting a significant degree of cellular 

heterogeneity present within cCFU-F cultures. The range of cell cycle times in SCM was larger 

than in SFM-b, indicating a greater extent of heterogeneity in cell cycle progression within SCM 

cultures (Figure 5.11c). Minimum and maximum cycle times were 10.33 hrs and 47.1 hrs in 

SFM-b, and 19.33 hrs and 93.1 hrs in SCM. Mean cell cycle times were 28.12 +/-10.67 hrs and 

38.6+/-16 hrs in SFM-b and SCM, respectively (Figure 5.11b, two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-

test, p=0.0017). These results were in agreement with the findings obtained from population 

based proliferation and CFU assays, as shown in Figure 5.3.  
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Figure 5.11 | (A) Pie-charts showing differences in the relative frequency of observed fate 

outcomes (division, death, right censored) in cCFU-F cultured in SFM-b and SCM. (B) Mean 
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cycle time of generation 0 and generation>0 cells that divided in SFM-b and SCM (Student’s t-

test, p=0.0017). (C) Histograms showing the distribution of cell cycle times for cells cultured in 

SFM-b (left) and SCM (right). Each histogram contains an equal number of bins with equal bin-

width. Cells cultured in SFM-b have shorter cycle times and a smaller range of cycle times. (D) 

CIFs showing the probability of division for generation 0 (left) and generation > 0 (right) cCFU-F 

cultured in SFM-b (green) and SCM (red). Dotted lines show 95% CI. 

To quantify the effect of treatment condition on cell cycle progression competing risks 

regression (CRR) was used to estimate the cumulative incidence of cell division in each 

treatment group. A semi-parametric model was constructed to derive CIFs for generation 0 

and generation > 0 cells cultured in SCM and SFM-b, as shown in Equation 5.7. 

Equation 5.7 

division CIF ~ 1 + const(Condition) 

In this model (Condition = 1 represented SFM-b and Condition = 0 represented the 

SCM condition). Semi-parametric models showed that generation > 0 cells cultured in SFM-b 

had a significantly higher probability of division over cells cultured in SCM, while generation 0 

cells did not (Figure 5.11d, p=0.0028 and p=0.329, respectively).  

PDGFRα is a marker of clonogenic cells within the SCA1+ fraction of interstitial cells 

from the adult myocardium (16, 139). It was shown previously that Pdgfra-GFP+ fraction of 

cCFU-F cultures actively self-renew while Pdgfra-GFP- cells do not (Section 3.3). Here, cells 

were classified as GFP+ or GFP- by setting a threshold for Pdgfra-GFP intensity and it was found 

that there was a higher frequency of GFP+ cells in SFM-b than SCM (51.64% vs 31.2%) (Figure 

5.12a). Differences in the frequency of cell division for GFP+ cells in SFM-b and SCM (51.1% in 

SFM-b versus 40.6% in SCM, Figure 5.12b) was observed, however no significant change in the 

mean cell cycle time of GFP+ cells in SCM and SFM-b was observed (30.1+/-9.5 hrs in SFM-b 

versus 38.6+/-18.5 hrs in SCM, Figure 5.12c) even though there appears to be a trend towards 

longer cell cycle times in SCM.  
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Figure 5.12 | (A) Pie-charts showing the relative frequency of GFP+ and GFP- cells in SFM-b 

(top) and SCM (bottom) cultures. Fate outcomes and cell cycle progression of GFP+ cells 

cultured in SFM-b and SCM. (B) Pie-charts showing differences in the relative frequency of 

observed fate outcomes (division, death, right censored) for GFP+ cells cultured in SFM-b (top) 

and SCM (bottom). (C) Mean cell cycle time for cells cultured in SFM-b and SCM.  

As demonstrated in Section 5.3.3, CRR showed that the probability of cell division for 

GFP+ cells is significantly higher than GFP- cells, and that the majority of GFP+ cells are derived 

from GFP+ mothers. These results demonstrated that self-renewal of GFP+ cells drives the 

proliferative potential of a cCFU-F culture. To quantify how culture in SCM and SFM-b affected 

the self-renewal of GFP+ and GFP- cells a similar analysis to that described in Section 5.3.3.3 

was applied. Firstly, cell fate outcomes were divided into four CR categories: 1) GFP+ division; 

2) GFP- division; 3) GFP+ death; and 4) GFP- death. A CRR model including a term for treatment 
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condition (SFM-b or SCM) was then constructed which was used to derive a CIF for categories 

1) and 2). This model is shown in Equation 5.8 and includes cells in generation > 0.  

Equation 5.8 

GFP+(or GFP−) division CIF ~ 1 + const(Condition) 

Where Condition = 0 represented the condition where cells were cultured in SCM, and 

Condition = 1 represented the condition where cells were cultured in SFM-b. The CIF for GFP+ 

and GFP- cell divisions for each condition are shown in Figure 5.12d. The model showed that 

SFM-b had a significant and positive effect on the probability of GFP+ cells, relative to SCM 

(p<0.01, Table 5.13). There was an indistinguishable effect of culture conditions on the 

probability of division of GFP- cells (p=0.506, Table 5.13). Collectively, the results presented 

here suggested that SFM-b stimulated a greater proportion of cells to enter the cell cycle and 

also stimulated more rapid cell cycle progression than SCM.   

Table 5.13 | Results for parametric terms for GFP+ and GFP- cells cultured in SCM and 

SFM-b. Here const(Condition) represents Condition=1, i.e. SFM-b  

GFP+ 

Parametric covariate Coefficient SE Robust SE z P-value 

const(Condition) 0.606 0.228 0.228 2.66 0.0078 

GFP- 

const(Condition) 0.213 0.323 0.323 0.66 0.509 

 

 The effect of serum-free and serum-containing culture conditions on cell size and 5.3.4.2

morphology  

At the single-cell level heterogeneity in cell size and morphology in both SFM-b and 

SCM was apparent. Small cells that had spindle-shaped, fibroblast morphologies as well as 

larger, polygonal cells with myofibroblast morphologies were identified. These features were 

used to categorise cells based on their size (small and large), and morphology (fibroblast and 

non-fibroblast) (Figure 5.13a, arrows). Flow cytometry analysis of forward scatter (FSC; a 

surrogate measure of cell size) and side scatter (SSC; a measurement of granularity) showed 

that cells cultured in SFM-b were significantly smaller than cells cultured in SCM and showed 

less variation in FSC and SSC (Figure 5.13b). Cells were easily classified as small or large cells 

based on observations of cell area at the end of a cell’s lifetime. Figure 5.13c shows that small 
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and large cells differed in their propensity to enter the cell cycle (33.3% of large cells divided 

versus 82.4% of small cells). 3.3% and 6.9% of large and small cells were observed to die, 

respectively. Strikingly, 63.4% of large cells did not divide during the observation period, 

compared to 10.7% of small cells that did not divide. Mean cycle times of large and small cells 

were 52.75+/-15.23 hrs and 24.53+/-13.41 hrs, respectively (Figure 5.13d, two-tailed Student’s 

t-test, p = 0.0002).  

 

Figure 5.13 | (A) Phase contrast microscopy images showing heterogeneity in cell size and 

morphology. Cells were categorised as small and large cells using a threshold of 100µm (cell 

diameter/long axis) and as fibroblasts and non-fibroblasts (based on qualitative judgement of 

cell morphology). Images are annotated to show the different cell categories. Right panels 

show confluent cultures of cCFU-F cultured in SFM-b (top) and SCM (bottom) showing a higher 

frequency of large, non-fibroblast cells in SCM compared to SFM-b (black arrows). (B) Flow 

cytometry analysis showing forward scatter and side scatter of cells cultured in SFM-b (top) 

and SCM (bottom) showing a higher proportion of small cells (lower forward scatter) in SFM-b. 

(C) Pie-charts showing differences in the relative frequency of observed fate outcomes 
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(division, death, right censored) in small and large cells. (D) Mean cycle time of small and large 

cells (two-tailed Student’s t-test, p=0.002). (E) Pie-charts showing differences in the relative 

frequency of observed fate outcomes (division, death, right censored) in fibroblasts and non-

fibroblasts. (F) Non-parametric CIFs showing the effect of cell size (top) and morphology 

(bottom) on the probability of division.  

By phase contrast microscopy analysis large, myofibroblast-like cells exhibited 

cytoplasmic stress fibres suggestive of a differentiated or senescent cell state (Figure 5.13a). 

Myofibroblast cells have previously been identified by smooth muscle lineage markers, such as 

alpha-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA) (20). Immunocytochemistry has previously been used to 

show that large myofibroblast cells in cCFU-F cultures do express smooth muscle lineage 

markers such as calponin and α-SMA (Unpublished data, Harvey Laboratory, Victor Chang 

Cardiac Research Institute, Sydney). Notably, such differentiated cells appeared in clusters 

throughout SFM-b and SCM cultures. SFM-b reduced heterogeneity of cCFU-F cultures by 

reducing the degree of spontaneous differentiation into a myofibroblast lineage. This result 

was congruent with the tighter distribution of cell cycle times observed in SFM-b compared to 

SCM, knowing that small cells had a shorter mean cycle time.  

Morphology strongly correlated with propensity to enter the cell cycle (Figure 5.13e). 

100% of non-fibroblast cells did not divide during the 96hr observation period. This was in 

contrast to fibroblast-like cells, of which 13.2% did not divide, 80.1% divided, and 6.7% died. 

The mean cell cycle time of fibroblast-like cells was 26.19+/-15.03 hrs. Size classifications have 

previously been used to identify subpopulations of BM-MSCs, where subcultures of large cells 

proliferated slower and contained a significantly higher number of senescent cells as marked 

by β-galactosidase activity (72, 79). Senescent cells have larger cytoplasmic and nuclear 

compartments, are often binucleated, have a prominent Golgi apparatus, and increased 

numbers of cytoplasmic microfilaments, and large lysosomal bodies (112). Indeed, a number of 

large cells with visible stress fibres in cCFU-F cultures were found to be senescent as marked 

by β-galactosidase activity (Figure 5.14).  
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Figure 5.14 | Phase contrast microscopy image showing β-galactosidase staining (blue) used to 

detect senescent cells within cCFU-F cultures  

To quantify the effect of intrinsic parameters (cell size and morphology) on cell cycle 

progression, CRR models were developed to estimate the probability of division and death in 

respective groups. The CRR models to assess the effect of cell size and morphology are shown 

in Equation 5.9 and Equation 5.10, respectively.  

Equation 5.9 

division (or death)CIF ~ 1 + Size 

Equation 5.10 

division (or death) CIF ~ 1 + Morphology 

Effects for covariates representing cell size and morphology were estimated using 

empirical functions because they failed the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for time invariance 

(p<0.05). Comparison of empirical CIFs (using the ksample test, see Section 3.3.6 - Competing 

risks statistics) showed that small cells had significantly higher probability of division relative to 

large cells, (Figure 5.13f (top), p<0.0001) as well as for fibroblasts relative to non-fibroblasts 

(Figure 5.13f (bottom), p<0.0001). The CRR models presented in this section demonstrated 

that the intrinsic characteristics of cell size and morphology both significantly impacted the 

probability of cCFU-F division. The frequency of large, non-fibroblast and Pdgfra-GFP- cells 

within cCFU-F will thus ultimately affect population-level growth dynamics.                           

In summary, the conclusions drawn from single-cell observations were in agreement 

with those from population-based assays; both suggested SFM-b had an enhanced capacity to 

stimulate self-renewal of cCFU-F. Single cell analyses suggested that the increased rate of self-
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renewal within SFM-b cultures was related to a higher probability of division for Pdgfra-GFP+ 

cells. Qualitative observations of α-SMA and β-galactosidase staining suggested that the higher 

rate of self-renewal in SFM-b culture may also be accompanied by a potentially lower 

frequency of spontaneous differentiation and senescence. However, quantification of this 

observation in the future is necessary to specifically address whether cCFU-F cultured in SFM-b 

and SCM differed in their tendency for differentiation and senescence.    

5.3.5 cCFU-F isolated and expanded in SFM-b and SCM maintained mesodermal 

differentiation potential  

MSCs have capacity to differentiate into mesodermal lineages including bone, fat, and 

cartilage (69). Cardiac MSC cultures derived from cCFU-F have the same differentiation 

capacity and can also differentiate into cells positive for smooth muscle and endothelial cell 

markers (16, 17). We validated long-term self-renewal of multipotent cCFU-F cultured in SFM-

b and SCM using defined potency assays for each of these lineages.  

cCFU-F expanded in SFM-b and SCM for four passages were exposed to osteogenic 

differentiation medium for 21 days. Osteogenic differentiation was detected using Alizarin-red, 

which stains calcium-rich deposits. We did not observe any differences in the intensity of 

Alizarin red staining, suggesting comparable commitment to this lineage in SFM-b and SCM 

(Figure 5.15a). Control cells that were maintained in SFM-b or FCS for 21 days showed a 

background level of Alizarin red staining. cCFU-F cultures were exposed to adipogenic 

differentiation medium for a period of 7-10 days or maintained in either SFM-b or SCM. Oil-

red-O staining confirmed the presence of lipid accumulation within cells. Large, visible, lipid 

droplets accumulated within the cytoplasm of cells exposed to differentiation medium but not 

in cells from control conditions (Figure 5.15b). Differentiated adipocytes clumped together 

which made distinction of individual cells challenging. A higher number of Oil-red-O 

accumulations was observed in SCM cultures than in SFM-b cultures. The lipid accumulations 

present within cells that were expanded in SCM also appeared to have a greater intensity of 

staining. This suggested that cells expanded in SCM had greater adipogenic differentiation 

potential; however, it may also be attributed to the higher concentration of lipids within SCM 

compared to SFM-b. In addition, PDGF treatment has been reported to inhibit adipogenic 

differentiation of MSCs (21). Chondrocyte differentiation was tested by exposing 3D cell pellet 

cultures, generated by centrifugation, to chondrogenic differentiation medium or control 

medium for 30 days. Cell pellets were sectioned and stained with Alcian Blue to detect the 

deposition of proteoglycan-rich extracellular matrix. A clear difference in Alcian Blue staining 
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was evident between differentiated cultures and controls. No significant differences in 

commitment to a chondrogenic fate were observed between SCM and SFM-b conditions 

(Figure 5.15c). In the future, a quantitative measure of cCFU-F differentiation into adipocytes, 

osteocytes, and chondrocytes would provide greater insight into the differentiation potential 

of cCFU-F cutured in SFM-b compared to SCM.  

The potential of cCFU-F cultures expanded in SCM and SFM-b to differentiate into 

smooth muscle and endothelial cells was also compared. Cultures at 80% confluence were 

exposed to smooth muscle differentiation medium for 14 days. Cells were fixed and stained 

with primary antibodies against calponin and SM22. Staining for these markers showed that 

cells cultured in both SFM-b and SCM maintained potency for smooth muscle lineage (Figure 

5.16a). Cultures at 80% confluence were exposed to endothelial differentiation medium 

containing VEGF for a period of 14 days to assess endothelial differentiation. Cells were fixed 

and stained with primary antibodies against eNOS, CD31, and VE-Cadherin. cCFU-F cultured in 

SFM-b and SCM both differentiated into eNOS+ cells but were not positive for CD31 or VE-

Cadherin, suggesting that cells had not acquired a mature endothelial phenotype (Figure 

5.16b). In the future the duration of the endothelial cell differentiation assay could be 

extended to allow maturation of an endothelial cell phenotype. Furthermore, the effect of 

mechanical stimuli, such as pulsatile shear flow, may enhance endothelial differentiation of 

cCFU-F(271). Uptake of fluorophore-labelled acetylated low-density lipoprotein (Ac-LDL) was 

employed as a functional assay of endothelial differentiation. cCFU-F cultured in SFM-b and 

SCM both showed the ability to uptake Ac-LDL (Figure 5.16c), while only a rare minority of cells 

in control conditions had taken up Ac-LDL. In addition, cCFU-F cultured in SFM-b and SCM 

formed networks when cultured on Matrigel for 48 hours (Figure 5.16d), demonstrating a 

functional endothelial cell phenotype. The network formation on Matrigel for cells cultured in 

SCM and SFM-b was indistinguishable. In control cultures cCFU-F formed clumps on Matrigel, 

whereas cells exposed to endothelial differentiation medium formed organised networks.  
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Figure 5.15 | cCFU-F cultured in SFM-b and SCM maintain potency for osteogenic, adipogenic, 

and chondrogenic lineages. (A) Phase contrast microscopy images of cCFU-F cultures 

differentiated into adipocytes and stained with Oil-red-O to visualise accumulation of lipid 

droplets. (B) Phase contrast microscopy images of cCFU-F cultures differentiated into 

osteocytes and stained with Alizarin-red to visualise calcium deposits. (C)  Phase contrast 

microscopy images of cCFU-F cultures differentiated into chondrocytes in 3D pellet cultures. 

Sectioned pellets were stained with Alcian-blue to visualise extracellular depositions of 

glycosaminoglycan-rich matrix. Scale bars represent 500 μm. 
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Figure 5.16 | (A) SFM-b (left) and SCM (right) cultures of cCFU-F differentiated into smooth 

muscle cells and stained for SM22 (green) and calponin (red). (B)  Uptake of fluorescent-

conjugated Ac-LDL by SFM-b (left) and SCM (right) cultures of cCFU-F cells exposed to 

endothelial differentiation medium. (C) SFM-b (left) and SCM (right) cultures of cCFU-F 

exposed to endothelial differentiation medium stained for eNOS (red). DAPI was used to 

visualise cell nuclei (blue).  (D) Phase contrast microscopy images showing network formation 

of cCFU-F cultured in SFM-b (left) and SCM (right) after 14 hours. Scale bars represent 75 μm 

(A and C), 150 μm (B), and 300 μm (D).  

5.4 Discussion 

This chapter describes the development of a fully-defined, serum-free culture system 

for isolation and expansion of cCFU-F that may serve as a suitable replacement to SCM. An 

existing SFM was adapted for cCFU-F by identifying growth factors (GF)s that stimulate cCFU-F 

proliferation and self-renewal, and showing that these GFs support isolation and expansion of 

cCFU-F for multiple passages in vitro while maintaining their potency, immunophenotype, and 
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morphology. At the single-cell level the probability of cCFU-F self-renewal was shown to be 

higher in SFM-b than in SCM, which was reflected in a significantly greater number of 

population doublings. This represents a significant methodological advance enabling detailed 

characterisation of how cell-intrinsic and extrinsic factors control cCFU-F fate and behaviour.  

A number of studies have demonstrated that commercially available SFM is superior to 

SCM for isolation and expansion of MSCs from a range of different tissues including, 

Mesencult-XF-SFM (StemCell Technologies, Vancouver, Canada) and StemPro® MSC SFM 

(Invitrogen, CA, USA). For many applications commercially available SFM is desirable due to its 

convenience however there are a number of disadvantages to using such medium. Firstly, the 

composition of the medium is typically proprietary and therefore the exact composition is not 

always disclosed. This hampers one’s ability to tailor an experimental design to experimental 

aims. To avoid these limitations many researchers have developed SFM from first principles 

(220) or by adaptation of SFM developed for other cellular systems (219, 272). There are 

numerous ways in which the effect of GFs on MSC growth may be evaluated. These include the 

addition of GFs to SCM or to SFM with or without factors present. To this end a number of 

growth and attachment factors have been identified that support MSC proliferation and colony 

formation (Section 2.7 - Fully-defined, serum-free culture systems for MSCs). From a literature 

survey, a SFM containing bFGF and TGFβ1 was adapted for cCFU-F by using factorial design 

experiments to combinatorially test an array of GFs regulating tyrosine kinase receptors. This 

chapter reports that the addition of PDGF-AB and PDGF-BB enhanced proliferation, colony 

formation, and long-term self-renewal.  

PDGF ligands have been implicated in a wide-range of MSC functions (21), including 

acting as a mitogen and chemotactic agent. Many publications lack a specific reference to 

which PDGF ligand was tested, making a direct comparison difficult. Interestingly, Jung et al. 

showed that the addition of PDGF to SFM containing bFGF and TGF-β1 reduced CFU frequency, 

suggesting it had a negative impact on human BM-MSC self-renewal (220). In contrast, we find 

that PDGF ligands increased CFU frequency while increasing proliferation.    

 There are aspects of the experimental design used to develop the SFM that limit the 

physiological relevance of it as a culture system. For example, one concentration for each 

factor was selected from dose response experiments and therefore only observed cellular 

responses at a particular concentration. It is known that some GFs stimulate different cell 

responses at different concentrations. Furthermore, synergistic or inhibitory effects of GF 

interactions may be dependent on the relative concentration of each factor. Therefore, in the 
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future the methods applied in this chapter may be improved by allowing for varying GF 

concentrations, e.g. by utilising a microbioreactor array for full factorial screening of GF cues at 

different concentrations (273). In addition, in vivo and in engineered biomimetic niches growth 

factors are presented to cells as soluble factors or matrix-immobilised. The experiments 

presented in this chapter only addressed the effect of soluble GFs. Furthermore, GFs may be 

presented with temporal and spatial variation. This may be in the form of temporal pulses of 

growth factor stimuli or spatial presentation in the form of soluble or tethered gradients. For 

example, the sequence in which cells receive particular growth factor stimuli can elicit 

different cellular responses. Larger factorial experiments, e.g. using a microarray bioreactor 

would enable a larger number of factors to be tested at a greater number of concentrations 

(273).  

The development of a SFM for cCFU-F represents a methodological advance that will 

allow one to specifically test cellular responses to extrinsic cues. This is turn will enable a more 

accurate characterisation of their in vitro growth properties. Detailed characterisation of cCFU-

F may enable the development of new therapies aimed to alleviate the massive burden that is 

heart disease.  
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 Chapter VI  

Conclusion and future directions 

6.1 Conclusion 

Cardiovascular regenerative medicine is a growing field, driven by the need to address 

cardiovascular disease which is the predominant cause of death in many developed countries 

worldwide (1). As discussed in Section 2.3 - The potential of stem cells for cardiovascular 

regenerative medicine, adult stem cells hold great promise for their ability to regenerate adult 

organs including the heart (3). While results from clinical trials using adult stem cells have 

shown that stem cell therapy is safe and has the potential to provide beneficial effects on 

heart function (77, 119), there is still contention regarding the efficacy of such therapies (6, 

48). Indeed, a more detailed characterisation of cell populations may enable their regenerative 

potential to be unlocked so that more effective therapeutic applications in cardiovascular 

regenerative medicine may be developed (47, 274). Importantly, heterogeneity within stem 

cell populations presents a challenge to the characterisation of cells using traditional assays 

that rely on population snap-shots. Time-lapse imaging and single-cell tracking are powerful 

technologies that allow one to overcome inherent limitations of traditional assays for studying 

cellular systems (28). Furthermore, these technologies allow one to study how intrinsic and 

extrinsic factors control cell fate and cell growth dynamics because such factors can act at the 

single-cell level.   

The utility of single-cell analyses for gaining insight into the molecular control of cell 

fate within heterogeneous cellular systems has been increasingly recognised over recent 

decades (28, 30, 148). Section 2.5 - Live-cell imaging and single-cell tracking of MSC reviewed 

the technical challenges associated with time-lapse imaging and single-cell tracking 

experiments, and discussed how these technologies may be used to answer novel questions in 

MSC biology. This thesis identified that contemporary methods for analysing cell lifetime data, 

produced by single-cell tracking, introduce selection bias through the exclusion of right-

censored and competing fate outcomes. Methods that have addressed the possibility of 

including right-censored data ignored competition between cell fates, leading to 

overestimation of individual cell fate outcomes in probabilistic models. Therefore, to 

overcome these limitations CR analysis, which has been routinely applied to clinical patient 

data, was adapted for analysis of cell lifetime data. In Chapter III, CR statistics were introduced 

as a tried-and-tested approach for unbiased quantification of patient outcomes in clinical 
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trials. It was hypothesised that the application of CR statistics to cell lifetime data would allow 

for unbiased quantification of cell lifetime data by including right-censored and competing 

fates. Therefore, the aim of Chapter III was to introduce competing risks (CR) and concordance 

analysis as a novel approach for quantifying intrinsic and extrinsic control of cell fate from cell 

lifetime data.  

This thesis has highlighted that there is a lack of standardised approaches for tracking cells 

from time-lapse imaging data, construction of cellular pedigrees, and pedigree annotation. 

Many researchers use custom imaging, tracking, and analysis protocols. Therefore, one aim of 

Chapter IV was to develop time-lapse imaging protocols for cCFU-F cultures, methods for 

identifying cCFU-F fate outcomes, and methods for constructing and analysing cCFU-F pedigree 

data. The establishment of these methods in conjunction with CR analysis allowed for this 

thesis to investigate a number of features of the biology of cCFU-F and other stem cell 

populations.  

Chapter II reviewed the role ofmesenchymal and cardiac stem cells in cardiovascular 

regenerative medicine and discussed the biology of cCFU-F in this context. cCFU-F are a 

heterogeneous population of cardiac stem cells hypothesised to be involved in remodelling of 

cardiac tissue during homeostasis and in response to injury. Characterisation of cCFU-F is 

important to understanding how they may be utilised in cardiac repair and/or regeneration. 

Therefore, time-lapse imaging, single-cell tracking, and CR analysis were applied to investigate 

how cell-intrinsic and extrinsic factors influence cCFU-F growth dynamics. Specifically, in 

Chapter IV it was identified that there had been no formal, quantitative analysis of the onset of 

heterogeneity during adaption of S+Pα+ cells to in vitro culture. Such an analysis is important to 

understand how S+Pα+ cells (as defined in vivo) give rise to cCFU-F cultures (defined in vitro). As 

highlighted in Chapter IV, the functional characteristics of micro, small, and large colonies 

reflect an in vivo hierarchy with respect to self-renewal and differentiation potential (16). 

Therefore, Chapter IV also investigated the intrinsic differences in cCFU-F colony growth 

dynamics by measuring cell cycle entry, progression, self-renewal(marked by PDGFRα 

expression), and survival and relating these measurements to the clonal origin of cells.  

A review of cCFU-F biology highlighted that PDGF signalling has been implicated in 

regulating cell cycle dynamics and metabolism in cCFU-F cultures. Long-term growth 

experiments, colony-forming assays, and assays measuring the DNA and RNA content of cCFU-

F cultures demonstrated the effect of PDGFRα stimulation and inhibition on cCFU-F 

proliferation, self-renewal, and metabolism. While these assays are informative they are 
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inherently limited as they only provide static measures of PDGF signalling pertubation. 

Therefore, Chapter IV also aimed to investigate how manipulation of the PDGF signalling 

pathway in cCFU-F modulated cell cycle and self-renewal dynamics at the single-cell level. This 

analysis is critical since stimulation and inhibition of PDGF signalling acts in part on single cells, 

and therefore the effect of PDGF signalling manipulation should be studied at the single-cell 

level. 

 Section 2.7- Fully-defined, serum-free culture systems for MSCs highlighted that the 

use of serum-containing medium for isolation, expansion, and characterisation of cCFU-F limits 

one’s ability to precisely characterise cell responses to extrinsic factors. The limitation of 

serum-containing culture conditions has led to the development of fully-defined, serum-free 

culture systems that provide researchers with controlled conditions to expand stem cells as 

well as test their function in in vitro assays. To date, cCFU-F have been isolated and expanded 

in SCM. Therefore, it was hypothesised that a SFM originally developed for isolation and 

expansion of human BM-MSCs could be adapted for cCFU-F by identifying combinations of 

cytokines that stimulate cCFU-F proliferation and self-renewal using factorial design 

experiments. This hypothesis was addressed in Chapter V. 

In summary, this thesis addressed the following specific aims: 

1) To apply CR analysis to cell lifetime data as an unbiased approach for quantifying the 

effect of intrinsic and extrinsic factors on cell growth dynamics at the single-cell level 

 

2) To develop protocols for time-lapse imaging, single-cell tracking, and pedigree 

construction cCFU-F in vitro  

 

3) To investigate the onset of heterogeneity within cCFU-F during adaption to in vitro 

culture through time-lapse imaging and single-cell tracking experiments 

 

4) To investigate intrinsic differences in growth dynamics of micro, small, and large 

colonies 

 

5) To investigate the effect of PDGF signalling manipulation on cCFU-F cell cycle 

dynamics, survival, and self-renewal at the single-cell level  
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6) To identify growth factors that stimulate cCFU-F proliferation and colony formation in 

serum-free medium by factorial design experiments  

 

7) To apply a fully-defined, serum-free culture system to isolate, expand, and 

characterise cCFU-F growth dynamics in vitro 

Chapter III addressed aim 1 by demonstrating the application of CR and concordance 

analysis to two previously published data sets. In the first analysis CRR was used to quantify 

division and death outcomes of wild-type p53 and mutant p53 breast cancer cells to the 

chemotherapeutic agents Doxorubicin and Nutlin3A. This analysis demonstrated that a large 

amount of BC cell lifetimes were right-censored and thus would be excluded from 

contemporary methods for analysing division and death outcomes, such as calculation of the 

mean time to division. Furthermore, by comparing the relative probability of division and 

death outcomes amongst treatments groups this analysis also demonstrated that division and 

death outcomes in BC cells in response to chemotherapy are dependent on their p53 status. 

This further highlights the importance of considering thep53 status of BC cells within BC tissue 

as an important clinical measure that may help to devise more effective therapeutic strategies. 

Chapter III also demonstrated the application of CR concordance analysis to study the 

association in time to division and differentiation outcomes in granulocyte-macrophage 

progenitors and their differentiated progeny. Latent, heritable determinants of cell fate are 

reflected in concordance in fate for siblings, mothers and daughters, 1st cousins, and 2nd 

cousins. Contemporary methods for studying association in cell fate, including Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient and Yule’s Q test, exclude right-censored fates and temporal 

information on time to fate, respectively. Therefore, the results presented in Chapter III 

demonstrated how CR allows one to include all observations of cell lifetimes as well as to 

address the possibility that cell fate outcomes of interest may be coupled, i.e. dependent.  

In Chapter IV aims 1-4 were addressed by applying single-cell analysis to investigate the 

onset of heterogeneity during adaption of S+Pα+ cells to in vitro culture. The attachment rate of 

freshly isolated S+Pα+ cells was quantified, revealing that the majority of cells do not attach to 

the tissue culture plastic substrate. Furthermore, quantification of the cell attachment rate 

allowed for optimisation of the colony-forming assay protocol to ensure colonies were derived 

from single cells. Chapter IV also demonstrated the effect of heterogeneity on population-

based estimates of cell growth dynamics, further highlighting the importance of single-cell 

analysis for heterogeneous cellular populations. An analysis of growth dynamics of micro, 
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small, and large colony cells presented in Chapter IV confirmed intrinsic differences in growth 

dynamics of cells derived from each colony type. Large colony cells had a higher probability of 

division, contained a greater frequency of PDGFRα cells, as well as a higher frequency of 

amplifying divisions compared to small colony cells. These results supported the concept of the 

cCFU-F system belonging to a stem cell hierarchy as demonstrated through CFU assays, long 

term growth assays, and differentiation assays. Chapter IV also investigated the role that 

PDGFRα signalling plays in regulating cCFU-F cell cycle entry, progression, and self-renewal at 

the single-cell level. Stimulation and inhibition of the PDGFR signalling pathway in passage 0 

cultures increased and decreased the probability of division, respectively. In contrast, in 

passage 4 cultures only inhibition of PDGF signalling reduced the probability of division, while 

PDGF stimulation had no effect. This result was most likely attributed to adaption of cells to 

culture after four passages, where competition had selected for the most actively dividing 

cells, which could not be further stimulated, but could be inhibited.   

Chapter V described the development of fully-defined, serum-free culture systems for 

cCFU-F, addressing Aim 5. To develop a SFM for cCFU-F a SFM originally developed for BM 

MSCs was adapted for cCFU-F by factorial design experiments. Factorial design experiments 

allowed for the effect of single factors and growth factor interactions on cCFU-F growth 

dynamics to be quantified. This investigation identified that the addition of bFGF, TGF-β1, 

PDGF-AB, and PDGF-BB provided optimal conditions for cCFU-F proliferation and self-renewal. 

Therefore, Chapter V identified a novel cytokine combination which can be used to isolate and 

expand cCFU-F in vitro through factorial design experiments and single-cell tracking. In Chapter 

V it was also demonstrated that cCFU-F renew by symmetric divisions by quantifying the cross-

odds ratio for GFP+ divisions in sibling cells. Cells cultured in the SFM maintained expression of 

canonical MSC markers and showed comparable differentiation potential to cells cultured in 

serum. Furthermore, this chapter demonstrated the effect of culture conditions on cell size 

and morphology, which was related to cell cycle dynamics through CRR. Small fibroblast cells 

had a significantly higher probability of division compared to large, non-fibroblast 

(myofibroblast-like) cells. cCFU-F cultures isolated and expanded in SFM were smaller and had 

less variable cell size  distribution compared to cells cultured in SCM. SFM promoted a higher 

probability of division compared to cells cultured in SCM, indicating that a SFM culture system 

is superior to SCM for isolating and expanding cCFU-F. Importantly, the use of a SFM culture 

system provides a fully-defined system to study cell responses to extrinsic stimuli. This has not 

previously been available for cCFU-F and, therefore, represents a useful contribution to 

researchers investigating cCFU-F biology in vitro.   
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In conclusion, this thesis provides methodological advances to the study of cell fate at the 

single-cell level through the application of unbiased statistical methods in a fully-defined, 

serum-free culture system. This thesis also provides insights to cCFU-F biology through the 

application of such methodological advances to study the effect of heterogeneity, PDGF 

signalling, and intrinsic growth differences between colony types. In the future the presented 

methods could be applied to other cellular systems, as they are general. The findings 

pertaining to cCFU-F biology may advance their use for cardiac repair. The following section 

details how additional work in the future could be used to extend the methodology and 

analyses presented in this thesis.  

6.2 Future directions 

- Application of CR regression on concordance in cell fate to quantify the effect of 

intrinsic and extrinsic factors on the association in cell fate outcomes 

 Important given that association in cell fate is a reflection of the influence of 

heritable determinants of cell fate  

 Therefore by testing for the effect of intrinsic or extrinsic factors in association 

with cell fate one is able to determine if such factors modulate the influence of 

heritable determinants 

 Single cell gene expression analysis is a growing field that will be able to relate 

the molecular state of a cell to its function. CR regression may be applied to 

such analysis to provide robust and unbiased quantification of the effect of a 

cell’s genome wide expression on its function 

 

- The utility of single-cell tracking in understanding the molecular control of cell fate is 

reliant on gaining insight into the internal molecular state of a cell. Therefore, the 

development of fluorescent reporters for cCFU-F cell states (i.e. by using FUCCI for 

analysis of cell cycle times), or by developing markers that report on differentiation 

status would enable for cell lineage maps to be developed. This would allow one to 

study the dynamics of cell differentiation, concordance in differentiation dynamics, 

and the effect of intrinsic and extrinsic factors in differentiation.  

 

- To identify the effect of growth factor stimulation on single cells would be aided by 

providing more physiologically relevant growth factor cues and at multiple 

concentrations, as well as in gradients. This would be aided by the use of an Ibidi 

gradient generator to study the effect of soluble growth factor gradients. The use of a 
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microbioreactor array would enable multiple growth factors to be tested at many 

more combinations. Such a system also allows for single-cell growth dynamics to be 

monitored by time-lapse imaging, as well as in situ staining of cells to reveal the 

presence of intracellular proteins.  

 

- To further investigate heterogeneity within the cCFU-F system and to be able to 

attribute it to cell-intrinsic factors requires the use of single-cell gene expression 

analysis. Such an analysis applied to many individual cells would allow for a 

transcriptome analysis of clonal and interclonal cells. Coupled with time-lapse imaging 

and single-cell tracking such technologies would enable one to understand precisely 

how a cell’s microenvironment and its gene expression signature determine its 

behaviour and fate.   

 

- The throughput of single-cell tracking is a limiting factor in obtaining large amounts of 

cell lifetime data. This is because at present to accurately record cell growth dynamics 

requires manual tracking methodology or automated tracking followed by manual 

correction. Therefore, the development of high throughput, automated, and error-free 

methods for cell tracking including automated image analysis, annotation of cell fate 

outcomes and molecular readouts, will greatly advance the field of time-lapse imaging 

and single-cell tracking.  
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Appendix A 

Protocol for cCFU-F isolation and colony forming assay 

A.1 cCFU-F isolation 

cCFU-F were isolated from 8-12 week old wild-type (WT), or Pdgfra-GFP knockin, 

C57/BL6 mice as previously described (16). Briefly, mice were sacrificed by cervical dislocation, 

the heart removed and interstitial cell fraction isolated by mechanical and enzymatic digestion 

with collagenase type II (Worthington) at 37°C for a total of 30 minutes. Every 10 minutes the 

sample was triturated mechanically with a transfer pipette to ensure complete digestion. 

Supernatant was collected and filtered through a 40μm strainer (to remove cardiomyocyte 

debris) into 1% FCS to stop digestion. Red blood cells were lysed with a red cell lysis buffer 

followed by dead cell removal using MACS Dead Cell Removal Kit (Miltenyibiotec). Cells were 

then incubated with fluorophore conjugated antibodies against SCA1, PDGFRα, and PECAM 

and sorted using either FACS Aria or FACS Canto (Becton and Dickinson) cytometers. 

A.2 Colony forming assays 

CFU assays were employed to quantify the frequency of cCFU-F. cCFU-F give rise to a 

spectrum of colony sizes ranging from micro colonies (>5 cells, <2mm diameter), small (>25 

cells, <2mm diameter), and large (>25 cells, >2mm diameter). To assess colony formation cells 

were plated at 1000 cells/cm2 and 60 cells/ cm2 and cultured for 12 days and 8 days for P0 and 

P4 cultures, respectively. Medium was removed and cells were washed twice with PBS, fixed 

with 50% ethanol for 30 minutes, and stained with 2.5% Crystal Violet (w/v in 50% ethanol) for 

1hr. Crystal violet was removed and cells were washed with DI water for 5 minutes or until all 

excess crystal violet was removed. To quantify colony formation each plate was placed on the 

stage of an inverted microscope with automated X-Y-Z controller. MetaMorph® (Molecular 

Devices, USA) software was used to establish a contiguous grid from which images were 

acquired at 5X to cover a FOV the size of the entire 35mm well.  After image acquisition the 

contiguous grid was stitched together using MM to create a single image. Using MetaMorph® 

(Molecular Devices, USA) software the size of the colonies and number of cells could be 

measured and manually counted to categorise as small and large. For live cell imaging 

experiments following colony formation, the size of colonies was established without fixation 

and crystal violet staining by simply measuring colony size in live cultures by phase contrast 

microscopy. Results were expressed as a ratio of CFU to the number of cells plated ± standard 

deviation (SD). Two independent experiments were performed using technical triplicates.  
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APPENDIX B  

Protocol for long-term time-lapse imaging and image processing 

This appendix describes the protocol used for long-term time-lapse imaging experiments. 

It includes details on: 

1 control of the Leica DMI6000B live-cell imaging microscope using MetaMorph 

software to acquire time-lapse image data 

2 stitching adjacent images from a contiguous grid to create a large field-of-view (FOV) 

3 image processing of exported images in preparation for cell tracking 

 

B.1 Microscope set-up and stage control 

Live cell imaging experiments were carried out using a DMI6000B inverted live-cell 

imaging microscope (Leica, Germany) equipped with a fully-automated X-Y-Z controller and 

hardware autofocus control. The microscope was housed in a large, closed chamber incubator 

box (PeCon GmbH, Germany). The sample environment was maintained at 37°C using a 

heating unit and temperature controller (PeCon GmbH, Germany). A C02 controller (PeCon 

GmbH, Germany) was used to deliver a 5% C02 and air mixture through a small volume cover 

placed over the live cell imaging plate. MetaMorph® (Molecular Devices, USA) was used to 

define image acquisition parameters and control the microscope. The heating unit and 

controller were activated at least 2 hours prior to transferring cells to the microscope in order 

for all microscope components within the incubator box to reach 37°C. The C02 controller was 

activated so that a stable 5% C02 reading was maintained 15-30 minutes before cells were 

placed on the microscope.  

B.2 Image acquisition parameters 

 For long-term time-lapse imaging experiments it is necessary to control the X, Y, and Z 

coordinates of the microscope stage in order to acquire multiple images from the same FOV 

over an extended period of time while keeping cells in focus. MetaMorph® (Molecular Devices, 

USA) software was used to control the microscope stage and to define image acquisition 

parameters. Image acquisition parameters included the number of FOVs to be imaged and 

their spatial arrangement, the image acquisition frequency, exposure time, magnification, and 

duration of the experiment. Table B.1 details the image acquisition parameters for each 

experiment presented in this thesis.  
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Table B.1 Image acquisition parameters for each experiment presented in this thesis 

Image 

acquisition 

parameter 

Freshly 

isolated 

S+Pα+ cells 

(Chapter III) 

PDGF 

stimulation 

and 

inhibition 

experiments 

with P0 cells 

(Chapter IV) 

PDGF 

stimulation 

and 

inhibition 

experiments 

with P4 cells 

(Chapter IV) 

Factorial 

design 

experiments 

(Chapter V) 

Serum versus 

serum free 

experiments 

(Chapter V) 

Number of 

independent 

experiments 

2 2 2 2 2 

Number of 

replicate wells 

for each 

condition 

3 3 3 3 3 

Frame rate – 

phase contrast 

(min/frame) 

15 15 15 15 15 

Phase contrast 

exposure time 

(ms) 

1 1 1 1 1 

Number of 

positions 
300 480 660 486 108 

Images/second 0.33 0.52 0.73 0.54 0.12 

Fluorescent 

channels 
FITC FITC NA FITC FITC 

Fluorescent 

image frame 

rate 

(min/frame) 

120 120 NA 120 120 

Fluorescent 

channel 

excitation 

100 100 NA 100 100 
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intensity (%) 

Fluorescent 

exposure time 

(ms) 

350 350 NA 350 350 

Total wells 6 12 12 48 12 

Positions/well 50 40 55 9 9 

Time points 1152 1152 768 384 384 

Total duration 

(hours) 
288 288 192 96 96 

Total images 345,600 552,960 506,880 186,624 41,472 

data (TB) 0.98 1.56 1.44 0.53 0.12 

 

B.3 Image processing parameters 

All raw phase contrast (PH) and fluorescent (FL) images were exported as .TIFF files. 

The following code was then used to correct uneven illumination and to remove background 

for each image by fitting a polynomial surface to the image. After image processing images 

were then loaded into Nordon’s Tracking Tool (NTT) cell tracking software.  

function im=Correct(im) 

%% Corrects uneven illumination 

    [r, c ]=size(im); 

    [X, Y]=meshgrid(1:c,1:r); 

    Z=im; 

    sf=fit([Y(:),X(:)],Z(:),'poly32'); 

    bkgnd=sf(Y,X); 

    diff=im-bkgnd; 

    im=diff; 

end 
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APPENDIX C  

Single-cell tracking and pedigree annotation 

 

C.1 Single-cell tracking 

Single-cell tracking was carried out using Nordon’s Tracking Tool (NTT). NTT was 

installed on a graphics workstation equipped with a graphical processing unit (HPZ420, 16GB 

RAM, Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-1607 @ 3.00GHz). NTT reduced the labour of cell tracking using a 

template matching algorithm that recognises the cell in the current frame using past images of 

the cell as a learning set. The program automatically tracks the cell’s position, but will revert to 

manual tracking if the cell image recognised by the algorithm is outside statistical confidence 

limits. The graphical user interface (GUI) consisted of a software controller and movie viewer 

(Figure  and Figure ). Cells were tracked in phase contrast images by placing a “region-of-

interest” (ROI) over the cell nucleus and double-clicking. The ROI is an adjustable ellipse used 

to record the position of the nucleus as well as all pixels contained within boundary of the 

ellipse. The pattern of pixels recorded within the ROI for each frame was referred to as a cell 

mask. To find the same cell in the subsequent frame NTT searched all pixels within a user-

defined search radius in the subsequent frame. A cross-correlation algorithm was then used to 

find the position of the cell mask within the search region which gave the highest correlated 

pixel intensity pattern. The search radius is the maximum radial distance in which to search for 

a cell mask in each frame. The default value of the search radius is 20 pixels though this could 

be adjusted depending on cell velocity, density of the culture, and proximity to the edge of the 

FOV. Increasing and decreasing the search radius also increased or decreased, respectively, the 

time taken to find a cell mask in the subsequent frame. The correlation coefficient (Rho) was a 

commonly adjusted parameter in the cell tracking platform. Rho, a number between 0 and 1, 

defined the correlation between pixel patterns in consecutive frames that was required to find 

a match. If a correlation above the set threshold was found for two cell masks within 

consecutive frames the software automatically moved to the next frame and repeated. If the 

correlation between pixels (within the cell mask) between consecutive frames was below the 

threshold NTT stopped tracking and prompted the user to re-position the ROI over the cell 

nucleus. Rho was increased or decreased to optimise the accuracy and speed of tracking. If 

Rho was increased the criteria for finding matching cells in consecutive frames was more 

stringent and allowed for more accurate tracking. This was suitable when cells were cultured 

at high density or did not have unique or distinctive features. When Rho was set to a value 
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greater than 1, NTT operated in a manual tracking mode, where the user was required to re-

position the ROI and double-click on each frame. If Rho was decreased then the criteria for 

finding matching cells in consecutive frames was less stringent and cell tracking speed was 

increased. This was suitable when tracking cells at lower density and where cells had distinct 

features that did not change transiently. 

 

Figure C.1 | Screenshot of Nordon’s Tracking Tool graphical user interface (GUI). The GUI 

allows control of cell tracking parameters such as ROI diameter, search radius, correlation 

coefficient Rho. The GUI contains features for deleting and appending track segments as well 

as entering fate outcomes in a drop down menu. 

The semi-automated method of tracking was error-free since all cell tracks were 

continuously observed as they were built, and all cell event outcomes were visually identified 

and annotated. Any erroneous or ambiguous cell tracks were deleted and were not included in 

pedigrees. Division and death events were detected visually and recorded in a single cell 

pedigree structure along with the time of the observed event (see Section 4.3.1 for a detailed 

description of cell fate identification). If an error was encountered while tracking the user 

stopped the software and deleted erroneous segments of a cell’s track. All relevant and 

measureable data were entered into a hierarchical database structure (cell pedigree structure) 

using a drop-down menu. X and Y positions of the centre of the ROI (i.e. centre of nucleus) 

were recorded for each frame along with the time the image was acquired.  
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Figure C.2 | Screenshots of NTT CellMovieViewer showing full FOV (top) and magnified region 

(bottom). The CellMovieViewer allows cells to be visualised while tracking. An adjustable 

ellipse is placed over the nucleus of the cell of interest as it is tracked through consecutive 

frames. White dots indicate tracked cells.  

C.2 Annotation of PDGFRα expression 

cCFU-F isolated from 8-12 week old PdgfraGFP/+ knockin mouse hearts, which express a 

nuclear version of GFP under Pdgfra cis-regulatory control were used to record the dynamics 

of PDGFRα expression over time. Cell tracking recorded the position of cell nuclei w.r.t. the 

FOV in phase contrast images. The position of cell nuclei (pixel locations) in PH images were 

used to measure pixel intensities from fluorescent images in the same position (same pixel 

locations), allowing quantification of PDGFRα expression level for each cell in each frame.   
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 APPENDIX D  

R code for analysis of cell lifetime data 

 

This appendix provides all of the relevant R code used in the analysis of cell lifetime data. 

The appendix is divided into three sections which describe the analysis of 1) BC cell lifetime 

data (D.1); GMP lifetime data (D.2); and cCFU-F lifetime data (D.3)  

D.1 R code for analysis of BC cell lifetime data 

1 #This code was written for the analysis of breast cancer cell lifetime data 

 

2 #The data used in this code: 'BCC data.txt' 

 

3 #dependant libraries 

4 library(R.matlab) #R.matlab version 3.1.1 used (newer or older versions may not be 

compatible) 

5 library(timereg) #timereg version 1.7.0 used (newer or older versions may not be 

compatible) 

6 library(mets) #mets version 0.1-13 used (newer or older versions may not be 

compatible) 

7 library(cmprsk) #cmprisk version 2.2-7 used (newer or older versions may not be 

compatible) 

 

8 #load data,   

9 #note: copy data file 'BCC data.txt' into your working directory and substitute 

"L:/James/R/CR paper repository/" for the path of your working directory 

10 P0<-read.delim("L:/James/R/CR paper repository/BCC data.txt") 

 

11 #Map fate outcomes and create treatment groups 

12 Data$CauseNum[Data$StopReason=='Division']<-1 

13 Data$CauseNum[Data$StopReason=='Apoptosis']<-2 

14 Data$CauseNum[Data$StopReason=='Lost cell']<-0 

15 Data$CauseNum[Data$StopReason=='Not complete']<-0 

16 Data$CauseNum[Data$StopReason=='Endomitosis']<-0 

17 Data$CauseNum[Data$StopReason=='Nil']<-0 
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18 Data$CauseID[Data$CauseNum==1]<-"Division" #division is 1  

19 Data$CauseID[Data$CauseNum==2]<-"Death" #death is 2 

20 Data$CauseID[Data$CauseNum==0]<-"RC"#right censored is 3 

 

 

21 # Data=Data[Data$Generation==0,] # ndx to only look at generation 0 

22 Data=Data[(Data$Treatment=="control")|(Data$Treatment=="dox")|(Data$Treatment

=="nut"),] # only look at dox and nut versus control 

 

23 #Compare wild type cell lines, no treatment---- 

24 par(mfcol=c(2,2)) 

25 ndx<-(Data$TP53=="wt")&(Data$Treatment=="control") 

26 tempdata<-Data[ndx,] 

27 ksample<-

cuminc(ftime=tempdata$Age,fstatus=tempdata$CauseID,group=tempdata$Cell_Line,c

encode="RC") 

28 print(ksample) 

29 plot(ksample,main="Wild type p53, Control",xlab="days",ylim=c(0,1)) 

 

30 ndx<-(Data$TP53=="wt")&(Data$Treatment=="dox") 

31 tempdata<-Data[ndx,] 

32 ksample<-

cuminc(ftime=tempdata$Age,fstatus=tempdata$CauseID,group=tempdata$Cell_Line,c

encode="RC") 

33 print(ksample) 

34 plot(ksample,main="Wild type p53, Doxorubicin",xlab="days",ylim=c(0,1)) 

35 ## Compare mutant cell lines, no treatment---- 

36 ndx<-(Data$TP53=="mut")&(Data$Treatment=="control") 

37 tempdata<-Data[ndx,] 

38 ksample<-

cuminc(ftime=tempdata$Age,fstatus=tempdata$CauseID,group=tempdata$Cell_Line,c

encode="RC") 

39 print(ksample) 

40 plot(ksample,main="Mutant p53, Control",xlab="days",ylim=c(0,1)) 
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41 ndx<-(Data$TP53=="mut")&(Data$Treatment=="dox") 

42 tempdata<-Data[ndx,] 

43 ksample<-

cuminc(ftime=tempdata$Age,fstatus=tempdata$CauseID,group=tempdata$Cell_Line,c

encode="RC") 

44 print(ksample) 

45 plot(ksample,main="Mutant p53, Doxorubicin",xlab="days",ylim=c(0,1)) 

46 #Compare mutant with wild type cell lines, no treatment---- 

47 ndx<-(Data$Cell_Line=="BT474")|(Data$Cell_Line=="mda-mb231") 

48 ndx<-ndx&Data$Treatment=="control" 

49 tempdata<-Data[ndx,] 

50 ksample<-

cuminc(ftime=tempdata$Age,fstatus=tempdata$CauseID,group=tempdata$TP53,cenc

ode="RC") 

51 print(ksample) 

52 plot(ksample,main="BT474(wt) versus mda-mb231 (mut), 

Control",xlab="days",ylim=c(0,1)) 

 

53 ndx<-(Data$Cell_Line=="BT474")|(Data$Cell_Line=="T47D",xlab="days",ylim=c(0,1)) 

54 ndx<-ndx&Data$Treatment=="control" 

55 tempdata<-Data[ndx,] 

56 ksample<-

cuminc(ftime=tempdata$Age,fstatus=tempdata$CauseID,group=tempdata$TP53,cenc

ode="RC") 

57 print(ksample) 

58 plot(ksample,main="BT474(wt) versus T47D(mut), Control",xlab="days",ylim=c(0,1)) 

 

59 ndx<-(Data$Cell_Line=="MCF7")|(Data$Cell_Line=="mda-mb231") 

60 ndx<-ndx&Data$Treatment=="control" 

61 tempdata<-Data[ndx,] 

62 ksample<-

cuminc(ftime=tempdata$Age,fstatus=tempdata$CauseID,group=tempdata$TP53,cenc

ode="RC") 
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63 print(ksample) 

64 plot(ksample,main="MCF7(wt) versus mda-mb231 (mut), 

Control",xlab="days",ylim=c(0,1)) 

 

 

65 ndx<-(Data$Cell_Line=="MCF7")|(Data$Cell_Line=="T47D") 

66 ndx<-ndx&Data$Treatment=="control" 

67 tempdata<-Data[ndx,] 

68 ksample<-

cuminc(ftime=tempdata$Age,fstatus=tempdata$CauseID,group=tempdata$TP53,cenc

ode="RC") 

69 print(ksample) 

70 plot(ksample,main="MCF7(wt) versus T47D (mut), Control",xlab="days",ylim=c(0,1)) 

71 #Compare mutant with wild type cell lines, Doxo---- 

72 ndx<-(Data$Cell_Line=="BT474")|(Data$Cell_Line=="mda-mb231") 

73 ndx<-ndx&Data$Treatment=="dox" 

74 tempdata<-Data[ndx,] 

75 ksample<-

cuminc(ftime=tempdata$Age,fstatus=tempdata$CauseID,group=tempdata$TP53,cenc

ode="RC") 

76 print(ksample) 

77 plot(ksample,main="BT474(wt) versus mda-mb231 (mut), 

Doxorubicin",xlab="days",ylim=c(0,1)) 

 

78 ndx<-(Data$Cell_Line=="BT474")|(Data$Cell_Line=="T47D",xlab="days",ylim=c(0,1)) 

79 ndx<-ndx&Data$Treatment=="dox" 

80 tempdata<-Data[ndx,] 

81 ksample<-

cuminc(ftime=tempdata$Age,fstatus=tempdata$CauseID,group=tempdata$TP53,cenc

ode="RC") 

82 print(ksample) 

83 plot(ksample,main="BT474(wt) versus T47D(mut), 

Doxorubicin",xlab="days",ylim=c(0,1)) 
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84 ndx<-(Data$Cell_Line=="MCF7")|(Data$Cell_Line=="mda-mb231") 

85 ndx<-ndx&Data$Treatment=="dox" 

86 tempdata<-Data[ndx,] 

87 ksample<-

cuminc(ftime=tempdata$Age,fstatus=tempdata$CauseID,group=tempdata$TP53,cenc

ode="RC") 

88 print(ksample) 

89 plot(ksample,main="MCF7(wt) versus mda-mb231 (mut), 

Doxorubicin",xlab="days",ylim=c(0,1)) 

 

 

90 ndx<-(Data$Cell_Line=="MCF7")|(Data$Cell_Line=="T47D") 

91 ndx<-ndx&Data$Treatment=="dox" 

92 tempdata<-Data[ndx,] 

93 ksample<-

cuminc(ftime=tempdata$Age,fstatus=tempdata$CauseID,group=tempdata$TP53,cenc

ode="RC") 

94 print(ksample) 

95 plot(ksample,main="MCF7(wt) versus T47D (mut), 

Doxorubicin",xlab="days",ylim=c(0,1)) 

96 #Compare mutant with wild type cell lines, nut---- 

97 ndx<-(Data$Cell_Line=="BT474")|(Data$Cell_Line=="mda-mb231") 

98 ndx<-ndx&Data$Treatment=="nut" 

99 tempdata<-Data[ndx,] 

100 ksample<-

cuminc(ftime=tempdata$Age,fstatus=tempdata$CauseID,group=tempdata$TP53,cenc

ode="RC") 

101 print(ksample) 

102 plot(ksample,main="BT474(wt) versus mda-mb231 (mut), 

Nutlin3a",xlab="days",ylim=c(0,1)) 

 

103 ndx<-(Data$Cell_Line=="BT474")|(Data$Cell_Line=="T47D",xlab="days",ylim=c(0,1)) 

104 ndx<-ndx&Data$Treatment=="nut" 

105 tempdata<-Data[ndx,] 
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106 ksample<-

cuminc(ftime=tempdata$Age,fstatus=tempdata$CauseID,group=tempdata$TP53,cenc

ode="RC") 

107 print(ksample) 

108 plot(ksample,main="BT474(wt) versus T47D(mut), Nutlin3a",xlab="days",ylim=c(0,1)) 

 

109 ndx<-(Data$Cell_Line=="MCF7")|(Data$Cell_Line=="mda-mb231") 

110 ndx<-ndx&Data$Treatment=="nut" 

111 tempdata<-Data[ndx,] 

112 ksample<-

cuminc(ftime=tempdata$Age,fstatus=tempdata$CauseID,group=tempdata$TP53,cenc

ode="RC") 

113 print(ksample) 

114 plot(ksample,main="MCF7(wt) versus mda-mb231 (mut), 

Nutlin3a",xlab="days",ylim=c(0,1)) 

 

 

115 ndx<-(Data$Cell_Line=="MCF7")|(Data$Cell_Line=="T47D") 

116 ndx<-ndx&Data$Treatment=="nut" 

117 tempdata<-Data[ndx,] 

118 ksample<-

cuminc(ftime=tempdata$Age,fstatus=tempdata$CauseID,group=tempdata$TP53,cenc

ode="RC") 

119 print(ksample) 

120 plot(ksample,main="MCF7(wt) versus T47D (mut), Nutlin3a",xlab="days",ylim=c(0,1)) 

121 #Regression---- 

122 ndx<-(Data$Cell_Line=="MCF7"|Data$Cell_Line=="mda-mb231") 

123 tempdata<-Data[ndx,] 

124 tempdata$Nut=0; 

125 tempdata$Nut[tempdata$Treatment=="nut"]=1; 

126 tempdata$Dox=0; 

127 tempdata$Dox[tempdata$Treatment=="dox"]=1; 

128 tempdata$wt=0; 

129 tempdata$wt[tempdata$TP53=="wt"]=1; 
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130 Division<-comp.risk(Surv(Age,CauseNum>0) ~ 

1+wt+Dox+Nut+wt*Nut+wt*Dox,data=tempdata, 

a. cause=tempdata$CauseNum,causeS=1,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

131 summary(Division) 

132 Division_SP<-comp.risk(Surv(Age,CauseNum>0) ~ 

1+const(wt)+const(Dox)+const(Nut)+const(wt*Nut)+const(wt*Dox),data=tempdata, 

i. cause=tempdata$CauseNum,causeS=1,resample.iid=1,model="additiv

e") 

133 summary(Division_SP) 

 

134 Death<-comp.risk(Surv(Age,CauseNum>0) ~ 

1+wt+Dox+Nut+wt*Nut+wt*Dox,data=tempdata, 

a. cause=tempdata$CauseNum,causeS=2,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

135 summary(Death) 

 

136 Death_SP<-comp.risk(Surv(Age,CauseNum>0) ~ 

1+const(wt)+const(Dox)+const(Nut)+const(wt*Nut)+const(wt*Dox),data=tempdata, 

a. cause=tempdata$CauseNum,causeS=2,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

137 summary(Death_SP) 

 

138 # plot 

 

139 division_control_NP<-predict(Division,X=c(1,0,0,0,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

140 division_dox_NP<-predict(Division,X=c(1,0,1,0,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

141 division_wt_nut_NP<-predict(Division,X=c(1,1,0,1,1,0),uniform=TRUE) 

142 death_control_NP<-predict(Death,X=c(1,0,0,0,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

143 death_dox_NP<-predict(Death,X=c(1,0,1,0,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

144 death_wt_dox_NP<-predict(Death,X=c(1,1,1,0,0,1),uniform=TRUE) 

 

145 division_control<-predict(Division_SP,X=1,Z=c(0,0,0,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

146 division_dox<-predict(Division_SP,X=1,Z=c(0,1,0,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

147 division_wt_nut<-predict(Division_SP,X=1, Z=c(1,0,1,1,0),uniform=TRUE) 

148 death_control<-predict(Death_SP,X=1, Z=c(0,0,0,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

149 death_dox<-predict(Death_SP,X=1, Z=c(0,1,0,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 
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150 death_wt_dox<-predict(Death_SP,X=1,Z=c(1,1,0,0,1),uniform=TRUE) 

151 par(mfcol=c(1,2)) 

152 plot(division_control_NP$time,division_control_NP$P1, 

153 type="s",xlab="Time to Division (Days)",ylab="Cumulative Incidence", 

154 ylim=c(0,1),xlim=c(0,4),lty=1,lwd=2,col="green") 

155 lines(division_dox_NP$time,division_dox_NP$P1, 

156 type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col="red") 

157 lines(division_wt_nut_NP$time,division_wt_nut_NP$P1, 

158 type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col="blue") 

159 legend(1,0.5,legend=c("P53mut","P53mut+dox","P53wt+nut"),lty=c(1,1,1),lwd=c(2,2,2

),col=c("green","red","blue"),bty="n") 

 

160 plot(death_control_NP$time,death_control_NP$P1, 

161 type="s",xlab="Time to Death (Days)",ylab="Cumulative Incidence", 

162 ylim=c(0,1),xlim=c(0,4),lty=1,lwd=2,col="green") 

163 lines(death_dox_NP$time,death_dox_NP$P1, 

164 type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col="red") 

165 lines(death_wt_dox_NP$time,death_wt_dox_NP$P1, 

166 type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col="blue") 

167 legend(1,0.5,legend=c("P53mut","P53mut+dox","P53wt+dox"),lty=c(1,1,1),lwd=c(2,2,2

),col=c("green","red","blue"),bty="n") 

 

168 # refine regression model 

169 summary(Division) 

170 # make dox and intercept non-parametric 

171 Division_Ver1<-comp.risk(Surv(Age,CauseNum>0) ~ 

1+const(wt)+Dox+const(Nut)+const(wt*Nut)+const(wt*Dox),data=tempdata, 

i. cause=tempdata$CauseNum,causeS=1,resample.iid=1,model="additiv

e") 

172 summary(Division_Ver1) 

173 # goodness of fit? 

174 division_control_ver1<-predict(Division_Ver1,X=c(1,0),Z=c(0,0,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

175 division_dox_ver1<-predict(Division_Ver1,X=c(1,1),Z=c(0,0,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

176 division_wt_nut_ver1<-predict(Division_Ver1,X=c(1,0),Z=c(1,1,1,0),uniform=TRUE) 
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177 par(mfcol=c(1,1)) 

178 plot(division_control_NP$time,division_control_NP$P1, 

179 type="s",xlab="Time to Division (Days)",ylab="Cumulative Incidence", 

180 ylim=c(0,1),xlim=c(0,4),lty=1,lwd=2,col="green") 

181 lines(division_dox_NP$time,division_dox_NP$P1, 

182 type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col="red") 

183 lines(division_wt_nut_NP$time,division_wt_nut_NP$P1, 

184 type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col="blue") 

185 lines(division_control_ver1$time,division_control_ver1$P1, 

186 type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="green") 

187 lines(division_dox_ver1$time,division_dox_ver1$P1, 

188 type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="red") 

189 lines(division_wt_nut_ver1$time,division_wt_nut_ver1$P1, 

190 type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="blue") 

191 #compare wild types using regression model---- 

192 ndx<-(Data$Cell_Line=="MCF7"|Data$Cell_Line=="BT474") 

193 tempdata<-Data[ndx,] 

194 tempdata$ID=0; 

195 tempdata$ID[tempdata$Cell_Line=="BT474"]=1; 

196 tempdata$Nut=0; 

197 tempdata$Nut[tempdata$Treatment=="nut"]=1; 

198 tempdata$Dox=0; 

199 tempdata$Dox[tempdata$Treatment=="dox"]=1; 

200 Division<-comp.risk(Surv(Age,CauseNum>0) ~ 

1+ID+Dox+Nut+ID*Nut+ID*Dox,data=tempdata, 

a. cause=tempdata$CauseNum,causeS=1,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

201 summary(Division) 

202 Division_SP<-comp.risk(Surv(Age,CauseNum>0) ~ 

1+const(ID)+const(Dox)+const(Nut)+const(ID*Nut)+const(ID*Dox),data=tempdata, 

i. cause=tempdata$CauseNum,causeS=1,resample.iid=1,model="additiv

e") 

203 summary(Division_SP) 
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204 Death<-comp.risk(Surv(Age,CauseNum>0) ~ 

1+ID+Dox+Nut+ID*Nut+ID*Dox,data=tempdata, 

a. cause=tempdata$CauseNum,causeS=2,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

205 summary(Death) 

 

206 Death_SP<-comp.risk(Surv(Age,CauseNum>0) ~ 

1+const(ID)+const(Dox)+const(Nut)+const(ID*Nut)+const(ID*Dox),data=tempdata, 

a. cause=tempdata$CauseNum,causeS=2,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

207 summary(Death_SP) 

208 #compare P53 mut types using regression model---- 

209 ndx<-(Data$Cell_Line=="mda-mb231"|Data$Cell_Line=="T47D") 

210 tempdata<-Data[ndx,] 

211 tempdata$ID=0; 

212 tempdata$ID[tempdata$Cell_Line=="T47D"]=1; 

213 tempdata$Nut=0; 

214 tempdata$Nut[tempdata$Treatment=="nut"]=1; 

215 tempdata$Dox=0; 

216 tempdata$Dox[tempdata$Treatment=="dox"]=1; 

217 Division<-comp.risk(Surv(Age,CauseNum>0) ~ 

1+ID+Dox+Nut+ID*Nut+ID*Dox,data=tempdata, 

a. cause=tempdata$CauseNum,causeS=1,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

218 summary(Division) 

219 Division_SP<-comp.risk(Surv(Age,CauseNum>0) ~ 

1+ID+Dox+const(Nut)+const(ID*Nut)+ID*Dox,data=tempdata, 

i. cause=tempdata$CauseNum,causeS=1,resample.iid=1,model="additiv

e") 

220 summary(Division_SP) 

 

221 tempdata<-tempdata[tempdata$Age<3.6,] 

222 Death<-comp.risk(Surv(Age,CauseNum>0) ~ 

1+ID+Dox+Nut+ID*Nut+ID*Dox,data=tempdata, 

a. cause=tempdata$CauseNum,causeS=2,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

223 summary(Death) 
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224 Death_SP<-comp.risk(Surv(Age,CauseNum>0) ~ 

1+const(ID)+const(Dox)+const(Nut)+const(ID*Nut)+const(ID*Dox),data=tempdata, 

a. cause=tempdata$CauseNum,causeS=2,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

225 summary(Death_SP) 

226 #Do regression on pooled cell lines---- 

227 tempdata<-Data 

228 tempdata$Nut=0; 

229 tempdata$Nut[tempdata$Treatment=="nut"]=1; 

230 tempdata$Dox=0; 

231 tempdata$Dox[tempdata$Treatment=="dox"]=1; 

232 tempdata$wt=0; 

233 tempdata$wt[tempdata$TP53=="wt"]=1; 

234 Division<-comp.risk(Surv(Age,CauseNum>0) ~ 

1+wt+Dox+Nut+wt:Nut+wt:Dox,data=tempdata, 

a. cause=tempdata$CauseNum,causeS=1,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

235 summary(Division) 

236 Division_SP<-comp.risk(Surv(Age,CauseNum>0) ~ 

1+const(wt)+Dox+Nut+const(wt*Nut)+const(wt*Dox),data=tempdata, 

i. cause=tempdata$CauseNum,causeS=1,resample.iid=1,model="additiv

e") 

237 summary(Division_SP) 

 

238 Death<-comp.risk(Surv(Age,CauseNum>0) ~ 

1+wt+Dox+Nut+wt:Nut+wt:Dox,data=tempdata, 

a. cause=tempdata$CauseNum,causeS=2,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

239 summary(Death) 

 

240 Death_SP<-comp.risk(Surv(Age,CauseNum>0) ~ 

1+const(wt)+Dox+const(Nut)+const(wt*Nut)+wt:Dox,data=tempdata, 

a. cause=tempdata$CauseNum,causeS=2,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

241 summary(Death_SP) 

 

242 Death_<-comp.risk(Surv(Age,CauseNum>0) ~1+ Dox+wt:Dox,data=tempdata, 

a. cause=tempdata$CauseNum,causeS=2,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 
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243 summary(Death_) 

244 # Plot results 

245 division_control<-predict(Division,X=c(1,0,0,0,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

246 division_wt<-predict(Division,X=c(1,1,0,0,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

247 division_wt_nut<-predict(Division,X=c(1,1,0,1,1,0),uniform=TRUE) 

248 division_wt_dox<-predict(Division,X=c(1,1,1,0,0,1),uniform=TRUE) 

249 division_nut<-predict(Division,X=c(1,0,0,1,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

250 division_dox<-predict(Division,X=c(1,0,1,0,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

 

251 plot(division_control$time,division_control$P1, 

252 type="s",xlab="Time to Division (Days)",ylab="Cumulative Incidence", 

253 ylim=c(0,1),xlim=c(0,4),lty=2,lwd=2,col="black") 

254 lines(division_wt$time,division_wt$P1, 

255 type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="green") 

256 lines(division_wt_nut$time,division_wt_nut$P1, 

257 type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="red") 

258 lines(division_wt_dox$time,division_wt_dox$P1, 

259 type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="blue") 

260 lines(division_nut$time,division_nut$P1, 

261 type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="pink") 

262 lines(division_dox$time,division_dox$P1, 

263 type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="violetred") 

264 legend(2.3,0.6,legend=c("wtP53","mutP53","mutP53+nut","wtP53+dox","wtP53+nut",

"mutP53+dox"),lty=c(2,2,2,2,2,2), 

265 lwd=c(2,2,2,2,2,2),col=c("green","black","pink","blue","red","violetred"),bty="n") 

 

266 division_control_sp<-predict(Division_SP,X=c(1,0,0),Z=c(0,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

267 division_wt_sp<-predict(Division_SP,X=c(1,0,0),Z=c(1,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

268 division_wt_nut_sp<-predict(Division_SP,X=c(1,0,1),Z=c(1,1,0),uniform=TRUE) 

269 division_wt_dox_sp<-predict(Division_SP,X=c(1,1,0),Z=c(1,0,1),uniform=TRUE) 

270 division_nut_sp<-predict(Division_SP,X=c(1,0,1),Z=c(0,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

271 division_dox_sp<-predict(Division_SP,X=c(1,1,0),Z=c(0,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

 

272 lines(division_control_sp$time,division_control_sp$P1, 
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273 type="s",ylim=c(0,1),xlim=c(0,4),lty=1,lwd=1,col="black") 

274 lines(division_wt_sp$time,division_wt_sp$P1, 

275 type="s",lty=1,lwd=1,col="green") 

276 lines(division_wt_nut_sp$time,division_wt_nut_sp$P1, 

277 type="s",lty=1,lwd=1,col="red") 

278 lines(division_wt_dox_sp$time,division_wt_dox_sp$P1, 

279 type="s",lty=1,lwd=1,col="blue") 

280 lines(division_nut_sp$time,division_nut_sp$P1, 

281 type="s",lty=1,lwd=1,col="pink") 

282 lines(division_dox_sp$time,division_dox_sp$P1, 

283 type="s",lty=1,lwd=1,col="violetred") 

284 ## plot death 

285 death_control<-predict(Death,X=c(1,0,0,0,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

286 death_wt<-predict(Death,X=c(1,1,0,0,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

287 death_wt_nut<-predict(Death,X=c(1,1,0,1,1,0),uniform=TRUE) 

288 death_wt_dox<-predict(Death,X=c(1,1,1,0,0,1),uniform=TRUE) 

289 death_nut<-predict(Death,X=c(1,0,0,1,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

290 death_dox<-predict(Death,X=c(1,0,1,0,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

 

291 plot(death_control$time,death_control$P1, 

292 type="s",xlab="Time to Death (Days)",ylab="Cumulative Incidence", 

293 ylim=c(0,0.5),xlim=c(0,4),lty=2,lwd=2,col="black") 

294 lines(death_wt$time,death_wt$P1, 

295 type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="green") 

296 lines(death_wt_nut$time,death_wt_nut$P1, 

297 type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="red") 

298 lines(death_wt_dox$time,death_wt_dox$P1, 

299 type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="blue") 

300 lines(death_nut$time,death_nut$P1, 

301 type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="pink") 

302 lines(death_dox$time,death_dox$P1, 

303 type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="violetred") 

304 legend(0,0.5,legend=c("mutP53+dox","mutP53+nut","wtP53+nut","wtP53+dox","wtP5

3","mutP53"),lty=c(2,2,2,2,2,2), 
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305 lwd=c(2,2,2,2,2,2),col=c("violetred","pink","red","blue","green","black"),bty="n") 

 

306 death_control_sp<-predict(Death_SP,X=c(1,0,0),Z=c(0,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

307 death_wt_sp<-predict(Death_SP,X=c(1,0,0),Z=c(1,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

308 death_wt_nut_sp<-predict(Death_SP,X=c(1,0,0),Z=c(1,1,1),uniform=TRUE) 

309 death_wt_dox_sp<-predict(Death_SP,X=c(1,1,1),Z=c(0,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

310 death_nut_sp<-predict(Death_SP,X=c(1,0,0),Z=c(0,1,0),uniform=TRUE) 

311 death_dox_sp<-predict(Death_SP,X=c(1,1,0),Z=c(0,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

 

312 lines(death_control_sp$time,death_control_sp$P1, 

313 type="s",lty=1,lwd=1,col="black") 

314 lines(death_wt_sp$time,death_wt_sp$P1, 

315 type="s",lty=1,lwd=1,col="green") 

316 lines(death_wt_nut_sp$time,death_wt_nut_sp$P1, 

317 type="s",lty=1,lwd=1,col="red") 

318 lines(death_wt_dox_sp$time,death_wt_dox_sp$P1, 

319 type="s",lty=1,lwd=1,col="blue") 

320 lines(death_nut_sp$time,death_nut_sp$P1, 

321 type="s",lty=1,lwd=1,col="pink") 

322 lines(death_dox_sp$time,death_dox_sp$P1, 

323 type="s",lty=1,lwd=1,col="violetred") 

324 ##pie charts to show proportion of cell fates and mean cycle time comparison---- 

325 tempdata<-Data 

326 #get lifetimes of wt p53 cells (division, death, censored lifetimes) for each treatment 

group 

327 wt_cont_div<-tempdata$Age[(tempdata$CauseNum==1 & 

tempdata$TP53=="wt"&tempdata$Treatment=="control")]  

328 wt_nut_div<-tempdata$Age[(tempdata$CauseNum==1 & tempdata$TP53=="wt"& 

tempdata$Treatment=="nut")] 

329 wt_dox_div<-tempdata$Age[(tempdata$CauseNum==1 & tempdata$TP53=="wt"& 

tempdata$Treatment=="dox")] 

330 wt_cont_death<-tempdata$Age[(tempdata$CauseNum==2 & 

tempdata$TP53=="wt"&tempdata$Treatment=="control")] 
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331 wt_nut_death<-tempdata$Age[(tempdata$CauseNum==2 & tempdata$TP53=="wt"& 

tempdata$Treatment=="nut")] 

332 wt_dox_death<-tempdata$Age[(tempdata$CauseNum==2 & tempdata$TP53=="wt"& 

tempdata$Treatment=="dox")] 

333 wt_cont_cens<-tempdata$Age[(tempdata$CauseNum==0 & 

tempdata$TP53=="wt"&tempdata$Treatment=="control")] 

334 wt_nut_cens<-tempdata$Age[(tempdata$CauseNum==0 & tempdata$TP53=="wt"& 

tempdata$Treatment=="nut")] 

335 wt_dox_cens<-tempdata$Age[(tempdata$CauseNum==0 & tempdata$TP53=="wt"& 

tempdata$Treatment=="dox")] 

336 wt_cont_total<-length(wt_cont_div)+length(wt_cont_death)+length(wt_cont_cens) 

337 wt_nut_total<-length(wt_nut_div)+length(wt_nut_death)+length(wt_nut_cens) 

338 wt_dox_total<-length(wt_dox_div)+length(wt_dox_death)+length(wt_dox_cens) 

 

339 #proportion of fate outcomes  

340 wt_cont_div_prop<-length(wt_cont_div)/wt_cont_total 

341 wt_cont_death_prop<-length(wt_cont_death)/wt_cont_total 

342 wt_cont_cens_prop<-length(wt_cont_cens)/wt_cont_total 

343 wt_nut_div_prop<-length(wt_nut_div)/wt_nut_total 

344 wt_nut_death_prop<-length(wt_nut_death)/wt_nut_total 

345 wt_nut_cens_prop<-length(wt_nut_cens)/wt_nut_total 

346 wt_dox_div_prop<-length(wt_dox_div)/wt_dox_total 

347 wt_dox_death_prop<-length(wt_dox_death)/wt_dox_total 

348 wt_dox_cens_prop<-length(wt_dox_cens)/wt_dox_total 

 

349 wt.cont_prop=c(wt_cont_div_prop,wt_cont_death_prop,wt_cont_cens_prop) 

350 wt.nut_prop=c(wt_nut_div_prop,wt_nut_death_prop,wt_nut_cens_prop) 

351 wt.dox_prop=c(wt_dox_div_prop,wt_dox_death_prop,wt_dox_cens_prop) 

 

352 #get lifetimes of MUT p53 cells (division, death, censored lifetimes) for each treatment 

group 

353 mut_cont_div<-tempdata$Age[(tempdata$CauseNum==1 & 

tempdata$TP53=="mut"&tempdata$Treatment=="control")] 
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354 mut_nut_div<-tempdata$Age[(tempdata$CauseNum==1 & tempdata$TP53=="mut"& 

tempdata$Treatment=="nut")] 

355 mut_dox_div<-tempdata$Age[(tempdata$CauseNum==1 & tempdata$TP53=="mut"& 

tempdata$Treatment=="dox")] 

356 mut_cont_death<-tempdata$Age[(tempdata$CauseNum==2 & 

tempdata$TP53=="mut"&tempdata$Treatment=="control")] 

357 mut_nut_death<-tempdata$Age[(tempdata$CauseNum==2 & 

tempdata$TP53=="mut"& tempdata$Treatment=="nut")] 

358 mut_dox_death<-tempdata$Age[(tempdata$CauseNum==2 & 

tempdata$TP53=="mut"& tempdata$Treatment=="dox")] 

359 mut_cont_cens<-tempdata$Age[(tempdata$CauseNum==0 & 

tempdata$TP53=="mut"&tempdata$Treatment=="control")] 

360 mut_nut_cens<-tempdata$Age[(tempdata$CauseNum==0 & 

tempdata$TP53=="mut"& tempdata$Treatment=="nut")] 

361 mut_dox_cens<-tempdata$Age[(tempdata$CauseNum==0 & 

tempdata$TP53=="mut"& tempdata$Treatment=="dox")] 

362 mut_cont_total<-

length(mut_cont_div)+length(mut_cont_death)+length(mut_cont_cens) 

363 mut_nut_total<-length(mut_nut_div)+length(mut_nut_death)+length(mut_nut_cens) 

364 mut_dox_total<-length(mut_dox_div)+length(mut_dox_death)+length(mut_dox_cens) 

 

365 #proportion of fate outcomes  

366 mut_cont_div_prop<-length(mut_cont_div)/mut_cont_total 

367 mut_cont_death_prop<-length(mut_cont_death)/mut_cont_total 

368 mut_cont_cens_prop<-length(mut_cont_cens)/mut_cont_total 

369 mut_nut_div_prop<-length(mut_nut_div)/mut_nut_total 

370 mut_nut_death_prop<-length(mut_nut_death)/mut_nut_total 

371 mut_nut_cens_prop<-length(mut_nut_cens)/mut_nut_total 

372 mut_dox_div_prop<-length(mut_dox_div)/mut_dox_total 

373 mut_dox_death_prop<-length(mut_dox_death)/mut_dox_total 

374 mut_dox_cens_prop<-length(mut_dox_cens)/mut_dox_total 

 

375 mut.cont_prop=c(mut_cont_div_prop,mut_cont_death_prop,mut_cont_cens_prop) 

376 mut.nut_prop=c(mut_nut_div_prop,mut_nut_death_prop,mut_nut_cens_prop) 
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377 mut.dox_prop=c(mut_dox_div_prop,mut_dox_death_prop,mut_dox_cens_prop) 

 

378 #plot pie charts 

379 par(mfcol=c(2,3)) 

380 pie(wt.cont_prop,names<-c("Division" ,"Death", "Right 

censored"),edges=5000,main="WT control") 

381 pie(wt.nut_prop, names<-c("Division" ,"Death", "Right 

censored"),edges=5000,main="WT nut") 

382 pie(wt.dox_prop, names<-c("Division" ,"Death", "Right 

censored"),edges=5000,main="WT dox") 

383 pie(mut.cont_prop,names<-c("Division" ,"Death", "Right 

censored"),edges=5000,main="MUT control") 

384 pie(mut.nut_prop, names<-c("Division" ,"Death", "Right 

censored"),edges=5000,main="MUT nut") 

385 pie(mut.dox_prop, names<-c("Division" ,"Death", "Right 

censored"),edges=5000,main="MUT dox") 

 

386 #mean cycle times 

387 mean(wt_cont_div) # mean cycle time of control WTp53  

388 mean(wt_nut_div) # mean cycle time of WTp53 treated with nut 

389 mean(wt_dox_div) # mean cycle time of WTp53 treated with dox 

390 mean(mut_cont_div) # mean cycle time of control WTp53  

391 mean(mut_nut_div) # mean cycle time of WTp53 treated with nut 

392 mean(mut_dox_div) # mean cycle time of WTp53 treated with dox 

 

393 #Welch two sample t-test for difference in mean cycle time between treatment groups 

and genotype 

394 cont_mut_vs_wt_ttest<-t.test(wt_cont_div,mut_cont_div) 

395 print(cont_mut_vs_wt_ttest) 

396 nut_mut_vs_wt_ttest<-t.test(wt_nut_div,mut_nut_div) 

397 print(nut_mut_vs_wt_ttest) 

398 dox_mut_vs_wt_ttest<-t.test(wt_dox_div,mut_dox_div) 

399 print(dox_mut_vs_wt_ttest) 

400 wt_cont_vs_nut_ttest<-t.test(wt_cont_div,wt_nut_div) 
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401 print(wt_cont_vs_nut_ttest) 

402 wt_cont_vs_dox_ttest<-t.test(wt_cont_div,wt_dox_div) 

403 print(wt_cont_vs_dox_ttest) 

 

 

D.2 R code for analysis of GMP data 

1 #This code was written for the analysis of GMP cell lifetime data  

 

2 #The data are drawn from these files: 'GMPDivisionCrossOdds.txt' 

3 #                                                'GMPCrossOdds.txt' 

4 #                                                                   'GMPRegression.txt' 

 

5 #dependent libraries 

6 library(R.matlab) #R.matlab version 3.1.1 used 

7 library(timereg) #timereg version 1.7.0 used 

8 library(mets) #mets version 0.1-13 used 

9 library(cmprsk) #cmprisk version 2.2-7 used 

10 library(survival) #survival version 2.37-7 used 

11 #dependant files 

12 source("F:/James/R/ProbandwisePlot.R") 

13 source("F:/James/R/addSisterClusterID.R") 

14 source("F:/James/R/PlotPairedData.R") 

15 source("F:/James/R/ClusterMothersAndDaughters.R") 

16 source("F:/James/R/getMothersGFPStatus.R") 

17 source("F:/James/R/getMothers.R") 

18 source("F:/James/R/getCompletePairs.R") 

19 source("F:/James/R/SampleClones.R") 

20 source('F:/James/R/getpairs.R') 

21 source('F:/James/R/getMotherAndDaughterpairs.R') 

22 source('F:/James/R/ResetClustering.R') 

 

23 ## Importing data from Matlab ## 

24 # This file is generated by CrossOdds4Division_script.m 

25 FileName<-"F:/James/R/Analysis in R/GMPDivisionCrossOdds.txt" 
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26 data<-read.table(FileName) 

27 # Probandwise Concordance for Mitosis for sisters and regress distance between 

sisters  ------------------------ 

28 is.sisterpair<-data$Relatedness==1 

29 sisters<-data[is.sisterpair,] 

 

30 #    Include GFP status in competing risks analysis 

 

31 #  # Cause: None=0(right-censored), Division, Apoptosis, Lost 

32 # Growth_Factor= 1(G-CSF),2(M-CSF) 

 

33 # New definition of risks are 

34 #  None=0 (right censored), Division (GFP-)=1, Apoptosis (GFP-)=2, Lost (GFP-)=3 

35 #  Division (GFP+)=4, Apoptosis (GFP+)=5, Lost (GFP+)=6 

36 #  

37 Status<-sisters$GFP*3+sisters$Cause 

38 Status[(sisters$Cause==0)&(sisters$GFP)]<-0 

39 sisters$Status<-Status 

 

40 # export MothersAndDaughters to excel for review 

41 write.table(sisters,"H:\\CellRxLabDoc\\Papers\\My draft papers\\Competing 

Risks\\James version\\GMP\\sisters.txt",sep="\t") 

42 # Cause: None=0(right-censored), Division, Apoptosis, Lost 

43 # Growth_Factor= 1(G-CSF),2(M-CSF) 

 

44 # G-CSF  

45 times=seq(0.01,3,by=0.02) 

46 ind<-(sisters$Growth_Factor==1) 

47 tempdata<-sisters[ind,] 

 

48 cif.model.sisters.GCSF.division.GFPn<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,Cause>0) ~ 

cluster(PairID), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Status, 

ii. causeS=1,resample.iid=1,model="additive",max.clust=10000) 
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49 cor.sisters.GCSF.division.GFPn<-cor.cif(cif.model.sisters.GCSF.division.GFPn,sym=1, 

a. data=tempdata,cause1=1,cause2=1) 

50 summary(cor.sisters.GCSF.division.GFPn) 

 

51 # regress distance between twins 

52 times=seq(0.1,3,by=0.01) 

53 theta.des<-model.matrix(~1+sqrt(tempdata$Diffusion_distance)) 

54 cor.sisters.GCSF.division.GFPn.distance<-cor.cif(cif.model.sisters.GCSF.division.GFPn, 

1. data=tempdata,cause1=1,cause2=1, 

2. theta.des=theta.des,silent=0) 

55 summary(cor.sisters.GCSF.division.GFPn.distance) 

56 rr.sisters.GCSF.division.GFPn.distance<-rr.cif(cif.model.sisters.GCSF.division.GFPn, 

1. data=tempdata,cause1=1,cause2=1, 

2. theta.des=theta.des,silent=0) 

57 summary(rr.sisters.GCSF.division.GFPn.distance) 

 

 

58 ind<-(sisters$Growth_Factor==1) 

59 tempdata<-sisters[ind,] 

60 cif.model.sisters.GCSF.division.GFPp<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,Cause>0) ~ 

cluster(PairID), 

1. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Status, 

2. causeS=4,resample.iid=1,model="additive",max.clust=10000) 

61 cor.sisters.GCSF.division.GFPp<-cor.cif(cif.model.sisters.GCSF.division.GFPp, 

1. data=tempdata,cause1=4,cause2=4) 

62 summary(cor.sisters.GCSF.division.GFPp) 

 

63 # regress distance between twins 

64 theta.des<-model.matrix(~1+sqrt(tempdata$Diffusion_distance)) 

65 cor.sisters.GCSF.division.GFPp.distance<-cor.cif(cif.model.sisters.GCSF.division.GFPp, 

1. data=tempdata,cause1=4,cause2=4, 

2. theta.des=theta.des) 

66 summary(cor.sisters.GCSF.division.GFPp.distance) 

67 rr.sisters.GCSF.division.GFPp.distance<-rr.cif(cif.model.sisters.GCSF.division.GFPp, 
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1. data=tempdata,cause1=4,cause2=4, 

2. theta.des=theta.des) 

68 summary(rr.sisters.GCSF.division.GFPp.distance) 

 

 

 

 

69 # M-CSF 

 

70 ind<-(sisters$Growth_Factor==2) 

71 tempdata<-sisters[ind,] 

72 cif.model.sisters.MCSF.division.GFPn<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,Cause>0) ~ 

cluster(PairID), 

1. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Status, 

2. causeS=1,resample.iid=1,model="additive",max.clust=10000) 

73 cor.sisters.MCSF.division.GFPn<-cor.cif(cif.model.sisters.MCSF.division.GFPn, 

1. data=tempdata,cause1=1,cause2=1) 

74 summary(cor.sisters.MCSF.division.GFPn) 

 

75 # regress distance between twins 

76 theta.des<-model.matrix(~1+sqrt(tempdata$Diffusion_distance)) 

 

77 cor.sisters.MCSF.division.GFPn.distance<-cor.cif(cif.model.sisters.MCSF.division.GFPn, 

1. data=tempdata,cause1=1,cause2=1, 

2. theta.des=theta.des) 

78 summary(cor.sisters.MCSF.division.GFPn.distance) 

 

79 rr.sisters.MCSF.division.GFPn.distance<-rr.cif(cif.model.sisters.MCSF.division.GFPn, 

1. data=tempdata,cause1=1,cause2=1, 

2. theta.des=theta.des) 

80 summary(rr.sisters.MCSF.division.GFPn.distance) 

 

 

81 ind<-(sisters$Growth_Factor==2) 
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82 tempdata<-sisters[ind,] 

83 cif.model.sisters.MCSF.division.GFPp<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,Cause>0) ~ 

cluster(PairID), 

1. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Status, 

2. causeS=4,resample.iid=1,model="additive",max.clust=10000) 

84 cor.sisters.MCSF.division.GFPp<-cor.cif(cif.model.sisters.MCSF.division.GFPp, 

1. data=tempdata,cause1=4,cause2=4) 

85 summary(cor.sisters.MCSF.division.GFPp) 

 

86 # regress distance between twins 

87 # didn't converge 

88 theta.des<-model.matrix(~1+sqrt(tempdata$Diffusion_distance)) 

89 cor.sisters.MCSF.division.GFPp.distance<-cor.cif(cif.model.sisters.MCSF.division.GFPp, 

1. data=tempdata,cause1=4,cause2=4,theta.des=theta.des) 

90 summary(cor.sisters.MCSF.division.GFPp.distance) 

 

 

91 rr.sisters.MCSF.division.GFPp.distance<-rr.cif(cif.model.sisters.MCSF.division.GFPp, 

1. data=tempdata,cause1=4,cause2=4,theta.des=theta.des) 

92 summary(rr.sisters.MCSF.division.GFPp.distance) 

93 # plot division concordance for daughters ------------------------------------------ 

94 par(mfcol=c(2,2)) 

95 par(mar=c(5,5,4,2)+0.1) 

96 marg.cif1<-predict(cif.model.sisters.GCSF.division.GFPn,X=1) 

97 ProbandwisePlot(cor.sisters.GCSF.division.GFPn,marg.cif1=marg.cif1, 

a. marg.cif2=marg.cif1,title="GCSF GFP- division 

age",eventtxt1="Sib1",eventtxt2="Sib2") 

98 marg.cif1<-predict(cif.model.sisters.GCSF.division.GFPp,X=1) 

99 ProbandwisePlot(cor.sisters.GCSF.division.GFPp,marg.cif1=marg.cif1, 

a. marg.cif2=marg.cif1,title="GCSF GFP+ division 

age",eventtxt1="Sib1",eventtxt2="Sib2") 

100 marg.cif1<-predict(cif.model.sisters.MCSF.division.GFPn,X=1) 

101 ProbandwisePlot(cor.sisters.MCSF.division.GFPn,marg.cif1=marg.cif1, 
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a. marg.cif2=marg.cif1,title="MCSF GFP- division 

age",eventtxt1="Sib1",eventtxt2="Sib2") 

102 marg.cif1<-predict(cif.model.sisters.MCSF.division.GFPp,X=1) 

103 ProbandwisePlot(cor.sisters.MCSF.division.GFPp,marg.cif1=marg.cif1, 

a. marg.cif2=marg.cif1,title="MCSF GFP- division 

age",eventtxt1="Sib1",eventtxt2="Sib2") 

104 # Probandwise Concordance for Apoptosis for Sisters and regress distance apart --------

--------------- 

105 # G-CSF  

106 times=seq(0.01,3,by=0.02) 

107 ind<-(sisters$Growth_Factor==1) 

108 tempdata<-sisters[ind,] 

109 cif.model.sisters.GCSF.apoptosis.GFPn<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,Cause>0) ~ 

cluster(PairID), 

1. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Status, 

2. causeS=2,resample.iid=1,model="additive",max.clust=10000) 

110 cor.sisters.GCSF.apoptosis.GFPn<-cor.cif(cif.model.sisters.GCSF.apoptosis.GFPn, 

1. data=tempdata,cause1=2,cause2=2) 

111 summary(cor.sisters.GCSF.apoptosis.GFPn) 

 

112 #regress distance appart 

 

113 theta.des<-model.matrix(~1+sqrt(tempdata$Diffusion_distance)) 

114 cor.sisters.GCSF.apoptosis.GFPn.distance<-

cor.cif(cif.model.sisters.GCSF.apoptosis.GFPn, 

1. data=tempdata,cause1=2,cause2=2, 

2. theta.des=theta.des) 

115 summary(cor.sisters.GCSF.apoptosis.GFPn.distance) 

 

116 rr.sisters.GCSF.apoptosis.GFPn.distance<-rr.cif(cif.model.sisters.GCSF.apoptosis.GFPn, 

1. data=tempdata,cause1=2,cause2=2, 

2. theta.des=theta.des) 

117 summary(rr.sisters.GCSF.apoptosis.GFPn.distance) 
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118 ind<-(sisters$Growth_Factor==1) 

119 tempdata<-sisters[ind,] 

120 cif.model.sisters.GCSF.apoptosis.GFPp<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,Cause>0) ~ 

cluster(PairID), 

1. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Status, 

2. causeS=5,resample.iid=1,model="additive",max.clust=10000) 

121 cor.sisters.GCSF.apoptosis.GFPp<-cor.cif(cif.model.sisters.GCSF.apoptosis.GFPp, 

1. data=tempdata,cause1=5,cause2=5) 

122 summary(cor.sisters.GCSF.apoptosis.GFPp) 

 

123 #regress distance apart 

 

124 theta.des<-model.matrix(~1+sqrt(tempdata$Diffusion_distance)) 

125 cor.sisters.GCSF.apoptosis.GFPp.distance<-

cor.cif(cif.model.sisters.GCSF.apoptosis.GFPp, 

1. data=tempdata,cause1=5,cause2=5, 

2. theta.des=theta.des) 

126 summary(cor.sisters.GCSF.apoptosis.GFPp.distance) 

 

127 rr.sisters.GCSF.apoptosis.GFPp.distance<-rr.cif(cif.model.sisters.GCSF.apoptosis.GFPp, 

1. data=tempdata,cause1=5,cause2=5, 

2. theta.des=theta.des) 

128 summary(rr.sisters.GCSF.apoptosis.GFPp.distance) 

 

 

129 # M-CSF 

 

130 ind<-(sisters$Growth_Factor==2) 

131 tempdata<-sisters[ind,] 

132 cif.model.sisters.MCSF.apoptosis.GFPn<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,Cause>0) ~ 

cluster(PairID), 

1. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Status, 
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2. causeS=2,resample.iid=1,model="additive",max.clust=10000) 

133 cor.sisters.MCSF.apoptosis.GFPn<-cor.cif(cif.model.sisters.MCSF.apoptosis.GFPn, 

1. data=tempdata,cause1=2,cause2=2) 

134 summary(cor.sisters.MCSF.apoptosis.GFPn) 

 

135 #regress distance appart 

 

136 theta.des<-model.matrix(~1+sqrt(tempdata$Diffusion_distance)) 

137 cor.sisters.MCSF.apoptosis.GFPn.distance<-

cor.cif(cif.model.sisters.MCSF.apoptosis.GFPn, 

1. data=tempdata,cause1=2,cause2=2,theta.des=theta.des) 

138 summary(cor.sisters.MCSF.apoptosis.GFPn.distance) 

139 rr.sisters.MCSF.apoptosis.GFPn.distance<-rr.cif(cif.model.sisters.MCSF.apoptosis.GFPn, 

1. data=tempdata,cause1=2,cause2=2,theta.des=theta.des) 

140 summary(rr.sisters.MCSF.apoptosis.GFPn.distance) 

 

 

 

141 ind<-(sisters$Growth_Factor==2) 

142 tempdata<-sisters[ind,] 

143 cif.model.sisters.MCSF.apoptosis.GFPp<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,Cause>0) ~ 

cluster(PairID), 

1. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Status, 

2. causeS=5,resample.iid=1,model="additive",max.clust=10000) 

144 cor.sisters.MCSF.apoptosis.GFPp<-cor.cif(cif.model.sisters.MCSF.apoptosis.GFPp, 

1. data=tempdata,cause1=5,cause2=5) 

145 summary(cor.sisters.MCSF.apoptosis.GFPp) 

 

146 #regress distance appart 

147 theta.des<-model.matrix(~1+sqrt(tempdata$Diffusion_distance)) 

148 cor.sisters.MCSF.apoptosis.GFPp.distance<-

cor.cif(cif.model.sisters.MCSF.apoptosis.GFPp, 

1. data=tempdata,cause1=5,cause2=5,theta.des=theta.des) 

149 summary(cor.sisters.MCSF.apoptosis.GFPp.distance) 
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150 rr.sisters.MCSF.apoptosis.GFPp.distance<-rr.cif(cif.model.sisters.MCSF.apoptosis.GFPp, 

1. data=tempdata,cause1=5,cause2=5,theta.des=theta.des) 

151 summary(rr.sisters.MCSF.apoptosis.GFPp.distance) 

152 # plot apoptosis concordance for daughters -------------------------------- 

 

153 par(mfcol=c(2,2)) 

154 marg.cif1<-predict(cif.model.sisters.GCSF.apoptosis.GFPn,X=1) 

155 ProbandwisePlot(cor.sisters.GCSF.apoptosis.GFPn,marg.cif1=marg.cif1, 

a. marg.cif2=marg.cif1,title="GCSF GFP- death 

age",eventtxt1="Sib1",eventtxt2="Sib2") 

156 marg.cif1<-predict(cif.model.sisters.GCSF.apoptosis.GFPp,X=1) 

157 ProbandwisePlot(cor.sisters.GCSF.apoptosis.GFPp,marg.cif1=marg.cif1, 

a. marg.cif2=marg.cif1,title="GCSF GFP+ death 

age",eventtxt1="Sib1",eventtxt2="Sib2") 

158 marg.cif1<-predict(cif.model.sisters.MCSF.apoptosis.GFPn,X=1) 

159 ProbandwisePlot(cor.sisters.MCSF.apoptosis.GFPn,marg.cif1=marg.cif1, 

a. marg.cif2=marg.cif1,title="MCSF GFP- death 

age",eventtxt1="Sib1",eventtxt2="Sib2") 

160 marg.cif1<-predict(cif.model.sisters.MCSF.apoptosis.GFPp,X=1) 

161 ProbandwisePlot(cor.sisters.MCSF.apoptosis.GFPp,marg.cif1=marg.cif1, 

a. marg.cif2=marg.cif1,title="MCSF GFP- death 

age",eventtxt1="Sib1",eventtxt2="Sib2") 

 

162 # General regression model --------------------------------------------- 

163 FileName<-"K:/James/R/Analysis in R/GMPregression.txt" 

164 data<-read.table(FileName) 

165 # This file is generated by GMP_analysis_script_4R.m 

166 ndx<-data$Generation>0 # only consider generation 1 or greater 

167 tempdata<-data[ndx,] 

168 tempdata$Cause[tempdata$Cause==3]<-0 #lost cell is right censored 

169 tempdata$MCSF<-tempdata$Growth_Factor=="mcsf" 

170 times<-seq(from=0.001,to=3.5,by=0.03) 
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171 cif.model.division<-

comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,tempdata$Cause>0)~1+GFP+MCSF:GFP, 

172 data=tempdata,times=times,cause=tempdata$Cause,causeS=1,resample.iid=1,model=

"fg") 

173 summary(cif.model.division) # effect of const(MCSF) was not significant 

 

174 # plot division 

175 cif.division.MCSF.GFPneg<-predict(cif.model.division,X=c(1,0,0)) 

176 cif.division.GCSF.GFPneg<-predict(cif.model.division,X=c(1,0,0)) 

177 cif.division.MCSF.GFPpos<-predict(cif.model.division,X=c(1,1,1)) 

178 cif.division.GCSF.GFPpos<-predict(cif.model.division,X=c(1,1,0)) 

179 par(mfcol=c(1,2)) 

180 plot(cif.division.MCSF.GFPneg$time,cif.division.MCSF.GFPneg$P1,type="s",xlab="time 

to division (days)",ylab="cumulative incidence", 

181 ylim=c(0,1),xlim=c(0,3),lty=1,lwd=2,col="black",main="Generation>0") 

182 lines(cif.division.MCSF.GFPneg$time,cif.division.MCSF.GFPneg$P1+cif.division.MCSF.G

FPneg$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="black") 

183 lines(cif.division.MCSF.GFPneg$time,cif.division.MCSF.GFPneg$P1-

cif.division.MCSF.GFPneg$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="black") 

184 lines(cif.division.MCSF.GFPpos$time,cif.division.MCSF.GFPpos$P1,type="s",lty=1,lwd=

2,col="Green") 

185 lines(cif.division.MCSF.GFPpos$time,cif.division.MCSF.GFPpos$P1-

cif.division.MCSF.GFPpos$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="Green") 

186 lines(cif.division.MCSF.GFPpos$time,cif.division.MCSF.GFPpos$P1+cif.division.MCSF.G

FPpos$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="Green") 

187 lines(cif.division.GCSF.GFPpos$time,cif.division.GCSF.GFPpos$P1,type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,

col="Red") 

188 lines(cif.division.GCSF.GFPpos$time,cif.division.GCSF.GFPpos$P1+cif.division.GCSF.GFP

pos$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="Red") 

189 lines(cif.division.GCSF.GFPpos$time,cif.division.GCSF.GFPpos$P1-

cif.division.GCSF.GFPpos$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="Red") 

190 # 

lines(cif.division.GCSF.GFPneg$time,cif.division.GCSF.GFPneg$P1,type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,

col="SlateGray") 
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191 # 

lines(cif.division.GCSF.GFPpos$time,cif.division.GCSF.GFPneg$P1+cif.division.GCSF.GFP

neg$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="SlateGray") 

192 # lines(cif.division.GCSF.GFPpos$time,cif.division.GCSF.GFPneg$P1-

cif.division.GCSF.GFPneg$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="SlateGray") 

193 legend(1,0.4,legend=c("GFP-

","SE","MCSF,GFP+","GCSF,GFP+"),col=c("black","Black","Green","Red"), 

194 lwd=c(2,2,2,2),lty=c(1,2,1,1),bty="n") 

 

195 #death 

196 cif.model.death<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,tempdata$Cause>0)~1+GFP+MCSF:GFP, 

197 data=tempdata,times=times,cause=tempdata$Cause,causeS=2,resample.iid=1,model=

"fg") 

198 summary(cif.model.death) 

199 # plot death 

200 cif.death.MCSF.GFPneg<-predict(cif.model.death,X=c(1,0,0)) 

201 cif.death.GCSF.GFPneg<-predict(cif.model.death,X=c(1,0,0)) 

202 cif.death.MCSF.GFPpos<-predict(cif.model.death,X=c(1,1,1)) 

203 cif.death.GCSF.GFPpos<-predict(cif.model.death,X=c(1,1,0)) 

 

204 plot(cif.death.MCSF.GFPneg$time,cif.death.MCSF.GFPneg$P1,type="s",xlab="time to 

death (days)",ylab="cumulative incidence", 

205 ylim=c(0,1),xlim=c(0,3),lty=1,lwd=2,col="black",main="Generation>0") 

206 lines(cif.death.MCSF.GFPneg$time,cif.death.MCSF.GFPneg$P1+cif.death.MCSF.GFPneg

$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="black") 

207 lines(cif.death.MCSF.GFPneg$time,cif.death.MCSF.GFPneg$P1-

cif.death.MCSF.GFPneg$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="black") 

208 lines(cif.death.MCSF.GFPpos$time,cif.death.MCSF.GFPpos$P1,type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col

="Green") 

209 lines(cif.death.MCSF.GFPpos$time,cif.death.MCSF.GFPpos$P1-

cif.death.MCSF.GFPpos$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="Green") 

210 lines(cif.death.MCSF.GFPpos$time,cif.death.MCSF.GFPpos$P1+cif.death.MCSF.GFPpos

$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="Green") 
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211 lines(cif.death.GCSF.GFPpos$time,cif.death.GCSF.GFPpos$P1,type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col

="Red") 

212 lines(cif.death.GCSF.GFPpos$time,cif.death.GCSF.GFPpos$P1+cif.death.GCSF.GFPpos$s

e.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="Red") 

213 lines(cif.death.GCSF.GFPpos$time,cif.death.GCSF.GFPpos$P1-

cif.death.GCSF.GFPpos$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="Red") 

214 # 

lines(cif.death.GCSF.GFPneg$time,cif.death.GCSF.GFPneg$P1,type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col

="SlateGray") 

215 # 

lines(cif.death.GCSF.GFPpos$time,cif.death.GCSF.GFPneg$P1+cif.death.GCSF.GFPneg$

se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="SlateGray") 

216 # lines(cif.death.GCSF.GFPpos$time,cif.death.GCSF.GFPneg$P1-

cif.death.GCSF.GFPneg$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="SlateGray") 

217 legend(0,1,legend=c("GFP-

","SE","MCSF,GFP+","GCSF,GFP+"),col=c("black","Black","Green","Red"), 

218 lwd=c(2,2,2,2),lty=c(1,2,1,1),bty="n") 

 

219 # Concordance analysis ----------------------------- 

220 # Get First Generation 

221 # Once again define StatusOfGFP as 0 - censored, 1 - division, 2 - death, 3 GFP onset 

 

222 # Refresh data 

223 FileName<-"H:\\CellRxLabDoc\\Papers\\My draft papers\\Competing Risks\\James 

version\\GMP\\GMPDivisionCrossOdds.txt" 

224 data<-read.table(FileName) 

225 # Create GFP_EventTime 

226 # Competes with division and death 

227 data[data$Cause==3,]$Cause<-0 # lost cell is right censored 

228 GFP_Event_Age<-data$Event_Time 

229 GFP_Event_Time<-data$Event_Time+data$BirthAge # BirthAge is really the time from 

birth of the founding cells to the birth of the current cell 

230 ndx<-is.nan(data$GFP_Age) 

231 GFP_Event_Age[!ndx]<-data$GFP_Age[!ndx] 
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232 GFP_Event_Time[!ndx]<-data$GFP_Age[!ndx]+data$BirthAge[!ndx] 

233 GFP_Cause<-data$Cause 

234 GFP_Cause[!ndx]<-3 # GFP on is 3 

235 data$GFP_Cause<-GFP_Cause 

236 data$GFP_Event_Age<-GFP_Event_Age 

237 data$GFP_Event_Time<-GFP_Event_Time 

 

 

238 # Relatedness definitions (k+1)/(i+1) where the cousin is defined as the  ith cousin kth 

removed 

239 #   k                

240 # i 0           1       2       3       4       5 

241 # 0 1           2       3       4       5       6 

242 # 1 0.3333     1.5     2.5     3.5     4.5     5.5 

243 # 2 0.25      1.3333  2.3333  3.3333  4.3333  5.3333 

244 # 3 0.2       1.25  2.25    3.25    4.25    5.25 

245 # 4 0.1667     1.2     2.2     3.2     4.2     5.2 

 

246 # if cousins are in the same generation then k=0 

247 # mothers and daughters relatedness=2 

248 # sisters are 0th cousins i.e. relatedness=1 

 

249 MothersAndDaughters=data[data$Relatedness==2,] 

250 tempMAD<-MothersAndDaughters 

251 # need to remove duplicated cells for independent sampling atleast 

252 # MothersAndDaughtersSamp=SampleClones(MothersAndDaughters) 

253 MothersAndDaughters$Mothers<-getMothers(MothersAndDaughters) 

254 write.table(MothersAndDaughters,"H:\\CellRxLabDoc\\Papers\\My draft 

papers\\Competing Risks\\James version\\GMP\\MothersAndDaughters.txt",sep="\t") 

255 # first cousins are 1/3, second cousins are 1/4, third cousins are 1/5, fourth cousins are 

1/6 

256 is.Sister<-abs(data$Relatedness-1)<1e-5 

257 Sisters<-data[is.Sister,] 
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258 write.table(Sisters,"H:\\CellRxLabDoc\\Papers\\My draft papers\\Competing 

Risks\\James version\\GMP\\Sisters.txt",sep="\t") 

259 is.FirstCousin<-abs(data$Relatedness-1/3)<1e-5 

260 FirstCousins<-data[is.FirstCousin,] 

261 # FirstCousins<-SampleClones(FirstCousins) 

262 write.table(FirstCousins,"H:\\CellRxLabDoc\\Papers\\My draft papers\\Competing 

Risks\\James version\\GMP\\FirstCousins.txt",sep="\t") 

263 is.SecondCousin<-abs(data$Relatednes-1/4)<1e-5 

264 SecondCousins<-data[is.SecondCousin,] 

265 # SecondCousins<-SampleClones(SecondCousins) 

266 write.table(SecondCousins,"H:\\CellRxLabDoc\\Papers\\My draft papers\\Competing 

Risks\\James version\\GMP\\SecondCousins.txt",sep="\t") 

267 is.ThirdCousin<-abs(data$Relatedness-1/5)<1e-5 

268 ThirdCousins<-data[is.ThirdCousin,] 

269 # ThirdCousins<-SampleClones(ThirdCousins) 

270 write.table(ThirdCousins,"H:\\CellRxLabDoc\\Papers\\My draft papers\\Competing 

Risks\\James version\\GMP\\ThirdCousins.txt",sep="\t") 

271 is.FourthCousin<-abs(data$Relatedness-1/6)<1e-5 

272 FourthCousins<-data[is.FourthCousin,] 

273 # FourthCousins<-SampleClones(FourthCousins) 

274 write.table(FourthCousins,"H:\\CellRxLabDoc\\Papers\\My draft papers\\Competing 

Risks\\James version\\GMP\\FourthCousins.txt",sep="\t") 

275 # Concordance between sisters --------------------------------------- 

276 Sisters <- read.delim("H:/CellRxLabDoc/Papers/My draft papers/Competing 

Risks/James version/GMP/Sisters.txt") 

277 # only analyse pairs with and GFP transition 

278 ndx<-!is.na(Sisters$GFP_Age)# identify PairIDs with GFP transition 

279 PairIDs<-Sisters$PairID[ndx] 

280 for(i in 1:length(ndx)) { 

281 test<-sum(Sisters$PairID[i]==PairIDs)>0 

282 if(test) ndx[i]=TRUE 

283 } 

284 tempdata<-Sisters[ndx,] 

285 Sisters.GFPon.Pairs<-getpairs(tempdata,"GFP_Event_Time","GFP_Cause",3) 
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286 # add GFP_Cause and GFP_Event_Time to tempdata 

287 cif.model.Sisters.GFPon<-

comp.risk(Surv(tempdata$GFP_Event_Time,tempdata$GFP_Cause>0)~1+tempdata$Gr

owth_Factor+cluster(tempdata$PairID), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$GFP_Cause,causeS=3, 

ii. resample.iid=1,model="additive",max.clust=1000000) 

288 summary(cif.model.Sisters.GFPon) 

289 cor.Sisters.GFPon<-cor.cif(cif.model.Sisters.GFPon,sym=1, 

i. data=tempdata,cause1=3,cause2=3) 

290 summary(cor.Sisters.GFPon) 

 

291 ndx<-!Sisters$GFP 

292 tempdata<-Sisters[ndx,] 

293 Sisters.Division.Pairs<-getpairs(tempdata,"Event_Time","Cause",1) 

294 cif.model.Sisters.Division<-

comp.risk(Surv(tempdata$Event_Time,Cause>0)~1+const(tempdata$Growth_Factor)+

cluster(tempdata$PairID), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause,causeS=1, 

ii. resample.iid=1,model="fg",max.clust=1000000) 

295 summary(cif.model.Sisters.Division) 

296 cor.Sisters.Division<-cor.cif(cif.model.Sisters.Division,sym=1, 

i. data=tempdata,cause1=1,cause2=1) 

297 summary(cor.Sisters.Division) 

298 # GFP positive cells 

299 ndx<-(Sisters$GFP==1)&(Sisters$Growth_Factor==2) 

300 tempdata<-Sisters[ndx,] 

301 Sisters.GFP.Division.Pairs<-getpairs(tempdata,"Event_Time","Cause",1) 

302 cif.model.Sisters.GFP.Division<-

comp.risk(Surv(tempdata$Event_Time,Cause>0)~1+cluster(tempdata$PairID), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause,causeS=1, 

ii. resample.iid=1,model="fg",max.clust=1000000) 

303 summary(cif.model.Sisters.GFP.Division) 

304 cor.Sisters.GFP.Division<-cor.cif(cif.model.Sisters.GFP.Division,sym=1, 

i. data=tempdata,cause1=1,cause2=1) 
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305 summary(cor.Sisters.GFP.Division) 

306 # Analysis of mother and daughters   -------------------------------------- 

307 MothersAndDaughters <- read.delim("H:/CellRxLabDoc/Papers/My draft 

papers/Competing Risks/James version/GMP/MothersAndDaughters.txt") 

308 # don't resample 

309 # MothersAndDaughters=data[data$Relatedness==2,] 

310 ndx<-!is.nan(MothersAndDaughters$GFP_Age)# identify PairIDs with GFP transition 

311 PairIDs<-MothersAndDaughters$PairID[ndx] 

312 for(i in 1:length(ndx)) { 

313 test<-sum(MothersAndDaughters$PairID[i]==PairIDs)>0 

314 if(test) ndx[i]=TRUE 

315 } 

316 tempdata<-MothersAndDaughters[ndx,] 

317 MotherAndDaughter.GFPon.Pairs<-

getpairs(tempdata,"GFP_Event_Time","GFP_Cause",3) 

318 cif.model.MothersAndDaughters.GFPon<-

comp.risk(Surv(tempdata$GFP_Event_Time,GFP_Cause>0)~1+Growth_Factor+cluster(

tempdata$PairID), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$GFP_Cause,causeS=3, 

ii. resample.iid=1,model="additive",max.clust=10000) 

319 summary(cif.model.MothersAndDaughters.GFPon) 

320 cor.MothersAndDaughters.GFPon<-

cor.cif(cif.model.MothersAndDaughters.GFPon,sym=1, 

i. data=tempdata,cause1=3,cause2=3) 

321 summary(cor.MothersAndDaughters.GFPon) 

 

322 ndx<-(!MothersAndDaughters$GFP)&(MothersAndDaughters$Generation>0) # 

exclude generation 0 

323 tempdata<-MothersAndDaughters[ndx,] 

324 MotherAndDaughter.Division.Pairs<-

getMotherAndDaughterpairs(tempdata,"Event_Time","Cause",1) 

325 cif.model.MothersAndDaughters.Division<-

comp.risk(Surv(tempdata$Event_Time,Cause>0)~1+tempdata$Growth_Factor+cluster(

tempdata$PairID), 
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i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause,causeS=1, 

ii. resample.iid=1,model="fg",max.clust=1000000) 

326 summary(cif.model.MothersAndDaughters.Division) 

327 cor.MothersAndDaughters.Division<-

cor.cif(cif.model.MothersAndDaughters.Division,sym=1, 

i. data=tempdata,cause1=1,cause2=1) 

328 summary(cor.MothersAndDaughters.Division) 

 

329 # GFP positive 

330 ndx<-

(MothersAndDaughters$GFP==1)&(MothersAndDaughters$Generation>0)&(MothersA

ndDaughters$Growth_Factor==2) # exclude generation 0, MSCF only 

331 tempdata<-MothersAndDaughters[ndx,] 

332 MotherAndDaughter.GFP.Division.Pairs<-

getMotherAndDaughterpairs(tempdata,"Event_Time","Cause",1) 

333 cif.model.MothersAndDaughters.GFP.Division<-

comp.risk(Surv(tempdata$Event_Time,Cause>0)~1+cluster(tempdata$PairID), 

1. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause,causeS=1, 

2. resample.iid=1,model="fg",max.clust=1000000) 

334 summary(cif.model.MothersAndDaughters.GFP.Division) 

335 cor.MothersAndDaughters.GFP.Division<-

cor.cif(cif.model.MothersAndDaughters.GFP.Division,sym=1, 

1. data=tempdata,cause1=1,cause2=1) 

336 summary(cor.MothersAndDaughters.GFP.Division) 

337 # Concordance between 1st cousins --------------------------------------- 

338 FirstCousins <- read.delim("H:/CellRxLabDoc/Papers/My draft papers/Competing 

Risks/James version/GMP/FirstCousins.txt") # sampled without replacement 

339 # don't sample without replacement 

340 # is.FirstCousin<-abs(data$Relatedness-1/3)<1e-5 

341 # FirstCousins<-data[is.FirstCousin,] 

342 ndx<-!is.nan(FirstCousins$GFP_Age)# identify PairIDs with GFP transition 

343 for(i in 1:length(ndx)) { 

344 test<-sum(FirstCousins$PairID[i]==PairIDs)>0 

345 if(test) ndx[i]=TRUE 
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346 } 

 

347 tempdata<-FirstCousins[ndx,] 

348 FirstCousins.GFPon.Pairs<-getpairs(tempdata,"GFP_Event_Time","GFP_Cause",3) 

 

349 cif.model.FirstCousins.GFPon<-

comp.risk(Surv(tempdata$GFP_Event_Time,tempdata$GFP_Cause>0)~+1+cluster(tem

pdata$PairID), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$GFP_Cause,causeS=3, 

ii. resample.iid=1,model="additive",max.clust=200000) 

350 summary(cif.model.FirstCousins.GFPon) 

351 cor.FirstCousins.GFPon<-cor.cif(cif.model.FirstCousins.GFPon, 

i. data=tempdata,cause1=3,cause2=3,sym=1) 

352 summary(cor.FirstCousins.GFPon) 

 

 

 

353 ndx<-!FirstCousins$GFP 

354 tempdata<-FirstCousins[ndx,] 

355 FirstCousins.Division.Pairs<-getpairs(tempdata,"Event_Time","Cause",1) 

356 cif.model.FirstCousins.Division<-

comp.risk(Surv(tempdata$Event_Time,Cause>0)~1+const(Growth_Factor)+cluster(Pair

ID), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause,causeS=1, 

ii. resample.iid=1,model="fg",max.clust=1000000) 

357 summary(cif.model.FirstCousins.Division) 

358 cor.FirstCousins.Division<-cor.cif(cif.model.FirstCousins.Division,sym=1, 

i. data=tempdata,cause1=1,cause2=1) 

359 summary(cor.FirstCousins.Division) 

 

360 # GFP positive 

361 ndx<-(FirstCousins$GFP==1)&(FirstCousins$Growth_Factor==2) 

362 tempdata<-FirstCousins[ndx,] 

363 FirstCousins.GFP.Division.Pairs<-getpairs(tempdata,"Event_Time","Cause",1) 
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364 cif.model.FirstCousins.GFP.Division<-

comp.risk(Surv(tempdata$Event_Time,Cause>0)~1+cluster(PairID), 

1. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause,causeS=1, 

2. resample.iid=1,model="fg",max.clust=1000000) 

365 summary(cif.model.FirstCousins.GFP.Division) 

366 cor.FirstCousins.GFP.Division<-cor.cif(cif.model.FirstCousins.GFP.Division,sym=1, 

i. data=tempdata,cause1=1,cause2=1) 

367 summary(cor.FirstCousins.GFP.Division) 

368 # Concordance between 2nd cousins --------------------------------------- 

369 SecondCousins <- read.delim("H:/CellRxLabDoc/Papers/My draft papers/Competing 

Risks/James version/GMP/SecondCousins.txt") 

370 # don't sample without replacement 

371 # is.SecondCousin<-abs(data$Relatedness-1/4)<1e-5 

372 # SecondCousins<-data[is.SecondCousin,] 

373 ndx<-!is.nan(SecondCousins$GFP_Age)# identify PairIDs with GFP transition 

374 for(i in 1:length(ndx)) { 

375 test<-sum(SecondCousins$PairID[i]==PairIDs)>0 

376 if(test) ndx[i]=TRUE 

377 } 

378 tempdata<-SecondCousins[ndx,] 

379 SecondCousins.GFPon.Pairs<-getpairs(tempdata,"GFP_Event_Time","GFP_Cause",3) 

380 cif.model.SecondCousins.GFPon<-

comp.risk(Surv(tempdata$GFP_Event_Time,GFP_Cause>0)~1+cluster(PairID), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$GFP_Cause,causeS=3, 

ii. resample.iid=1,model="additive",max.clust=1000000) 

381 summary(cif.model.SecondCousins.GFPon) 

382 cor.SecondCousins.GFPon<-cor.cif(cif.model.SecondCousins.GFPon,sym=1, 

i. data=tempdata,cause1=3,cause2=3) 

383 summary(cor.SecondCousins.GFPon) 

 

384 ndx<-!SecondCousins$GFP 

385 tempdata<-SecondCousins[ndx,] 

386 SecondCousins.Division.Pairs<-getpairs(tempdata,"Event_Time","Cause",1) 
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387 cif.model.SecondCousins.Division<-

comp.risk(Surv(tempdata$Event_Time,Cause>0)~1+const(Growth_Factor)+cluster(Pair

ID), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause,causeS=1, 

ii. resample.iid=1,model="fg",max.clust=1000000) 

388 summary(cif.model.SecondCousins.Division) 

389 cor.SecondCousins.Division<-cor.cif(cif.model.SecondCousins.Division,sym=1, 

i. data=tempdata,cause1=1,cause2=1) 

390 summary(cor.SecondCousins.Division) 

 

391 # GFP positive 

392 ndx<-(SecondCousins$GFP==1)&(SecondCousins$Growth_Factor==2) 

393 tempdata<-SecondCousins[ndx,] 

394 SecondCousins.GFP.Division.Pairs<-getpairs(tempdata,"Event_Time","Cause",1) 

395 cif.model.SecondCousins.GFP.Division<-

comp.risk(Surv(tempdata$Event_Time,Cause>0)~1+cluster(PairID), 

1. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause,causeS=1, 

2. resample.iid=1,model="fg",max.clust=1000000) 

396 summary(cif.model.SecondCousins.GFP.Division) 

397 cor.SecondCousins.GFP.Division<-cor.cif(cif.model.SecondCousins.GFP.Division,sym=1, 

i. data=tempdata,cause1=1,cause2=1) 

398 summary(cor.SecondCousins.GFP.Division) 

399 # Concordance between 3rd cousins --------------------------------------- 

400 ThirdCousins <- read.delim("H:/CellRxLabDoc/Papers/My draft papers/Competing 

Risks/James version/GMP/ThirdCousins.txt") 

401 # don't sample without replacement 

402 is.ThirdCousin<-abs(data$Relatedness-1/5)<1e-5 

403 ThirdCousins<-data[is.ThirdCousin,] 

404 ndx<-!is.nan(ThirdCousins$GFP_Age)# identify PairIDs with GFP transition 

405 for(i in 1:length(ndx)) { 

406 test<-sum(ThirdCousins$PairID[i]==PairIDs)>0 

407 if(test) ndx[i]=TRUE 

408 } 

409 tempdata<-ThirdCousins[ndx,] 
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410 ThirdCousins.GFPon.Pairs<-getpairs(tempdata,"GFP_Event_Time","GFP_Cause",3) 

411 cif.model.ThirdCousins.GFPon<-

comp.risk(Surv(tempdata$GFP_Event_Time,GFP_Cause>0)~1+const(Growth_Factor)+c

luster(PairID), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$GFP_Cause,causeS=3, 

ii. resample.iid=1,model="additive",max.clust=1000000) 

412 summary(cif.model.ThirdCousins.GFPon) 

413 cor.ThirdCousins.GFPon<-cor.cif(cif.model.ThirdCousins.GFPon,sym=1, 

i. data=tempdata,cause1=3,cause2=3) 

414 summary(cor.ThirdCousins.GFPon) 

 

415 ndx<-!ThirdCousins$GFP  

416 tempdata<-ThirdCousins[ndx,] 

417 ThirdCousins.Division.Pairs<-getpairs(tempdata,"Event_Time","Cause",1) 

418 cif.model.ThirdCousins.Division<-

comp.risk(Surv(tempdata$Event_Time,Cause>0)~1+const(Growth_Factor)+cluster(Pair

ID), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause,causeS=1, 

ii. resample.iid=1,model="fg",max.clust=1000000) 

419 summary(cif.model.ThirdCousins.Division) 

420 cor.ThirdCousins.Division<-cor.cif(cif.model.ThirdCousins.Division,sym=1, 

i. data=tempdata,cause1=1,cause2=1) 

421 summary(cor.ThirdCousins.Division) 

422 # GFP positive 

423 ndx<-(ThirdCousins$GFP==1)&(ThirdCousins$Growth_Factor==2) 

424 tempdata<-ThirdCousins[ndx,] 

425 ThirdCousins.GFP.Division.Pairs<-getpairs(tempdata,"Event_Time","Cause",1) 

426 cif.model.ThirdCousins.GFP.Division<-

comp.risk(Surv(tempdata$Event_Time,Cause>0)~1+cluster(PairID), 

1. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause,causeS=1, 

2. resample.iid=1,model="fg",max.clust=1000000) 

427 summary(cif.model.ThirdCousins.GFP.Division) 

428 cor.ThirdCousins.GFP.Division<-cor.cif(cif.model.ThirdCousins.GFP.Division,sym=1, 

i. data=tempdata,cause1=1,cause2=1) 
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429 summary(cor.ThirdCousins.GFP.Division) 

430 # Bivariate dotplots between relatives ------------------------------------ 

431 # GFP on 

432 par(mfrow=c(3,1)) 

433 s<-cor.test(Sisters.GFPon.Pairs[,1],Sisters.GFPon.Pairs[,2],method="pearson") 

434 plot(Sisters.GFPon.Pairs,xlab="sib1 GFP on (days)",ylab="sib2 GFP on 

(days)",pch=20,main="Sisters", 

435 sub=paste("rho=",format(s$estimate,digits=3),", p=",s$p.value)) 

436 m<-max(Sisters.GFPon.Pairs) 

437 lines(c(0,m),c(0,m)) 

438 s<-

cor.test(FirstCousins.GFPon.Pairs[,1],FirstCousins.GFPon.Pairs[,2],method="pearson") 

439 plot(FirstCousins.GFPon.Pairs,xlab="cousin 1 GFP on (days)",ylab="cousin 2 GFP on 

(days)",pch=20,main="First Cousins", 

440 sub=paste("rho=",format(s$estimate,digits=3),", p=",s$p.value)) 

441 m<-max(FirstCousins.GFPon.Pairs) 

442 lines(c(0,m),c(0,m)) 

443 s<-

cor.test(SecondCousins.GFPon.Pairs[,1],SecondCousins.GFPon.Pairs[,2],method="pear

son") 

444 plot(SecondCousins.GFPon.Pairs,xlab="cousin 1 GFP on (days)",ylab="cousin 2 GFP on 

(days)",pch=20,main="Second Cousins", 

445 sub=paste("rho=",format(s$estimate,digits=3),", p=",s$p.value)) 

446 m<-max(SecondCousins.GFPon.Pairs) 

447 lines(c(0,m),c(0,m)) 

448 # plot division times 

449 par(mfrow=c(2,2)) 

450 v<-dim(Sisters.Division.Pairs) # randomise sisters 

451 for (i in 1:v[1]) { 

452 pair<-sample(Sisters.Division.Pairs[i,],2,replace=FALSE) 

453 Sisters.Division.Pairs[i,]<-pair 

454 } 

455 s<-cor.test(Sisters.Division.Pairs[,1],Sisters.Division.Pairs[,2],method="pearson") 
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456 plot(Sisters.Division.Pairs,xlab="sib1 division age (days)",ylab="sib2 division age 

(days)",pch=20,main="Sisters", 

457 sub=paste("rho=",format(s$estimate,digits=3),", p=",s$p.value)) 

458 m<-max(Sisters.Division.Pairs) 

459 lines(c(0,m),c(0,m)) 

460 # mothers and daughters 

461 s<-

cor.test(MotherAndDaughter.Division.Pairs[,1],MotherAndDaughter.Division.Pairs[,2],

pch=20,method="pearson") 

462 plot(MotherAndDaughter.Division.Pairs,xlab="child division age (days)",ylab="parent 

division age (days)",pch=20,main="Parent-Child division age", 

463 sub=paste("rho=",format(s$estimate,digits=3),", p=",s$p.value)) 

464 m<-max(MotherAndDaughter.Division.Pairs) 

465 lines(c(0,m),c(0,m)) 

466 # first cousin 

467 v<-dim(FirstCousins.Division.Pairs) # randomise sisters 

468 for (i in 1:v[1]) { 

469 pair<-sample(FirstCousins.Division.Pairs[i,],2,replace=FALSE) 

470 FirstCousins.Division.Pairs[i,]<-pair 

471 } 

472 s<-

cor.test(FirstCousins.Division.Pairs[,1],FirstCousins.Division.Pairs[,2],method="pearson

") 

473 plot(FirstCousins.Division.Pairs,xlab="cousin 1 division age (days)",ylab="cousin 2 

division age (days)",pch=20,main="First Cousins", 

474 sub=paste("rho=",format(s$estimate,digits=3),", p=",s$p.value)) 

475 m<-max(FirstCousins.Division.Pairs) 

476 lines(c(0,m),c(0,m)) 

477 #second cousins 

478 v<-dim(SecondCousins.Division.Pairs) # randomise sisters 

479 for (i in 1:v[1]) { 

480 pair<-sample(SecondCousins.Division.Pairs[i,],2,replace=FALSE) 

481 SecondCousins.Division.Pairs[i,]<-pair 

482 } 
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483 s<-

cor.test(SecondCousins.Division.Pairs[,1],SecondCousins.Division.Pairs[,2],method="pe

arson") 

484 plot(SecondCousins.Division.Pairs,xlab="cousin 1 division age (days)",ylab="cousin 2 

division age (days)",pch=20,main="Second Cousins", 

485 sub=paste("rho=",format(s$estimate,digits=3),", p=",s$p.value)) 

486 m<-max(SecondCousins.Division.Pairs) 

487 lines(c(0,m),c(0,m)) 

 

488 # plot division times for GFP positive cells 

489 par(mfrow=c(2,2)) 

490 v<-dim(Sisters.GFP.Division.Pairs) # randomise sisters 

491 for (i in 1:v[1]) { 

492 pair<-sample(Sisters.GFP.Division.Pairs[i,],2,replace=FALSE) 

493 Sisters.GFP.Division.Pairs[i,]<-pair 

494 } 

495 s<-

cor.test(Sisters.GFP.Division.Pairs[,1],Sisters.GFP.Division.Pairs[,2],method="pearson") 

496 plot(Sisters.GFP.Division.Pairs,xlab="sib1 division age (days)",ylab="sib2 division age 

(days)",pch=20,main="Sisters", 

497 sub=paste("rho=",format(s$estimate,digits=3),", p=",s$p.value)) 

498 m<-max(Sisters.GFP.Division.Pairs) 

499 lines(c(0,m),c(0,m)) 

500 # mothers and daughters 

501 s<-

cor.test(MotherAndDaughter.GFP.Division.Pairs[,1],MotherAndDaughter.GFP.Division.

Pairs[,2],method="pearson") 

502 plot(MotherAndDaughter.GFP.Division.Pairs,xlab="child division age 

(days)",ylab="parent division age (days)",pch=20,main="Parent-Child division age", 

503 sub=paste("rho=",format(s$estimate,digits=3),", p=",s$p.value)) 

504 m<-max(MotherAndDaughter.GFP.Division.Pairs) 

505 lines(c(0,m),c(0,m)) 

506 # first cousin 

507 v<-dim(FirstCousins.GFP.Division.Pairs) # randomise sisters 
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508 for (i in 1:v[1]) { 

509 pair<-sample(FirstCousins.GFP.Division.Pairs[i,],2,replace=FALSE) 

510 FirstCousins.GFP.Division.Pairs[i,]<-pair 

511 } 

512 s<-

cor.test(FirstCousins.GFP.Division.Pairs[,1],FirstCousins.GFP.Division.Pairs[,2],method=

"pearson") 

513 plot(FirstCousins.GFP.Division.Pairs,xlab="cousin 1 division age (days)",ylab="cousin 2 

division age (days)",pch=20,main="First Cousins", 

514 sub=paste("rho=",format(s$estimate,digits=3),", p=",s$p.value)) 

515 m<-max(FirstCousins.GFP.Division.Pairs) 

516 lines(c(0,m),c(0,m)) 

517 #second cousins 

518 v<-dim(SecondCousins.GFP.Division.Pairs) # randomise sisters 

519 for (i in 1:v[1]) { 

520 pair<-sample(SecondCousins.GFP.Division.Pairs[i,],2,replace=FALSE) 

521 SecondCousins.GFP.Division.Pairs[i,]<-pair 

522 } 

523 s<-

cor.test(SecondCousins.GFP.Division.Pairs[,1],SecondCousins.GFP.Division.Pairs[,2],me

thod="pearson") 

524 plot(SecondCousins.GFP.Division.Pairs,xlab="cousin 1 division age (days)",ylab="cousin 

2 division age (days)",pch=20,main="Second Cousins", 

525 sub=paste("rho=",format(s$estimate,digits=3),", p=",s$p.value)) 

526 m<-max(SecondCousins.GFP.Division.Pairs) 

527 lines(c(0,m),c(0,m)) 

 

528 # Ploting relative division concordance -------------------------------------------- 

529 par(mfcol=c(2,2)) 

530 cif1<-predict(cif.model.Sisters.Division,X=1,Z=2) # MCSF 

531 con<-concordance(cor.Sisters.Division,cif1$P1) 

532 plot(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,1],type="s", 

533 sub="Division concordance probability (GFP-)",ylim=c(0,1),lwd=2,xlim=c(0,2), 

534 xlab="Cell age",ylab="Probability",col="black") 
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535 lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,2],type="s",lty=2,col="black") 

536 lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,3],type="s",lty=2,col="black") 

 

537 cif1<-predict(cif.model.FirstCousins.Division,X=1,Z=2) 

538 con<-concordance(cor.FirstCousins.Division,cif1$P1) 

539 lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,1],type="s", 

540 lwd=2,col="red") 

541 lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,2],type="s",lty=2,col="red") 

542 lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,3],type="s",lty=2,col="red") 

 

543 cif1<-predict(cif.model.MothersAndDaughters.Division,X=c(1,2)) 

544 con<-concordance(cor.MothersAndDaughters.Division,cif1$P1) 

545 lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,1],type="s", 

546 lwd=2,col="green") 

547 lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,2],type="s",lty=2,col="green") 

548 lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,3],type="s",lty=2,col="green") 

 

549 cif1<-predict(cif.model.SecondCousins.Division,X=1,Z=2) 

550 con<-concordance(cor.SecondCousins.Division,cif1$P1) 

551 lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,1],type="s", 

552 lwd=2,col="blue") 

553 lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,2],type="s",lty=2,col="blue") 

554 lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,3],type="s",lty=2,col="blue") 

 

555 legend(0.8,1,legend=c("siblings","parent-child","1st cousin","2nd cousin","95% CI"), 

556 col=c("black","green","red","blue","black"), 

557 lty=c(1,1,1,1,2),lwd=c(2,2,2,2,1),bty="n") 

558 # GFP positive 

559 cif1<-predict(cif.model.Sisters.GFP.Division,X=1) # MCSF 

560 con<-concordance(cor.Sisters.Division,GFP.cif1$P1) 

561 plot(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,1],type="s", 

562 sub="Division concordance probability (GFP+)",ylim=c(0,1),lwd=2,xlim=c(0,2), 

563 xlab="Cell age",ylab="Probability",col="black") 

564 lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,2],type="s",lty=2,col="black") 
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565 lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,3],type="s",lty=2,col="black") 

 

566 cif1<-predict(cif.model.FirstCousins.GFP.Division,X=1) 

567 con<-concordance(cor.FirstCousins.GFP.Division,cif1$P1) 

568 lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,1],type="s", 

569 lwd=2,col="red") 

570 lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,2],type="s",lty=2,col="red") 

571 lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,3],type="s",lty=2,col="red") 

 

572 cif1<-predict(cif.model.MothersAndDaughters.GFP.Division,X=1) 

573 con<-concordance(cor.MothersAndDaughters.GFP.Division,cif1$P1) 

574 lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,1],type="s", 

575 lwd=2,col="green") 

576 lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,2],type="s",lty=2,col="green") 

577 lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,3],type="s",lty=2,col="green") 

 

578 cif1<-predict(cif.model.SecondCousins.GFP.Division,X=1) 

579 con<-concordance(cor.SecondCousins.GFP.Division,cif1$P1) 

580 lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,1],type="s", 

581 lwd=2,col="blue") 

582 lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,2],type="s",lty=2,col="blue") 

583 lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,3],type="s",lty=2,col="blue") 

 

584 # legend(1.2,0.8,legend=c("siblings","parent-child","1st cousin","2nd cousin","95% 

CI"), 

585 #        col=c("black","green","red","blue","black"), 

586 #        lty=c(1,1,1,1,2),lwd=c(2,2,2,2,1),bty="n") 

587 # Bar graph showing generational distribution of GFP onset------------------------------------- 

 

588 ndx<-!is.nan(data$GFP_Age) 

589 GFPTransition<-data$Generation[ndx] 

590 GFPTransitionTable<-table(GFPTransition) 

591 barplot(GFPTransitionTable,names.arg=0:7,xlab="Generation",ylab="Cell 

number",sub="Onset of GFP fluorescence") 
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592 # Ploting relative gfp onset concordance ---------------------------------- 

593 cif1<-predict(cif.model.Sisters.GFPon,X=c(1,2)) # MCSF 

594 con<-concordance(cor.Sisters.GFPon,cif1$P1) 

595 plot(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,1],type="s", 

596 sub="GFP expression concordance probability",ylim=c(0,1),lwd=2, 

597 xlab="Time from start of experiment (days)",ylab="Probability",col="black") 

598 lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,2],type="s",lty=2,col="black") 

599 lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,3],type="s",lty=2,col="black") 

 

600 cif1<-predict(cif.model.FirstCousins.GFPon,X=1) 

601 con<-concordance(cor.FirstCousins.GFPon,cif1$P1) 

602 lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,1],type="s", 

603 lwd=2,col="red") 

604 lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,2],type="s",lty=2,col="red") 

605 lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,3],type="s",lty=2,col="red") 

 

606 cif1<-predict(cif.model.SecondCousins.GFPon,X=1) 

607 con<-concordance(cor.SecondCousins.GFPon,cif1$P1) 

608 lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,1],type="s", 

609 lwd=2,col="blue") 

610 lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,2],type="s",lty=2,col="blue") 

611 lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,3],type="s",lty=2,col="blue") 

 

612 # cif1<-predict(cif.model.ThirdCousins.GFPon,X=1) 

613 # con<-concordance(cor.ThirdCousins.GFPon,cif1$P1) 

614 # lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,1],type="s", 

615 #       lwd=2,col="chocolate") 

616 # lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,2],type="s",lty=2,col="chocolate") 

617 # lines(cif1$time,con$intercept$probandwise[,3],type="s",lty=2,col="chocolate") 

 

618 legend(3,0.7,legend=c("siblings","1st cousins","2nd cousins","95% CI"), 

619 col=c("black","red","blue","black"), 

620 lty=c(1,1,1,2),lwd=c(2,2,2,1),bty="n") 

621 #compare stats---- 
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622 Data2<-read.delim("F:/James/R/Analysis in R/GMPDivisionCrossOdds.txt") 

623 data<-Data2 

624 data$CauseNum<-0 

625 data$CauseNum[data$Cause==0]<-0 

626 data$CauseNum[data$Cause==2]<-2 

627 data$CauseNum[data$Cause==3]<-1 

628 data$CauseNum[data$Cause==1]<-1 

 

629 ##frequency of right censoring in data set 

 

630 #total data set 

631 total_ndx<-unique(data$PairID) #total number of unique pairs  

632 total<-data[total_ndx,] 

633 #sisters and cousins 

634 # is.FirstCousin<-abs(data$Relatedness-1/3)<1e-5 

635 # cousins<-data[is.FirstCousin,] 

636 is.SecondCousin<-abs(data$Relatednes-1/4)<1e-5 

637 cousins<-data[is.SecondCousin,] 

638 sisters<-cousins 

639 # sisters<-data[data$Relatedness==2,] 

640 uniquepairs<-unique(sisters$PairID) 

641 div_div<-0 

642 death_death<-0 

643 fate_censored<-0 

644 div_death<-0 

 

645 for(i in 1:length(uniquepairs)){ 

646 pairdata<-sisters[sisters$PairID==uniquepairs[i],] 

 

647 if (pairdata$CauseNum[1]==1 & pairdata$CauseNum[2]==1) { 

648 div_div<-div_div+1 

 

649 } 

650 else if (pairdata$CauseNum[1]==2 & pairdata$CauseNum[2]==2){ 
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651 death_death<-death_death+1 

652 } 

653 else if (pairdata$CauseNum[1]==0 | pairdata$CauseNum[2]==0){ 

654 fate_censored<-fate_censored+1 

655 } 

656 else if (pairdata$CauseNum[1]!=pairdata$CauseNum[2] & pairdata$CauseNum[1]!=0 

& pairdata$CauseNum[2]!=0){ 

657 div_death<-div_death+1 

658 } 

 

659 } 

 

660 #compare with other tests of correlation and concordance data 

 

661 binomial_div_cens<-binom.test(div_div,length(uniquepairs)) 

662 binomial_death_cens<-binom.test(death_death,length(uniquepairs)) 

 

663 binomial_div<-binom.test(div_div,(div_div+death_death)) 

664 binomial_death<-binom.test(death_death,(div_div+death_death)) 

 

D.3 R code for analysis of cCFU-F cell lifetime data  

1 #This code was written for the analysis of cCFU-F cell lifetime: 

 

2 #The data is drawn from experiments: 'cCFUdata.txt' 

 

3 #dependent libraries 

4 library(R.matlab) #R.matlab version 3.1.1 used (newer or older versions may not be 

compatible) 

5 library(timereg) #timereg version 1.7.0 used (newer or older versions may not be compatible) 

6 library(mets) #mets version 0.1-13 used (newer or older versions may not be compatible) 

7 library(cmprsk) #cmprisk version 2.2-7 used (newer or older versions may not be compatible) 

8 library(survival) #survival version 2.37-7 used (newer or older versions may not be compatible) 

9 library(ICC) #ICC version 2.2.1 used (newer or older versions may not be compatible) 

10 library(coin) #coin version 1.0-24 use (newer or older versions may not be compatible) 
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11 library(GenABEL) #GenABEL version 1.8-0 used (newer or older versions may not be 

compatible) 

 

12 #dependant files,  

13 #note: copy all .R files below into your working directory and substitute "L:/James/R/CR paper 

repository/" for the path of your working directory 

14 source("L:/James/R/CR paper repository/ProbandwisePlot.R") 

15 source("L:/James/R/CR paper repository/addSisterClusterID.R") 

16 source("L:/James/R/CR paper repository/PlotPairedData.R") 

17 source("L:/James/R/CR paper repository/ClusterMothersAndDaughters.R") 

18 source("L:/James/R/CR paper repository/getMothersGFPStatus.R") 

19 source("L:/James/R/CR paper repository/getMothers.R") 

20 source("L:/James/R/CR paper repository/getCompletePairs.R") 

21 source("L:/James/R/CR paper repository/SampleClones.R") 

22 source('L:/James/R/CR paper repository/getpairs.R') 

23 source('L:/James/R/CR paper repository/getMotherAndDaughterpairs.R') 

24 source('L:/James/R/CR paper repository/ResetClustering.R') 

 

 

25 #load data,   

26 #note: copy data file 'cCFU data.txt' into your working directory and substitute "L:/James/R/CR 

paper repository/" for the path of your working directory 

27 P0<-read.delim("L:/James/R/CR paper repository/cCFU analysis/cCFU data.txt") 

 

 

28 #create treatment groups and map fate outcomes  

29 P0$PDGF<-(P0$Group=='Condition 2')|(P0$Group=='Condition 5')|(P0$Group=='Condition 

6')|(P0$Group=='Condition 8') 

30 P0$FGF<-(P0$Group=='Condition 4')|(P0$Group=='Condition 6')|(P0$Group=='Condition 

7')|(P0$Group=='Condition 8') 

31 P0$TGF<-(P0$Group=='Condition 3')|(P0$Group=='Condition 5')|(P0$Group=='Condition 

7')|(P0$Group=='Condition 8') 

32 P0$CauseID<-"Censored" 

33 P0$CauseID[P0$Cause==1]<-"Division" #CauseID = 1  is division 

34 P0$CauseID[P0$Cause==2]<-"Apoptosis" #CauseID = 2 is death 

35 P0$Cause[P0$CauseID=="Censored"]<-0; #CauseID = 0 is censored (lost of not complete) 

36 # Group IDs 

37 P0$GroupID[P0$Group=="Condition 1"]<-"_" #Serum free with no factors 
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38 P0$GroupID[P0$Group=="Condition 2"]<-"P" #PDGF only 

39 P0$GroupID[P0$Group=="Condition 3"]<-"T" #TGF only 

40 P0$GroupID[P0$Group=="Condition 4"]<-"F" #FGF only 

41 P0$GroupID[P0$Group=="Condition 5"]<-"PT" #PDGF:TGF 

42 P0$GroupID[P0$Group=="Condition 6"]<-"PF" #PDGF:FGF 

43 P0$GroupID[P0$Group=="Condition 7"]<-"TF" #TGF:FGF 

44 P0$GroupID[P0$Group=="Condition 8"]<-"PTF" #PDGF:TGF:FGF 

 

45 #code for the analysis of cCFU-F data as presented in CR paper is shown below,  

46 #note: each section may be run independently   

 

47 # Generation 0 division -------------------------------------------------- 

48 ndx<-P0$Generation==0 

49 tempdata<-P0[ndx,] 

50 cif.model.division<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,Cause>1) ~ 1 + 

TGF+PDGF+FGF+TGF:PDGF+TGF:FGF+PDGF:FGF+TGF:FGF:PDGF, 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause, 

ii. causeS=1,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

51 summary(cif.model.division) 

 

52 # predict 

53 ksample<-

cuminc(ftime=tempdata$Event_Time,fstatus=tempdata$CauseID,group=tempdata$GroupID,ce

ncode="Censored") 

54 cif.model.division<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,Cause>1) ~ 1 + 

const(TGF)+const(PDGF)+const(FGF)+const(TGF*PDGF)+const(TGF*FGF) 

i. +const(PDGF*FGF)+const(TGF*FGF*PDGF), 

ii. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause, 

iii. causeS=1,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

55 summary(cif.model.division) 

56 par(mfrow=c(1,1)) 

57 v<-qqnorm(cif.model.division$gamma,datax=TRUE,main="Generation 0",ylab="Relative risk of 

division",ylim=c(-0.5,3.0)) 

58 text(v$x,v$y,labels=c("T*","P**","F**","TP","TF","PF*","TFP***"),pos=4) 

59 text(2,-0.6,pos=4,"*     p<0.05");text(2,-0.8,pos=4,"**   p<0.01");text(2,-1,pos=4,"*** p<0.001") 

 

 

60 # probablity plot of covariates 
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61 # predict 

62 division_G0<-predict(cif.model.division,X=1,Z=c(0,0,0,0,0,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

63 division_T_G0<-predict(cif.model.division,X=1,Z=c(1,0,0,0,0,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

64 division_P_G0<-predict(cif.model.division,X=1,Z=c(0,1,0,0,0,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

65 division_F_G0<-predict(cif.model.division,X=1,Z=c(0,0,1,0,0,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

66 division_PT_G0<-predict(cif.model.division,X=1,Z=c(1,1,0,1,0,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

67 division_FT_G0<-predict(cif.model.division,X=1,Z=c(1,0,1,0,1,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

68 division_PF_G0<-predict(cif.model.division,X=1,Z=c(0,1,1,0,0,1,0),uniform=TRUE) 

69 division_PFT_G0<-predict(cif.model.division,X=1,Z=c(1,1,1,1,1,1,1),uniform=TRUE) 

70 # plot division 

71 attributes(ksample) 

72 plot(ksample[["T Division"]]$time,ksample[["T Division"]]$est, 

73 type="s",,xlab="Time to Division (Days)",ylab="Cumulative Incidence", 

74 ylim=c(0,1.1),xlim=c(-0.5,4),lty=2,lwd=2,col="green",main="Generation 0") 

75 lines(ksample[["_ Division"]]$time,ksample[["_ Division"]]$est, 

76 type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="grey") 

77 lines(ksample[["P Division"]]$time,ksample[["P Division"]]$est, 

78 type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="red") 

79 lines(ksample[["F Division"]]$time,ksample[["F Division"]]$est, 

80 type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="blue") 

81 lines(ksample[["PTF Division"]]$time,ksample[["PTF Division"]]$est, 

82 type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="black") 

83 legend(-

0.65,1.2,legend=c("TGF+PDGF+bFGF","bFGF","PDGF","TGF","control"),lty=c(2,2,2,2,2),lwd=c(2,

2,2,2,2,2), 

84 col=c("black","blue","red","green","grey"),bty="n") 

 

85 plot(division_G0$time,division_G0$P1,type="s",xlab="Time to Division 

(Days)",ylab="Cumulative Incidence", 

86 ylim=c(0,1.1),xlim=c(-0.4,3.5),lty=1,lwd=2,col="grey",main="Generation 0") 

87 lines(division_G0$time,division_G0$P1+division_G0$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="grey") 

88 lines(division_G0$time,division_G0$P1-division_G0$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="grey") 

89 lines(division_T_G0$time,division_T_G0$P1,type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col="green") 

90 lines(division_T_G0$time,division_T_G0$P1+division_G0$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="gree

n") 
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91 lines(division_T_G0$time,division_T_G0$P1-

division_G0$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="green") 

92 lines(division_P_G0$time,division_P_G0$P1,type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col="red") 

93 lines(division_P_G0$time,division_P_G0$P1+division_G0$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="red"

) 

94 lines(division_P_G0$time,division_P_G0$P1-division_G0$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="red") 

95 lines(division_F_G0$time,division_F_G0$P1,type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col="blue") 

96 lines(division_F_G0$time,division_F_G0$P1+division_G0$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="blue"

) 

97 lines(division_F_G0$time,division_F_G0$P1-

division_G0$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="blue") 

98 lines(division_PFT_G0$time,division_PFT_G0$P1,type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col="black") 

99 lines(division_PFT_G0$time,division_PFT_G0$P1+division_G0$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="

black") 

100 lines(division_PFT_G0$time,division_PFT_G0$P1-

division_G0$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="black") 

101 legend(-

0.65,1.2,legend=c("TGF+PDGF+bFGF","SE","bFGF","PDGF","TGF","control"),lty=c(1,2,1,1,1,1),lw

d=c(2,1,2,2,2,2), 

102 col=c("black","black","blue","red","green","grey"),bty="n") 

103 # Generation >0 division -------------------------------------------------- 

104 ndx<-P0$Generation>0 

105 tempdata<-P0[ndx,] 

106 times=seq(from=0.05,by=0.05,to=3.5) 

107 cif.model.division<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,Cause>1) ~ 1 + (FGF+PDGF+TGF), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause, 

ii. causeS=1,times=times,resample.iid=1,model="fg") 

108 summary(cif.model.division) 

109 ksample<-

cuminc(ftime=tempdata$Event_Time,fstatus=tempdata$CauseID,group=tempdata$GroupID,ce

ncode="Censored") 

110 attributes(ksample) 

 

111 cif.model.division<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,Cause>1) ~ 1 + 

const(TGF)+const(PDGF)+const(FGF), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause, 

ii. causeS=1,times=times,resample.iid=1,model="fg") 

112 summary(cif.model.division) 
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113 # predict 

114 division_G0<-predict(cif.model.division,X=1,Z=c(0,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

115 division_T_G0<-predict(cif.model.division,X=1,Z=c(1,0,0),uniform=TRUE) 

116 division_P_G0<-predict(cif.model.division,X=1,Z=c(0,1,0),uniform=TRUE) 

117 division_F_G0<-predict(cif.model.division,X=1,Z=c(0,0,1),uniform=TRUE) 

118 division_PT_G0<-predict(cif.model.division,X=1,Z=c(1,1,0),uniform=TRUE) 

119 division_FT_G0<-predict(cif.model.division,X=1,Z=c(1,0,1),uniform=TRUE) 

120 division_PF_G0<-predict(cif.model.division,X=1,Z=c(0,1,1),uniform=TRUE) 

121 division_PFT_G0<-predict(cif.model.division,X=1,Z=c(1,1,1),uniform=TRUE) 

 

122 # plot division 

123 attributes(ksample) 

124 plot(ksample[["T Division"]]$time,ksample[["T Division"]]$est, 

125 type="s",,xlab="Time to Division (Days)",ylab="Cumulative Incidence", 

126 ylim=c(0,1),xlim=c(0,4),lty=2,lwd=2,col="green",main="Generation>0") 

127 lines(ksample[["P Division"]]$time,ksample[["P Division"]]$est, 

128 type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="red") 

129 lines(ksample[["F Division"]]$time,ksample[["F Division"]]$est, 

130 type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="blue") 

131 lines(ksample[["PTF Division"]]$time,ksample[["PTF Division"]]$est, 

132 type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="black") 

 

133 plot(division_G0$time,division_G0$P1,type="s",xlab="Time to Division 

(Days)",ylab="Cumulative Incidence", 

134 ylim=c(0,1),xlim=c(0,3.5),lty=1,lwd=2,col="grey",main="Generation > 0") 

135 lines(division_G0$time,division_G0$P1+division_G0$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="grey") 

136 lines(division_G0$time,division_G0$P1-division_G0$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="grey") 

137 lines(division_P_G0$time,division_P_G0$P1,type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col="red") 

138 lines(division_P_G0$time,division_P_G0$P1+division_G0$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="red"

) 

139 lines(division_P_G0$time,division_P_G0$P1-division_G0$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="red") 

140 lines(division_F_G0$time,division_F_G0$P1,type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col="blue") 

141 lines(division_F_G0$time,division_F_G0$P1+division_G0$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="blue"

) 

142 lines(division_F_G0$time,division_F_G0$P1-

division_G0$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="blue") 

143 lines(division_PFT_G0$time,division_PFT_G0$P1,type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col="black") 
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144 lines(division_PFT_G0$time,division_PFT_G0$P1+division_G0$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="

black") 

145 lines(division_PFT_G0$time,division_PFT_G0$P1-

division_G0$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="black") 

 

146 legend(0,1,legend=c("TGF+PDGF+bFGF","SE","bFGF","PDGF","control"),lty=c(1,2,1,1,1),lwd=c(2

,1,2,2,2), 

147 col=c("black","black","blue","red","grey"),bty="n") 

148 # Generation 0 death ------------------------------------------------------ 

 

149 ndx<-P0$Generation==0 

150 times<-seq(0.01,4,by=0.02) 

151 tempdata<-P0[ndx,] 

152 cif.model.death<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,Cause>1) ~ 1 + 

TGF+PDGF+FGF+TGF:PDGF+TGF:FGF+PDGF:FGF+TGF:FGF:PDGF, 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause,times=times, 

ii. causeS=2,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

153 summary(cif.model.death) 

154 cif.model.death<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,Cause>1) ~ 1 + 

const(TGF)+const(PDGF)+const(FGF)+const(TGF*PDGF)+const(TGF*FGF) 

i. +const(PDGF*FGF)+const(TGF*FGF*PDGF), 

ii. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause,times=times, 

iii. causeS=2,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

155 cif.model.death<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,Cause>1) ~ 1 + const(TGF), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause,times=times, 

ii. causeS=2,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

156 summary(cif.model.death) 

 

157 ksample<-

cuminc(ftime=tempdata$Event_Time,fstatus=tempdata$CauseID,group=tempdata$GroupID,ce

ncode="Censored") 

158 attributes(ksample) 

 

159 # predict 

160 death_G0<-predict(cif.model.death,X=1,Z=0,uniform=TRUE) 

161 death_T_G0<-predict(cif.model.death,X=1,Z=1,uniform=TRUE) 
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162 # plot death 

163 plot(ksample[["T Apoptosis"]]$time,ksample[["T Apoptosis"]]$est, 

164 type="s",,xlab="Time to Death (Days)",ylab="Cumulative Incidence", 

165 ylim=c(0,1),xlim=c(0,4),lty=2,lwd=2,col="green") 

166 lines(ksample[["P Apoptosis"]]$time,ksample[["P Apoptosis"]]$est, 

167 type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="red") 

168 lines(ksample[["F Apoptosis"]]$time,ksample[["F Apoptosis"]]$est, 

169 type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="blue") 

170 lines(ksample[["PTF Apoptosis"]]$time,ksample[["PTF Apoptosis"]]$est, 

171 type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="black") 

172 # predict 

173 death_G0<-predict(cif.model.death,X=1,Z=0,uniform=TRUE) 

174 death_T_G0<-predict(cif.model.death,X=1,Z=1,uniform=TRUE) 

175 plot(death_G0$time,death_G0$P1,type="s",xlab="Time to Death (Days)",ylab="Cumulative 

Incidence", 

176 ylim=c(0,0.2),xlim=c(0,3.5),lty=1,lwd=2,col="grey",main="Generation 0") 

177 lines(death_G0$time,death_G0$P1+death_G0$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="grey") 

178 lines(death_G0$time,death_G0$P1-death_G0$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="grey") 

179 lines(death_T_G0$time,death_T_G0$P1,type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col="green") 

180 lines(death_T_G0$time,death_T_G0$P1+death_G0$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="green") 

181 lines(death_T_G0$time,death_T_G0$P1-death_G0$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="green") 

 

182 legend(0,0.2,legend=c("TGF","SE","Control"),lty=c(1,2,1),lwd=c(2,1,2), 

183 col=c("green","green","grey"),bty="n") 

184 # Generatation >0 death --------------------------------------------------- 

185 ndx<-P0$Generation>0 

186 tempdata<-P0[ndx,] 

187 times=seq(0.01,2.9,by=0.02) 

188 cif.model.death<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,Cause>1) ~ 1 + 

TGF+PDGF+FGF+TGF:PDGF+TGF:FGF+PDGF:FGF+TGF:FGF:PDGF, 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause,times=times, 

ii. causeS=2,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

189 cif.model.death<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,Cause>1) ~ 1 + TGF+PDGF+FGF, 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause,times=times, 

ii. causeS=2,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

190 summary(cif.model.death) 

191 cif.model.death<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,Cause>1) ~ 1 + const(TGF),times=times, 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause, 
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ii. causeS=2,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

192 summary(cif.model.death) 

193 # predict 

194 death_G0<-predict(cif.model.death,X=1,Z=0,uniform=TRUE) 

195 death_T_G0<-predict(cif.model.death,X=1,Z=1,uniform=TRUE) 

196 ksample<-

cuminc(ftime=tempdata$Event_Time,fstatus=tempdata$CauseID,group=tempdata$TGF,cencod

e="Censored") 

197 attributes(ksample) 

198 # plot death 

199 plot(ksample[["TRUE Apoptosis"]]$time,ksample[["TRUE Apoptosis"]]$est, 

200 type="s",,xlab="Time to Death (Days)",ylab="Cumulative Incidence", 

201 ylim=c(0,0.3),xlim=c(0,4),lty=2,lwd=2,col="red") 

202 lines(ksample[["FALSE Apoptosis"]]$time,ksample[["FALSE Apoptosis"]]$est, 

203 type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="grey") 

204 legend(0,0.3,legend=c("TGF","Control"),lty=c(2,2),lwd=c(2,2), 

205 col=c("red","grey"),bty="n") 

206 cif.model.division<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,Cause>0) ~ 1 +(GFP+FGF)^2, 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause, 

ii. causeS=1,resample.iid=1,model="fg") 

207 summary(cif.model.division) 

 

 

208 plot(death_G0$time,death_G0$P1,type="s",xlab="Time to Death (Days)",ylab="Cumulative 

Incidence", 

209 ylim=c(0,0.3),xlim=c(0,3),lty=1,lwd=2,col="grey",main="Generation>0") 

210 lines(death_G0$time,death_G0$P1+death_G0$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="grey") 

211 lines(death_G0$time,death_G0$P1-death_G0$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="grey") 

212 lines(death_T_G0$time,death_T_G0$P1,type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col="green") 

213 lines(death_T_G0$time,death_T_G0$P1+death_G0$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="green") 

214 lines(death_T_G0$time,death_T_G0$P1-death_G0$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="green") 

 

215 legend(0,0.3,legend=c("TGF","SE","Control"),lty=c(1,2,1),lwd=c(2,1,2), 

216 col=c("green","green","grey"),bty="n") 

217 # Effect of GFP level on division ----------------------------------------- 

218 ndx<-(P0$GFPAtBirth!="NaN")&(P0$GFPAtDeath!="NaN")&(P0$Generation>0) 

219 tempdata<-P0[ndx,] 

220 cif.model.division<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,Cause>1) ~ 1 + const(GFPAtDeath), 
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i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause, 

ii. causeS=1,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

221 summary(cif.model.division) 

222 cif.model.division<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,Cause>1) ~ 1 + 

const(TGF)+const(PDGF)+const(FGF)+const(GFPAtDeath)+ 

i. const(GFPAtDeath*PDGF)+const(GFPAtDeath*TGF)+const(GFPAtDeath*FGF), 

ii. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause, 

iii. causeS=1,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

223 summary(cif.model.division) 

224 cif.model.division<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,Cause>1) ~ 1 + 

const(TGF)+const(PDGF)+const(FGF)+const(GFPAtBirth)+ 

i. const(GFPAtBirth*PDGF)+const(GFPAtBirth*TGF)+const(GFPAtBirth*FGF), 

ii. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause, 

iii. causeS=1,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

225 summary(cif.model.division) 

226 # Effect of GFP level on death ----------------------------------------------- 

227 cif.model.death<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,Cause>1) ~ 1 + 

const(TGF)+const(PDGF)+const(FGF)+const(GFPAtDeath)+ 

i. const(GFPAtDeath*PDGF)+const(GFPAtDeath*TGF)+const(GFPAtDeath*FGF), 

ii. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause, 

iii. causeS=2,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

228 summary(cif.model.death) 

229 # Threshold of GFP for action of PDGF ------------------------------ 

 

230 P0$GFP<-P0$GFPAtDeath>100 

231 P0$GFPTypeCause<-0 

232 P0$GFPTypeCause[P0$GFP&(P0$Cause==1)]<-1 

233 P0$GFPTypeCause[(!P0$GFP)&(P0$Cause==1)]<-2 

234 P0$GFPTypeCause[P0$GFP&(P0$Cause==2)]<-3 

235 P0$GFPTypeCause[(!P0$GFP)&(P0$Cause==2)]<-4 

236 P0$GFPTypeCauseID[P0$GFPTypeCause==0]<-"Censored" 

237 P0$GFPTypeCauseID[P0$GFPTypeCause==1]<-"Division (GFP+)" 

238 P0$GFPTypeCauseID[P0$GFPTypeCause==2]<-"Division (GFP-)" 

239 P0$GFPTypeCauseID[P0$GFPTypeCause==3]<-"Death (GFP+)" 

240 P0$GFPTypeCauseID[P0$GFPTypeCause==4]<-"Death (GFP-)" 

241 #Generation>0 division 

242 ndx<-(P0$GFPAtBirth!="NaN")&(P0$GFPAtDeath!="NaN")&(P0$Generation>0) 

243 tempdata<-P0[ndx,] 
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244 #get threshold for PDGFa effect 

245 cif.model.division<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,Cause>0) ~ 1 +(GFP+TGF)^2, 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause, 

ii. causeS=1,resample.iid=1,model="fg") 

246 summary(cif.model.division) 

 

247 # only GFP and PDGF interact 100% 

248 times=seq(from=0.05,to=3.4,by=0.05) 

249 cif.model.division.np<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,Cause>0) ~ 1 +(GFP+PDGF)^2, 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause, 

ii. causeS=1,times=times,resample.iid=1,model="fg") 

250 summary(cif.model.division.np) 

251 cif.model.division.p<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,Cause>0) ~ 1 +(const(GFP)+const(PDGF))^2, 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause, 

ii. causeS=1,times=times,resample.iid=1,model="fg") 

252 summary(cif.model.division.p) 

253 # plot effect of PDGFRa and PDGF 

 

254 # control  

255 marg.division<-predict(cif.model.division.p,X=1,Z=c(0,0,0)) 

256 plot(marg.division$time,marg.division$P1,type="s",,xlab="Time to Division 

(Days)",ylab="Cumulative Incidence", 

257 ylim=c(0,1),xlim=c(0,3),lty=1,lwd=2,col="black",main="Generation>0") 

258 lines(marg.division$time,marg.division$P1+marg.division$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="blac

k") 

259 lines(marg.division$time,marg.division$P1-

marg.division$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="black") 

260 # PDGFRa alone (+FGF) 

261 marg.division<-predict(cif.model.division.p,X=1,Z=c(1,0,0)) 

262 lines(marg.division$time,marg.division$P1,type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col="blue") 

263 lines(marg.division$time,marg.division$P1+marg.division$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="blue

") 

264 lines(marg.division$time,marg.division$P1-

marg.division$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="blue") 

265 # PDGF (+FGF) alone 

266 marg.division<-predict(cif.model.division.p,X=1,Z=c(0,1,0)) 

267 lines(marg.division$time,marg.division$P1,type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col="red") 
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268 lines(marg.division$time,marg.division$P1+marg.division$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="red"

) 

269 lines(marg.division$time,marg.division$P1-marg.division$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="red") 

270 # PDGF and PDGFRa (+FGF) 

271 marg.division<-predict(cif.model.division.p,X=1,Z=c(1,1,1)) 

272 lines(marg.division$time,marg.division$P1,type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col="green") 

273 lines(marg.division$time,marg.division$P1+marg.division$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="gree

n") 

274 lines(marg.division$time,marg.division$P1-

marg.division$se.P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="green") 

275 legend(0,1,legend=c("PDGFRa-,PDGF-","PDGFRa+,PDGF-","PDGFRa-

,PDGF+","PDGFRa+,PDGF+"),lty=c(1,1,1,1),lwd=c(2,2,2,2), 

276 col=c("black","blue","red","green"),bty="n") 

277 # PDGFRa renewal ---------------------------------------------------------- 

278 #Generation 0 division 

279 ndx<-(P0$GFPAtBirth!="NaN")&(P0$GFPAtDeath!="NaN")&(P0$Generation==0) 

280 tempdata<-P0[ndx,] 

281 times=seq(from=0.05,to=3.5,by=0.05) 

282 cif.model.division<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,GFPTypeCause>0) ~ 1 +(FGF+PDGF), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$GFPTypeCause, 

ii. causeS=1,times=times,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

283 summary(cif.model.division) 

284 marg.division<-predict(cif.model.division,X=c(1,1,1)) 

285 plot(marg.division$time,marg.division$P1,type="s",xlab="Time to Division 

(Days)",ylab="Cumulative Incidence", 

286 ylim=c(0,1),xlim=c(0,3.5),lty=2,lwd=2,col="black",main="GFP+ divisions") 

287 cif.model.division<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,GFPTypeCause>0) ~ 1 

+(const(FGF)+const(PDGF)), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$GFPTypeCause, 

ii. causeS=1,times=times,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

288 summary(cif.model.division) 

289 marg.division<-predict(cif.model.division,X=1,Z=c(1,1)) 

290 lines(marg.division$time,marg.division$P1,type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col="black") 

291 #Generation 1 division 

292 ndx<-(P0$GFPAtBirth!="NaN")&(P0$GFPAtDeath!="NaN")&(P0$Generation==1) 

293 tempdata<-P0[ndx,] 

294 cif.model.division<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,GFPTypeCause>0) ~ 1 +(FGF+PDGF), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$GFPTypeCause, 
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ii. causeS=1,times=times,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

295 summary(cif.model.division) 

296 marg.division<-predict(cif.model.division,X=c(1,1,1)) 

297 lines(marg.division$time,marg.division$P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="blue") 

298 cif.model.division<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,GFPTypeCause>0) ~ 1 

+(const(FGF)+const(PDGF)), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$GFPTypeCause, 

ii. causeS=1,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

299 summary(cif.model.division) 

300 marg.division<-predict(cif.model.division,X=1,Z=c(1,1)) 

301 lines(marg.division$time,marg.division$P1,type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col="blue") 

302 #Generation 2 division 

303 ndx<-(P0$GFPAtBirth!="NaN")&(P0$GFPAtDeath!="NaN")&(P0$Generation==2) 

304 tempdata<-P0[ndx,] 

305 cif.model.division<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,GFPTypeCause>0) ~ 1 +(FGF+PDGF), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$GFPTypeCause, 

ii. causeS=1,times=times,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

306 summary(cif.model.division) 

307 marg.division<-predict(cif.model.division,X=c(1,1,1)) 

308 lines(marg.division$time,marg.division$P1,type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="red") 

309 cif.model.division<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,GFPTypeCause>0) ~ 1 

+(const(FGF)+const(PDGF)), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$GFPTypeCause, 

ii. causeS=1,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

310 summary(cif.model.division) 

311 marg.division<-predict(cif.model.division,X=1,Z=c(1,1)) 

312 lines(marg.division$time,marg.division$P1,type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col="red") 

313 lines(c(0,3.5),c(0.5,0.5),type="l",lty="dotdash",lwd=1,col="black") 

 

314 legend(0,1,legend=c("Gen0","Gen1","Gen2"),lty=c(1,1,1),lwd=c(2,2,2), 

315 col=c("black","blue","red"),bty="n") 

316 # GFP+ vers GFP- division 

317 ndx<-(P0$GFPAtBirth!="NaN")&(P0$GFPAtDeath!="NaN")&(P0$Generation>0) 

318 tempdata<-P0[ndx,] 

319 cif.model.division.pos<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,GFPTypeCause>0) ~ 1 +(FGF+PDGF+TGF), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$GFPTypeCause,times=times, 

ii. causeS=1,resample.iid=1,model="fg") 

320 summary(cif.model.division.pos) 
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321 cif.model.division.pos<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,GFPTypeCause>0) ~ 1 

+(const(FGF)+const(PDGF)), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$GFPTypeCause,times=times, 

ii. causeS=1,resample.iid=1,model="fg") 

322 summary(cif.model.division.pos) 

323 #GFP- 

324 cif.model.division.neg<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,GFPTypeCause>0) ~ 1 +(FGF+PDGF+TGF), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$GFPTypeCause,times=times, 

ii. causeS=2,resample.iid=1,model="fg") 

325 summary(cif.model.division.neg) 

326 cif.model.division.neg<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,GFPTypeCause>0) ~ 1 +const(FGF), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$GFPTypeCause,times=times, 

ii. causeS=2,resample.iid=1,model="fg") 

327 summary(cif.model.division.neg) 

328 marg.division.pos<-predict(cif.model.division.pos,X=1,Z=c(1,1)) 

329 marg.division.neg<-predict(cif.model.division.neg,X=1,Z=1) 

330 plot(marg.division.pos$time,marg.division.pos$P1,type="s",xlab="Time to Division 

(Days)",ylab="Cumulative Incidence", 

331 ylim=c(0,1),xlim=c(0,3.5),lty=1,lwd=2,col="green",main="PDGFRa+ versus PDGFRa- (Generation 

>0)") 

332 lines(marg.division.pos$time,qnorm(0.025,marg.division.pos$P1,marg.division.pos$se.P1),type

="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="green") 

333 lines(marg.division.pos$time,qnorm(0.975,marg.division.pos$P1,marg.division.pos$se.P1),type

="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="green") 

334 lines(marg.division.neg$time,(marg.division.neg$P1),type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col="black") 

335 lines(marg.division.neg$time,qnorm(0.025,marg.division.neg$P1,marg.division.neg$se.P1),type

="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="black") 

336 lines(marg.division.neg$time,qnorm(0.975,marg.division.neg$P1,marg.division.neg$se.P1),type

="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="black") 

337 lines(c(0,3.5),c(0.5,0.5),type="l",lty="dotdash",lwd=1,col="black") 

338 legend(0,1,legend=c("PDGFRa+","PDGFRa+ (95% CI)","PDGFRa-","PDGFRa- (95% 

CI)"),lty=c(1,2,1,2),lwd=c(2,1,2,1), 

339 col=c("green","green","black","black"),bty="n") 

340 # PDGFRa survival (death) ------------------------------------------------- 

341 ndx<-(P0$GFPAtBirth!="NaN")&(P0$GFPAtDeath!="NaN")&(P0$Generation>0) 

342 tempdata<-P0[ndx,] 

343 times=seq(from=0.05,to=3.5,by=0.05) 

344 # GFP+ death, generation >0 
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345 cif.model.death<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,GFPTypeCause>0) ~ 1 +(FGF+PDGF+TGF), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$GFPTypeCause, 

ii. causeS=3,times=times,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

346 summary(cif.model.death) 

347 cif.model.death<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,GFPTypeCause>0) ~ 1 

+const(FGF)+const(PDGF)+const(TGF), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$GFPTypeCause, 

ii. causeS=3,times=times,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

348 summary(cif.model.death) 

349 marg.death<-predict(cif.model.death,X=1,Z=c(1,1,1)) 

350 plot(marg.death$time,marg.death$P1,type="s",xlab="Time to Death (Days)",ylab="Cumulative 

Incidence", 

351 ylim=c(0,1),xlim=c(0,3.5),lty=1,lwd=2,col="green",main="GFP+ death") 

352 lines(marg.death$time,qnorm(0.975,marg.death$P1,marg.death$se.P1),type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,c

ol="green") 

353 lines(marg.death$time,qnorm(0.025,marg.death$P1,marg.death$se.P1),type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,c

ol="green") 

354 # GFP- death, generation>0 

355 cif.model.death<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,GFPTypeCause>0) ~ 1 +(FGF+PDGF+TGF), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$GFPTypeCause, 

ii. causeS=4,times=times,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

356 summary(cif.model.death) 

357 cif.model.death<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,GFPTypeCause>0) ~ 1 

+const(FGF)+const(PDGF)+const(TGF), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$GFPTypeCause, 

ii. causeS=4,times=times,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

358 summary(cif.model.death) 

359 marg.death<-predict(cif.model.death,X=1,Z=c(1,1,1)) 

360 lines(marg.death$time,marg.death$P1,type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col="black") 

361 lines(marg.death$time,qnorm(0.975,marg.death$P1,marg.death$se.P1),type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,c

ol="black") 

362 lines(marg.death$time,qnorm(0.025,marg.death$P1,marg.death$se.P1),type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,c

ol="black") 

363 # Concordance analysis of sisters ----------------------------------------- 

364 MothersAndDaughters<-ClusterMothersAndDaughters(P0,TRUE) #Get MotherAndDaughter 

clusters 

365 P0<-ClusterMothersAndDaughters(P0,FALSE) #Get sibling clusters 

366 ndx<-(P0$Generation>0)&(!is.na(P0$SisterClusterID)) 
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367 tempdata<-P0[ndx,] 

368 cif.model.division<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,Cause>0) ~ 

1+FGF+PDGF+cluster(SisterClusterID), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause, 

ii. causeS=1,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

369 summary(cif.model.division) 

370 division.cor<-cor.cif(cif.model.division,data=tempdata,cause1=1,cause2=1,sym=1) 

371 summary(division.cor) 

 

372 par(mfrow=c(1,1)) 

373 marg.division<-predict(cif.model.division,X=c(1,1,1)) 

374 ProbandwisePlot(division.cor,marg.cif1=marg.division,title="Division 

concordance",pos=c(1.3,0.2), 

a. eventtxt1="Sibling 1",eventtxt2="Sibling 2") 

 

375 cif.model.death<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,Cause>1) ~ 1+TGF+cluster(SisterClusterID), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause, 

ii. causeS=2,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

 

376 summary(cif.model.death) 

377 death.cor<-cor.cif(cif.model.death,data=tempdata,cause1=2,cause2=2,sym=1) 

378 # create marginal distribution for death 

379 marg.death<-predict(cif.model.death,X=c(1,1)) 

380 summary(death.cor) 

381 ProbandwisePlot(death.cor,marg.cif1=marg.death,title="Death concordance",pos=c(0,1), 

a. eventtxt1="Sibling 1",eventtxt2="Sibling 2") 

 

382 lifevsdeath.cor<-

cor.cif(cif=cif.model.division,data=tempdata,sym=0,cause1=1,cause2=2,cif2=cif.model.death) 

383 summary(lifevsdeath.cor) 

384 # Concordance analysis of mothers and daughters --------------------------- 

385 ndx<-MothersAndDaughters$Keep 

386 ndx[is.na(ndx)]<-FALSE 

387 tempdata<-MothersAndDaughters[ndx,] 

388 cif.model.division<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,Cause>1) ~ 

1+PDGF+FGF+TGF+cluster(ClusterID), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause, 

ii. causeS=1,resample.iid=1,model="fg") 
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389 summary(cif.model.division) 

390 division.cor<-cor.cif(cif.model.division,data=tempdata,cause1=1,cause2=1,sym=1) 

391 summary(division.cor) 

392 marg.division<-predict(cif.model.division,X=c(1,1,1,1)) 

393 ProbandwisePlot(division.cor,marg.cif1=marg.division,title="Division concordance",pos=c(0,1), 

a. eventtxt1="Mother",eventtxt2="Daughter") 

 

394 # Using separate marginals for mother and daughter  

395 tempdata$MotherDaughterCauseID<-0  

396 ndx<-(tempdata$IsMother)&(tempdata$Cause==1) 

397 tempdata$MotherDaughterCauseID[ndx]<-1 # mother division 

398 ndx<-(!tempdata$IsMother)&(tempdata$Cause==1) 

399 tempdata$MotherDaughterCauseID[ndx]<-2 # daughter division 

400 ndx<-(tempdata$Cause==2) 

401 tempdata$MotherDaughterCauseID[ndx]<-3 # death 

402 times=seq(from=0.1, to=3.5, by=0.05 ) 

403 cif.model.division.mother<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,MotherDaughterCauseID>0) ~ 

1+TGF+FGF+PDGF+cluster(ClusterID), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$MotherDaughterCauseID, 

ii. causeS=1,times=times,resample.iid=1,model="fg") 

404 summary(cif.model.division.mother) 

405 cif.model.division.daughter<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,MotherDaughterCauseID>0) ~ 

1+TGF+FGF+PDGF+cluster(ClusterID), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$MotherDaughterCauseID, 

ii. causeS=2,times=times,resample.iid=1,model="fg") 

406 summary(cif.model.division.daughter) 

 

407 division.cor<-cor.cif(cif.model.division.mother, 

a. data=tempdata,cause1=1,cause2=1,cif2=cif.model.division.daughter,sym=0) 

408 summary(division.cor) 

409 marg.daughter<-predict(cif.model.division.daughter,X=c(1,1,1,1)) 

410 marg.mother<-predict(cif.model.division.mother,X=c(1,1,1,1)) 

411 ProbandwisePlot(division.cor,marg.cif1=marg.daughter,marg.cif2=marg.mother,title="Division 

concordance",pos=c(0,1), 

a. eventtxt1="Daughter",eventtxt2="Mother") 
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412 # bivariates plots (excluding censoring) 

413 stats<-PlotPairedData(P0,MothersAndDaughters)  

 

414 # Check effect of generation on division times 

415 ndx<-((P0$Generation>0)&(P0$Generation<4)) 

416 tempdata<-P0[ndx,] 

417 times<-seq(from=0.1, to=3,by=0.05 ) 

418 cif.model.division<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,Cause>0) ~ FGF+PDGF+TGF+Generation, 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause,times=times, 

ii. causeS=1,resample.iid=1,model="fg") 

419 summary(cif.model.division) 

420 cif.model.death<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,Cause>0) ~ 1+FGF+PDGF+TGF+Generation, 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$Cause,times=times, 

ii. causeS=2,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

421 summary(cif.model.death) 

422 ndata<-data.frame(FGF=c(1,1,1),PDGF=c(1,1,1),TGF=c(1,1,1),Generation=c(1,2,3)) 

 

423 generations<-predict(cif.model.division,newdata=ndata,uniform=1,n.sim=1000) 

424 attributes(generations) 

425 plot(generations$time,generations$P1[1,],,xlab="Time to division (days)",ylab="Cumulative 

incidence", 

426 type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col="black",main="Effect of generation number",ylim=c(0,1),xlim=c(0,3)) 

427 lines(generations$time,generations$P1[2,],type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col="blue") 

428 lines(generations$time,generations$P1[3,],type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col="red") 

429 # plot death 

430 generations<-predict(cif.model.death,newdata=ndata,uniform=1,n.sim=1000) 

431 lines(generations$time,generations$P1[1,],type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="black") 

432 lines(generations$time,generations$P1[2,],type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="blue") 

433 lines(generations$time,generations$P1[2,],type="s",lty=2,lwd=3,col="red") 

434 legend(0.1,0.9,legend=c("G1 (division)","G2 (divisions)","G3 (division)","G1 (death)","G2 

(death)","G3 (death)"), 

435 lty=c(1,1,1,2,2,2),lwd=c(2,2,2,2,2,2), 

436 col=c("black","blue","red","black","blue","red"),bty="n") 

437 ksample=cuminc(ftime=tempdata$Event_Time,fstatus=tempdata$Cause,group=tempdata$Gen

eration,cencode=0) 

438 print(ksample) 

439 attributes(ksample) 
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440 plot(ksample[["1 1"]]$time,ksample[["1 1"]]$est,xlab="Time to division 

(days)",ylab="Cumulative incidence", 

441 type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col="black",main="Effect of generation number",ylim=c(0,1),xlim=c(0,3)) 

442 lines(ksample[["2 1"]]$time,ksample[["2 1"]]$est,type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col="blue") 

443 lines(ksample[["3 1"]]$time,ksample[["3 1"]]$est,type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col="red") 

444 lines(ksample[["1 2"]]$time,ksample[["1 2"]]$est,type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="black") 

445 lines(ksample[["2 2"]]$time,ksample[["2 2"]]$est,type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="blue") 

446 lines(ksample[["3 2"]]$time,ksample[["3 2"]]$est,type="s",lty=2,lwd=2,col="red") 

447 legend(0.1,0.9,legend=c("G1 (division)","G2 (divisions)","G3 (division)","G1 (death)","G2 

(death)","G3 (death)"), 

448 lty=c(1,1,1,2,2,2),lwd=c(2,2,2,2,2,2), 

449 col=c("black","blue","red","black","blue","red"),bty="n") 

450 # Concordance analysis of GFP+ or GFP- sisters ------------------------------------ 

451 ndx<-(P0$Generation>0)&(!is.na(P0$SisterClusterID)) 

452 tempdata<-P0[ndx,] 

453 cif.model.division<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,GFPTypeCause>0) ~ 

1+FGF+PDGF+cluster(SisterClusterID), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$GFPTypeCause, 

ii. causeS=1,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

454 summary(cif.model.division) 

455 division.cor<-cor.cif(cif.model.division,data=tempdata,cause1=1,cause2=1,sym=1) 

456 summary(division.cor) 

 

457 par(mfrow=c(1,1)) 

458 marg.division<-predict(cif.model.division,X=c(1,1,1)) 

459 ProbandwisePlot(division.cor,marg.cif1=marg.division,title="PDGFRa+ Division 

Concordance",pos=c(0,0.3), 

a. eventtxt1="Sibling 1",eventtxt2="Sibling 2") 

460 # asymetric divisions 

461 times=seq(from=0.05,to=3.5.by=0.05) 

462 cif.model.division.pos<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,GFPTypeCause>0) ~ 

1+FGF+PDGF+cluster(SisterClusterID), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$GFPTypeCause, 

ii. causeS=1,times=times,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

463 summary(cif.model.division.pos) 

464 marg.division.pos<-predict(cif.model.division.pos,X=c(1,1,1)) 

465 cif.model.division.neg<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,GFPTypeCause>0) ~ 

1+FGF+PDGF+cluster(SisterClusterID), 
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i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$GFPTypeCause, 

ii. causeS=2,times=times,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

466 summary(cif.model.division.neg) 

467 mar.division.neg<-predict(cif.model.division.neg,X=c(1,1,1)) 

468 division.cor<-

cor.cif(cif.model.division.pos,data=tempdata,cif2=cif.model.division.neg,cause1=1,cause2=2,sy

m=1) 

469 summary(division.cor) 

470 # no asymetric divisions 

471 # symmetric negative divisions 

472 cif.model.division.neg<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,GFPTypeCause>0) ~ 

1+FGF+PDGF+cluster(SisterClusterID), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$GFPTypeCause, 

ii. causeS=2,times=times,resample.iid=1,model="additive") 

473 summary(cif.model.division.neg) 

474 division.cor<-cor.cif(cif.model.division.neg,data=tempdata,cause1=2,cause2=2,sym=1) 

475 summary(division.cor) 

476 marg.division.neg<-predict(cif.model.division.neg,X=c(1,1,1)) 

477 ProbandwisePlot(division.cor,marg.cif1=marg.division.neg,title="GFP- Division 

concordance",pos=c(0,1), 

a. eventtxt1="Sibling 1",eventtxt2="Sibling 2") 

478 # Inheritance of GFP ------------------------------------------------------ 

479 P0<-getMothersGFPStatus(P0) 

480 # GFP positive daughters from GFP positive mothers 

481 times=seq(from=0.05, to= 3.5, by=0.05) 

482 ndx<-

(!is.na(P0$IsMotherGFPPos))&(P0$IsMotherGFPPos)&(P0$GFPAtBirth!="NaN")&(P0$GFPAtDea

th!="NaN") 

483 tempdata<-P0[ndx,] 

484 cif.model.division.np<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,GFPTypeCause>0) ~ 1 + (PDGF+FGF), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$GFPTypeCause, 

ii. causeS=1,times=times,resample.iid=1,model="fg") 

485 summary(cif.model.division.np) 

486 cif.model.division.sp<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,GFPTypeCause>0) ~ 1 + 

(const(PDGF)+const(FGF)), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$GFPTypeCause, 

ii. causeS=1,times=times,resample.iid=1,model="fg") 

487 summary(cif.model.division.sp) 
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488 # plot 

489 marg.division.np<-predict(cif.model.division.np,X=c(1,1,1)) 

490 marg.division.sp<-predict(cif.model.division.sp,X=1,Z=c(1,1)) 

491 par(mfcol=c(1,2)) 

492 plot(marg.division.sp$time,marg.division.sp$P1,type="s",xlab="Time to Division 

(Days)",ylab="Cumulative Incidence", 

493 ylim=c(0,1),xlim=c(0,4),lty=1,lwd=2,col="green",main="PDGFRa positive mother") 

494 lines(marg.division.sp$time,qnorm(0.025,marg.division.sp$P1,marg.division.sp$se.P1), 

495 type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="green") 

496 lines(marg.division.sp$time,qnorm(0.975,marg.division.sp$P1,marg.division.sp$se.P1), 

497 type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="green") 

498 # GFP negative daughters from GFP positive mothers 

499 times=seq(from=0.05, to= 3.5, by=0.05) 

500 ndx<-

(!is.na(P0$IsMotherGFPPos))&(P0$IsMotherGFPPos)&(P0$GFPAtBirth!="NaN")&(P0$GFPAtDea

th!="NaN") 

501 tempdata<-P0[ndx,] 

502 cif.model.division.np<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,GFPTypeCause>0) ~ 1 + (PDGF+FGF), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$GFPTypeCause, 

ii. causeS=2,times=times,resample.iid=1,model="fg") 

503 summary(cif.model.division.np) 

504 cif.model.division.sp<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,GFPTypeCause>0) ~ 1 + 

(const(PDGF)+const(FGF)), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$GFPTypeCause, 

ii. causeS=2,times=times,resample.iid=1,model="fg") 

505 summary(cif.model.division.sp) 

506 # plot 

507 marg.division.np<-predict(cif.model.division.np,X=c(1,1,1)) 

508 marg.division.sp<-predict(cif.model.division.sp,X=1,Z=c(1,1)) 

509 lines(marg.division.sp$time,marg.division.np$P1,type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col="black") 

510 lines(marg.division.sp$time,qnorm(0.025,marg.division.sp$P1,marg.division.sp$se.P1), 

511 type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="black") 

512 lines(marg.division.sp$time,qnorm(0.975,marg.division.sp$P1,marg.division.sp$se.P1), 

513 type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="black") 

514 legend(0,1.05,legend=c("PDGFRa+ daughter","95% CI","PDGFRa- daughter","95% 

CI"),lty=c(1,2,1,2), 

515 lwd=c(2,1,2,1),col=c("green","green","black","black"),bty="n") 

516 # GFP positive daughters from GFP negative mothers 
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517 times=seq(from=0.05, to= 3.5, by=0.05) 

518 ndx<-

(!is.na(P0$IsMotherGFPPos))&(!P0$IsMotherGFPPos)&(P0$GFPAtBirth!="NaN")&(P0$GFPAtDe

ath!="NaN") 

519 tempdata<-P0[ndx,] 

520 cif.model.division.np<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,GFPTypeCause>0) ~ 1 + (PDGF+FGF), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$GFPTypeCause, 

ii. causeS=1,times=times,resample.iid=1,model="fg") 

521 summary(cif.model.division.np) 

522 cif.model.division.sp<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,GFPTypeCause>0) ~ 1 + 

(const(PDGF)+const(FGF)), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$GFPTypeCause, 

ii. causeS=1,times=times,resample.iid=1,model="fg") 

523 summary(cif.model.division.sp) 

524 # plot 

525 marg.division.np<-predict(cif.model.division.np,X=c(1,1,1)) 

526 marg.division.sp<-predict(cif.model.division.sp,X=1,Z=c(1,1)) 

527 plot(marg.division.sp$time,marg.division.sp$P1,type="s",xlab="Time to Division 

(Days)",ylab="Cumulative Incidence", 

528 ylim=c(0,1),xlim=c(0,4),lty=1,lwd=2,col="green",main="PDGFRa negative mother") 

529 lines(marg.division.sp$time,qnorm(0.025,marg.division.sp$P1,marg.division.sp$se.P1), 

530 type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="green") 

531 lines(marg.division.sp$time,qnorm(0.975,marg.division.sp$P1,marg.division.sp$se.P1), 

532 type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="green") 

533 # GFP negative daughters from GFP negative mothers 

534 times=seq(from=0.05, to= 3.5, by=0.05) 

535 ndx<-

(!is.na(P0$IsMotherGFPPos))&(!P0$IsMotherGFPPos)&(P0$GFPAtBirth!="NaN")&(P0$GFPAtDe

ath!="NaN") 

536 tempdata<-P0[ndx,] 

537 cif.model.division.np<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,GFPTypeCause>0) ~ 1 + (PDGF+FGF), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$GFPTypeCause, 

ii. causeS=2,times=times,resample.iid=1,model="fg") 

538 summary(cif.model.division.np) 

539 cif.model.division.sp<-comp.risk(Surv(Event_Time,GFPTypeCause>0) ~ 1 + 

(const(PDGF)+const(FGF)), 

i. data=tempdata,cause=tempdata$GFPTypeCause, 

ii. causeS=2,times=times,resample.iid=1,model="fg") 
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540 summary(cif.model.division.sp) 

541 # plot 

542 marg.division.np<-predict(cif.model.division.np,X=c(1,1,1)) 

543 marg.division.sp<-predict(cif.model.division.sp,X=1,Z=c(1,1)) 

544 lines(marg.division.sp$time,marg.division.np$P1,type="s",lty=1,lwd=2,col="black") 

545 lines(marg.division.sp$time,qnorm(0.025,marg.division.sp$P1,marg.division.sp$se.P1), 

546 type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="black") 

547 lines(marg.division.sp$time,qnorm(0.975,marg.division.sp$P1,marg.division.sp$se.P1), 

548 type="s",lty=2,lwd=1,col="black") 

549 legend(0,1.05,legend=c("PDGFRa+ daughter","95% CI","PDGFRa- daughter","95% 

CI"),lty=c(1,2,1,2), 

550 lwd=c(2,1,2,1),col=c("green","green","black","black"),bty="n") 

551 # Pie charts for fate outcomes, analysis of GFP+ and GFP- cells, histograms for GFP expression, 

pie charts GFP inheritance ----------------------------------------------- 

552 hist(P0$GFPAtDeath[P0$PDGF]) 

553 hist(P0$GFPAtDeath[P0$TGF]) 

554 hist(P0$GFPAtDeath[P0$FGF]) 

 

555 Threshold<-100 

556 pdgf_gfp_pos<-sum(P0$GFPAtDeath[P0$PDGF]>=Threshold) 

557 pdgf_gfp_neg<-sum(P0$GFPAtDeath[P0$PDGF]<Threshold) 

558 fgf_gfp_pos<-sum(P0$GFPAtDeath[P0$FGF]>=Threshold) 

559 fgf_gfp_neg<-sum(P0$GFPAtDeath[P0$FGF]<Threshold) 

560 tgf_gfp_pos<-sum(P0$GFPAtDeath[P0$TGF]>=Threshold) 

561 tgf_gfp_neg<-sum(P0$GFPAtDeath[P0$TGF]<Threshold) 

 

562 pdgf.prop<-c(pdgf_gfp_pos, pdgf_gfp_neg) 

563 fgf.prop<-c(fgf_gfp_pos, fgf_gfp_neg) 

564 tgf.prop<-c(tgf_gfp_pos, tgf_gfp_neg) 

565 pie(pdgf.prop, names(pdgf.prop)<-c("GFP positive" ,"GFP negative"),edges=5000) 

566 pie(fgf.prop, names(fgf.prop)<-c("GFP positive" ,"GFP negative"),edges=5000) 

567 pie(tgf.prop, names(tgf.prop)<-c("GFP positive" ,"GFP negative"),edges=5000) 

 

568 total_gfp_pos<-sum(P0$GFPAtDeath>=Threshold) 

569 total_gfp_neg<-sum(P0$GFPAtDeath<Threshold) 

 

570 #pie charts for each generation 

571 gen0_gfp_pos<-sum(P0$GFPAtDeath[P0$Generation==0]>=Threshold) 
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572 gen0_gfp_neg<-sum(P0$GFPAtDeath[P0$Generation==0]<Threshold) 

573 gen1_gfp_neg<-sum(P0$GFPAtDeath[P0$Generation==1]<Threshold) 

574 gen1_gfp_pos<-sum(P0$GFPAtDeath[P0$Generation==1]>=Threshold) 

575 gen2_gfp_neg<-sum(P0$GFPAtDeath[P0$Generation==2]<Threshold) 

576 gen2_gfp_pos<-sum(P0$GFPAtDeath[P0$Generation==2]>=Threshold) 

577 gen3_gfp_neg<-sum(P0$GFPAtDeath[P0$Generation==3]<Threshold) 

578 gen3_gfp_pos<-sum(P0$GFPAtDeath[P0$Generation==3]>=Threshold) 

579 total.prop<-c(total_gfp_pos,total_gfp_neg) 

580 gen0.prop<-c(gen0_gfp_pos,gen0_gfp_neg) 

581 gen1.prop<-c(gen1_gfp_pos,gen1_gfp_neg) 

582 gen2.prop<-c(gen2_gfp_pos,gen2_gfp_neg) 

583 gen3.prop<-c(gen3_gfp_pos,gen3_gfp_neg) 

584 percentotal<-(total_gfp_pos/(total_gfp_pos+total_gfp_neg)) 

585 percentG0<-(gen0_gfp_pos/(gen0_gfp_pos+gen0_gfp_neg))*100 

586 percentG1<-(gen1_gfp_pos/(gen1_gfp_pos+gen1_gfp_neg))*100 

587 percentG2<-(gen2_gfp_pos/(gen2_gfp_pos+gen2_gfp_neg))*100 

588 percentG3<-(gen3_gfp_pos/(gen3_gfp_pos+gen3_gfp_neg))*100 

 

589 pie(total.prop, names(total.prop)<-c("GFP positive" ,"GFP negative"),edges=5000,main="All 

generations") 

590 pie(gen0.prop, names(gen0.prop)<-c("GFP positive" ,"GFP 

negative"),edges=5000,main="Gen0") 

591 pie(gen1.prop, names(gen1.prop)<-c("GFP positive" ,"GFP 

negative"),edges=5000,main="Gen1") 

592 pie(gen2.prop, names(gen2.prop)<-c("GFP positive" ,"GFP 

negative"),edges=5000,main="Gen2") 

593 pie(gen3.prop, names(gen3.prop)<-c("GFP positive" ,"GFP 

negative"),edges=5000,main="Gen3") 

594 P0$GFPAtDeath[P0$Generation==0] 

 

595 ##find number of GFP negative and positive cells that do and don't divide 

596 gfp_pos<-P0[P0$GFPAtDeath>=Threshold,] 

597 gfp_pos_total<-length(gfp_pos$Cause) 

598 gfp_pos_div<-sum(gfp_pos$Cause==1) 

599 gfp_pos_nc<-sum(gfp_pos$Cause==0) 

600 # gfp_pos_lost<-sum(gfp_pos$Cause==3) 

601 gfp_pos_death<-sum(gfp_pos$Cause==2) 

602 percentdiv<-(gfp_pos_div/(gfp_pos_total))*100 
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603 percentnc<-(gfp_pos_nc/(gfp_pos_total))*100 

604 percentlost<-(gfp_pos_lost/(gfp_pos_total))*100 

605 percentdeath<-(gfp_pos_death/(gfp_pos_total))*100 

606 gfp_pos.prop<-c(gfp_pos_div,gfp_pos_nc,gfp_pos_death) 

607 pie(gfp_pos.prop, names(gfp_pos.prop)<-c("Division" ,"Right 

censored","Death"),edges=5000,main="GFP+") 

 

 

608 gfp_neg<-P0[P0$GFPAtDeath<Threshold,] 

609 gfp_neg_total<-length(gfp_neg$Cause) 

610 gfp_neg_div<-sum(gfp_neg$Cause==1) 

611 gfp_neg_nc<-sum(gfp_neg$Cause==0) 

612 # gfp_neg_lost<-sum(gfp_neg$Cause==3) 

613 gfp_neg_death<-sum(gfp_neg$Cause==2) 

614 percentdiv<-(gfp_neg_div/(gfp_neg_total))*100 

615 percentnc<-(gfp_neg_nc/(gfp_neg_total))*100 

616 percentlost<-(gfp_neg_lost/(gfp_neg_total))*100 

617 percentdeath<-(gfp_neg_death/(gfp_neg_total))*100 

618 gfp_neg.prop<-c(gfp_neg_div,gfp_neg_nc,gfp_neg_death) 

619 pie(gfp_neg.prop, names(gfp_neg.prop)<-c("Division" ,"Right 

censored","Death"),edges=5000,main="GFP-") 

 

620 ####number of transitioning cells  

621 gfp_pos_to_neg<-sum(P0$GFPAtBirth>=Threshold&P0$GFPAtDeath<Threshold) 

622 gfp_neg_to_pos<-sum(P0$GFPAtBirth<Threshold&P0$GFPAtDeath>=Threshold) 

623 gfp_neg_to_neg<-sum(P0$GFPAtBirth<Threshold&P0$GFPAtDeath<Threshold) 

624 gfp_pos_to_pos<-sum(P0$GFPAtBirth>=Threshold&P0$GFPAtDeath>=Threshold) 

625 total<-gfp_pos_to_neg+gfp_pos_to_pos+gfp_neg_to_neg+gfp_neg_to_pos 

626 #  

627 # Comparative statistics (Pearson's correlation, intraclass correlation, bivariate dotplot, 

frequency of observed fate outcomes----- 

 

628 MothersAndDaughters<-ClusterMothersAndDaughters(P0,TRUE) #Get MotherAndDaughter 

clusters 

629 P0<-ClusterMothersAndDaughters(P0,FALSE) #Get sibling clusters 

630 # ndx<-(P0$Generation>0)&(!is.na(P0$SisterClusterID))  
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631 ndx<-

(P0$Generation>0)&(!is.na(P0$SisterClusterID)&!is.na(P0$GFPAtDeath)&(P0$GFPAtDeath>=10

0)) 

632 tempdata<-P0[ndx,] 

633 sib1_time<-0 

634 sib2_time<-0 

635 ndx<-(tempdata$Progeny!=1) 

636 ndx<-ndx&(tempdata$Cause==1) 

637 tempdata<-tempdata[ndx,] 

 

638 ##bivariate plot of sibling cell cycle times (change the above ndx to gate for all cells or for GFP+ 

cells only) 

639 i<-0 

640 j<-0 

641 for (i in 1:max(tempdata$SisterClusterID)) { 

642 sibndx<-(tempdata$SisterClusterID==i) 

643 if (sum(sibndx)==2){ 

644 sibdata<-tempdata[sibndx,] 

645 sib1_time[j]<-sibdata[1,]$Event_Time 

646 sib2_time[j]<-sibdata[2,]$Event_Time 

647 j<-j+1 

648 } 

649 } 

650 plot(sib1_time,sib2_time,main="Concordance in Sibling Cycle Time", 

651 xlab=("Sibling 1 Cycle Time (Days)"),ylab=("Sibling 2 Cycle Time (Days)"), 

652 cex.main=0.75,cex.lab=0.75,col="blue",pch=19) 

 

653 #Pearson's correlation coefficient (PCC) 

654 r<-cor(sib1_time,sib2_time) 

655 pearson<-cor.test(sib1_time,sib2_time,method="pearson") 

656 print(pearson) 

 

657 #Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) 

658 ndx<-

!is.na(P0$SisterClusterID)&!is.na(P0$Cause)&!is.na(P0$GFPAtDeath)&(P0$GFPAtDeath>=100) 

#change ndx to gate for GFP+ cells or not 

659 sisters<-P0[ndx,] 

660 icc_test<-ICCest(SisterClusterID,Event_Time,data=sisters,alpha=.05) 
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661 print(icc_test) 

 

662 #get all unique sibling pairs  

663 # ndx<-

!is.na(P0$SisterClusterID)&!is.na(P0$Cause)&!is.na(P0$GFPAtDeath)&(P0$GFPAtDeath>=100) 

664 ndx<-!is.na(P0$SisterClusterID)&!is.na(P0$Cause)&!is.na(P0$GFPAtDeath) 

665 sisters<-P0[ndx,] 

666 uniquepairs<-unique(sisters$SisterClusterID) 

 

667 #create groups for possible sibling pair fate outcomes  

668 #can run code for GFP+ cells and GFP- cells separately or all cells together including 

'P0$GFPAtDeath>=100' in the above ndx 

 

669 div_div<-0 #both siblings divide 

670 death_death<-0 #both siblings dead 

671 fate_censored<-0 #at least one sibling censored 

672 div_death<-0 #one sibling divided, one sibling dead 

673 gfp_nogfp<-0 #one sibling GFP+, one sibling GFP- 

674 gfp_gfp<-0 #both siblings GFP+ 

675 nogfp_nogfp<-0 #both siblings GFP- 

 

676 #loop through all sibling pairs to assign paired fate outcomes for use in binomial test and Yule's 

Q  

677 for(i in 1:length(uniquepairs)){ 

678 pairdata<-sisters[sisters$SisterClusterID==uniquepairs[i],] 

 

679 if (length(pairdata$Cause)==2){ 

 

680 if (pairdata$Cause[1]==1 & pairdata$Cause[2]==1) { 

681 div_div<-div_div+1 

 

682 } 

683 else if (pairdata$Cause[1]==2 & pairdata$Cause[2]==2){ 

684 death_death<-death_death+1 

685 } 

686 else if (pairdata$Cause[1]==0 | pairdata$Cause[2]==0){ 

687 fate_censored<-fate_censored+1 

688 } 
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689 else if (pairdata$Cause[1]!=pairdata$Cause[2] & pairdata$Cause[1]!=0 & 

pairdata$Cause[2]!=0){ 

690 div_death<-div_death+1 

691 } 

 

692 if (pairdata$GFPAtDeath[1]>=100 & pairdata$GFPAtDeath[2]<100){ 

693 gfp_nogfp<-gfp_nogfp+1 

 

694 } 

695 else if (pairdata$GFPAtDeath[1]>=100& pairdata$GFPAtDeath[2]>=100){ 

696 gfp_gfp<-gfp_gfp+1 

 

697 } 

698 else if (pairdata$GFPAtDeath[1]<100 & pairdata$GFPAtDeath[2]<100){ 

699 nogfp_nogfp<-nogfp_nogfp+1 

 

700 } 

 

701 } 

702 } 

703 #caclulate the proportion of observed gfp sibling outcomes 

704 total<-gfp_nogfp+gfp_gfp+nogfp_nogfp 

705 prop.gfp_gfp<-(gfp_gfp/total)*100 #both daughters GFP+ 

706 prop.nogfp_nogfp<-(nogfp_nogfp/total)*100 #both daughters GFP- 

707 prop.gfp_nogfp<-(gfp_nogfp/total)*100 #one daughter GFP+, one daughter GFP- 

 

 

708 #binomial test (either including or excluding censored data) 

709 binomial_div_cens<-binom.test(div_div,length(uniquepairs)) 

710 binomial_death_cens<-binom.test(death_death,length(uniquepairs)) 

 

711 binomial_div<-binom.test(div_div,(div_div+death_death)) 

712 binomial_death<-binom.test(death_death,(div_div+death_death)) 

 

713 #Yule's Q test for association in sibling cell fate  

714 x<-c(div_div,death_death,div_death,div_death) 

715 x<-matrix(0,2,2) 

716 x[1,1]<-div_div 
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717 x[1,2]<-death_death 

718 x[2,1]<-div_death 

719 x[2,2]<-div_death 

720 yules<-Yule(x) 

721 print(yules) 

722 #Permutation test and Monte Carlo Simulation---- 

 

723 #initialise variables 

724 pair_diff<-0 

725 samp<-0 

726 ndx<-tempdata$Cause==1  #change ndx to include or exclude GFP+ cells by adding or removing 

'&tempdata$GFPAtDeath>=100' 

727 ndx<-tempdata$Cause==1&tempdata$GFPAtDeath>=100 

728 sib_div<-tempdata[ndx,] 

729 sib_div$SisterClusterID<-as.character(sib_div$SisterClusterID) 

730 uniquepairs<-unique(sib_div$SisterClusterID) #get unique sibling pairs where both cells divide 

 

 

731 #loop to remove any sibling pairs with only one sibling 

732 for(i in 1:length(uniquepairs)){ 

733 pairdata<-sib_div[sib_div$SisterClusterID==uniquepairs[i],] 

734 if(length(pairdata$Cause)==1){ 

735 str=paste('\\b',uniquepairs[i],sep="") 

736 str=paste(str,'\\b',sep="") 

737 remove<-grep(str,sib_div$SisterClusterID) 

738 sib_div<-sib_div[-c(remove),] 

739 } 

740 } 

741 sib_div$SisterClusterID<-as.integer(sib_div$SisterClusterID) 

742 uniquepairs<-unique(sib_div$SisterClusterID) 

743 sibtimes<-matrix(0,2,(length(sib_div$X)/2)) 

 

744 #loop through all unique sibling pairs and calculate the difference in sibling pair cycle times 

745 for (i in 1:length(uniquepairs)){ 

746 pairdata<-sib_div[sib_div$SisterClusterID==uniquepairs[i],] 

747 sibtimes[1,i]<-(pairdata$Event_Time[1]*24) 

748 sibtimes[2,i]<-(pairdata$Event_Time[2]*24) 

749 pair_diff[i]<-((pairdata$Event_Time[1]*24)-(pairdata$Event_Time[2]*24)) 
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750 #   print(pair_diff[i]) 

751 } 

 

 

752 mean_sib_diff<-mean(abs(pair_diff)) #mean difference in sibling cycle time 

753 sd_sib_diff<-sd(abs(pair_diff)) #standard deviation in sibling cycle time 

 

754 #one way K-sample permutation test with 100,000 permutations 

755 y<-factor(sib_div$SisterClusterID) # 

756 pt<-oneway_test(sib_div$Event_Time~y,distribution=approximate(B=1000)) 

757 print(pt) 

 

758 #plot sibling cycle times 

759 plot((sibtimes[1,])/24,sibtimes[2,]/24,xlab=("Sibling 1 cycle time (days)"), 

760 ylab="(Sister 2 cycle time (days)",xlim=c(0,3.5),ylim=c(0,3.5),col="blue") 

 

761 #use this to overlay GFP+ cells over the top of All cells, after changing the ndx and running 

above code again 

762 points((sibtimes[1,])/24,sibtimes[2,]/24,col="green") 

 

763 #pearsons correlation coefficient for all cells and for GFP+ cells 

764 pearson<-cor.test(sibtimes[1,],sibtimes[2,],method="pearson") 

765 print(pearson) 

 

766 #plot density and distribution of the standardized test statistic  

767 layout(matrix(1:2, nrow = 2)) 

768 s <- support(pt) 

769 d <- sapply(s, function(x) dperm(pt, x)) 

770 p <- sapply(s, function(x) pperm(pt, x)) 

771 plot(s, d, type = "S", xlab = "Time (days)", ylab = "Density") 

772 plot(s, p, type = "S", xlab = "Time (days)", ylab = "Cumm. Probability") 

 

773 #Monte Carlo simulation (bootstrapped) to calculate the mean difference in 10,000 random 

permutations of cell pairs 

774 #i.e. the mean difference in sibling cell cycle times is calculated over 10,000 randomly 

generated data sets (by label shuffling) 

775 #initialise variables 

776 permutations<-matrix(0,3,length(sib_div$X)/2) 
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777 iterations<-10000 #set number of iterations 

778 mean_diff<-matrix(0,1,iterations) 

779 k<-seq(from=1,to=(length(sib_div$X)-1),by=2)  

780 for(i in 1:iterations){ 

781 samp<-sample(sib_div$X,length(sib_div$X),replace=FALSE) #random sample from sib-div 

782 cell1_ndx<-samp[k]  

783 cell2_ndx<-samp[k+1]  

784 #loop through the number of unique sibling pairs to create a data set the same as the original 

size   

785 for(j in 1:length(sib_div$X)/2){ 

786 cell1_div<-sib_div$Event_Time[sib_div$X==cell1_ndx[j]]*24  

787 cell2_div<-sib_div$Event_Time[sib_div$X==cell2_ndx[j]]*24 

788 diff1<-abs(cell1_div-cell2_div) #take absolute value difference in cycle time 

789 diff2<-(cell1_div-cell2_div) #take difference in sibling cell cycle time 

790 permutations[1,j]<-cell1_div #random sib1 cycle time 

791 permutations[2,j]<-cell2_div #random sib2 cycle time 

792 permutations[3,j]<-diff1 #random difference in sibling cell cycle time 

793 # print(diff1) 

794 # print(diff2) 

795 } 

796 mean_diff[i]<-mean(permutations[3,]) 

797 #   print(mean(permutations[3,])) 

798 } 

799 par(mfcol=c(1,1)) 

800 mean_pair_diff<-mean(abs(mean_diff)) #mean of mean pairwise differences over 10000 

permutations  

801 sd_pair_diff<-sd(abs(mean_diff)) #standard deviation of the mean of mean pairwise differences 

802 mean_sib_diff<-mean(abs(pair_diff))  #mean of sibling pair differences  

803 sd_sib_diff<-sd(abs(pair_diff)) #standard deviation of sibling pair differences  

 

804 #histograms for simulated data and empirical data 

805 # hist(mean_diff,breaks=50,main="Mean pairwise difference distribution 

(random)",freq=TRUE,xlim=range(5,25),ylab="Cell number",xlab="Mean difference in cycle 

time from random permutations (hours)") 

806 # hist(mean_diff,breaks=50,main="Mean pairwise difference distribution 

(random)",freq=TRUE,ylim=c(0,600),ylab="Cell number",xlab="Mean difference in cycle time 

from random permutations (hours)") 

807 # lines(x=h$mids, y=h$density, type="l") 
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808 # hist(pair_diff,breaks=50,main="Sibling pairwise difference") 

809 # hist(permutations[3,],breaks=50) 

 

810 #z transform 

811 z_distribution<-ztransform(mean_diff[,]) 

812 z_score<-(mean_sib_diff-mean_pair_diff)/(sd(mean_diff)) 

813 hist(z_distribution,main="Z-transformed distribution",xlim=range(-7,7)) 

814 p_value<-pnorm(z_score) 

 

815 # hist(test) 

816 # test2<-rntransform(pair_diff) 

817 # hist(test2) 

818 # icc_test<-ICCest(SisterClusterID,Event_Time,data=sib_div) 

819 # mcfunction<-mcstoc(rempiricalD,) 
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Appendix E 

Development of serum free medium for cCFU-F 

 

This appendix provides details on the dose response experiments used for the 

development of serum-free medium presented in Chapter V- Development of a fully-defined, 

serum-free medium for isolation, expansion, and characterisation of cCFU-F. In these 

experiments each GF was tested at different concentrations, spanning at least a log-fold 

difference in concentration, and cell numbers were counted.  

E.1  Dose-response of cCFU-F cultures to individual cytokines 

 

 

Figure B.1 | Results from dose-response experiment measuring expansion in cell number in 

response to PDGF isoforms (AA, AB, and BB) normalised to control (SFM-no factors). Error bars 

show SD. 
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Figure B.2 Results from dose-response experiment measuring expansion in cell number in 

response to VEGF, IGF, and EFG normalised to control (SFM-no factors). Error bars show SD.  

 

  

 

Figure B.3 Results from dose-response experiment measuring expansion in cell number in 

response to TGF-β1 and bFGF normalised to control (SFM-no factors). Error bars show SD. 
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